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Abstract approve
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As the World Wide Web continues to grow, people clearly want to do much more

with it than just publish static pages of text and graphics. While such increased inter-

activity has traditionally been accomplished through the use of server-side CGI scripts,

much recent research on Web browsers has been on extending their capabilities through

the addition of various types of client-side services. The most popular of these extensions

take the form of plug-ins, applets, and "document scripts" such as Java Script. However,

because these extensions have been created in a haphazard way by a variety of independent

groups, they suffer greatly in terms of flexibility, uniformity, and interoperability. Inter-

active HTML is a system that addresses these problems by combining plug-ins, applets,

and document scripts into one uniform and cohesive architecture. It is implemented as an

external C library that can be used by a browser programmer to add client-side services to

the browser. The IHTML services are implemented as dynamically loaded "language mod-

ules," allowing new plug-ins and language interpreters to be added to an iHTML browser

without recompiling the browser itself. The system is currently integrated with NCSA's

X Mosaic browser and includes language modules for a text viewer plug-in and Python

language interpreter. This thesis examines the iHTML architecture in the context of the

historical development of Web client-side services and presents an example of iHTML's

use to collect usage information about Web documents.
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INTERACTIVE HTML 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The World Wide Web is an Internet-based distributed hypertext system. 

Resources on the Web are described by character-strings called Uniform Resource 

Locators (URLs) [5], which encode information about the machine and directory at 

which the resource exists, and the network protocol used to retrieve it. These re

sources are usually retrieved by the core protocol of the Web, the Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol (HTTP) [4], which is similar to the traditional FTP protocol except that it 

encapsulates the returned data in a MIME [7] header, supplying meta-information 

about it such as the type of document it is (e.g., GIF graphics, postscript, WAV 

audio). The user agent used to access the Web is commonly referred to a "web 

browser." Every web browser can display the core Web document format, the Hy

pertext Markup Language (HTML) [3], which is an SGML-based [20] format for 

encoding textual information and hyperlinks. Graphical browser cans usually dis

play images that are embedded in HTML documents, and there are a large number 

of other types of files in use on the Web that modern browsers need to be able to 

handle. 

Interactive HTML (iHTML) is a system for adding various client-side services 

to web browsers. Its basic architecture is designed to be browser-independent, so 

that its capabilities will work the same way across a variety of browsers; in addition, 

it attempts to make use of currently developing Web standardsHTML [3], HTTP 

[4], and other existing Web protocolsthat help support these client-side services. 
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1.1. Motivation 

As the Web continues to grow, people clearly want to do much more with 

it than just publish static pages of text and graphics. Consequently, much of the 

recent research on Web browsers has been on extending the capabilities of browsers 

through the addition of various types of client-side services. This section will first 

examine some of these services, then discuss the problems that currently exist in 

their practical use. 

1.1.1. Current Service Structure 

There are three general types of client-side services that have become widely 

deployed in Web browsers: plug-ins, applets, and document scripts. 

Plug-ins are compiled code modules stored on the same machine as the 

browser, that work in cooperation with the browser to implement new capabilities. 

When the browser encounters a feature that it doesn't understandtypically a file 

format such as an animation, sound, or 3D modelor for which it doesn't have a 

built-in handler, it looks for a plug-in that provides that capability. If one is found, 

the browser loads and executes the plug-in. The two elements thus work together 

to implement the new feature. 

Applets are architecture-independent pieces of code that a browser retrieves 

from the network and executes on its local machine in order to implement new 

features. Conceptually, applets are very similar to plug-ins, except that they are 

presented to the browser at a higher level than the raw machine code of plug-ins, 

allowing them to be executed on any computer architecture or operating system. 

In addition, since they are retrieved from the net, their access to the local machine 

must be limited to a "safe" subset of operations. Applets may be written in a variety 
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of languages, but a browser must support the particular language used by an applet 

in order for it to 

Document Scripts are architecture-independent pieces of code that work 

with the browser to control the display of, and user interaction with, an entire 

document. A plug-in or applet exists in an environment apart from the document 

in which it appears; it is given a portion of the display, and can use that area 

to interact with the user, without regard for whatever the surrounding document 

is. In contrast, document scripts are fundamentally concerned with the document 

itself, providing services such as updating one form element when the user modifies 

another, dynamically creating parts of a document, responding to the user clicking 

on a hyperlink in the document, etc. 

In addition, there is an unnecessary distinction made by plug-ins and applets 

between a "program" and the other data types that are retrieved from the Web. For 

example, plug-ins were designed almost entirely as a mechanism to display new types 

of "data," while Java and Java Script were built into browsers to execute programs. 

But there's no need to view a program retrieved from the net as anything different 

than a picture or sound. They can both be handled with a plug-in, provided an 

appropriate interface to the browser is in place. 

1.1.2. Limitations of Existing Service Structure 

The previously described client-side services were created in a haphazard way 

by a variety of independent groups. As a result, they suffer greatly in terms of flex

ibility and uniformity. There are two basic issues: the variations and idiosyncracies 

within each type of service, and a lack of interoperability among different types of 

services. 
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The most important example of variation within a client-side service type is 

in the realm of the applet. Here, the most widely deployed applet implementation 

is Sun's Java [18]. Java executes a particular virtual machine [26] and its own 

higher-level API [17], but there is substantial evidence that Java cannot fill the 

role of a general applet language. (In the next chapter, a number of experimental 

browsers supporting other applet languages are described, each demonstrating the 

unique features that language provides to support a particular problem domain.) An 

example of this can be seen by comparing Java with Tcl/Tk. Java is similar to C or 

C++ in designit's a compiled language, with strong type checking. While it does 

provide some features that help in rapid prototyping (garbage collection being the 

most important) this is really not its primary focus or strong programming domain. 

Tcl/Tk, on the other hand, is designed for the express purpose of rapid prototyping. 

Considering the extremely dynamic nature of the Web, it seems likely that rapid 

prototyping will be a fairly common endeavor, but for this Java makes a very poor 

substitute. 

One commonly suggested solution to the need for a different type of language 

support is to compile another language to the level of Java's own virtual machine. 

(Indeed, there exists a Tcl interpreter written in Java.) However, a large part of 

what makes Tcl/Tk so useful is the high-level widgets that are supplied by it, and no 

such support is available in Java. There are also other competing virtual machines, 

such as Lucent Technology's Inferno [10], that present their own advantages and 

disadvantages with regard to Java. 

Another solution may be to write the other languages as browser plug-ins. 

Plug-ins theoretically should allow any scripting language to be used in a browser. In 

practice, however, this is not the case. Plug-ins were designed to be used primarily 

for new media types, and thus do not have the kind of interface to the browser (such 
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as the ability to retrieve parameters) that is needed to implement a real scripting 

language like Java. 

This leads to the second important issue: the lack of interoperability among 

service types. For the most part, each service type exists in its own world. A plug-

in, for example, provides a very different set of capabilities and possible interactions 

with the browser than does a document script or applet. The use of Java and 

Java Script in Netscape is a dramatic illustration. Java is used to write applets, 

while Java Script is used to write document scripts. Therefore, the kinds of things 

that can be done in these languages are very different. There is no way to write a 

Java program that generates part of an HTML document or controls forms, features 

that can be accomplished easily in Java Script. Conversely, graphical applets cannot 

be created with Java Script. Yet there are good reasons to want to do both of these 

things. 

In spite of its name, Java Script is nothing like Java. Rather, it is a high-

level interpreted languagejust the kind of language that would be useful for the 

rapid prototyping of applets. Similarly, the more efficient nature of Java, which is 

compiled, would be very useful for writing document scripts that must do a lot of 

computation. Netscape has tried to fix these limitation by introducing Live Script, 

which allows Java and Java Script programs to interact with each other and plug-

ins. This does not get at the core problem of integration, however, and leaves 

the programmer in the position of having to understand two or more languages to 

accomplish a task. 
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1.2. Interactive HTML 

IHTML provides an architecture that combines the three client-side services 

discussed in the previous section into one integrated environment. This integra

tion is done in two steps: by first combining the plug-in and applet services, then 

incorporating document scripting services into that result. 

Plug-ins and applets are combined by taking a cue from the World Wide Web 

Consortium's recent <OBJECT> tag [22] specification. The idea is to consider normal 

data types (e.g., images, sounds, text) as being no different than scripts. To the 

browser they are all simply "some piece of data that I need to know how to show to 

the user." The <OBJECT> tag provides most of the HTML syntax needed to do this. 

All iHTML must do to complete the picture is to provide an interface between the 

browser and the plug-in that allows the latter to handle all data types, including 

programs. Consider, for example, the common desire to embed some new image 

format inside a document. Plug-ins and applets provide two ways through which 

this can be accomplished: by finding (or writing) a plug-in that will display the data, 

or writing an applet that can display it. Both of these have disadvantages, however. 

Using a plug-in requires that the user have this plug-in installed and available, 

while applets are interpreted and thus execute a lot slower than the equivalent plug-

in. The combination of these two mechanisms, however, can greatly reduce their 

disadvantages. Figure 1.1 shows an example of this. Here, an MPEG animation is 

being embedded into a document. If the browser has a plug-in that can display this 

type, it is used. However, if it doesn't, it retrieves the applet "plaympeg.py" and 

uses that to display it (assuming, of course, that there is a Python language plug-in 

available). Though the applet won't be able to display the animation as well, the 

user will still be able to see something even in the absence of a local MPEG player. 

http:plaympeg.py
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<OBJECT data="myanim.mpg" type="video/mpeg"
 

classid="plaympeg.py"
 

classtype="application/x-ihtml; language= python ">
 
</OBJECT>
 

Figure 1.1 Combining plug-ins and applets 

The second step, combining this new type of plug-in with document script 

services, basically requires that the plug-in interface be expanded yet again to allow 

the plug-in to interact with the browser in the same ways that a document script can. 

Because of the close connection between browser and document script, this requires 

careful planning so that the interface does not become dependent on a particular 

browser implementation. Some additional HTML syntax is also necessary so that 

these new document scripts can work as plug-ins. By bringing document scripts 

under the same general system as plug-ins, these scripts can now be written in the 

same language that the programmer is familiar with in plug-ins, or other languages 

that have specific strengths for a particular application. For example, a document 

script that dynamically checks the validity of a form with a server-side database can 

now be written in Java. Doing this allows the programmer to open an interactive 

network session with the database, and take advantage of the superior computational 

capabilities of Java. 

1.3. Users 

Because the people using iHTML represent a very wide variety of needs and 

interests, to help delineate the interests of its users we break them down into five 

http:classid="plaympeg.py
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Server Client
 
Side Side
 

Figure 1.2 The users of the iHTML system 

explicit categories, as shown in Figure 1.2. This figure shows the various parts of 

the iHTML architecture, and the user category that is directly involved with each. 

1. A browser developer is a person who has implemented	 a browser, such as 

Netscape or Mosaic, or adapted an existing browser, so that it supports the 

iHTML interface. 

2. A language developer is a person who has implemented	 a language (or is 

taking someone else's language implementation) and is writing the code to 

interface it with the iHTML system. This user category also includes current 

plug-in developers, though these people will not normally use many of the new 

capabilities introduced by iHTML. 
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3. A script developer writes the actual applet or other piece of client-side code, 

using the language supplied by a language developer, and intended to be 

incorporated into an actual HTML document created by a content provider. 

4. A content provider is a person who creates HTML documents and other 

information and makes it available on the Web, possibly incorporating client-

side scripts created by a script developer. 

5. A browser user is a person who is running a browser written by a browser 

developer to view the documents created by a content provider. 

1.4. Guide to This Thesis 

This chapter has presented a brief introduction to the iHTML system and 

problems it attempts to address. Chapter 2 will go into further detail on the existing 

client side services used in browsers, as well as some of the methods of collecting 

Web usage statistics. Chapter 3 then provides a more detailed description of the 

general iHTML architecture and concepts it uses. Chapter 4 presents a detailed 

description of the script developer's view of the Python language module, with 

Chapter 5 providing a detailed analysis of example Python scripts used to collect 

and display document usage information. To provide further detail on the underlying 

iHTML system, Chapter 6 describes the system from the perspective of the language 

developer, then Chapter 7 delves into the implementation details of the system. 

Finally, Chapter 8 presents some final concluding thoughts on the contributions and 

limitations of the system. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

This chapter presents an overview of the research that has been done on the 

various types of browser client-side services with which iHTML is concerned. It 

first discusses the existing research on plug-ins, applets, and document scripts, then 

examines the work that has been done on integrating these three types of services. 

Finally, it looks at some of the effort that has gone into collecting usage information 

on Web pages, and research in other areas of computer science that may indicate 

additional kinds of usage information about Web pages that would be useful to 

collect. 

2.1. Plug-ins 

The plug-in was the first kind of client-side service that was integrated into 

Web browsers. These systems generally consist of two pieces: 

1. The browser itself, with a publicly defined programming interface that external 

pieces of code can make use of to add new features to the core browser. 

2. A set of code modules that implement these	 new features; the browser will 

typically load and execute these modules as they are needed. 

Plug-ins are almost always used to add new data type handling to the 

browser. To do this, the browser has some list of mappings from the plug-ins them

selves to the data types they handle. When the browser encounters a data type that 

it doesn't understand, it searches through this list for a plug-in that can handle it; 

if found, the browser and plug-in work together to display the data. 

Note that the data types plug-ins can handle are not limited to graphical 

formats. Because the plug-in is compiled machine code, it has full access to the 
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system, allowing it, for example, to use the computer's audio hardware to play a 

sound sample. 

2.1.1. Eolas's Weblets 

Martin et al. published the first example of embedding dynamic content into 

HTML documents using their "weblet" architecture, which appeared in a report on 

integrating a scientific visualization application with the Mosaic browser [28]. Soon 

after, they published a more detailed description of their architecture for integrating 

external applications with Web browsers [1]. These papers, which introduced the 

advantages of extending the capabilities of Web browsers, laid much of the founda

tion for later work in using client-side extensions to help off -load computation from 

servers. 

There are two main elements to their system. The first is a syntax for in

dicating where dynamic content is to be embedded into an HTML document, and 

what that content is to be. For this, they defined a new HTML tag called <EMBED>, 

conceptually very similar to the standard <IMG> tag. That is, it indicates that a 

rectangular graphical area is to appear in the document, inserted within the HTML 

text defined with it. Instead of a static image, however, the reserved area will be 

drawn by an external application. The tag's syntax is shown in Figure 2.1 in the 

form of an SGML document type definition (DTD) [46]. The tag includes four at

tributes to control what is actually displayed, all of which must be supplied: HREF 

gives the URL from which to retrieve the data to display, TYPE indicates the type of 

this data as per the HTTP Content-type field [4], and WIDTH and HEIGHT supply the 

pixel dimensions of the display area. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the <EMBED> 

tag being used to embed an MPEG animation into a document. 
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<!ELEMENT EMBED EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST EMBED 

HREF %um, #REQUIRED 

TYPE CDATA #REQUIRED 

WIDTH NUMBER #REQUIRED 

HEIGHT NUMBER *REQUIRED> 

Figure 2.1 DTD of the Eolas <EMBED> tag 

<EMBED
 

HREF="http://www.spa.com/water.mpg"
 

TYPE="video/mpeg"
 

WIDTH=400
 

HEIGHT=400>
 

Figure 2.2 Example Eolas weblet HTML to display an MPEG animation 

The second element of this system is the mechanism used to connect the 

browser with the application to create an image. Upon encountering an <EMBED> 

tag, the browser looks for an external application that both supports the <EMBED> 

protocol and is capable of handling the given data type. If one is found, the browser 

allocates an off-screen pixmap of the size indicated by the tag, starts the external 

application as another process, and passes it a handle to the pixmap. The external 

application can then draw directly into the pixmap, sending a message to the browser 

when it has completed the image. When the browser receives this message, it copies 

the pixmap's current image into the rectangular area reserved in the document, 

thus updating the user's view. Since the external application has full access to the 

computer where the browser is running, it can take any steps necessary to handle 

non-graphical data types (such as sending a sound file to the computer's audio 

hardware). 
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This system offers essentially no support for interaction between the external 

application and the user via the image it shares with the browser. Because the 

authors' primary interest was in integrating existing scientific visualization packages 

with Web documents, their architecture assumes that the external program will open 

its own windows (outside of the Web browser) in order to support interaction with 

the user. The programming interface between the external application and browser 

is thus very simple. There are only three messages the application may send to the 

browser (indicating when it starts, stops, and has completed drawing an image); 

the browser may send another three messages to the application (telling it when its 

display area is visible or invisible, and informing it if the browser terminates). Of 

particular note is that there are no messages transmitted to the external application 

about user events intercepted by the browser. 

The primary advantage of the weblet approach is that it allows a very simple 

interface between browser and external application, making it extremely easy to 

modify existing programs to work with the system. In many other domains, however, 

it would be useful to embed user interface mechanisms directly into the document, 

a feature that is not compatible with this design. In addition, this system assumes 

that the external application handling a particular data type will be resident on 

every client machine that wishes to view the data. 

2.1.2. Netscape's Plug-ins 

The next plug-in architecture to be documented, and the first to achieve 

widespread use, was Netscape's Plug-in API [39]. It is important primarily for its 

role in refining the plug-in concept. Rather than a complete external application 

that communicate with the browser through messages, the plug-in is a specialized 
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code module that the browser executes within its own address space. This allows a 

plug-in to have direct access to its display area in the browser, allowing it to create 

an embedded interfaces that is much more interactive than the alas weblet. It also 

moves the plug-in concept toward one of its important roles: off-loading processing 

from remote servers to local execution on client machines. In addition, the Netscape 

architecture expands type-handling, having the browser make use of the HTTP 

Content-type header when selecting a plug-in that it will use. Use of the file's 

embedded type information represents an important step toward the encapsulation 

of remote files as abstract objects. 

As with the alas weblet, there are two components to the Netscape plug-in 

architecture. The <EMBED> HTML tag is used again for specifying the plug-in in a 

document. This is very similar to the Eela,s tag, recognizing the WIDTH and HEIGHT 

attributes as the dimensions of the plug-in's display area. The TYPE attribute is 

now optional, however; if not supplied, the HTTP Content-type information is used 

instead. The HREF attribute has been re-named to SRC but, except for being optional, 

works the same way. New attributes include: HIDDEN, to indicate that the plug-in 

should not be displayed (useful, for example, for a sound plug-in); PLUGINSPAGE, 

giving the URL for a document with instructions on how the plug-in should be 

installed; and PALETTE and UNITS are additional refinements to the tag, controlling 

the plug-in's palette mode under Windows and screen units the dimensions are 

specified in, respectively. 

The more important component, however, is the so-called Plug-in API. This 

is a C language interface between the plug-in and the browser itself. It defines a 

set of functions that the plug-in can use to control the browser's behavior, as well 

as functions that the plug-in must supply for the browser to use. Fourteen browser 

functions allow the plug-in to tell the browser to retrieve and display a new URL, 
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post data to a URL (as happens when submitting an HTML <FORM>), allocate and 

free memory, display messages in the browser window; and dynamically retrieve 

information about the browser itself. Several of the functions are for manipulating 

what Netscape calls "streams;" these are byte-streams of data retrieved from an 

arbitrary URL. The plug-in can open a URL stream, and is then handed the data 

from that stream as it becomes available; this feature is most often used to retrieve 

the URL requested by the SRC attribute, in order to display it. 

Another fourteen functions must be provided by the plug-in; these are called 

by the browser in order to send information to the plug-in. They include functions 

that inform the plug-in that it has been loaded or deleted, that instances of the 

plug-in are created or destroyed, and that the plug-in should print its current screen 

display. There are also several stream-related functions that the browser uses to 

inform the plug-in about stream creation or destruction, or to supply data as it is 

retrieved from an active stream. Another function passes the plug-in a list of the 

attributes supplied in its <EMBED> tag, organized as two arrays (one for the names 

of the attributes, one for their values). 

The most important interaction between the plug-in and browser is not, 

however, defined directly by this APIhow the plug-in is to display itself in the 

document and interact with the user. Instead, the browser calls a plug-in function 

through which it gives the plug-in an abstract handle to its display area; this handle 

is the operating system's actual sub-window that appears there (or, on operating 

systems that do not support sub-windows, the plug-in's physical coordinates in the 

browser's window). The plug-in can then make direct use of standard operating 

system calls to draw in that window and create any interface elements (buttons, 

text fields, etc.) it needs. It also receives user interface events through the window, 

just as it would when written as a stand-alone application. 
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While the Netscape system provides a very good model for a standard plug-

in architecture, it has a few important weaknesses. The first is the syntax of its 

<EMBED> tag. Any number of arbitrary attributes may be included with the tag; 

if present, they are assumed to supply custom parameters to the plug-in itself. 

For example, <EMBED SRC=" anim . mpg" SPEED =" 1 "> would supply the MPEG player 

with a "speed" parameter set to the value "1". This syntax, however, is not valid 

SGML, since any SGML DTD (which HTML is) requires that all tag attributes 

be explicitly specified. This means that a DTD can not be written to verify the 

correctness of an HTML document that includes the <EMBED> tag. 

There are also problems in the underlying plug-in architecture. The most 

important is the limited access the plug-in has to the browser itself. There is no way 

for a plug-in to generate HTML code, access information about the document it is 

running on, or perform other operations that afford a closer integration between the 

plug-in and browser. This becomes an important consideration as other client-side 

methods are considered in the sections below. In addition, while making direct use 

of the underlying operating system's graphical support provides a large amount of 

control to the plug-in, it also makes it likely that the plug-in will be difficult to port 

to new computer platforms. Since a basic property of the Web is its multi-platform 

nature, encouraging the widest possible availability of plug-ins is an important issue. 

2.2. Applets 

Applets are, in many ways, similar to plug-ins: they are external pieces of 

code that the browser executes to add new capabilities and features. When in 

use, the applet itself is given a part of the document in which it can draw and 

interact with the user. Unlike plug-ins, however, applets are written in a machine
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independent language. This means that one applet can, theoretically, work with 

any browser that needs it: the only requirement is that the browser understand the 

language it is written in. Thus, applets are usually retrieved from the network by 

the browser, as they are needed. 

In a sense, applets can be thought as a special type of plug-in. The data 

type is the applet language, and this data is rendered by executing the program. 

They cannot usually be implemented as plug-ins, however, because the language 

needs a closer connection to the browser than that supported by existing plug-in 

architectures. 

2.2.1. Sun's Hot Java 

Applets were first introduced by Sun's Hot Java browser and its associated 

programming language, Java [18]. The Java language is object-oriented and closely 

modeled after C++. It is compiled into a machine-independent representation, 

referred to as byte-code, which is then interpreted on the client machine. The 

Hot Java browser is itself written entirely in Java, and can download pieces of Java 

code from the network, executing them on the client machine just as if they were 

an integral part of the browser. These pieces of code can provide three types of 

extensions to the browser: dynamic types, for interpreting and displaying new 

types of data; dynamic content, for adding "interactive content" to a Web page; 

and dynamic protocols, for introducing new network protocols (i.e., a new URL 

scheme such as "http:" or "news :"). 

The most important of these, and the one corresponding to the traditional 

applet, is the concept of dynamic content. Dynamic types are very similar to the 

plug-ins previously discussed, except that their implementation in Java allows them 
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to be platform independent (further discussed in Section 2.4.2). Dynamic protocols 

are not yet widely available, as their implementation is strongly tied to the under

lying browser's implementation. Since they are not addressed by iHTML, they will 

not be discussed further. 

In Hot Java, dynamic content is introduced with the <APPLET> tag.' Unlike 

the tags discussed so far, <APPLET> is a containeradditional text and tags may 

appear between it and its closing </APPLET> tag. The complete document type 

definition is shown in Figure 2.3. The tag is used to specify the location of an ex

ternal program, which is retrieved over the network by the browser; the program 

executes on the local machine, within its own display area in the document. Arbi

trary parameters can be passed to the applet with the <PARAM> tag, appearing as 

part of the <APPLET>'s content. Browsers that are unable to display the applet will 

display the other <APPLET> content, allowing documents to fall-back gracefully on 

older browsers that do not support applets. 

The following is an example of using the tag to insert a scrolling banner in a 

document: 

<APPLET CODE="banner.class" ALIGN=CENTER>
 

<H3>Can't display banner applet.</H3>
 

<PARAM NAME="text" VALUE="This is a banner applet.">
 
</APPLET>
 

The banner program is given one argument, "text", which tells it to scroll the text 

"This is a banner applet." If the browser does not support applets, it instead 

displays the heading "Can't display banner applet." 

'The original version of Hot Java used an early tag, named <APP>, with slightly different 
syntax. Its syntax was not a valid SGML construct, however, and was later replaced with 
the SGML-compliant <APPLET> syntax. 
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<!ELEMENT APPLET (%text)* +(PARAM)> 
<!ATTLIST APPLET 

codebase %URL #IMPLIED code base.-
code CDATA #REQUIRED class file -
alt CDATA #IMPLIED for display in place of applet 
name CDATA #IMPLIED applet name 
width %Pixels #REQUIRED suggested width in pixels 
height %Pixels #REQUIRED suggested height in pixels 
align %IAlign #IMPLIED vertical or horizontal alignment 
hspace %Pixels #IMPLIED suggested horizontal gutter -
vspace %Pixels #IMPLIED suggested vertical gutter 

<!ELEMENT PARAM 0 EMPTY>
 

<!ATTLIST PARAM
 

name NAME #REQUIRED The name of the parameter
 
value CDATA #IMPLIED The value of the parameter
 

Figure 2.3 DTD of the Hot Java <APPLET> tag (from the World Wide Web Con
sortium's HTML 3.2 specification [43]) 

As with Netscape's plug-in architecture, the Hot Java applet has complete 

control over its display area. It can arbitrarily create its own user interface elements 

and has direct access to the user events associated with them. Unlike plug-ins, the 

applets are platform-independent, since they are written in the Java language [17] 

and executed in the form of virtual machine code [26]. Also, instead of directly 

accessing the underlying operating system, applets go through the Java Application 

Programming Interface [19] layer. Finally, Java applets are "safe" (they are not 

allowed to perform any operations that would compromise the local machine), so 

the browser can download them automatically; plug-ins, in contrast, need to be 

manually downloaded and installed by the user. 
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Originally, Hot Java's applets were not portable between different browsers. 

Instead, they were closely tied to the browser itself, which was also written in Java. 

To execute an applet, the Hot Java browser simply retrieved the needed code and 

executed it along with the rest of the browser, treating it no differently (beyond 

applying the standard Java security restrictions). Browsers that are not written in 

the Java language can not directly execute them in this way, however. 

2.2.2. Applets in Other Languages 

Soon after the Hot Java browser was announced, a number of other browsers 

were created that demonstrated how the concepts it introduced could be imple

mented in other languages. These showed the utility of having a variety of language 

options and approaches available. 

Tcl/Tk [40] is a high-level, string-based, extensible scripting language and 

user interface widget set based on the X Window System. The Tcl language it

self has often been suggested as a good language for transmitting programs over a 

network because it is interpreted, portable, and can provide a "secure" execution 

environment. The Tk widget set adds a powerful set of high-level user interface 

elements, making the system very useful for rapid prototyping and creating the 

smaller-scale programs that are common in applets. Tcl/Tk's author (John Ouster

hout at Berkeley) has said: 

Tcl/Tk and Java are siblings in a family of products for programming 

the Internet. They don't conflict with each other any more than Tcl 

conflicts with C or C++. Each language has particular strengths, and 

developers will choose one or the other or both, depending on the needs 

of their applications. We think that this two-language approach will 
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provide developers with much more flexibility and power than any single-

language approach. [41] 

There are currently two systems featuring Tcl/Tk applets. The first available 

was the Surf It! browser [2], which was completely written in Tcl/Tk. More recently, 

Sun has released a Tcl/Tk plug-in [25] for the Netscape browser. 

Python [27] is a language similar to Tcl/Tk that has also been used for cre

ating applets. Like Tcl/Tk, it is interpreted, portable, and provides a safe execution 

environment. However, it is also a fully object-oriented language, with a much more 

sophisticated concept of scoping and types. and therefore is more appropriate for 

medium and large prototypes than Tcl/Tk. Its speed is somewhere between Java 

and Tcl/Tk, making it extremely useful for developing larger applets where exe

cution speed is not of primary importance. While such applets are also possible 

in Java, they are in many cases smaller and easier to develop in Python. To this 

end, the Grail browser [49] was developed for creating Python applets and is itself 

written in Python. Grail's demo applets include a number of the original Java de

mos re-written as only slightly slower Python applet. These demos highlight the 

simplicity and rapid prototyping capabilities of the language while demonstrating 

that it still executes fast enough to address some of the domains that Java is often 

used for. 

In contrast to the languages mentioned so far, Caml Special Light is a func

tional language. It is a statically typed compiled language. Applets are sent over 

the network in the form of byte code and execution safety is ensured through byte 

code validation and PGP signatures. The characteristics of functional programs 

particularly the elimination of run-time type errorssuggests that they can provide 

more efficient code generation than Java. The showcase for Caml applets is the 

MMM browser [8], which is also written in the Caml language. 
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The languages and browsers discussed so far are similar to Java in that the 

applet language matches the language its browser is written in. This ties the two 

closely together. For example, an applet typically uses the same user interface 

architecture as the browser, so the interface between the two is usually implemented 

by giving the applet a direct handle on the display element that the browser is using 

to represent it. This interface breaks, however, when an attempt is made to move 

these applets to other browsers written with different user interface libraries or in 

different languages. 

There are also a number of proposals for implementing applets that look at 

the underlying machine representation instead of focussing on a particular language. 

For example, the Modula-3 byte code used in the Visual Obliq browser [6] presents 

a possibly more efficient and mature architecture to Java's byte code. Another 

system, Juice [15], uses Oberon's intermediate parse-tree representation to generate 

code dynamically on the host machine [14]. This leads to smaller code and much 

quicker execution than an equivalent Java program. 

2.2.3. The Java Platform 

The Java Platform [23] describes a subset of the Java applet architecture 

described in Section 2.2.1 that can be implemented by browsers that are not them

selves written in the Java language. This allows plug-ins to remain independent not 

only of the hardware on which they are running, but also of any particular browser 

implementation. In order to accomplish this, the extensibility of the browser must 

be limited to the well-defined applet interface. Other extensions that require more 

direct access to the internal browser implementation (such as dynamic protocols) 

are not supported. 
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Applets 
Java Base API Java Srandard Extension API 

Java Base Classes Java Standard Extension Classes 

Java Virtual Machine 
Porting Interface 

Browser
 

OS
 

Hardware
 

Figure 2.4 The Java Platform Architecture for browsers (adapted from [23]) 

There are three parts to this system, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. First, 

the Java interpreter is encapsulated in its own component that exists apart from 

the browser itself (represented by the boxes in black). It implements all the Java-

specific parts of the appletthe Java virtual machine [26] and application program

mer interface [17]. Second is the browser itself and the underlying operating system 

(represented by the white boxes). This can be implemented in any language and 

architecture. The third component connects the first two, allowing them to com

municate and interact with each other (represented by the gray box). 

While this architecture greatly improves the ability to widely deploy ap

plets as a general part of Web browsers, it has a number of limitations. The 

most important of these is its dependency on Java. As previously mentioned (Sec

tion 2.2.2), there are many other languages that supply their own unique advantages 
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and strengths in the implementation of applets, and many more will likely be de

veloped in the future. Leaving these out from wider use is a serious weakness. In 

addition, the Java interpreter here is tightly bound to the browser itself, being com

piled directly into the core executable. This makes it impossible to take advantage 

of improvements to the language without updating the browser. It also adds unnec

essary overhead when the language is not being used, and thus does not scale well 

to situations in which more than one applet language is available. 

2.3. Document Scripts 

The final type of client-side service that will be discussed is the document 

script. Like an applet, a document script is an architecture-independent program 

that a browser retrieves from the network and executes on its local machine. Rather 

than executing as an element embedded in the document, however, a document 

script works hand-in-hand with the document. It can exercise control over how it 

is presented to the browser user and how the user interacts with it (for example, 

it can dynamically generate parts of the document, control form input, etc.). The 

document script thus has an intimate tie to the browser itself, since such programs 

need access to much of the internal information (such as form state, link information, 

etc.) that a browser has about the document. 

2.3.1. The Common Client Interface 

The National Center for Supercomputing Application's Common Client In

terface (CCI) [33] was the first document-level programming interface to a Web 

browser. It was originally designed to provide external applications with remote 
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control of a Web browser, for implementing such things as slide-shows, document 

sharing systems, and teacher/student interactions. 

The CCI architecture is socket-based; that is, the interface between the Web 

browser and external application is through a standard TCP/IP socket. Four steps 

are required to make use of the protocol: 

1. The browser user selects an arbitrary port on which the browser will begin 

listening for socket connections. 

2. The browser user sets the external application to use this same port number. 

3. The external application opens a TCP/IP socket on that port, establishing	 a 

connection with the browser. 

4. The external application sends commands to the browser, and asks for reports 

from it on various types of information. 

Thus, the protocol is based on messages sent back and forth over the socket such 

that, in general, the browser operates as a slave to the external application, respond

ing to commands sent by it and reporting various types of events and data it asks 

for. 

On top of the socket-level protocol is a library with a C-language interface; 

generally, there is a fairly direct mapping between the C functions and underly

ing socket messages. By invoking this library, the external application can check 

on the status of the connection (e.g., if the connection is still active or if there is 

data available from the browser), instruct the browser to fetch and display a new 

URL, and execute HTTP "POST" operations through the browser. In addition, 

through a callback mechanism the external application may be notified when the 

user selects anchors, may intercept documents retrieved by the browser based on 
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their MIME types (e.g., tell the browser to send all "application/postscript" docu

ments it retrieves over to itself instead of letting the browser display them), and get 

information about the structure of the document currently visible in the browser. 

One important weakness of the CCI protocol is that it is not generally au

tomatic. The browser user must configure the communication ports in both the 

browser and external application before that application can take control. In addi

tion, it is difficult to associate a page (or set of pages) with an external application; 

for example, there is no way to write a CCI program that is linked to a document 

so that it automatically begins execution when the document is retrieved. In many 

ways, this protocol is oriented more towards browser-level than document-level op

erations. 

2.3.2. Netscape's JavaScript 

Netscape's "Java Script" [37) is the first true example of a document scripting 

architecture. Java Script (which is not related, in any beyond name, to Sun's Java) 

is a custom language that executes inside a Web browser. Programs written in the 

language execute in the context of an entire HTML document, allowing them to 

do such things as dynamically construct a portion of a document, interact with the 

user through forms, load new documents, etc. The language is interpreted, so it is 

machine independent. 

Unlike other client-side scripts, Java Script programs are traditionally em

bedded directly into an HTML document. The embedding is accomplished with 

the <SCRIPT> tag, the DTD for which is shown in Figure 2.5. The tag's two key 

attributes are LANGUAGE and SRC. The former is the name of the scripting language, 

which must always be "Java Script", while the latter specifies an optional remote 
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<!ELEMENT SCRIPT CDATA script statements --> 
<!ATTLIST SCRIPT 

type CDATA #IMPLIED Media type for style notation 
language CDATA #IMPLIED predefined script language name 
src Y.un #IMPLIED URL for an external script 

> 

Figure 2.5 DTD of the Java Script <SCRIPT> tag (from the World Wide Web 
Consortium's HTML 3.2 specification [43]) 

URL from which to retrieve the script (discussed further below). The script con

tained in a <SCRIPT> tag is executed as soon as it is encountered in the document. 

One of the most important things that it can do is to construct dynamically parts 

of the document: 

<HTML>
 

<HEAD>
 

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE = "JavaScript ">
 

document.write("Hello net.")
 

</SCRIPT>
 

</HEAD>
 

<BODY>
 

That's all, folks.
 

</BODY>
 

</HTML>
 

This example (from the Java Script Authoring Guide [37]) results in a document 

with the text "Hello net. That's all, folks." 

The second important capability of Java Script is that of responding to user 

interface events occurring within a document (e.g., editing form elements, selecting 

links, etc.). To support this, Java Script adds new attributes to the various HTML 

tags at which events may appear. An example is the following fragment of the 

DTD for the <A> tag (as specified by the World Wide Web Consortium's HTML 3.2 

specification [43]): 
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<!ELEMENT A ('/.text)* -(A)>
 

<!ATTLIST A
 

' /.attrs; id, class, style, lang, dir
 

onClick %script #IMPLIED intrinsic event
 
onMouseOver ' /.script #IMPLIED intrinsic event
 
onMouseOut %script #IMPLIED intrinsic event
 
>
 

Three events are available for the <A> tag. The value of these attributes is an 

actual fragment of Java Script code that will be interpreted when the event occurs. 

Typically, this code is simply a call to a function that was defined in an earlier 

<SCRIPT> block. Figure 2.6 illustrates this concept with an example script that 

would respond to click events on a form button. 

There are a number of important problems with Java Script. The first, and 

most overt, is simply its HTML syntax. Embedding these scripts directly into a 

document not only blurs the important separation between a document's content 

and its implementation, but also represents invalid SGML. A tag with content type 

CDATA, as <SCRIPT> is declared, is essentially terminated by "anything that looks 

like an end tag" [13], meaning that Java Script programs with statements such as 

"document . write ("<B>bold</B>")" are invalid. In general, the use of CDATA 

entities in SGML documents is strongly discouraged [12]. 

While this problem is somewhat mitigated by the more recent inclusion of 

the SRC attribute, there are still problems. This is primarily due to the fact that a 

document can only be constructed dynamically at the location where a <SCRIPT> 

tag occurs. It's common for this to happen in many places in a document, in which 

case using the SRC attribute results in a network access at each point. That is 

extremely inefficient, and probably will place more of a burden on the HTTP server 

then if it had just constructed the document itself. 
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<HEAD>
 

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE = "JavaScript ">
 

function compute(form) {
 

if (confirm("Are you sure?"))
 

form.result.value = eval(form.expr.value)
 

else
 

alert("Please come back again.")
 
}
 

</SCRIPT>
 

</HEAD>
 

<BODY>
 

<FORM>
 

Enter an expression:
 

<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="expr" SIZE=15 >
 

<INPUT TYPE="button" VALUE="Calculate" ONCLICK="compute(this.form)">
 
<BR>
 

Result:
 

<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="result" SIZE=15 >
 
<BR>
 

</FORM>
 

</BODY>
 

Figure 2.6 Example Java Script event handling program and document, which 
evaluates in expression in a form (from the Java Script Authoring Guide [37]) 

A final issue is how Java Script handles events. Adding an attribute for each 

event class on every tag at which it occurs further undermines the separation between 

document and script. In addition, it makes it difficult to write generic scripts that 

watch events occurring within a document (as they need to be directly tied to the 

document at each place the relevant events might occur). 
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<!ATTLIST FORM
 

action %URI #REQUIRED server-side form handler
 
method (Y.HTTP- Method) GET see HTTP specification
 

enctype %Content-Type; "application/x-www-form-urlencoded"
 
script %URI #IMPLIED link to client-side script
 
>
 

Figure 2.7 DTD of the Active FORMs tag (from the World Wide Web Consor
tium's expired HTML 3.0 specification [42]) 

2.3.3. Active FORMs 

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the Surflt! Web browser [2] is a Tcl/Tk

based browser that can execute applets written in that language. In addition to 

these applets, it supports a type of document scripting called "Active FORMs" [47]. 

While these scripts are primarily used to specify form interaction, they can also be 

used in the higher-level context of an entire HTML document. 

Unlike Java Script, the Active FORMs system takes a minimalist approach to 

the new HTML it introduces. As shown in Figure 2.7, the only markup used is the 

SCRIPT attribute that HTML 3.0 introduced to the <FORM> tag. When the Surf It! 

browser encounters a form with this attribute, it retrieves the script referenced and 

begins executing it in a safe Tcl/Tk environment. A script initially executes at the 

form level, allowing it to interact with the user in that way. Once running, however, 

it can change its execution level so as to manipulate other parts of the HTML 

document. Active FORMs defines four of these levels, summarized in Table 2.1. 

Scripts control the behavior of the browser where they are executing by 

using the "applet" command. This command allows the script to do such things as 

retrieve documents, append markup to the currently displayed document, access the 

Tk widgets that make up a form, load data from the network, etc. In addition, the 
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Level Description 
Browser The top-level browser application 
Hyperwindow A browser window, which displays Web documents 
Hyperpage A particular HTML document being displayed by a Hyperwindows
Form The management of an HTML form inside a Hyperpage 

Table 2.1 The four possible execution levels of an Active FORMs script [47] 

proc HMapplet_item {type name value win} {
 
switch $type {
 

text {
 

bind $win <KeyPress> {-- procedure that enforces field type -}
 
}
 

Figure 2.8 Example Active FORMs script that constrains the data in a form 
field [47] 

script can define various "browser call-in" functions, which the Surf It! browser will 

call to inform it of events that occur. In particular, the script can be informed when 

anchors are selected, form elements are created, or a document has finished loading. 

Note that there are no call-ins for actual user interaction. Instead, an Active FORMs 

script attaches to the "new form element" call-in, and binds to each newly created 

Tk widget as is appropriate. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.8. In the 

example, "HMapplet_item" is the browser call-in for a new form widget. 

Since the Surfit! browser is written in the same language as the script it 

executes, the two tend to be tied closely together. This is a problem, as mentioned 

where Java was discussed in Section 2.2.1. Also, the Active FORMs system depends 
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heavily on its scripts' ability to manipulate the underlying browser's Tk objects, 

making it unsuitable as a general-purpose scripting architecture. 

2.4. Combining Client-side Services 

Most of the recent work in client-side services has focussed on finding ways 

for the various services described previously to work together. A wide range of 

approaches have been taken to this problem, ranging from direct combinations of 

system implementing a single service, to high-level work on the conceptual model 

and HTML syntax needed. When combining client-side services, the hope is that the 

resulting combination will exhibit most of the advantages of its individual services, 

while mitigating their weaknesses. 

2.4.1. Eblas's Web API 

In their article "Proposing a Standard Web API" [11], Doyle et al. present 

a system that attempts to combine all three client-side services (plug-ins, applets, 

and document scripts) by integrating two architectures. The first architecture is a 

modification of the Eolas "weblet" that was described in Section 2.1.1, with some 

modest extensions to help support applets. To that architecture is added the NCSA 

CCI system described in Section 2.3.1, which provides the weblet plug-ins with some 

document scripting functionality. The complete system is presented as a suggestion 

of a "standard API" that can be implemented by browsers. Such a standard would 

allow plug-ins to be written that work with any browser supporting the described 

API. 

The primary change the Web API makes to the historical "weblet" archi

tecture is the addition of new messages for button and keyboard events, as shown 
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Message Description 
DHOEserverUpdate Tells a client to update data 
DHOEserverReady Tells a client the server is ready 
DHOEserverExit Tells a client the server is exiting 
DHOEserverConfigureWin Tells a client to resize/reposition the DHOE window 
DHOEclientAreaShown Tells the server the DHOE area is exposed 
DHOEclientAreaHidden Tells the server the DHOE area is being hidden 
DHOEclientAreaDestroy Tells the server the DHOE area is being destroyed 
DHOEbuttonDown Sends mouse-pointer coordinates to the server on but

ton down 
DHOEbuttonUp Sends mouse-pointer coordinates to the server on but

ton up 
DHOEbuttonMove Sends mouse-pointer coordinates to the server on but

ton move 
DHOEkeyDown Sends the corresponding keysym to the server on key 

down 
DHOEkeyUp Sends the corresponding keysym to the server on key 

down 

Table 2.2 Messages between browser (client) and plug-in (server) in Ee las's Web 
API [11] 

in Table 2.2. The messages form the core of its "distributed hypermedia object 

embedding" (DHOE) plug-in protocol. Note that, due to the protocol's historical 

use as a mechanism for embedding large visualization systems into Web browsers, it 

uses the words "client" and "server" to refer to the browser and plug-in, respectively 

(contrary to what might be expected). In addition to the new messages, the system 

adds a mechanism through which X widgets can be embedded in a document, al

lowing for the creation of more interactive embedded objects than were possible in 

the original "weblet" architecture. The mechanism was used to create "Web Wish," 

a server that encapsulates a full Tcl/Tk interpreter. 

The CCI architecture used in the Web API system is identical to that dis

cussed in Section 2.3.1, with all its related weaknesses. To make use of the CCI 
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interface, a server must connect to the appropriate socket of the browser (though 

the system does not define explicitly how it should determine which socket to use). 

Once connected, the server uses the socket-based protocol to execute CCI operations 

and the X event DHOE protocol for graphical functionality. Such a design allows 

the system to exploit existing protocols and services, greatly simplifying the API. 

There are, however, a number of important limitations to the Web API 

architecture. The DHOE protocol is little more than a plug-in architecture; its lack 

of argument passing is a particular limitation in the implementation of true applets. 

The Web API's use of CCI for document scripts is an even more serious limitation. 

In addition, the Web API system provides no way to write "pure" document scripts, 

independent of any embedded applet. 

2.4.2. HTML <OBJECT> Specification
 

In the paper "Inserting objects into HTML" [22], Ragget et al. propose a 

new HTML tag named <OBJECT>, for embedding arbitrary objects into HTML doc

uments. It is intended to combine the functionality of the <EMBED> and <APPLET> 

tags (as discussed in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.1) with a uniform HTML syntax.2 The 

tag is the first true attempt at combining these two services, and lays a basic founda

tion for how applet and plug-in extensions will be implemented by browser develop

ers and researchers. Because the proposal has the blessing of the World Wide Web 

Consortium, it is widely expected to become the standard mechanism for embedding 

objects into HTML documents. 

2In addition, the tag includes much of the new image functionality that was first defined 
in the ill-fated HTML 3.0 <FIGURE> tag [42]. 
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The DTD for the <OBJECT> tag is shown in Figure 2.9. Like the <APPLET> 

tag, its content can include arbitrary body text and <PARAM> tags. Any body text 

is displayed only if the browser does not support the <OBJECT> tag or for some 

other reason is unable to display the actual object. The <PARAM> tags are used to 

pass arguments to the object, much like the <APPLET> tag's similar mechanism. In 

addition, there are many attributes used to control the rendering and position of 

the object. 

The work-horses of the <OBJECT> tag are the four attributes DATA, TYPE, 

CLASSID, and CODETYPE. The first two are used to indicate a data file to display, 

much like the <EMBED> tag's SRC and <TYPE> attributes. The last two, in contrast, 

specify an actual script that is to be downloaded by the Web browser and executed 

locally. The scripting attributes are essentially the <APPLET> tag's CODE attribute, 

with the addition of a mechanism for specifying the type of script that is to be 

executed. Finally, the <APPLET> tag's CODEBASE is used directly, to allow for the 

specification of a base class path when embedding Java applets. 

Two examples of the <OBJECT> tag in use are shown in Figure 2.10. The 

first corresponds to a plug-in, showing how a traditional data type (here, an AVI 

animation) can be embedded in a document and displayed by an external code 

module. If the browser is unable to display that particular data type, the HTML 

markup inside the <OBJECT> tag is displayed instead; here, that is a static image. 

The second example of the tag corresponds to a Java-style applet. It uses the 

CLASSID attribute to indicate the URL of the applet that is to be executed (in this 

case a Python language script) and supplies one argument to the applet. 

While the <OBJECT> tag provides a well-defined and flexible syntax for com

bining plug-in and applet services, it makes no attempt to specify how this integra

tion is to be implemented inside the browser. It is up to each browser developer to 
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<!ELEMENT
 

<!ATTLIST
 

%attrs
 

declare
 

classid
 

codebase
 

data
 

type
 

codetype
 

standby
 

align
 

height
 

width
 

border
 

hspace
 

vspace
 

usemap
 

shapes
 

name
 

object (param
 

object
 

id, class,
 

(declare) #IMPLIED
 

#IMPLIED
 

%URL #IMPLIED
 

%URL #IMPLIED
 

CDATA #IMPLIED
 

CDATA #IMPLIED
 

CDATA #IMPLIED
 

%Align #IMPLIED
 

%Length #IMPLIED
 

%Length #IMPLIED
 

/.Length #IMPLIED
 

%Length #IMPLIED
 

%Length #IMPLIED
 

%URL #IMPLIED
 

(shapes) #IMPLIED
 

%URL #IMPLIED
 

I
 %bodytext)*>
 

style, lang, dir
 

declare but don't instantiate flag
 

identifies an implementation
 

some systems need an additional URL
 

reference to object's data
 

Internet media type for data
 

Internet media type for code
 

message to show while loading
 

positioning inside document
 

suggested height
 

suggested width
 

suggested link border width
 

suggested horizontal gutter
 

suggested vertical gutter
 

reference to image map
 

object has shaped hypertext links
 

submit as part of form
 

<!ELEMENT
 

<!ATTLIST
 

name
 

value
 

valuetyp
 

type
 

param 0 EMPTY named property value --> 
param 

CDATA #REQUIRED property name 
CDATA #IMPLIED property value 

e (DATAIREFIOBJECT) DATA How to interpret value
 
CDATA #IMPLIED Internet media type
 

Figure 2.9 DTD of the <OBJECT> tag [22]
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<OBJECT data=TheEarth.avi type = "application /avi ">
 

<img src=TheEarth.gif alt="The Earth"
 

</OBJECT>
 

(a) 

<OBJECT classid="http://monty.cnri.reston.va.us/grail/
 

demo/clocks/analogclock.py">
 
<PARAM NAME=size VALUE=40>
 

</OBJECT>
 

(b)
 

Figure 2.10 Example of the <OBJECT> tag: (a) embedding a plug-in to display an 
AVI file; (b) embedding a Python language applet [22] 

decide how that is to be done, and exactly how the implementation will make use 

of the various attributes for defining the data and script. This lack of specification 

leaves unresolved many of the problems of existing client-side services, particularly 

the lack of interoperability (both in plug-ins and scripts) between different brands 

of browsers. 

2.4.3. Microsoft's ActiveX
 

Microsoft has proposed the ActiveX system [31] as a general solution to the 

problem of integrating client-side services across browsers. ActiveX is built on top of 

the existing OLE architecture, a set of services for implementing document-centric 

systems. The system defines various OLE interfaces that encapsulate different parts 

of the Web architecture. The basic interfaces include such things as how URLs and 

networking protocols can be represented as OLE objects. In addition, OLE inter

faces are defined for scripting languages, objects embedded in HTML documents, 

document layout, and style control. 

http:demo/clocks/analogclock.py
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<OBJECT ID="HelloWorldButton" WIDTH=96 HEIGHT=32
 

CLASSID="CLSID:D7053240-CE69-11CD-A777-00DD01143C57">
 
<PARAM NAME="Caption" VALUE="HELLO WORLD!">
 

<PARAM NAME="Size" VALUE="2540;846"
 

<PARAM NAME="FontCharSet" VALUE="0"
 

<PARAM NAME="FontPitchAndFamily" VALUE="2"
 

<PARAM NAME="ParagraphAlign" VALUE = "3 ">
 

<PARAM NAME="FontWeight" VALUE="0"
 
</OBJECT>
 

Figure 2.11 ActiveX's use of the <OBJECT> tag [30] 

For its high-level HTML syntax, the system makes use of the <OBJECT> 

tag (discussed in Section 2.4.2) for embedding objects and the <SCRIPT> tag (Sec

tion 2.3.2) for document scripts. Figure 2.11 shows an example of the <OBJECT> tag 

being used to embed an ActiveX object. The object is indicated with the "CLSID:" 

URL, which provides an OLE object identifier. If the object is not a built-in part 

of the browser or known to be available on the local system, a URL from which it 

can be retrieved may be specified with the CODEBASE attribute. 

The system encapsulates scripting languages as another OLE object, allow

ing it to support multiple document scripting languages. The standard implemen

tation includes two languages, VBScript and JScript. The former is a lightweight 

and "safe" version of Visual Basic, while the latter implements the same syntax as 

Netscape's Java Script. In addition, an extension to the <SCRIPT> tag allows an al

ternative way of specifying event handlers, as shown in Figure 2.12; the new syntax 

associates a complete <SCRIPT> body with a particular event. 

ActiveX also supports Java applets, although they exist as a somewhat dis

tinct entity. The Java interpreter is itself encapsulated in an OLE object: however, 

it does not support the scripting interface. Such a design means that Java programs 
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<form name= "Forml ">
 

<input type="button" name="Buttonl" value = "Click ">
 

<script for="Buttonl" event="onClick" language= "VBScript ">
 

alert "Button has been pressed"
 

document.Forml.Buttonl.value="PRESSED"
 

</script>
 

</form>
 

Figure 2.12 ActiveX's extension to the <SCRIPT> tag [30] 

can not be used as document scripts, even if the program is retrieved through the 

<SCRIPT>'s SRC attribute3. Java applets are also embedded into documents through 

the traditional <APPLET> tag, rather than being integrated with the rest of the 

<OBJECT> syntax. 

While Microsoft claims its ActiveX objects are "language-neutral" and pro

motes them for use as traditional applets [29], such a claim is not entirely accu

rate. ActiveX objects are actually low-level 80x86 machine code (hence "language

neutral," only in the sense that any language can be compiled to machine code) 

retrieved from the network and executed directly on the client machine. Executing 

code like this is an important security concern, as there is no ability to protect code 

at the machine instruction level. Once an ActiveX applet is retrieved and execu

tion begins, it has complete access to the local system. In fact, there are already 

ActiveX "applets" that do such things as turn off the host computer. Microsoft 

has tried to address the security issue by incorporating authentication into ActiveX 

objects. While authentication is helpful for large-scale applications, it is question

3With the <SCRIPT> tag Java would be difficult to support as a document scripting
language in any case, since Java programs are stored as raw binary files 
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able whether it is a solution for the more traditional domain that applets are used 

inthat is, small pieces of customized code that are integrated seamlessly into Web 

pages. 

In addition, the ActiveX architecture is dependent, to a large degree, on 

the underlying OLE system in Windows. In an environment that requires data to 

be usable on as wide a variety of platforms as possible, it is doubtful that such 

a platform-specific system will be useful as a true general solution. Microsoft has 

announced plans to port OLE and ActiveX to other platforms, but much of the 

power of ActiveX lies in the wide number of existing OLE objects that can be used 

with it. Almost all these objects are dependent on the complete underlying Windows 

operating system, leaving the utility of a higher-level architecture port questionable. 

2.4.4. Netscape's Live Script 

Netscape has introduced "Live Script" [38] as a system whose primary goal 

is the integration of the browser's three client-side services: Netscape plug-ins, Java 

applets, and Java Script document scripts. The integration is accomplished by creat

ing specific channels of communication between the different services, allowing one 

to control the operation of another. By creating channels, one service gains indirect 

access to the capabilities of another service, with the Live Script architecture serving 

as intermediary. 

Figure 2.13 shows a high-level view of the architecture. There are four dis

tinct communication paths defined: (1) plug-ins can call Java methods; (2) Java can 

call native methods implemented in a plug-in; (3) Java Script can call Java methods; 

and (4) Java can call methods implemented in Java Script. Note that there are no. 



Figure 2.13 Netscape's Live Script architecture [38] 

direct communication channels between plug-ins and Java Script. Such channels can, 

however, be implemented in two hops, by going through the Java interpreter. 

To call Java methods from within a plug-in, Netscape supplies a program 

that converts a Java class definition into C preprocessor macros providing access 

to the class. For example, the substring method of the String class is called with 

the macro java_lang_String_substring. Netscape's Java Runtime Interface [36] 

is used as the underlying mechanism for connecting the two. It also provides Java 

with access to methods defined by the plug-in. 

Within Java Script, the Java class hierarchy is made available through 

the Packages object. For example, Java Script can access Java's Sys

tem class with the code var System = java.lang.System. A message 

can then be sent to the Java console by executing the Java Script code 

System. err .println("Greetings from Java Script"). Similarly, the applets in 

a document can be accessed through Java Script's document object, which ex

poses them in its applets array. For example, an applet whose NAME at

tribute is "myApplet" can be accessed as document .applets ["myApplet"] . In 
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the other direction, Netscape exposes its Java Script environment through the 

netscape. javascript.JSObject object. For example, a handle on the document's 

window can be retrieved with JSObject.getWindow(this). 

While Live Script provides a mechanism for communication between the 

client-side services included in Netscape, it does little to unify their architectures. 

For example, there is still no way to actually write an applet with Java Script. The 

JSObject does provide a method to evaluate actual Java Script code, but at best 

this is a awkward way to write a Java Script program. Similarly, having to call Java 

methods in plug-ins as a means to access the browser services needed to implement 

new applet languages leaves a lot to be desired, and there is still no way to write a 

plug-in that adds a new document scripting language. 

2.5. Collecting Document Usage Statistics 

As the Web grows to assume an increasingly important role in business and 

publishing, it will be more and more necessary to collect information about who is 

using a content provider's Web pages, and how they are doing so. Such information 

traditionally has been very difficult to discover, due to the Web's distributed nature 

and the characteristics of its underlying protocols. There are, however, a number of 

systems actively being designed to help in this area. In addition, the computer-based 

nature of the Web presents many new opportunities for content providers to examine 

the ways in which the information they supply is being used (or, perhaps, not being 

used). By applying traditional human-computer interaction research to the use of 

Web pages, it may be possible to discover an unprecedented amount of information 

that is extremely difficult to collect from traditionally published material. 
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2.5.1. HTTP Hit Statistics 

The original, and still most widely used, source of Web usage statistics is the 

document "hit count." This is a simple count of the number of times a particular 

document has been retrieved. Each time an HTTP server [4] receives a request for 

one of its documents, it writes a line of information about the request in an access 

log. As shown in Figure 2.14, the line includes the machine that requested the doc

ument, user identification and authentication, date and time, the HTTP method 

(including the path to the document), the server status code, and the number of 

bytes transferred. The first line of Figure 2.14, for example, shows a request that 

came from the machine "ada.cs.orst.edu" with no user identity or authentication, 

on Nov. 20, 1995 at 11:53:05 PDT, and was a GET method on the file "/- hack

bod/ihtmlr , with the server successfully fulfilling the request and sending back 

1720 bytes of data. 

To turn a low-level access log into useful information, a program must ex

amine the data and compile it into higher-level statistics. One of the most common 

operations performed is to count the number of times each page occurs in the log, 

resulting in the familiar hit count. There are, however, other useful data that can be 

extracted from the log, such as the number of hits originating from different domains 

ada.cs.orst.edu - - [20/Nov/1995:11:53:05 -0800] "GET rhackbod/ihtml/ HTTP/1.0" 200 1720
 
...orst.edu - - [20/Nov/1995:11:53:15 -0800] "GET /-hackbod/ihtml/environ_ex.html HTTP/1.0" 200 2447
 
ada.cs.orst.edu - - [20/Nov/1995:11:53:21 -0800] "GET rhackbod/ihtml/sc95poster/ HTTP/1.0" 200 3522
 

- [20/Nov/1995:11:53:40 -0800] "GET /-hackbod/ihtml/sc95poster/architec.html HTTP/1.0" 200 4526
 
- [20/Nov/1995:11:53:40 -0800] "GET /-hackbod/ihtml/sc95poster/architec.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 5506
 

ada.cs.orst.edu
 - [20/Nov/1995:12:18:33 -0800] "GET rhackbod/ HTTP/1.0" 200 2
 

Figure 2.14 Example HTTP access log produced by NCSA's "httpd" server 

http:ada.cs.orst.edu
http:ada.cs.orst.edu
http:ada.cs.orst.edu
http:ada.cs.orst.edu
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and machines, number of hits during different time periods, number of requests for 

non-existent documents, total number of bytes transferred, etc. 

Unfortunately, HTTP access logs have many limitations, largely due to the 

stateless nature of the underlying HTTP protocol. The basic problem is that there 

is no concept of a sessionevery request for a document is processed without any 

context information that can connect it with the requests that arrive before or 

after it. In theory, the user identity and authentication fields could be used to 

associate lines in the access log; however, the former is rarely sent to the browser 

(as shown in the example) due to privacy concerns, and the latter is not useful 

in the most common case, where no password is required to access the document. 

All this means that there is no way to track inter-document access paths through 

the server's documents (e.g., identifying that a user first viewed documentl, then 

document2, then new/document5). 

Another problem is that even the basic hit statistics may not be extremely 

accurate. Cachingboth by the browser and in proxies between the browser and 

servergreatly reduces the number of requests for a document that the server ac

tually sees. Conversely, if a user asks the browser to reload the document, hits are 

recorded that do not reflect additional users viewing the document. Access logs 

provide no information of finer granularity than the level of an entire document. 

Thus, there is no way to determine how long a document was viewed, nor other 

interesting information about how a particular document is being used. 

2.5.2. Gathering Consumer Statistics 

Connolly [9] summarizes recent proposals for extending various Web proto

cols to provide inter-document usage statistics and other marketing-related infor
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mation. He then discusses the pros and cons of each proposal, examining the issues 

that are involved in its implementation and the -types of information that can be 

collected. Of particular importance to this discussion are the privacy issues involved 

in collecting such information. 

Three protocols are discussed in the paper. The first proposes that a 

"Request-ID" HTTP header, be sent from the browser to the server. It would 

be composed of two fields, a random session number (generated by the browser 

when it started executing), followed by a request count (incremented each time the 

browser sends an HTTP request). This header would supply all information needed 

by an HTTP server to track user sessions across documents. 

The second protocol employs profiles as a simple way for servers to 

collect demographic information from forms submitted by browser users. A 

number of special field names (profile-full-name, profile-postal-street, 

profile-email-address, etc.) are defined for use in hidden form fields. When 

a browser implementing the protocol submits a form, it fills in each field given one 

of these special names with information previously saved by the user as a set of user 

profile preferencesallowing the information to be collected automatically without 

the user having to fill in form fields each time they are needed. 

The third protocol is intended to help HTTP servers track per-session state 

information. It makes use of the existing Web authentication protocol, defining a 

new "anon" scheme. When an HTTP server receives a request, it sends back a reply 

requesting authorization for "anon" authentication. Upon receiving this response, 

the browser sends a new request with authorization for the "anon" user, whose 

password is a unique 128-bit random number identifying the browser. 

After describing these protocols, Connolly then discusses four issues that 

they (or similar usage collection protocols) should address: 
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1. There is a conflict between the desire to collect usage information and the 

privacy rights of consumers. The article states that the Request-ID protocol 

seems to address these concerns, by allowing browser users to control the 

information being sent to the server. In addition, various "norms" of behavior 

must be assumed, such as the service provider keeping the collected data 

private. 

2. There is a need to create Web services involving persistent state. Many appli

cations implemented on Web servers need to keep track of information about 

a user across individual HTTP requests (for example, to keep track of a user's 

shopping cart while browsing an on-line store). This is addressed by the anony

mous authentication protocol. 

3. The desire to collect demographic information unobtrusively also conflicts with 

the privacy rights of consumers. Content providers have a need to collect 

information about their consumers without imposing an undue burden on 

them, yet consumers have the right to control what information is collected. 

This is addressed by the profile-based protocol, in two ways. Not only is it the 

user who must enter the information into the browser in the first place, but it 

is assumed that the browser displays all the information it will be sending the 

the server when a form is submitted. 

4. The need to cache documents affects all three proposed protocols. It is impera

tive that any statistics-gathering protocol consume as little Internet bandwidth 

as possible, which means they shouldn't break the cacheing of documents un

less that is strictly necessary to implement a desired feature. Further, there 

needs to be some way for cacheing proxies to collect the demographic infor
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mation included in a form so that it can be relayed back to the originating 

server. 

2.5.3. HTTP Cookies 

Kristol and Montulli's [24] proposes a system for creating "stateful sessions 

with HTTP requests and responses." This allows HTTP servers to track individual 

browsers as their users move through the server's documents. While its primary 

purpose is to help servers associate state information with browser sessions (for 

such things as electronic shopping carts), the system also provides a mechanism for 

tracking inter-document usage statistics. 

The system centers around two new HTTP headers, Set-Cookie and Cookie. 

A session is initiated by the server sending a document with the Set-Cookie header, 

the syntax for which is shown in Figure 2.15. The header is composed ofa semicolon-

separated list of argument/value pairs. The first argument is an arbitrary cookie 

name and value to set and is followed by a number of optional arguments to control 

the cookie's behavior. When a browser receives the Set-Cookie header, it stores 

the cookie data, then sends back a similar Cookie header when making future re

quests for documents from the server. The Cookie header includes the name and 

value pair(s) originally sent by the server, thus creating a mechanism for identifying 

sessions unambiguously and allowing the server to store state information on the 

client machine. 

To use this system for tracking document usage, a server can simply generate 

a unique cookie (by incrementing a global counter, for example) whenever it receives 

an HTTP request with no cookie information. Browsers supporting this protocol will 

then send the cookie counter back to the server when requesting future documents. 
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set-cookie = "Set-Cookie:" cookies
 

cookies = 1#cookie
 

cookie = NAME "=" VALUE * (";" cookie-av)
 

NAME = attr
 

VALUE = value
 

cookie-av = "Comment" "=" value "Domain" "=" value
I
 

"Max-Age" "=" value "Path" "=" value
I I
 

I
 I
"Secure" "Version" "=" 1 *DIGIT
 

Figure 2.15 Syntax of the Set-Cookie HTTP header. 

By storing an HTTP request's cookie value in the server's access log, it is then a 

simple matter for programs processing the log to follow session trails through it. 

2.5.4. Intra-document Usage Statistics 

None of the Web document usage statistics collection methods discussed so 

far have addressed intra-document usage statisticsthat is, how individual docu

ments are being used. For example, knowing that there has been a hit on a certain 

document says nothing about how useful it was. Yet there are many usage details 

that a content provider may wish to know. Did the browser user find it easy to 

locate information in the document? Are users making use of the information in it? 

If there are forms in the document, are they well-organized? How long does a user 

typically spend looking at the document? Does the user read through it sequentially, 

or jump around to different locations? Collecting intra-document usage information 

to help answer the above questions enters the realm of traditional software usability 

research. Because of the distributed and dynamic nature of the Web, collecting such 

data should be unobtrusive and not require that the user be located in a traditional 

usability lab. 
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One technique that might be useful for collecting intra-document usage infor

mation is software logging. For example, Neal and Simons describe a system called 

"playback," which records the keypresses of a user interacting with a system, allow

ing the entire session to be re-played and examined in detail at a future time by the 

experimenter [34]. The system consists of an external CPU that is placed between 

the user's keyboard and the machine running the software to be tested. The external 

CPU records every key pressed by the user, tags it with a time stamp, and sends it 

on to the machine under test. Once the user has finished a session, the experimenter 

can review the recorded keystrokes and play them back through the tested machine 

to watch the user's progress. More importantly, the recorded session can be played 

back at an accelerated rate, typically allowing an eight-hour session to reviewed in 

around two hours. In addition, the system supports the testing of documentation 

by allowing an experimenter to view the user's activity through a video monitor and 

insert comments about the user's actions into the electronic record. Neal reports 

that the system has been used successfully in an iterative product evaluation of IBM 

BASIC, as well as for testing the usability of form interfaces, panel navigation, and 

multiple windows [35]. 

Morris et al. report on an extension to the playback system that integrates 

video and audio records with the keyboard information [32]. During replay, the 

video and audio recordings of the user are synchronized with the keyboard infor

mation, allowing the researcher to observe not only what the user entered into the 

system and how the system responded, but also the user's physical and verbal ac

tivity. The system can record multiple input channels, allowing the recording of 

additional things such as mouse input. While they report that the system has been 

of value in getting feedback on interface performance, the researchers comment on 

two important limitations of playback. Reviewing and analyzing the collected data 
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is a labor intensive task, for which they suggest the development of tools that will 

automate the process. In addition, when evaluating more sophisticated software it 

can be difficult to get it to respond to recorded input in the same way it did for 

the user. Their system attempts to address this second problem by recording the 

software's output as well as user input, but further work needs to be done in the 

area of graphical displays. 

One method of automating the task of analyzing data logs is reported by 

Siochi and Ehrich, in which a user session transcript is analyzed for repetitions of 

actions [44]. They postulate that repeated patterns in a transcript may provide valu

able information about the user's interaction with the system. A repeated sequence 

may indicate such things as commands being at too low a level for the desired tasks, 

the user circumventing an application malfunction, the user searching for a way to 

do something, a malfunction causing loss of state information, etc. The method re

volves around their Maximal Repeating Patterns (MRPs) algorithm, which searches 

a text transcript for repeated patterns that are "as long as possible, or an inde

pendently occurring substring of a longer pattern." To analyze a transcript, it is 

first transformed into a normalized list of commands executed by the user. The 

MRP tool examines the list for repeating patterns. The result of this analysis not 

a metric of usability, but rather an indication of what parts of the transcript might 

be "interesting" to the experimenter. 

Siochi and Ehrich include describe experience of using the MRP method to 

test GIPSY, an image processing system. They tested the system with 17 users, 

collecting a total of 17,086 command lines for MRP analysis that resulted in 3,523 

detected MRPs. From this data, 12 classes of problems were discovered, of which 

only four had been previously known. The experimenters also found the MRPs useful 

for preparing and conducting future interviews with two of the users and discovered 
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that presenting the users with the raw transcripts of the points of interest in their 

sessions was significant in helping the users recall the task they were performing. 

However, the method is limited in terms of the information that can be collected, 

that information being specific, detailed problems rather than general aspects of a 

system's usability. In addition, the method is specifically aimed at command line 

interfaces, ignoring the more common direct manipulation interface. 

Smith et al. report on a more sophisticated method of collecting and analyzing 

session log data [45]. Their system makes use of a higher-level data representation, 

the action protocol. Rather than specific user input, an action protocol records 

general data such as movement between windows, selection of objects, etc. This 

allows the system to analyze log data that already has been interpreted by the 

software under test, lessening the problems of interpreting the meaning of that 

data during transcript analysis. Each action results in a line of information in the 

transaction session, containing such information as the name of the action, start 

and stop times, and other relevant parameters. Since the software under test was 

specifically customized to process this high-level session log, it can also replay the 

recorded session exactly as it appeared to the user. 

For analysis, a session transaction is viewed "as analogous to a statement or 

discourse in a natural language." A grammar can then be constructed to represent 

the language with the actions recorded during the session as terminal symbols; 

nonterminal symbols are "higher level cognitive behavior." Smith et al. describe 

three grammars they have written for these sessions, representing models of the 

user's cognitive processes while working with the system. To help analyize and 

interpret the data, they developed a number of tools for visualizing and animating 

both the collected transcripts and how the user interacts with the system. 
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Currently, usage information about hypermedia environments has only been 

collected using dedicated systems. Trumbull et al. present one example of collecting 

this kind of information, analyzing a program they developed called Bughouse, which 

presents information about cultural entomology [48]. Users can access information 

in the system in three different modes. Index mode presents a familiar book-style 

cross-index, Browse mode allows the user to move through the information using 

the metaphor of a Victorian country house and its grounds, and Guide mode tracks 

the user's progress and uses that information to suggest to the user other areas for 

investigation. As a user works with the system, it records a log of time spent in 

individual areas of the program, the search mode used, and activity within each 

area. After having the users fill out questionnaires about their reactions to the 

system, the researchers examined the session logs. From these, they classified users 

into four categories, based on the types of search modes used, and found marked 

differences in the amount of information found by the users. In particular, users who 

primarily used the browse mode tended to locate more of the relevant information 

and be fairly sure they had found everything they needed. Index users, in contrast, 

were confident they'd found everything, but had actually discovered much less than 

the browse users. 

Software logging cannot, of course, take the place of traditional HCI evalu

ations. In particular, it provides no explanation about why the user may be per

forming a particular action [50]. While the collected data can be augmented with 

explanatory comments, video and audio records, and user questionnaires [16], the 

need to collect additional information defeats many of the advantages of unobtrusive 

and easy collection of usage information. Further, the data collection process itself 

always raises important ethical issues about whether or not users are informed that 

their actions are being recorded. 
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3. OVERVIEW OF INTERACTIVE HTML 

The iHTML system combines the three most commonly used client-side 

servicesplug-ins, applets, and document scriptsinto one uniform, flexible ar

chitecture. This is accomplished by defining a client-side service that is a superset 

of the three services, supporting all the capabilities they offer. An important goal of 

iHTML was to design a system that is both browser- and language-neutral. The lat

ter was accomplished by simply combining the client-side services, placing all code 

for implementing applet and document scripting languages in the external plug-in. 

Since the system defines the interface between the external scripting code and the 

browser functionality needed to implemented applets and document scripts, all that 

is needed to add a new language is to write write a plug-in that interfaces it with 

the rest of the iHTML system. The goal of browser independence was addressed by 

creating a well-defined interface between the client-side services and the browser, so 

that iHTML does not depend on any of the browser's underlying implementation 

details. 

This chapter first presents a discussion of the new concepts and protocols 

that the iHTML system introduces to traditional Web browsers. After that, a 

high-level overview of its design is presented, explaining the different parts of the 

system and the division of functionality between them. Finally, the issues of security 

and protection are examined and the approach iHTML takes to addressing them is 

described. 

3.1. iHTML Concepts 

The iHTML system introduces a number of new concepts and protocols to 

the traditional Web browser's architecture. The most fundamental are the ways that 
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files of different types are handled, and the generalization of applets and Java Script-

style programs into one basic client-side scripting mechanism. To support these 

concepts, iHTML implements and introduces some extensions to the World Wide 

Web Consortium's <OBJECT> tag. [221 Also, iHTML introduces a new URL scheme 

for integrating low-level network socket operations with the rest of the browser's 

URL system. 

3.1.1. File and Script Types 

Under iHTML, all types of files that may be embedded within an HTML 

document (e.g., images, applets, animations, etc.) are handled using one uniform 

mechanism. This is accomplished by extending the traditional "plug-in" concept 

to handle client-side scripts associated with documents. These new plug-ins are 

called "language modules" and have additional access to the browser so that they 

can implement the types of functionality expected of applet and Java Script-style 

programs. 

A file's type is identified through its MIME "Content-type" header. When 

the iHTML system prepares to display a file, it uses the MIME content type in

formation to associate it with any available language module that knows how to 

"display" (or execute) the file. The language module is dynamically loaded by the 

library, and completely encapsulates the code needed to display a particular type of 

file. 

For file types that correspond to executable programs, the iHTML system 

distinguishes between two particular classes of program. The first class is the iHTML 

applet, which operates almost identically to the familiar Java applet. An applet is 

a program that appears embedded within an HTML document and interacts with 
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the user primarily through the user interface it displays there. The second program 

class is the document script, which does not have such a close analogy to any 

existing client-side scripting technique. Conceptually, it is similar to a Java Script-

style program, in that it is associated with an entire document and executes in that 

context. However, a document script uses a fairly different syntax and conceptual 

model; this will be discussed more in Chapter 4. 

An important point is that both types of scripts use the same underlying ar

chitecture. They are implemented by the same language module, and (as is reason

able) they have the same access to the browser's functionality. The only difference 

is the contextwindow-specific or whole-documentin which the script executes. 

3.1.2. HTML Syntax 

To support the unification of plug-ins, applets, and document scripts, the 

iHTML system makes use of the <OBJECT> tag. The tag was designed to provide a 

uniform interface for embedding any type of object into a document (here, plug-ins 

and applets), and works well as intended. iHTML implements a subset of the tag, 

shown in Figure 3.1, that provides enough information for the system to find an 

appropriate language module to display a file's data, along with the information 

needed by applets. 

Figure 3.2 shows an example of the tag being used to embed an iHTML 

applet. The example also illustrates the unification of plug-ins and applets. When 

the tag is encountered, the system will first retrieve "myanim . mpg" and try to find 

a language module to play the MPEG animation. If such a language module does 

not exist, iHTML will fall back to retrieving the "plaympeg . py" script, handing the 

MPEG data to it to be displayed. 
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<!ENTITY V. Context "(documentImoduleIapplet)">
 

<!ELEMENT object (param %bodytext)*>
I
 

<!ATTLIST object
 

' /.attrs id, class, style, lang, dir -
classid XURL #IMPLIED identifies an implementation
 
data %URL #IMPLIED -- reference to object's data -
type CDATA #IMPLIED Internet media type for data
 
codetype CDATA #IMPLIED Internet media type for code
 
context '/.Context #IMPLIED context object executes in
 
height '/.Length #IMPLIED suggested height
 
width V.Length #IMPLIED suggested width
 
name %URL #IMPLIED submit as part of form -

<!ELEMENT param 0 EMPTY named property value -->
 
<!ATTLIST param
 

name CDATA #REQUIRED property name
 
value CDATA #IMPLIED property value
 

>
 

Figure 3.1 DTD of iHTML's implementation of the World Wide Web Consortium's 
<OBJECT> tag [22] 

<OBJECT data="myanim.mpg" type="video/mpeg"
 

classid="plaympeg.py"
 

classtype="application/x-ihtml; language = python ">
 

Figure 3.2 Example markup to embed an iHTML applet 

http:classid="plaympeg.py
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<OBJECT context=document classid="watch.py"
 

classtype="application/x-ihtml; language= python ">
 

Figure 3.3 Example markup to create an iHTML document script 

The <OBJECT> tag was not, however, originally created to support document 

scripts. To apply it to that use, iHTML extends the tag, allowing it to appear in an 

HTML document's <HEAD> section and adding a new attribute named CONTEXT (see 

Figure 3.1). When iHTML encounters the tag in a document's header and finds its 

CONTEXT attribute to "DOCUMENT," the system executes the associated script in the 

context of the entire document.1 Figure 3.3 shows an example of this use. Here, the 

system retrieves the "watch.py" program as before, but the program has access to 

document-level events and services. 

3.1.3. HTML Parse Trees
 

In order to support many of the operations expected of document scripts 

particularly the ability to dynamically create document textthe iHTML system 

provides an abstract interface to the underlying browser's HTML parse tree rep

resentation. Every HTML document corresponds to a well-defined tree structure. 

As an example, consider the document shown in Figure 3.4. When parsed into its 

internal representation, this document becomes a tree of nodes, where <HTML> is 

1Since a script executing in a document context is not provided with an area on the 
HTML document in which to display itself, the behavior of file types (such as images) 
that need a display area is not defined when used this way. Currently, they are simply 
ignored. 

http:watch.py
http:classid="watch.py
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<HTML>
 

<HEAD>
 

<TITLE>Example Document</TITLE>
 
</HEAD>
 

<BODY>
 

<H1>Example Title</H1>
 

<P>Example paragraph.</P>
 
<HR>
 

<ADDRESS>Example address</ADDRESS>
 
</BODY>
 

</HTML>
 

Figure 3.4 A simple HTML document 

the root of the tree. A standard representation of such a document is shown in 

Figure 3.5, as well as a more traditional top-down tree view. 

The HTML tree structure, including standard operations to create and mod

ify it, is an integral part of the system. It provides a well-defined representation 

of the document, allowing a document script or other programs executing in the 

system not only to construct a document dynamically by creating new nodes, but 

also to go back and examine or modify existing HTML documents. 

3.1.4. URL Extensions 

Finally, iHTML defines a new URL scheme named tcp : that creates a low-

level interactive transaction, encapsulating the basic BSD socket ( ) mechanism 

into the same interface as URLs. The complete syntax of the tcp : scheme is 

"tcp: / /machine : port / ", where machine is the DNS name of the remote machine 

with which to make the socket connection and port is the port address of that socket. 

Once a URL with this scheme is opened, data from the remote machine appears as 
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<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> Example Document 

(a) 

(Example Document )
 

(b) 

Figure 3.5 Parse tree of the document in figure 3.4: (a) The parse tree represen
tation of the document; (a) A more traditional tree view 

it becomes available, as for other URLs. In addition, data can be sent back to the 

remote machine, allowing it to support interactive sessions. 

An actual tcp: URL can take one of three distinct forms, controlling its 

basic behavior: 
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tcp : //machine :port / The fully-qualified form creates a socket connection with 

a computer named machine at the given port. This corresponds directly to a 

socket () call. 

tcp :port / The same as the fully qualified form shown above, but connects with 

that machine from which the document was retrieved. 

tcp : //port / Listen for socket connections coming in to the given port. This cor

responds to a listen() call. 

3.2. General Architecture 

The iHTML system is divided into three major components, as shown in 

Figure 3.6. The iHTML Library is the central regulator of the system, which con

trols the interaction between a Web browser and the available back-end language 

modules. It is the only component that is actually implemented in the system distri

bution. For other components, only the interface is defined; their implementations 

are left to the discretion of the component implementors. The arrows in the figure 

represent the possible ways that control flow can move through the system; for ex

ample, the arrow between the Language modules and browser component indicates 

that language modules can directly access browser services, while no arrow in the 

other direction shows that the browser does not directly manipulate the language 

modules. The browser component regulates all interaction with the user, while the 

iHTML library component provides the public interface to the back-end language 

modules and is responsible for loading and unloading them as needed. 

A Language Module is the implementation of one or more MIME content 

types, and tells the rest of the system how to display or otherwise handle data of 
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iHTML Library Language Modules 

Browser-iHTML Glue 

Browser User 
Browser 

Figure 3.6 High-level architecture of the iHTML system, showing the three main 
components and communication between them 

that type. There can be many different language modules available, each handling 

a different type of data. The system dynamically loads these modules as needed. A 

language module is very similar to a traditional Netscape-style plug-in, except that 

its interface to the rest of the browser has been extended to support various types 

of client-side scripting. 

The Browser component is the traditional Web browser. The iHTML ar

chitecture defines a standard interface between it and the rest of the system, but 

otherwise treats it as a black box. Thus, the "Browser-iHTML Glue" division repre

sents the code used to map between this black-box implementation and the interface 

defined by iHTML. The glue layer includes both the functions that must be sup

plied by the browser component and the calls it must make into the iHTML Library 

component in order for the system to operate correctly. 
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3.2.1. Browser Services
 

The browser is the main component and driver of the system. It is responsi

ble for most interaction with the user, for parsing and displaying HTML documents, 

parsing and retrieving URLs, and managing the display and resources. This func

tionality is exposed to the rest of the system through a set of functions and types 

defined by the iHTML architecture. Any functionality in the browser not specifi

cally defined by this architecture is a black box and may be implemented however 

the browser chooses. 

In this high-level view, the browser component also encapsulates some func

tionality that is more specifically a part of the operating system, such as managing 

graphical objects, drawing, and dynamically loading shared libraries. While the 

iHTML architecture does not make any direct distinction between the two compo

nents, the interface glue to a particular operating system is typically implemented 

separately from the browser-specific pieces, so that it does not need to be re-written 

for each browser. The services provided by the browser component fall into nine 

broad categories 

The browser must supply a set of functions that provide access to, and ma

nipulation of, its internal HTML parse tree representation. These routines work 

on an opaque data type, the HTMLNode. All operationsincluding those to tra

verse the tree, get information about a node, delete and insert a node, create a new 

node, and access the browser's HTML parser to create a whole treeare performed 

through function calls, allowing the browser to use any underlying data represen

tation it would like. The representation must provide a true tree structure, allow 

access to each node's type, attributes, and the text associated with it, and be able 
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to associate two arbitrary C pointers (the "language" and its "object" that owns 

the node) with any node. 

For documents and browsers, the library defines the opaque type IH-

Browser to represent a browser window, and the type IHDocument to represent a 

handle on a single HTML document (currently displayed in that window or part 

of its history stack). The handles are used by functions to associate the iHTML 

Library's resources with a document, to retrieve and set the root HTMLNode of the 

HTML tree being displayed in a document, and to inform the browser of changes 

to the currently displayed tree. 

When retrieving URLs, the opaque type IHRetrieveRequestP represents 

an active URL-based network transaction. The browser must supply functions for 

creating a request from a URL string, accessing data as it becomes available from 

the network, writing data to the transaction, and terminating the request. 

The iHTML event system is built on top of the underlying event system 

provided by the operating system. It defines the IHEvent type, a structure that 

contains information about where the event occurred, its basic class and code, and 

any object associated with it. The browser supplies functions for allocating and 

duplicating events, getting and setting attribute values associated with an event 

(such as the mouse position, key pressed, etc.), and deallocating events. This allows 

it to append its own data after the publicly defined structure, for storing internal 

state information. 

There are a number of opaque types defined by the library for implementing 

graphical user interfaces, including IHWidgetRep (the browser-side representation 

of a user interface element), IHPixmap (an off-screen display buffer), IHColor (a ren

dering pen), IHFont (a text rendering font), and IHFutureCall (a function call that 

is to occur at a later time). The user interface typesand associated browser func
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tions for allocating, manipulating, and destroying themallow the system to create 

and interact with user interface widget hierarchies. While the functions are typically 

implemented as part of the operating system glue, they may be implemented by the 

browser itself if it needs more control over its display. 

Typically implemented by the operating system part of the browser glue, 

the architecture defines routines a browser must supply for loading, examining, and 

unloading shared libraries. They use an opaque symbol, IHSharedModule, as a 

handle on the shared library. 

In addition to the major groups of functions already described, there are 

many miscellaneous functions that do not fit into a particular group. These are 

used for such things as getting version information or information about the ca

pabilities of the browser (for example, whether it supports tables), showing status 

information about the progress of an operation or a hyperlink, parsing directory 

paths, and creating temporary files. 

3.2.2. iHTML Services 

The iHTML Library is the only component that is directly implemented by 

the iHTMLsystem. It defines all the non-opaque types used in the system, along 

with a set of functions used to integrate the various components with each other. 

The library essentially serves as the traffic cop for the client-side scripting services. 

It manages the language modules in the system and receives documents and events 

submitted by the browser. The iHTML Library is responsible for determining what 

to do with them and ensuring that they are handled by the correct language module. 

In addition, the iHTML Library is the only component that is granted direct 

interaction with a language module. Because other components also need to interact 
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with the language modules, the library must supply a number of functions that 

duplicate the functionality of the language services, but provide them as a language-

independent interface. When called, the functions direct actions to the appropriate 

language module. Library services fall into five broad categories. 

As part of its document interface, the library supplies functions that the 

browser calls to submit a document to the system, detach a document from the 

system, and start or stop the scripts associated with a document. Submitting a 

document to the system results in the allocation of a IHGloballnfo type, which con

tains the state information that the iHTML Library must keep with a document; all 

further interaction with the document occurs through this type. A number of addi

tional types may be connected to this handle, as the system runs: the IHModulelnfo 

contains information about an associated document script, and one IHEmbedded-

Info type is allocated for each applet embedded in the document. 

In its role of managing language modules, the iHTML Library defines 

the type IHLanguage to expose information about a single language module, and 

provides functions for loading and releasing language modules by name. In addition, 

it supplies general functions for accessing the HTML and Widget objects that are 

created by the back-end language modules. 

The library defines a data buffer, a piece of memory containing arbitrary 

data that can be manipulated by removing and appending data to it. This is used, 

for example, by the browser URL services as a place to collect data as it becomes 

available over the network. Functions allocate, manipulate, and deallocate these 

buffers, which are represented by the type IHBufferP. 

There are many places where the library must manage arbitrary lists of re

sources, so it defines a standard set of functions for creating and using doubly 
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linked lists. The linked list functions operate on the IHList and IHNode types. 

Operations are available for performing all the familiar list operations on them. 

The library also includes a number of miscellaneous functions that don't 

fit into any particular group. Examples include the functions for initializing and 

terminating the entire system and for retrieving version information about the li

brary, as well as a function the browser calls to dispatch an event (causing it to be 

routed to the correct language module). 

3.2.3. Language Services 

Language modules represent the back-end functionality of the system, sup

plying the code needed to handle particular data types. They exist as separate, 

dynamically loaded libraries, loaded and initialized as needed. Their interface is 

intended to be accessed only by the iHTML Library itself. Four general categories 

of services are provided. 

A number of functions are supplied for managing the language module's 

internal representation of an HTML parse tree. They include functions for de

termining the range of HTMLNodes contained in a tree and managing its reference 

count (so that the language module can deallocate it when it is no longer part of a 

document or a larger tree). 

The system defines a common type, IHLangEnv, used to hold state informa

tion about a language environment executing on a particular document. Func

tions are included for creating and deleting language environments, as well as start

ing and stopping the programs in an environment. In addition to the common parts 

of the structure defined by the libraryincluding handles on the iHTML Library's 
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IHGlobalInfo and the language's IHLanguage with which it is associatedthe lan

guage can append any private state information it needs. 

To manage scripts, functions are supplied for initializing and deleting the 

IHModulelnfo data for a document script associated with an entire module, and the 

IHEmbeddedlnfo data associated with each applet. Functions are also available to 

start and stop individual applets. Each language module defines an opaque data 

type IHCodelnfo, which contains its internal representation of a script program (e.g., 

the compiled form of the script) and can be attached to its associated IHModulelnfo 

or IHEmbeddedlnfo. 

Similar to the browser's HTMLNode, IHWidgetRep also has a language-side 

object associated with it that is used to manage the user interface. The language 

module must manage this object and be able to attach it to the browser-side widget 

with which it is associated. In addition, the module provides a function that is 

called by the system to dispatch user interface events to the module. 

3.3. Security and Protection Issues 

Whenever dealing with client-side services in Web browsers, the issues of se

curity and protection must be addressed. Downloading and executing code without 

the user's intervention raises some obvious security issues that can't be ignored. 

However, since the underlying mechanism for implementing the scripting languages 

is based on low-level language modules that have been compiled to machine code, 

this is an issue that the system can not enforce directly. Instead, the system pro

vides a number of services that attempt to help help the language developer enforce 

these security and protection issues when writing a language module. 
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In general, the iHTML system and its language modules rely entirely on the 

underlying security features of the network and operating system for authentication 

and other security services. This typically means that, unless other measures are 

taken, scripts can have potentially full access to a particular user's account or even 

an entire machine. 

In network scripting, this security problem is typically mitigated by providing 

some kind of restricted execution environment in which a script can run. iHTML 

attempts to support this design by distinguishing two modes for script execution, 

unlimited and protected. 

Scripts that have been retrieved from a the file system of the local machine 

(or, in languages where it is appropriate, that have been retrieved from particular 

directories of the file system) operate in unlimited mode. In this mode, a script is 

granted as much access to the underlying machine as its language provides. Unlim

ited execution typically means that, at the very least, a script can access the file 

system directly, open arbitrary sockets, and has unrestricted access to information 

belonging to the user. 

Any other scriptparticularly those retrieved over the networkshould be 

assumed by a language module to be malicious, and placed under protected exe

cution. Such scripts are prevented from accessing any "dangerous" functionality, 

including the file system or other low-level access to the operating system that the 

language may have. To help support this protection, the iHTML system only allows 

such scripts to open tcp: URLs that connect with the same machine from which 

they were retrieved; other, dangerous URL schemes (such as file:) are disabled. 

As previously stated, it is up to each language module to enforce these pro

tections. As an example, the Python module does so by allowing scripts executing 

in protected mode only to access functions defined by the basic iHTML system de
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scribed in the previous section, plus certain very select parts of the standard Python 

environment (such as its math module). 
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4. SCRIPT DEVELOPER INTERFACE 

From the Interactive HTML script developer's point of view, iHTML 

supports two distinct varieties of scripts. These are called "applet-level" and 

"document-level," corresponding to the traditional forms of Hot Java applets (Sec

tion 2.2.1) and JavaScript programs (Section 2.3.2). Under iHTML, the only im

portant difference between the two types of scripts is how they are linked with, and 

interface with, an HTML document. Beyond that, both scripts have the same basic 

functionality and work in the same way. 

This chapter describes how a program written by a script developer accesses 

the iHTML library's functionality, using the Python language module as an example 

of a typical object-oriented interface to iHTML. The reader is assumed to have ba

sic familiarity with the Python language [27], including an understanding of Python 

modules, types, and classes. The language module itself represents a fairly straight

forward encapsulation of the iHTML system. Most concepts are directly translated 

to the higher-level Python language, exposed as a set of basic Python types and 

classes. Other scripting language interfaces will usually present a similar interface 

to the library, expressed in the concepts and syntax appropriate to the particular 

language. 

4.1. Applet-level Scripts 

An iHTML applet-level script is a program that executes in the context of a 

graphical area embedded within a larger document. It does not normally have direct 

access to that document, but is only concerned with the user events and graphics 

that occur within its area. An applet-level script is associated with a document 

by inserting an <OBJECT> tag in the body of the document. (See Section 3.1.2 for 
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details on the tag.) A Python applet script is retrieved from the network as Python 

source code.' Once the code has been retrieved, it is compiled and then executed 

by the Python interpreter in the context of a new Python module. The resulting 

module's namespace must contain within it a callable object named ihEmbed, which 

is the entry point for the applet. 

4.1.1. The Application Class 

The standard iHTML module ihApp defines the Python language module's 

high-level applet interface, and includes a class named Application that encapsulates 

its functionality. An active applet is represented by an instance of the Application 

class (or subclass), which must be returned by the ihEmbed symbol when it is 

called. Thus ihEmbed typically is defined as a subclass of Application, since Python's 

semantics for calling a class is to instantiate it and return the new instance to the 

caller. 

The parameter to ihEmbed is a dictionary of keyword arguments, correspond

ing to the <PARAM> tags included with the applet's <OBJECT> tag. In addition, the 

following standard symbols are included in the argument dictionary: 

Width is the value supplied to the <OBJECT> tag's WIDTH attribute. 

Height is the value supplied to the <OBJECT> tag's HEIGHT attribute. 

_Document_ is the document the applet is located in. The Document class is de

scribed in Section 4.2.1. 

'Python programs must be transmitted over the network as source code because the 
format of Python's byte-code changes between versions of the interpreter. 
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The Application class's constructor expects to be given this dictionary of ar

guments when it is instantiated, so that it can handle some of the common low-level 

details involved in processing them. In particular, it understands how to interpret 

the Width and Height parameters, using the requested size to allocate space for the 

applet in the document. 

4.1.2. Program Structure 

Figure 4.1 show a "minimalist" applet-level script. It first imports the ihApp 

module (in line 2) to access the Application class. The next program statement (line 

6) declares the applet's entry point ihEmbed to be a subclass of Application. Lines 9 

through 12 define the subclass's constructorit simply passes the applet's keyword 

arguments up to the Application superclass. Finally, line 15 exposes the module's 

ihEmbed symbol, making it publicly accessible. The __export__ symbol used here is 

not a standard part of the Python language itself, but an extension that the Python 

language module adds to implement its security restrictions. All the program in 

Figure 4.1 does is reserve display space in the document. To the user, it appears as 

an empty rectangle that doesn't respond to any user events. 

4.1.3. Graphics Rendering and Widgets 

To actually do something, an applet must make use of the ihWidget module. 

The module defines two new classes (Container and Widget) and three new types 

(Pixmap, Color, and Future Call). Together, they provide the core functionality 

needed to organize the applet's display, draw graphics, and respond to user actions. 

The Container class, summarized in Table 4.1, is the main organizational 

and functional component of the module. A container defines a rectangular screen 
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1. # Get standard application class definitions.
 

2. import ihApp
 

3.
 

4. # Our own application is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 

5. # Application class.
 

6. class ihEmbed(ihApp.Application):
 

7.
 

8. # Class initialization.
 

9. def __init__(self,**args):
 
10.
 

11. # Just send control on up to the superclass.
 
12. apply(ihApp.Application.__init__,(self,),args)
 
13.
 

14. # Make our program externally visible.
 

15. __export__ = ['ihEmbed']
 

Figure 4.1 A minimal applet-level script written in Python 

area in which it is positioned. Every Container object appears inside a parent 

Container object (or the top-level Application object), and can itself have one or 

more embedded child Containers. This organization allows the applet's display area 

to be subdivided into a hierarchy of functional components, each managed by its 

own Container object. 

A hierarchy of containers knows how to position itself and all its sub

components. The Container class has methods that its parent class can use to query 

its preferred, maximum, and minimum dimensions. Thus, a Container can examine 

its children to determine their dimensions and use that information to compute its 

own dimensions and position the children appropriately within its larger display 

area. In addition, the Container class has a basic set of methods that the script 

developer needs to draw graphical shapes (such as lines, rectangles and arcs) on the 

display, to draw text, and to copy images from one area to another. 
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Class Methods 
Method
 
Background
 

Back Pen 
Destroy 
Dimensions 
DoResize 
Draw Arc 
DrawLine 
Draw Rectangle 
DrawText 
Fill Arc 
Fill Rectangle 
Flush 
Future Call 
Fore Pen 
Key State 
Layout 
Make Color 
MakePixmap 
Max Dimensions 
Min Dimensions 
Mouse Position 
MouseState 
On Redraw 
On Redraw 
Paste 
PrefDimensions 
Text Extent 

Member 
_Document_ 
Children 

Height 
Width 
X 

XOff set 

Y 

YOffset 

Description 
Set or get the current screen background color, the color that is initially 
filled into an area of the container that is newly exposed 
Set or get the current drawing background color 
Remove the container from the applet 
Get the container's position and size 
Change the container's physical size and location 
Draw an unfilled arc in the current foreground color 
Draw a line in the current foreground color 
Draw a rectangle in the current foreground color 
Draw a line of text in the current foreground color 
Draw a filled arc in the current foreground color 
Draw a filled rectangle in the current foreground color 
Force all drawing operations to complete 
Execute a function call at a future time 
Set or get the current drawing foreground pen 
Get the current pressed/released state of the modifier keys 
Size and position the Container's children 
Allocate a new palette color 
Create a new off-screen rendering area 
Compute the maximum size of the Container 
Compute the minimum size of the Container 
Get the current mouse (x,y) position 
Get the current pressed/released state of the mouse buttons 
Method called when the Container needs to redraw itself 
Method called when the Container needs to resize itself 
Draw a Pixmap into the Container 
Compute the Preferred size of the Container 
Measure the dimensions of a line of text, if rendered in the current font 

Class Members 
Description 
Read-only. The Document the Container is on 
Read-only. An array of the Container objects that are direct children 
of this one 
Read-only. The current height, in pixels, of the Container 
Read-only. The current width, in pixels, of the Container 
Read-only. The current left edge of the Container within its parent
Read-only. The current left edge of the Container relative to its closest 
parent Widget 
Read-only. The current top edge of the Container within its parent.
Read-only. The current top edge of the Container relative to its closest 
parent Widget 

Table 4.1 Summary of the Container class's public interface 
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The final responsibility of the Container is managing other user interface 

resources, which are encapsulated in the three basic types defined by the ihWidget 

module. The Pixmap is an off -screen buffer that can be drawn into with the same 

rendering methods provided by the Container. The Color type represents a single 

colored pen that is used for drawing. The third type, Future Call, encapsulates a 

function call that is to occur at some later date, supporting the implementation of 

timed or repetitive execution (required for such things as animation). The Container 

class provides three methods used to create objects of each type. 

The Widget class, a subclass of Container, is summarized in Table 4.2. It 

expands on its parent class in two ways. The most obvious of these is event handling. 

User actions that occur within a Widget's display area are collected by that Widget 

and dispatched by it to its event handlers. In addition, the Widget creates its 

own display context. This has some important implications with regard to the 

original Container class's functionality. The most important is that the coordinate 

system in a Widget is offset such that the point (0,0) is always at the top left corner 

of the Widget, and all rendering is clipped to the boundaries of the Widget. A 

plain Container, in contrast, shares the display context of its closest parent widget, 

meaning the script developer must be more careful to manually position and clip 

any drawing being done in a container. 

Finally, to connect the preceding discussion with the topic of writing applets, 

the Application class (which encapsulates an active applet) is a subclass of the 

Widget class. This means that an applet has access to all the functionality of its 

Widget and Container superclasses, including the ability to receive user interface 

events, create and manage other Container and Widget objects within its display 

area, and draw directly into the Application display area itself. 
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Class Methods 
Method Description 
On Enter Method called when Widget receives an Enter event 
On Event Method called when Widget receives an event that does not oth

erwise have an event-handler defined 
On Key Method called when Widget receives a Key Press or Key Release 

event that is not handled by one of the next two methods 
OnKeyPress Method called when Widget receives a Key Press event 
OnKeyRelease Method called when Widget receives a Key Release event 
On Leave Method called when Widget receives an Leave event 
On Mouse Method called when Widget receives a Mouse Move, Mouse Press 

or Mouse Release event that is not handled by one of the next 
three methods 

OnMouseMove Method called when Widget receives a Mouse Move event 
OnMousePress Method called when Widget receives a Mouse Press event 
OnMouseRelease Method called when Widget receives a Mouse Release event 

Class Members 
Member Description 
XOff set (Defined in superclass.) This member is always set to zero for 

instances of a Widget 
YOffset (Defined in superclass.) This member is always set to zero for 

instances of a Widget 

Table 4.2 Summary of the Widget class's public interface 

4.2. Document-level Scripts 

The iHTML document-level script is a program that executes as part of a 

complete HTML document. It has a global view of the document, and thus is able to 

examine and manipulate the objects in the document, as well as the document itself, 

and to react to user-interface events occurring in the document. A document-level 

script is associated with a document by inserting an <OBJECT> tag in the head of the 

document and setting the tag's CONTEXT attribute to "DOCUMENT". (See Section 3.1.2 

for details on the tag.) The script is retrieved from the network and compiled just 
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as described in Section 4.1 except that, instead of ihEmbed, the script's main entry 

point is now the symbol ihMain. 

4.2.1. The Document Class 

The ihDoc module defines a class named Document that is very similar to 

the applet script's Application class. The class encapsulates an active document 

script's context and provides the script with an interface to the document itself. 

Summarized in Table 4.3, the Document class allows the program to examine the 

capabilities of the system it is executing under, add and remove event handlers for 

the entire document, and display basic status information. In addition, it provides 

access to the HTML parse tree representing the document. Section 4.2.3 will describe 

how this parse tree can be examined and modified. 

Information about the capabilities of the browser and operating system in 

which a program is running is available through the Document's Capabilities 

member. The member's attributes are summarized in Table 4.4. A program can 

use this information to customize a document's presentation for the machine it is 

running under, by doing things such as changing the images it uses and replacing 

unavailable capabilities (such as tables) with some alternative representation. 

Events are distributed by the Document class to a list of handler functions. 

The handler list is managed with the Add Handler and Rem Handler methods. The 

handler functions in this list are called for each event that reaches the Document 

object, in the order they were added to the list. When called, a handler function 

is handed one argument, representing the event that occurred. iHTML events are 

discussed in further detail in Section 4.3.1. 
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Method 
Add Handler 
Reformat 
Rem Handler 
Show Link 
Show Progress 

Member 
Capabilities 

Doc Height 
DocWidth 
View Bottom 

View Height 

View Left 

View Right 

View Top 

View Width 

VisHTMLTree 

Class Methods 
Description 
Add an event handler to the document 
Make the browser re-examine and display the current document 
Remove an event handler from the document. 
Show user information about the destination of a hyper-link 
Display a textual progress report to the user 

Class Members 
Description 
Read-only. A dictionary describing the capabilities of the browser 
and host operating system that the program is running under 
Read-only. The total height of the document, in pixels 
Read-only. The total width of the document, in pixels 
The bottom edge of the user's view within the entire document, in 
pixels. Set to move the view 
Read-only. The amount of the document vertically visible to the 
user at any one time, in pixels 
The left edge of the user's view within the entire document, in 
pixels. Set to move the view 
The right edge of the user's view within the entire document, in 
pixels. Set to move the view 
The top edge of the user's view within the entire document, in 
pixels. Set to move the view 
Read-only. The amount of the document horizontally visible to the 
user at any one time, in pixels 
The current HTML parse tree being displayed as the document 

Table 4.3 Summary of the Document class's public interface 

4.2.2. Program Structure 

Figure 4.2 shows a "minimalist" document-level script, which is very similar 

to the applet script presented in Section 4.1.2. It first imports the ihDoc module 

to access the Document class (line 2), then declares its entry point ihMain to be 

a subclass of Document. Lines 9 through 15 define the subclass's constructor; the 

constructor here passes the applet's keyword arguments up to the Document super
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3 

Capability Description 
forms Indicates if the browser supports forms 
tables Indicates if the browser supports tables 
sockets Indicates if socket connections are supported/allowed 
comp mosaic Indicates if the browser supports the standard X-Mosaic capability 

set 
disp_text Indicates if the browser supports a textual interface
 
disp_graphics Indicates if the browser supports a graphical interface
 
disp_mono Indicates if the browser supports monochrome graphics
 
disp_color Indicates if the browser supports palette-based color
 
disp_true Indicates if the browser supports true-color
 

Table 4.4 Browser capability information available 

1. # Get standard document class definitions.
 

2. import ihDoc
 

4. # Our own document is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 
5. # Document class.
 

6. class ihMain(ihDoc.Document):
 

7.
 

8. # Class initialization.
 

9. def __init__(self,**args):
 
10.
 

11. # Just send control on up to the superclass.
 
12. apply(ihDoc.Document.__init__,(self,),args)
 
13.
 

14. # Display the document.
 
15. self.Reformat()
 
16.
 

17. # Make our program externally visible.
 

18. __export__ = [' ihMain']
 

Figure 4.2 A minimal document-level script written in Python 

class, then allows the HTML document that is executing in to be displayed. Line 

18 exposes the module's ihMain symbol to public access. 
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To the user, a document associated with the script in Figure 4.2 behaves no 

differently than it would if it had no document script. The script simply tells the 

browser to display the HTML as it normally would, then ignores all user interaction. 

4.2.3. Manipulating HTML Markup 

One of the most important capabilities of a document-level script is that 

of examining and modifying the actual document the user is viewing. As was dis

cussed in Section 3.1.3, the HTML parse tree representationis an integral part of the 

iHTML system. The ihMarkup module provides access to the browser-side HTML 

parse tree, allowing a script to construct HTML documents on the fly, change the 

document in response to the user's interaction with it, and extract data from a 

document with which it is associated. The module provides an interface through 

two basic types, HTMLTree and HTMLCursor. New objects of these types can be 

created with the functions NewHTMLTree() and NewHTMLCursor(), respectively, in 

the ihMarkup module. 

The HTMLTree object represents an actual HTML tree or sub-tree (i.e. it 

is composed of one or more connected HTML nodes). It doesn't provide any access 

to that tree, however. Instead, an HTMLCursor object is used to reference a par

ticular node on an HTMLTree. It is through the cursor that the HTMLTree and its 

associated nodes may actually be examined and manipulated. The HTMLCursor 

type is summarized in Table 4.5. It provides three major classes of functionality: 

movement through a tree of HTML nodes, examination of the current node, and 

insertion of new nodes into a tree. 

Jn addition to the standard types of movement in a treego to child, parent, 

next, or previous nodethe cursor also defines methods that move to nodes with 
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Method 
Move Child
 

Move Next
 

MoveNextDepth
 

MoveNextlD
 

MoveNextTag
 

Move Child
 

MovePrev
 

MovePrevDepth
 

SetPos
 

Paste After
 

PasteBef ore
 

Past eHead
 

Past eTail
 

Member 
CurHTMLTree
 

First
 

Last
 

Leaf
 

NodeAttr
 

NodeText
 

Root
 

Tag
 

Type Methods
 
Description
 
Go to the child of the current node
 
Go to the next node in this level of the HTML tree 
Go to the next node of the tree, in depth-first order 
Go to the next node, in depth-first order, whose ID attribute 
matches a specific value 
Go to the next node, in depth-first order, that is a specific tag type 
(e.g., the next <P> or <H2> node) 
Go to the parent of the current node 
Go to the previous node in this level of the HTML tree 
Go to the previous node of the tree, in depth-first order 
Change the cursor's locationto the start of an HTMLTree, to 
the same location as another HTMLCursor, or so that it is not on 
any node 
Insert a HTML tree after the node the cursor is located at 
Insert a HTML tree before the node the cursor is located at 
Insert a HTML tree as the first child of the node the cursor is 
located at 
Insert a HTML tree as the last child of the node the cursor is 
located at 

Type Members 
Description 
Read-only. The HTMLTree that the cursor is currently located on 
Read-only. True if the cursor is located on the first node of a level 
Read-only. True if the cursor is located on the last node of a level 
Read-only. True if the cursor is located on a node at the bottom 
of a tree 
Read-only. Contains the attributes of the current node 
Read-only. If the current node is a text node, the text it contains 
Read-only. True if the cursor is located on a node at the top of a 
tree
 
Read-only. The tag type of this node (e.g., <H1>, <HEAD>)
 

Table 4.5 Summary of the HTMLCursor type's public interface 
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particular types and ID attributes, or move through a complete tree in depth-first or

der. Depth-first is the order that nodes appear in an actual HTML document, so this 

feature makes it easy for a program to perform searches through an entire document. 

The HTMLCursor also provides various types of information about the "current" 

node. The Tag member identifies the type of node it is (e.g., a <HEAD>, <TABLE>, 

or a text node). For nodes representing actual HTML tags in the document, the 

NodeAttr member can be used to access the attribute values associated with that tag 

(for example the HREF attribute of an A tag would be HTMLCursor . NodeAttr . HREF). 

Otherwise, Node Text contains the raw textual information associated with a com

ment or text node. 

Finally, a cursor can be used to actually change the tree it points to, by 

applying various "paste" methods. These take another HTMLTree as an argument, 

and serve to insert that tree into a location in the HTMLCursor's tree, near the 

node pointed to by the cursor. Note that performing an insert does not copy the 

tree, but instead embeds it inside the cursor's tree. This means that some of the 

nodes between the trees are connected to each other, so moving between them may 

cause the cursor to end up on another tree. The HTMLCursor keeps track of such 

a possibility, and moves itself between trees as appropriate. 

To summarize, Figure 4.3 shows a Python program that dynamically con

structs the HTML parse tree previously shown (Figure 3.5). The first two lines start 

the parse tree, with its outer <HTML> node, and place a cursor on it. Lines 3 to 5 

insert the <HEAD> node inside it, move to that node, and insert the <TITLE> sub-tree 

inside it. Line 6 places the <BODY> tag after the header, and line 7 positions the cur

sor on it. Lines 8 to 11 finally insert the rest of the nodes, repeatedly placing them 

as the "last" child of the <BODY> node. Note that this document could have been 
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1. tree = NewHTMLTree("<HTML></HTML>")
 

2. cur = NewHTMLCursor(tree)
 

3. cur.PasteHead(NewHTMLTree("<HEAD></HEAD>"))
 

4. cur.MoveChild()
 

5. cur.PasteHead(NewHTMLTree("<TITLE>Example Document</TITLE>"))
 
6. cur.PasteAfter(NewHTMLTree("<BODY></BODY>"))
 

7. cur.MoveNext()
 

8. cur.PasteTail(NewHTMLTree("<H1>Example Title< /H1 > "))
 

9. cur.PasteTail(NewHTMLTree("<P>Example paragraph.</P>"))
 
10. cur.PasteTail(NewHTMLTree("<HR>"))
 

11. cur.PasteTail(NewHTMLTree("<ADDRESS>Example address</ADDRESS>"))
 

Figure 4.3 Dynamic construction of the HTML parse tree shown in Figure 3.5 

constructed simply by calling NewHTMLTree () with the complete ASCII markup of 

the document to be constructed. 

4.3. Common Scripting Services 

The Python language module includes a number of additional components 

that expose the rest of the underlying iHTML system, which are of mutual interest 

to both applet and document script developers. These components include modules 

for retrieving URLs through the underlying browser, basic iHTML event services, 

and miscellaneous modules for examining information about the environment in 

which a script is executing. 

4.3.1. Retrieving URLs 

The ihURL module provides basic services for retrieving URLs through its 

host browser. Most of its functionality is encapsulated in the RawURL class, which 
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Class Methods 
Method Description 
Destroy Kill the URL transaction 
Get Header Extract URL meta-information, e.g. the header fields of MIME-based 

protocols 
Get Status Get the current status of the URL connection 
GetURL Get a string representing the fully-expanded name of the URL 
On Error Handler called when an error occurs 
On Read Handler called when some data from the URL arrives 
Write Send data back through the URL 

Table 4.6 Summary of the RawURL class's public interface 

is summarized in Table 4.6. The constructor to the class requires the Document 

instance in which the program is executing, plus a string representing the name of 

the URL transaction, in order to begin. A URL name can be either fully qualified, 

or relative to the given document; it will be handed off to the underlying browser 

for processing, with data asynchronously appearing at the new instance's On Read() 

method as it becomes available. The class also includes methods for writing data 

to the URL and retrieving status information about the transaction. 

The RawURL class can be used with most of the familiar URL schemes, 

including "http :" "ftp:", and iHTML's "tcp :". However, it restricts access to,
 

some insecure schemes. In particular, the "file :" URL is not available because it 

provides direct access to the user's file system. 

Finally, the ihURL module defines one other class, LineURL, which is a 

subclass of RawURL. The LineURL class organizes data arriving at the low-level 

OnRead() method into a series of text lines, and sends them to its own OnLine () 

method as they are constructed. This makes it easy to write such things as clients 

and servers that communicate using lines of commands. 
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4.3.2. Events 

Asynchronous actions that occur within a browsersuch as user interface 

actions or higher-level constructs built on themare characterized by iHTML as a 

set of "events" that travel through the system, carrying the action data to its differ

ent components. The ihEvent module provides access to the iHTML event system, 

encapsulating it in one new type called the Event. Summarized in Table 4.7, the 

type provides no methods, but only a set of standard members that are associated 

with the underlying iHTML event; changing these attribute values changes the data 

in the event. Every event has four read-only attributes that can be set only when the 

event is created. Class and Code together describe the event type, while Document 

and Object indicate where it came from. 

In addition to the attributes shown in Table 4.7, the Event type allows any 

other customized attribute to be assigned a value and later retrieved. This is useful 

when new types of events are being used. For example, a text control that produces 

an "update" event might include its text in a customized attribute named "text." 

Note, however, that customized attributes are not a part of the underlying iHTML 

event system, so they will be lost if the event moves between languages modules. 

New Event objects are created by calling the module's NewEvent 0 function. 

The function must be called with the new event's class and code types, the Document 

(where the program is executing), and an object that created the event (which may 

be set to None). The class controls the major structure of an event. For example 

Document events make use of the various "View ..." attributes, while Widget events 

all use the MouseX, MouseY, KeyASCII, etc. attributes. The standard class and code 

types are listed in Table 4.8. 
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Type Members 
Member Description 
Class Read-only. The identifier 'for the vent's major class type. See 

Table 4.8 for the standard types 
Code Read-only. The identifier for the vent's minor code type. See 

Table 4.8 for the standard types 
Document Read-only. The Document on which the event occurred 
KeyASCII An integer representing the ASCII keycode associated with 

keyboard-related events (KeyPress and KeyRelease) 
KeyState The up/down state of the key modifiers (shift, control, caps-lock, 

alt) at the time the event occurred 
MouseButt on The mouse button that caused a button-related event 

(MousePress and MouseRelease) 
MouseState The up/down state of the mouse buttons (select, popup, option) 

at the time the event occurred 
MouseX The current X location of the pointer at the time the event 

occurred 
MouseY The current Y location of the pointer at the time the event 

occurred 
Object Read-only. The object that produced the event; usually a Wid

get instance 
RedrawHeight The height of an area associated with the event (damaged area 

for Redraw events, or new object size for Resize events) 
RedrawWidth The width of an area associated with the event (damaged area 

for Redraw events, or new object size for Resize events) 
RedrawX The left edge of an area associated with the event (damaged area 

for Redraw events, or new object position for Resize events) 
RedrawY The top edge of an area associated with the event (damaged area 

for Redraw events, or new object position for Resize events) 
ViewBottom The position and dimensions (in pixels) of a smaller view 
ViewFullHeight on a larger canvas, for Document events; ViewFullHeight 
ViewFullWidth and ViewFullWidth are the dimensions of the larger can-
ViewHeight vas/document and the rest are the position and size of the 
ViewLeft smaller view 
ViewRight 
ViewTop 
ViewWidth 

Table 4.7 Summary of the Event type's public interface. 
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Event Classes 
Class Description 
Document Event occurred in the top-level Document 
Widget Event occurred in a Widget 

Event Codes 
Code Description 
Enter Pointer entered a user interface area 
Key Press The user has pressed a key on the keyboard 
Key Release The user has released a ket on the keyboard 
Leave Pointer left a user interface area 
Mouse Move Mouse pointer position has changed 
Mouse Press The user has pressed a mouse button 
Mouse Release The user has released a mouse button 
Resize A user interface area has changed size 
Redraw A user interface area needs to be redraw 
Scroll A view into a larger area has scrolled or otherwise been changed 

Table 4.8 Standard event class and code types. 

4.3.3. Environment Information 

The last two components of the iHTML Python language module supply 

information about the browser, operating system, and language module to the ex

ecuting script. The first two are contained in the ihBrowser module, while the 

last is in the ihPython module. Interfaces to these modules are summarized in Ta

ble 4.9. Together, the modules provide detailed information about the machine and 

user id under which the browser is executing, the name and version of the browser, 

the version of the iHTML library and when it was compiled, and the version and 

compile time of the Python language module. 
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ihBrowser Module 
Symbol Description 
Host Name The full name of the local machine the browser is running on 
User Name The name of the user running the browser 
BRFullName A string uniquely identifying the brand and version of the browser 
BRName A string identifying the brand of the browser 
BRRevision An integer representing the minor revision code of the browser 
BRVers ion An integer representing the major version code of the browser 
Build Date a string representing the time and date that this iHTML library was 

compiled 
IHRevision An integer representing the minor revision code of the iHTML library 
IHSubBuild An integer representing the unique build code of the iHTML library. 
IHVers ion An integer representing the major version code of the iHTML library 

ihPython Module 
Symbol Description 
Build Date a string representing the time and date that this Python language 

module was compiled 
Revision An integer representing the minor revision code of the Python lan

guage module 
Sub Build An integer representing the unique build code of the Python language 

module 
Version
 An integer representing the major version code of the Python language 

module 

Table 4.9 Python environment information available through the ihBrowser and 
ihPython modules. 
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5. COLLECTING USAGE STATISTICS 

To present an example of iHTML in action, a system implemented with 

iHTML's Python language module is examined. The system is used for collecting 

and displaying intra-document Web usage statistics. In other words, it is designed 

to watch a user's interaction within an HTML document (for example, scrolling 

through a document's content, printing, or selecting hyperlinks). Such information 

is not available through previous methods of collecting usage information (such as 

hit counts), which only measure usage across documents. After briefly describing 

the server used to track and distribute the usage information, this chapter examines 

the system's two iHTML Python scripts in detail. The first is a document script that 

watches the user interact with a page and sends that information back to the server, 

while the second dynamically displays the information collected by the server. 

Figure 5.1 shows the high-level architecture of the usage statistics collection 

programs. The central component is the usage server, a program running on the 

same machine as the HTTP server from which the HTML document of interest was 

retrieved. It accepts remote connections from other programs, which can add new 

information and examine current information. The two remote programs are the 

Figure 5.1 Architecture of the usage statistics collection programs. 
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Character Line type 
* A command to be executed (e.g., "* close")
 
! An error report (e.g., "! bad mode"). The network connection may be
 

closed after a line of this type is sent
 
> A line of usage information collected by the server
 
. A comment on status (e.g., " : Connect okay")
 

Table 5.1 Initial characters indicating the type of a line when communicating with 
the usage server. 

usage collection and usage display clients. The server must be able to accept an 

arbitrary number of clients at any time, as more than one person may be reading 

the HTML page being monitored. 

The usage server has a simple protocol for communicating with the remote 

scripts. It is a full-duplex line-based protocol, where data is sent across the network 

in the form of single lines of text. The first character of a line indicates the type 

of data. Four types are defined, as shown in Table 5.1. Commands (i.e., "*" lines) 

usually are sent from client to server, to control the server's operation and report on 

user interaction with the page. Usage information ( " >" lines) is always sent from 

the server to a client that is displaying the usage information. The other two types 

of lines may be sent in either direction and supply additional information on how 

the various programs are interacting. 

The usage server can operate in one of two modes with each remote client. In 

send mode, the client is viewing the document for which usage information is being 

collected and sending new information to the server. Watch mode, on the other 

hand, is for clients that are displaying the data collected by the server. When a client 

first connects to the server, it must immediately send a command to indicate the 

mode in which it will be operating ( "* send" or "* watch", respectively). The client 
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Command	 Description 
* anchor	 Send information about the user moving over or selecting a hyperlink 

in the document 
*	 close Close connection with server. This is the only command that may also 

be sent from the server to the client 
* initpos	 Supply the initial position of the user's view on the document 
* print	 Inform the server that the user has printed a hard-copy of the document
* scroll	 After the view on the document has changed, supply the amount of 

time the user spent in the previous view 
* send	 At start of session, put server into send mode 
* watch	 At start of session, put server into watch mode 

Table 5.2 Commands recognized by the usage server. 

Usage Line Description 
> begin view Begin transmitting usage statistics on viewing the document 
> total time The total time all users have viewed the document, where time is 

a decimal number representing seconds
> div time The total time all users have viewed one piece of the document, 

where time is a decimal number representing seconds 
> end view Done transmitting usage statistics on viewing the document 

Table 5.3 Usage information sequence sent by the usage server. 

may then send additional commands to control the server or supply information 

about user interaction; these commands are summarized in Table 5.2. 

Every time the page server receives new page interaction information from 

one of its "send" clients, it sends a new summary of new usage information to all 

clients that are registered to watch. The information is transmitted as a series of 

usage information lines, in the order shown in Table 5.3. Each is sent once, except 

for "> div", where a line is sent for each vertical region of the document. 
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PythonihURL ihDoc 

LineURL Document Module 

ihMain 
no methods 

Doc Tracker tracker 

OnLine ) 

OnError() Document 
doc_handler() 
send_event() 

last_clock Script 
last_top 
last_bottom 
last_lines 
doc 

Figure 5.2 Architecture of the usage retrieval program. 

5.1. Retrieving User Interaction 

The Python usage retrieval program is used as a document script, executing 

in the document for which usage information is being collected. It consists of two 

classes, Doc Tracker and ihMain, as shown in Figure 5.2. The former manages the 

connection with the usage server, transforming events that occur in the document 

into commands to the server. The latter is the main entry point of the program, 

which parses the program arguments, creates the Doc Tracker class, and attaches 

that class's event handler to the document. 
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The program first initializes some variables for the default host and port that 

it will connect with (if they are not supplied in the document script's argument list). 

In addition, it retrieves the various Python and iHTML modules it will use during 

its execution. 

Next comes the definition of Doc Tracker class, a subclass of the Python 

language module's LineURL class used to create remote URL transactions that 

exchange data as series of newline-terminated strings of text. The Doc Tracker class's 

initialization method requires two arguments, supplying the document object where 

it is running and the URL to open. As its last action, it sends a "* send" command 

to the usage server, informing the server that the session is to be one in which new 

user interaction data is sent to the server. The LineURL class defines two event 

handling methods, OnLine () and OnError () The former is called when one or.
 

more lines of input are ready; the method used here simply echoes the lines to the 

browser as progress reports. The latter is used to report error conditions, and also 

results in progress reports being sent to the browser. 

The method doc_handler 0 handles an actual iHTML event, extracting the 

event code and handing it off to another method, send_event0 , to be processed. 

The send_event 0 method's parameters are the name of a user interface action to 

send to the usage server, and an optional event object with additional information. 

It examines this information, and sends the appropriate command. If the action is 

view-related ("initpos" or "scroll"), the method sends to the server the infor

mation about the last view the user had on the document, stores the current view 

position, and resets the view timer. 

The second class defined is ihMain, the main entry point of the document 

script. Its initialization method determines the URL for the usage server. If the 

argument "Server" is supplied, that argument's value is used; otherwise, it con
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structs its own tcp: URL from the default host and port. A Doc Tracker then is 

created from that URL, the browser's progress display cleared, and the document 

itself displayed. Finally, the initial position report of the window is sent, and the 

Doc Tracker's event handler is added to the document's list of handlers. 

5.2. Dynamically Displaying Results 

The Python usage statistics display program is used as an embedded applet, 

drawing a bar chart of current usage statistics into the area of the document in 

which it is placed. As new usage information becomes available, the displayed bar 

chart is updated dynamically. Two classes make up the applet, StatsCollector and 

ihEmbed, as shown in Figure 5.3. The former is a small class that processes the data 

sent from the usage server, transforming it into an array of bar data. The latter 

is the actual embedded object, containing all the code for initializing the applet, 

creating the StatsCollector, and actually drawing the bar chart. 

As with the usage retrieval program, the display program first initializes 

information about the default host and port of the usage server, and retrieves the 

modules it will use. In addition, it defines two values representing the state of the 

StatsCollector parser. 

Again like the usage retrieval program, the display program's StatsCollector 

class is a subclass of the iHTML LineURL class. Upon initialization, it sets up the 

variables it will use to store the current bar values and initializes its superclass to 

start the URL transaction. After that has been accomplished, it sends a "* watch" 

command to the usage server, telling the server that it will be watching the server's 

usage information. 
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Figure 5.3 Architecture of the usage display program. 

The StatsCollector class's On Line() method is responsible for parsing the 

usage information it receives from the server. When the class first is instantiated, 

it starts out in MODEJ(EADY state. Upon receiving a "> begin view" command, it 

switches to MODE_VIEW state and begins processing lines of view information. Any 

"> total" and "> div" lines it receives in view mode are parsed into its new bar 

information. Finally, when it receives a "> end view" command, it switches back 

to its MODE READY state and calls OnNewData() to display the new bar chart. The 

OnNewData() method must be defined by a subclass. 
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The ihEmbed class inherits from both the iHTML Application and the 

StatsCollector classes. Its initialization method sets up its display area, then creates 

the colors and off -screen buffer it will use for rendering. The method then parses 

its arguments for the URL of the server, just as in the usage retrieval program. It 

then computes various dimension information from the font it is using, which will 

later be used in rendering the bars. Finally, it calls the initialization method of its 

StatsCollector parent class to start a transaction with the usage server. 

The OnNewData() method, called by the StatsCollector when new usage data 

is available, is responsible for redrawing and displaying the bar chart. Using mul

tiple inheritance with the ihEmbed class, this method automatically defines the 

StatsCollector's OnNewData() method, while still having direct access to the Appli

cation class's widget information needed to do the actual rendering. It essentially 

massages the raw bar data into the pixel dimension and position information used 

in rendering the bars, then calls a method that does the actual drawing. 

The draw_bars() method uses the information computed in the previous 

method to draw the corresponding bar chart into an off -screen buffer. To display 

the actual buffer, the redraw() method copies it into the widget's display area and 

then forces the system to finish all drawing operations. A final method, OnRedraw () , 

handles widget redraw events, which simply result in the off-screen buffer being 

copied back into the widget. 
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6. LANGUAGE DEVELOPER INTERFACE 

An iHTML language module implements the code needed to handle a par

ticular file typewhether it be a traditional media type (such as a GIF image or 

MPEG movie) or an interpreter for a scripting language. Each language module 

exists as an external piece of machine code (on most platforms, a shared library) 

that is compiled from C source code. The iHTML system loads and executes a 

language module when it encounters a data type that the module can handle. 

This chapter describes the low-level iHTML architecture, from the perspec

tive of a developer implementing a new language module. Section 6.1 provides an 

introduction to some general design points of the system. Since the public interfaces 

to the browser and library components of the system are used extensively in the de

velopment of a language module, a brief overview them is presented in Section 6.2. 

A final section goes into detail on the interface that the language module itself must 

implement. 

6.1. Introduction 

The iHTML architecture is defined in terms of a set of C language types, 

structures, and functions. There are three main classes of symbols that iHTML 

defines within the global C language name space. 

The interface to the Browser Component is defined through a set of func

tions and types that are prefixed with "BR_" and "IH", respectively. Examples are 

"BR_Ref ormat 0" and "IHWidgetRep". (Note, however, that there are a few excep

tions in the type names.) 

The interface to the iHTML Library Component is defined through a 

set of functions and types prefixed with "IH_" and "IH", respectively. In addition, 
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actual structure names use the prefix "ih_". Examples are "IH_AllocBuffer()", 

"IHModuleInfo", and "ih_module_info_rec". 

The interface to the Language Component consists of type names prefixed 

with "IH". The functional interface to language modules is through a structure, 

which has its own name space; these function names do not use any prefix. 

6.1.1. Language Modules and MIME Content Types 

The iHTML system must have some way to map between the MIME content 

type of a file it receives and the language module(s) that can understand that data. 

There are two steps in this mapping: converting a content type into the name of the 

language that can handle it, and determining where that language's module can be 

found in the computer's file system. 

IHTML does not define directly where language modules are located. In

stead, it specifies that each module must be mapped to a unique name, leaving 

it up to the browser component to map the abstract names to the underlying file 

system. The mapping is accomplished through a set of browser component rou

tines (BR_GetBasePath() and BR_ParsePath()) that are invoked with the name of 

a language and return a set of directories that make up that language's search path. 

When constructing the path, the browser can take into account other information, 

such as the machine architecture it is running under (to support multiple architec

tures in the same file space). The system then looks through these directories for a 

shared library constituting the language module it needs. 

The iHTML library can also request that the search path be for the "NULL" 

language. This signifies the top-level path, in which all languages are defined. When 

the system is first initializing itself at program startup time, the iHTML library 
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requests the "NULL" path and searches it for one or more files that contain mappings 

between language names and content types. There is usually one such file for each 

language in the system. Some examples of mapping files are listed below. 

A language module that displays MPEG movies would have a content type 

mapping file similar to the following: 

Name: mpeg
 

Content-type: video/x-mpeg
 

Content-type: video/mpeg
 

This tells the browser to look in the path of a language named "mpeg" for 

a language-module that can display files encountered with either of the given 

content types. 

Similarly, a language module that displays textual data can be defined as: 

Name: text
 

Content-type: text/*
 

Here, the system interprets the "*" as matching anything (the same syntax 

used by metamail). 

A language module for a full scripting language might be defined as: 

Name: python
 

Content-type: application/x-ihtml; language=python
 

The browser will map all files with both a content type of 

"application/x-ihtml" and a parameter named "language" whose value 

is "python", to the python module. 

As a more complete example, the file system organization of iHTML language mod
ules under Unix is usually something like the following: 
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rw
 1 hackbod grads 64 Sep 30 23:34 python.lang
 

drwx 4 hackbod grads 1024 Sep 30 23:34 python/
 

-rw 1 hackbod grads 1094 Sep 30 23:34 python/COPYRIGHT.python
 

drwx 2 hackbod grads 1024 Sep 30 23:34 python/hp-ux
 

rwx 1 hackbod grads 1207916 Sep 30 23:34 python/hp-ux/impl.sl*
 

drwx 2 hackbod grads 1024 Sep 30 23:34 python/aix
 

-rwx
 1 hackbod grads 1485342 Sep 30 23:34 python/aix/impl.so*
 

-rw 1 hackbod grads 32 Sep 30 23:34 text.lang
 

drwx 4 hackbod grads 1024 Sep 30 23:34 text/
 

-rw
 1 hackbod grads 1094 Sep 30 23:34 text/COPYRIGHT.text
 

drwx 2 hackbod grads 1024 Sep 30 23:34 text/hp-ux
 

-rwx 1 hackbod grads 102680 Sep 30 23:34 text/hp-ux/impl.sl*
 

drwx 2 hackbod grads 1024 Sep 30 23:34 text/aix
 

-rwx 1 hackbod grads 134320 Sep 30 23:34 text/aix/impl.so*
 

The directory tree has two language modules, python and text, both with imple

mentations available for HP/UX and AIX machines (impl. s 1 and impl. . so). The 

files python.lang and text . lang describe the content types each language can 

handle. 

6.2. iHTML Programming Interface 

In the course of implementing a language module, the language developer 

makes use of many of the types and functions defined by the browser and iHTML 

library components. These two components essentially define the programming 

interface for the language module, and thus are discussed here prior to the language 

module itself. In addition, the iHTML library component defines a number of types 

that either must be completely implemented, or extended as part of a language 

module implementation. We first discuss the interface to the browser component 

and then cover the iHTML library. 

http:text/aix/impl.so
http:text/hp-ux/impl.sl
http:python/aix/impl.so
http:python/hp-ux/impl.sl
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6.2.1. Browser Services 

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the browser component's services are divided 

into seven broad categories. HTML Parse Tree services include functions that 

provide access to, and manipulation of, the browser's internal HTML parse tree 

representation. Its Document services provide global control of the current HTML 

document being displayed and the browser itself. For parsing and retrieving URLs, 

the browser includes a set of URL services. User interaction is divided into two 

further categories: Event services define user interface and system events that in

form the rest of the system of user activity, while User Interface services are used 

for creating and interacting with a graphical user interface. Operations for load

ing, examining, and unloading OS-level shared libraries (i.e., language modules) are 

supplied through the Shared Library services. Finally, there are various Miscel

laneous services for other routines operations. 

HTML Parse Trees 

A browser's HTML Parse Tree services include one type and a set of 

functions for accessing a browser's internal parse tree representation. They allow 

language modules not only to construct HTML documents dynamically, but also 

to examine and modify existing documents. Table 6.1 shows the browser functions 

that are a part of the parse tree services. The HTMLNode type is the object 

through which other components in the iHTML system interact with a browser's 

internal parse tree. It represents a single node in that tree (e.g., a tag, block of text, 

comment, etc.). All interaction with the parse tree is through the listed functions, 

which are given opaque pointers to HTMLNode objects. 
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Function 

BR_AllocMarkup 0 

BR_ChildMarkup 0 

BR_CutMarkup 0 

BR_FirstMarkup 0 

BR_FreeMarkup ( ) 

BRYreeMarkupAttr 0 

BR_GetTagID () 

BR_InitMarkup 0 
BR_InsertMarkup 0 
BR_InsHeadMarkupC)
 

BR_InsTailMarkup ( ) 

BR_LastMarkup 0 

BR_MarkupAttr 0 

BR_MarkupLanguage 

BR_Markup Owner 0 

BR_MarkupText 

BR_MarkupType ( ) 

BR_Next Markup 0 

BR_NextMarkupDepth() 

BR_NextMarkupTypeC)
 

BR_P arentMarkup () 

BR_ParseHTML () 

BR_PasteMarkup 
BRYrevMarkup 

BRYrevMarkupDepth 

BR_RemoveMarkup ( ) 

Description 

Allocates a new HTMLNode with selected type and attributes 
Returns the HTMLNode that is the child to the given HTMLNode, es
sentially traversing deeper into a parse tree 
Deletes a range of HTMLNodes in a tree, returning the first HTMLNode 
that has replaced them 
Returns the absolute first HTMLNode in the given tree, i.e. the root of 
the tree, which should always be <HTML> 
Deallocates a tree of HTMLNode objects 

Deallocates the memory associated with an attribute value that was 
previously returned by BR_MarkupAttr
 
Returns the ID number the browser uses for a particular tag string (e.g.,
 
"H1 ")
 

Initializes a raw HTMLNode tree returned by the browser's parser 
Inserts a single HTMLNode into an existing tree 
Places a tree of HTMLNodes as the first child of an existing HTMLNode 
Places a tree of HTMLNodes as the last child of an existing HTMLNode 
Returns the absolute last HTMLNode in the given tree, i.e. the very last 
leaf node of the tree 

Returns a string containing the value of a selected attribute in an 
HTMLNode 

Returns the interface to the language module that owns a particular 
HTMLNode 

Returns the language-side object that owns a particular HTMLNode 
Returns a string of ASCII text associated with an HTMLNode 
Returns a browser ID indicating the type of an HTMLNode 
Returns the HTMLNode that occurs logically after a given HTMLNode 
Returns the HTMLNode that would occur next in a tree, if a depth-first 
traversal were being performed 
Performs a depth-first search starting at a given place in an HTML tree, 
looking for the next node with the selected type 
Returns the HTMLNode that is the parent of a given node, essentially 
traversing up out of a parse tree 
Convert a string of HTML markup into its HTMLNode tree 
representation 
Places a tree of HTMLNodes into another tree 
Returns the HTMLNode that occurs logically before a given HTMLNode 
Returns the HTMLNode that would occur previously in a tree, if a depth-
first traversal were being performed 
Deletes a selected HTMLNode 

Table 6.1 Functions in a browser's HTML parse tree services 
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Function	 Description 
BR_AllocResources 0	 Called by the system when starting a new document inter

face, this function is used to allocate any resources it needs 
to associate with that interface 

BRJreeResources () Deal locates and cleans up any browser-side resources that 
were allocated by BR_AllocResources 0 

BR_GetDocHTMLTree 0 Returns the root HTMLNode of the parse tree currently being 
displayed by an IHDocument 

BR_Ref ormat () Examines and re-formats a document's current HTML 
parse tree, displaying it to the user 

BR_ReportError 0 Reports an error condition to the browser user 
BR_SetDocHTMLTree C) Sets an HTML parse tree as the text currently being dis

played by a IHDocument 
BR_ShowLink () Displays to the browser user information about a hypertext 

link within the browser 
BR_ShowProgress 0 Displays to the browser user a progress report for a running 

operation 

Table 6.2 Functions in a browser's document services 

Documents 

A browser's document services include functions for examining and modifying 

the global state of a document through its HTML parse tree, reporting information 

about the document, and managing the browser's interaction with the rest of the 

iHTML system. These services make use of two data types. The IHBrowser is a 

handle on the display context of a document, typically a user interface window the 

browser is managing. The document itself is represented by an IHDocument type. 

It is through the IHDocument that the system gains access to a document's HTML 

parse tree for examination and manipulation, and performs other document-level 

operations. The functions defined as part of the document services are shown in 

Table 6.2. 
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Function Description 
BR_DerefRetrieveRequest () Removes a reference from an IHRetrieveRequestP, 

deallocating it if that was the last reference on it 
BR_GetRequestBuffer () Gets the current data associated with an 

IHRetrieveRequestP 
BR_GetRequestHeader ()	 Returns a string representing the value of a header 

associated with an IHRetrieveRequestP (e.g., the 
MIME "Content-type" header) 

BR_GetRequestStatus 0	 Returns the current IHReqStatus code associated 
with an IHRetrieveRequestP 

BR_GetRequestURL ()	 Get a string representing the fully expanded URL 
that an IHRetrieveRequestP is retrieving 

BR_RetrieveURL () 

BR_SetRequestBuf f er 0 
Create a new IHRetrieveRequestP 
Sets the data associated with an 

BR_WriteRequestBuffer0 
IHRetrieveRequestP 
Send data to the remote side of an 
IHRetrieveRequestP 

Table 6.3 Functions in a browser's URL services 

URLs 

A browser's URL services include the types and functions needed to access 

the browser's internal networking and URL handling mechanisms. The primary data 

type used in these services is the IHRetrieveRequestP, which is an abstract handle 

on an active URL transaction. As data becomes available from the URL, a function 

of type IHRetrieveCallback is called to inform the program that initiated the URL 

request. Finally, an enumeration of status codes is defined by the IHReqStatus type. 

Table 6.3 lists the functions that are included in these services. 

Events 

A browser sends information about user actions and activity to other parts 

of the iHTML system through its event services. A number of functions are part 
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Function Description 
BL.AllocEvent 0 Creates a new IHEvent object 
BR_DupEvent 0 Creates a new IHEvent object, based on an existing one 
BR_FreeEvent 0 Deal locates a previously created IHEvent object 
BR_FreeEventAttr 0 Deallocates an attribute that was previously retrieved from 

an IHEvent 
BR_GetEventAttr 0 Retrieves the value of an attribute associated with an 

IHEvent 
BR_SetEventAttr 0 Sets the value of an attribute associated with an IHEvent 

Table 6.4 Functions in a browser's event services 

of these services, as shown in Table 6.4. In addition, the IHEvent type defines 

the public data contained in an event, including the scripting interface, language 

environment, and document with which it is associated. Each event also includes 

two integer identifiers, representing its class and code. The event class is the 

major type of the event. It may be one of two values, with document events being 

those that are associated with a browser document, and widget events being those 

produced by a user interface widget inside a document. An event's code is the actual 

action that occurred. For document events, the code may indicate that the view 

on the document changed, the user moved over a hypertext link, etc. Widget event 

codes include mouse movement, keyboard events, etc. Events also have attributes 

associated with them. An attribute provides more detailed information about the 

action that occurred, such as the mouse position, key pressed, or URL of an anchor. 

User Interface 

There are a large number of browser services dedicated to the creation and 

manipulation of graphical user interfaces. Table 6.5 summarizes the functions that 

are a part of these user interface services. The services center around the IHWid
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getRep type, which represents a browser-side user interface object. The object 

encapsulates a graphical area in a document, with its own display context for draw

ing graphics and receiving widget class IHEvent reports. A browser's widgets are 

organized in an instance hierarchy, which defines the graphical relationship be

tween them. The children in a widget use a coordinate system relative to their 

parent (e.g., the location (0,0) would position a child at the top-left corner of its 

parent widget). 

An actual display context for drawing operations is defined by the IHPixmap 

type, which can either be the drawing space of a IHWidgetRep or a separate off-

screen buffer. Similar to the IHEvent type's attributes, widgets and pixmaps have 

a number of associate member values, used to get and set the state information 

associated with a particular widget or pixmap. Members defined by the system 

include such things as a pixmap or widget's dimensions, current drawing pen, and 

the document with which it is associated. 

All drawing operations go through an IHPixmap object and make use of 

two additional types. The IHColor represents a pen color for rendering, composed 

of a triple representing that pen's red, green, and blue components. An IHFont 

is a handle on a text font, which determines the shape and style of the font used 

in text drawing operations. Finally, an IHFutureCall represents the context for a 

function call that is to occur at some later time, and is often used for such things 

as animation. 

Shared Libraries 

Access to the underlying operating system's operations for loading and using 

shared libraries is provided through a browser's shared library services. The func

tions included in these services are summarized in Table 6.6. They make use of the 
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Function Description 
BR_AddFutureCall() Constructs the context on a function call that is to be performed at 

some future time, and returns a new IHFutureCall object for it 
BR_AllocIHColor() Allocates a new IHColor object that can be used to set the pen color 

for future drawing operations 
BR_Allo c IHPixmap0 Creates a new IHPixmap for an off-screen rendering area 
BR_AllocWidget 0 Creates a new IHWidgetRep object, making it the child of an existing 

IHWidgetRep 
BR_FlushDisplay() Finishes all drawing operations that are currently in progress 
BR_FreeIHColor () Deal locates an IHColor that was previously allocated with 

BR_AllocIHColor0 
BR_FreeIHPixmap() Deallocates an IHPixmap that was previously allocated with 

BR_AllocIHP ixmap ( ) 

BR_FreeWidget 0 Deallocates an IHWidgetRep that was previously allocated with 
BR_AllocWidget() 

BR_GetPixmapMembers0 Retrieves one or more member values associated with an IHPixmap 
BR_GetWidgetMembers () Retrieves one or more member values associated with an IHWidgetRep 
BR_PixB1tPixmap() Copies the raster data from one IHPixmap into another 
BR_PixClearRectangle0 Erases a rectangular region in an IHPixmap 
BR_PixDrawArc0 Draws an unfilled arc in an IHPixmap 
BR_PixDrawLine() Draws a line in an IHPixmap 
BR_PixDrawRectangle() Draws an unfilled rectangle in an IHPixmap 
BR_PixDrawText() Draws a string of text in an IHPixmap 
BR_PixFillArc0 Draws a filled arc in an IHPixmap 
BR_PixFillRectangle() Draws a filled rectangle in an IHPixmap 
BR_PixSetBackPen() Sets the background pen used in future drawing operations in an 

IHPixmap 
BR_PixSetFont C) Sets the text font used in future drawing operations in an IHPixmap 
BR_PixSetForePen() Sets the foreground pen used in future drawing operations in an 

IHPixmap 
BR_PixTextExtent 0 Measures the dimensions that a string of text would cover, if it was 

drawn into an IHPixmap 
BR_RemFutureCall0 Aborts an existing IHFutureCall that hasn't yet happened 
BR_SetPixmapMembers() Sets one or more member values associated with an IHPixmap 
BR_SetWidgetMembers() Sets one or more member values associated with an IHWidgetRep 

Table 6.5 Functions in a browser's user interface services 
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Function Description 
BR_GetSharedSymbol 0 Retrieves the symbol with a given name from an 

IHSharedModule 
BR_LoadSharedModule 0 Loads a shared library into the browser's address space 
BR_UnloadSharedModule C)	 Removes a shared library that was previously loaded 

with BR_LoadSharedModule 0 

Table 6.6 Functions in a browser's shared library services 

IHSharedModule type, which represents a handle on a shared library that has been 

loaded into the system. 

Miscellaneous 

There are a number of miscellaneous functions and types that don't fit into 

any of the previously described categories. Included in this miscellaneous category 

are functions for handling search paths, accessing files, performing string compar

isons, and retrieving version information. The functions included in these services 

are summarized in Table 6.7. In addition, the type IHDirScan is used in a number 

of functions for examining the contents of a file system directory. 

6.2.2. iHTML Library Services 

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the iHTML library component's services are 

divided into five broad categories. Document Interface services manage the inter

action between browser documents and the scripts running on them. Each script's 

actual back-end language module is handled through the Language Module ser

vices. The library component includes a set of Buffer and Doubly-linked List 

services, for manipulating blocks of byte data and linked list structures. Finally, 
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Function Description 
BR_BeginDirScan() Starts a session retrieving the contents of a file system 

directory 
BR_EndDirScan() Finishes a directory scanning session 
BR_FreeParsePath() Deal locates the memory returned by BR_ParsePath() 
BR_GetBasePath() Returns an abstract string defining the base search path for 

the browser 
BR_GetCapability C) Returns information about the browser's capabilities, such 

as whether it supports tables or graphics 
BR_GetVersion ( ) Retrieves version information about the browser 
BR_NextDirScan0 Moves to the next entry in a directory scanning session 
BR_OpenDirFile 0 Opens a file in a particular directory, and returns a C file 

handle for it 
BR_OpenTempFile 0 Creates a temporary file and returns a C file handle for it 
BR_ParsePath() Transforms a base search path into a list of directories for a 

particular language
 
BR_StrCmp0 Performs a case-insensitive string comparison
 

Table 6.7 Functions in a browser's miscellaneous services 

there are Miscellaneous services for various operations that do not fall into one of 

the previous groups. 

Document Interface 

The document interface services include a number of data types used to 

store high-level scripting information related to a document (e.g., the <OBJECT> 

tags embedded in a document), and functions for managing the interaction between 

these data structures and the browser itself. Table 6.8 summarizes the functions 

that are a part of the document services. At the highest level is the IHGlobalInfo 

structure, which stores the context associated with one browser document's entire 

scripting session. It includes such information as any document script, embedded 

applets, and language modules that are active in the document. 
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Function Description 
IH_FreeInterf ace 0 Deal locates an IHGloballnfo structure and all resources at

tached to it 
IH_FreeParam0 Deal locates the information for a <PARAM> tag 
IH_ParseEmbedded0 Parses an HTML <OBJECT> definition, creating a new 

IHEmbeddedlnfo object for it 
IH_ParseInterface0 Parses an HTML parse tree, allocating and initializing a 

new IHGloballnfo for it 
IH_StartInterface 0 Re-starts the execution of all scripts in a IHGlobalInfo 

context 
IH_StopInterf ace C) Stops the execution of all scripts in a IHGlobalInfo context 

Table 6.8 Functions in the iHTML library's document services 

There are three additional data types associated with an IHGlobalInfo ob

ject. Every language module that has one or more scripts executing in the document 

is allocated an IHLangEnv structure, which contains script context information for 

the entire document. A document script is represented by an IHModulelnfo struc

ture, and each applet is represented by an IHEmbeddedInfo structure. These two 

types are based on a common structure, IHCodelnfo, which stores general scripting 

information such as the language module executing the script, the content type and 

actual data for a script that was retrieved over the network, and information about 

any <PARAM> tags that were included with its <OBJECT> tag. 

Language Modules 

The iHTML library component is responsible for the management of all back-

end language modules, as well as providing a general interface to them for the rest 

of the system. These services are provided through the functions summarized in 

Table 6.9. In addition, the library component defines a standard interface that 

a language module must provide to the system. The language module interface 
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Function Description 
IH_AllocWidget 0 Creates a new language-side widget object in a particular 

language environment 
IH_CleanHTMLNode 0	 Cleans up any language-side information that has been 

associated with a particular HTMLNode, before deallo
eating it 

IH_Deref Markup 0	 Decrements the reference count on a language-side 
HTML parse tree 

IH_FreeWidget 0 Deallocates a new language-side widget object in a par
ticular language environment
 

IH_GetWidgetMembers 0 Retrieves the member values of a language-side widget
 
object 

IH_HandleEvent 0 Sends an event off to the language module that can han
dle it 

IH_HeadMarkupNode 0 Returns the first HTMLNode that is being managed by 
a language-side HTML parse tree 

IH_ImportLanguage ()	 Returns the IHLanguage handle for a language module 
that can handle a particular content type, loading and 
initialize the language module if needed 

IH_Ref Markup ( )	 Increments the reference count on a language-side HTML 
parse tree 

IH_ReleaseLanguage () Releases an IHLanguage handle that was previously re
turned by IFLImportLanguage 0 

IH _SetMarkupHead () Informs a language-side HTML parse tree that it has a 
new head HTMLNode 

IH_SetWidgetMembers () Sets the member values of a language-side widget object 
IH_TailMarkupNode C) Returns the last HTMLNode that is being managed by 

a language-side HTML parse tree 

Table 6.9 Functions in the iHTML library's language services 

revolves around the IHLanguage type, which is used as a handle on a language 

module. The complete language module interface is discussed in more detail in 

Section 6.3. 
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Function Description 
IH_AllocBuff er() Creates a new IHBufferP, optionality providing it with an 

initialize size and/or data 
IH_AppendBuf fer () Adds new data to an existing IHBufferP 
IH_FreeBuff er () Deallocates an existing IHBufferP 

Table 6.10 Functions in the iHTML library's buffer services 

Buffers 

The iHTML library component includes support services for creating and 

managing arbitrary blocks of byte data. They are centered around the IHBufferP 

type, which stores a block of byte data of arbitrary length. Manipulation of the 

buffer is provided through the functions summarized in Table 6.10. The data in a 

buffer is accessed by examining the type's length and buffer fields. 

Doubly-linked Lists 

The iHTML library component's doubly-linked list services are a pair of stan

dard types and several functions for managing arbitrary doubly-linked list structures. 

The two types are IHList and IHNode. The former is a handle on a complete list, 

holding information about the first and last nodes in the list. To make use of the 

list services, an IHNode structure is overlaid on a structure that will be placed in 

the list; that structure can then be manipulated as a node, using the functions 

summarized in Table 6.11. 

Miscellaneous 

There are a number of miscellaneous functions and types that don't fit into 

any of the categories described previously. The most important of these are the 
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Function Description 
IH_Addllead0 Inserts an IHNode into the front of a list 
IH_AddTail0 Appends an IHNode to the end of a list 
IH_AllocNode0 Allocates and initializes-a new IHNode structure 
IHJLllocList 0 Allocated and initializes a new IHList structure 
IH.YreeList 0 Deallocates an IHList structure, along with any nodes attached

to it 
IH_GetHead0 Retrieves the first node in a list 
IH_GetTail () Retrieves the last node in a list 
IH_InitList 0 Initializes an existing IHList structure 
IH_InsNode() Inserts an IHNode into a particular location in a list 
IH_NextNode 0 Retrieves the IHNode that occurs immediately after a given node 
IH_PrevNode0 Retrieves the IHNode that occurs immediately before a given node 
IH_ReinHead0 Removes the head node from a list 
IH_RemNode0 Removes an arbitrary IHNode from a list 
IH_RemTail 0 Removes the tail node from a list 

Table 6.11 Functions in the iHTML library's doubly-linked list services 

content type services, which are used to parse and compare MIME "Content-type" 

headers. A parsed content type is expressed by the IHContentType type, which di

rectly represents the type, subtype, and arguments. In addition, there are services 

for transforming strings into the ID codes used internally by the system, retrieving 

version information, and initializing or terminating the system. Table 6.12 summa

rizes the functions included in miscellaneous services. 

6.3. Language Module Interface 

A language module exists as an external piece of code (usually a shared 

library) that the iHTML system dynamically loads to handle a particular type of 

data it has encountered. In its implementation a language module may call any 

functions discussed in Section 6.2, in order to make use of the services provided 
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Function Description 
IH_FindNameEntry() Looks up the system's ID code for a string 
IH_FreeContentType 0 Deal locate the resources associated with an 

- IHContentType 
IH_GetVers ion 0 Retrieves version information about the iHTML library
IH_Initialize 0 Initializes the iHTML library and scans the system for 

language modules 
IHilatchContentType 0 Compares two IHContentType objects 
IH_ParseContentType 0 Converts a MIME "Content-type" string into its equiv

alent IHContentType object 
IH_Terminate 0 Deallocates all global resources used by the iHTML 

library 

Table 6.12 Functions in the iHTML library's miscellaneous services 

by the rest of the system. In addition, it must implement its own public interface, 

which the iHTML system uses to access the language module's own services. 

The primary interface between a language module and the rest of the iHTML 

system is defined by the IHLanguage type. An object of this type not only provides 

access to its language module services, but also serves as a handle on that language 

module. In particular, the iHTML library's IH_ImportLanguage 0 function returns 

an IHLanguage object as a representation of the language module it imported, a 

handle that is used later to tell the system when the language module no longer 

is needed. Table 6.13 shows the fields of the IHLanguage type. They include such 

information as the version of the module, build date, and name. The Fn field is 

a pointer to another structure, IHLanguageFunc, which is a series of pointers to 

functions defining the module's functional interface (the functions are described in 

later subsections). 

The iHTML system must have some way to retrieve a language module's 

IHLanguage object. Thus the public symbol table of a language module consists 
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Field Description 
Fn Functional interface to the language module 
Version Integer version number of the language module 
Revision Integer revision number of the language module 
Submake Integer minor make build number of the language module 
BuildDate String containing the date and time the language module was created 
Name String containing the name of the language or data type implemented 

by the module (e.g., "python") 
LangEnvSize Size in bytes of the IHLangEnv type used by the language module 

Table 6.13 Fields defined by the IHLanguage structure 

of one function, which is called by the iHTML system to initialize a module after 

loading it and returns the module's IHLanguage interface. iHTML looks for the 

function under two names. First, it tries "IRTMLJanguage 0", where language is the 

(case-sensitive) name of the module, such as "python" . If unable to find a function 

of that name, the system then tries the generic name "IHTMLinterface0". In 

either case, the function is defined as type Languagelnit. 

The rest of this section discusses the actual functions in a language module's 

IHLanguageFunc structure. The functions are divided into four general categories. 

First are the HTML Parse Tree functions, which create and manage the language-

side representation of the HTML parse tree. A language module has context infor

mation, associated with each document in which it has scripts executing, which is 

managed by its Environment functions. The management and execution of scripts 

themselves is the responsibility of Script functions. Finally, User Interface func

tions are responsible for creating and managing the language-side representation of 

user interface objects. 
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Function Description 
IHMarkup_Deref 0 Removes a reference from a given language-side IHMarkup 

object 
IHMarkup_HeadNode 0 Retrieves the first HTMLNode that is owned by an IH-

Markup object 
IHMarkup_Ref0 Adds a reference from a given language-side IHMarkup 

object 
IHMarkup_SetHead0 Sets the first HTMLNode that is owned by an IHMarkup 

object 
IHMarkup_Tai Diode 0 Retrieves the last HTMLNode that is owned by an IH-

Markup object 

Table 6.14 Functions in a language module's HTML parse tree services 

6.3.1. HTML Parse Trees 

A language module's HTML parse tree services allow it to keep track of 

browser-side HTMLNode objects it has allocated. The services revolve around one 

type, IHMarkup, which is the language-side handle on a tree of HTMLNode objects. 

One IHMarkup object may be associated with a single HTMLNode or an entire tree. 

As trees owned by different IHMarkup objects are pasted together and taken apart, 

the iHTML system helps each language module keep track of a reference count on 

its IHMarkup objects, so that they may be deallocated when no longer needed. 

The actual implementation of an IHMarkup type is language-dependentthe rest 

of the system simply treats it as an opaque type, manipulated through the language 

module functions listed in Table 6.14. 

6.3.2. Environment 

A language module must keep track of context information associated with 

each document in which it is being used. The IHLangEnv type is a handle on a 
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Function Description 
AllocLangEnv 0 Allocates the language module resources associated with an 

IHLangEnv 
ExecLangEnv() Starts global script execution in a language environment 
FreeLangEnv 0 Deallocates the language module resources associate with an 

IHLangEnv 
St opLangEnv () Stops global script execution in a language environment 
Term() Deallocates all global resources used by a language module, prior 

to unloading it from the system 

Table 6.15 Functions in a language module's environment services 

single execution environment in a language module. There is one IHLangEnv object 

allocated for each document in which the language module is active. It serves as 

an execution context for the high-level document script and for interaction between 

embedded scripts. While the iHTML system defines a number of fields that must 

appear at the beginning of a language module's IHLangEnv type, the module is free 

to extend the type to include its own private data. Since the language module does 

not itself allocate the IHLangEnv type, it places the size of the type it uses in the 

LangEnvSize field of its IHLanguage object, telling the system how many bytes to 

allocate. Table 6.15 lists the language module functions that the rest of the system 

then uses to manipulate the language's IHLangEnv objects. 

6.3.3. Scripts 

Within a document's language environment, the language module must pro

vide services for manipulating the actual scripts it contains. The functions included 

in the script services are listed in Table 6.16. Because the IHEmbeddedlnfo and 

IHModulelnfo types are not defined by the language module itself, it needs some 

way to attach its own context information to objects of those types. Thus a lan
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Function Description 
AllocEmbedded() Allocates the language-side resources associated with an embed

ded applet 
AllocModule () Allocates the language-side resources associated with a docu

ment script 
FreeEmbedded() Deallocates the language-side resources associated with an em

bedded applet 
FreeModule0 Deallocates the language-side resources associated with a docu

ment script
 
StartEmbedded() Starts the execution of an embedded applet
 
St opEmbedded() Stops the execution of an embedded applet
 

Table 6.16 Functions in a language module's script services 

guage module's script context is defined through the IHLangCode type, an opaque 

type containing information about a single piece of executing code. The language 

module can define the IHLangCode type in any convenient way, and usually uses it 

to store information such as the compiled form of a script, a symbol table for the 

script, etc. The resulting object then is attached to the script's IHEmbeddedlnfo or 

IHModulelnfo when AllocEmbeded() or AllocModule () is called, respectively. 

6.3.4. User Interface 

The final services implemented by a language module are those for managing 

its user interface. While the browser component defines the IHWidgetRep object 

for drawing graphics and retrieving user events, the object does not include any 

intelligence for determining what to draw or how to respond to the user. Instead, 

the language module is responsible for implementing an IHWidgetObj type, which 

it attaches to a IHWidgetRep to tell it what to do. In addition, the user interface 
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Function Description 
Handle Event 0 Dispatches an event to the appropriate IHWidgetObj or document 

script in a language environment 

Table 6.17 Functions that are part of a language module's user interface services 

services implement the single function shown in Table 6.17. The other components 

of the system use the function to send events to the language module. 
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7. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

The iHTML system has been incorporated into NCSA's X Mosaic browser. 

There are two language modules written for it, one displaying plain ASCII text data 

and another encapsulating an interpreter for the Python language. This chapter 

examines some of the issues in the C language implementation of these components. 

It first looks at the iHTML implementation itself, then the interface between the 

library and the X Mosaic browser, and finally the two language modules. 

7.1. iHTML Library Implementation 

The public interface to all the iHTML components is defined by the iHTML 

library. This is done in the header file IHScript.h, which the code for all compo

nents must include in order to access the system. The file is composed primarily of 

function and type definitions. Types that are to be privately implemented by other 

components (such as the browser's IHWidgetRep) are defined as stubs (i.e., void 

pointers). Components that use this header file may selectively override the type 

definitions, in order to access the private data. 

The implementation of this component is divided into nine functional units. 

The majority of them are defined in the files IHLangs.c and IHScript .c (covered in 

sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, respectively). The next largest is IHdlist . c, which imple

ments the general-purpose doubly-linked list type that is used throughout the rest 

of the system. IHBuffer. c implements the routines for creating and managing the 

IHBufferP data type. IHEntry. c defines mappings from various ID numbers used 

in the iHTML system (e.g., event class and code IDs) and their equivalent textual 

names. IHMarkup. c and IHWidget . c implement the iHTML library's markup and 
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widget routines, respectively. Finally, IHMisc c defines various other routines, such 

as library initialization and termination, retrieval of version information, etc. 

7.1.1. Managing Language Modules 

The IHLangs . c file implements the functionality for managing language mod

ules in the system. Part of its functionality involves the processing of MIME 

"Content-type" headers, and performing comparisons between them. The textual 

content type is parsed into an IHContentType structure, which explicitly represents 

the type, subtype, and arguments that the textual representation encodes. Two 

IHContentType structures can then be matched against each other to determine 

whether one is equivalent to another. 

When the iHTML system is first initialized, it scans through its root search 

path for language modules in the system. It determines the available language mod

ules by looking for language definition files, which end with the prefix ". lang" and 

define mappings from MIME "Content-type" headers to the modules that handle 

them. In the process finding and parsing these files, a list is created of all the 

languages found; each node in the list includes information about the name of the 

language, where it was found, and a list of all the content types it implements. 

As the system is running, it maintains another list of all the language modules 

that are currently loaded. When a language to handle a particular content type is 

sought, this list is examined first in order to make use of any language that is already 

loaded. If one is found, it is used directly. Otherwise, the system searches through 

the full list of available modules, looking for one that has a match for the desired 

type. If found, the browser component's shared module routines are used to load 

the module, it is initialized, and a new node for it is placed on the loaded list. 
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This top level functionality is made publicly available through the 

IH_ImportLanguage0 , IH_LockLanguage0 , and IH.ReleaseLanguage0 . Each 

loaded module has a reference count associated with it. Importing or locking that 

language increases the count, while releasing it decreases the count. When the count 

goes to zero, the language module is automatically terminated and removed from 

memory. 

7.1.2. Document Scripts and Applets 

The IHScript c file implements the main functionality of the iHTML li

brary. This involves management of the IHGlobalInfo structure, which is the 

iHTML-side document context that keeps track of the language environments, doc

ument scripts, and applets that are associated with a single HTML document. 

The primary interface to this file is through the functions IH_ParseInterf ace ,
 

IH_StartInterface(), and IH_ParseEmbedded(). The first two are used to manage 

the top-level document context, while the third manages the context of individual 

applets appearing in the document. 

Figure 7.1 shows an overview of how the IHGlobalInfo structure is organized. 

It includes three lists, containing the language environments, document scripts, and 

applets associated with the document. There is one language environment for every 

language executing in the document. When a new document script or applet is added 

to the structure, the system checks to see if a language environment already exists 

for the code; if not, a new one is created and linked in to the structure. In addition, 

the IHModulelnfo and IHEmbeddedlnfo structures share a common element, the 

IHCodelnfo structure. By using the same structure, the code for managing and 

associating the scripts can be shared between them. 
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IHGlobalInfo 
Document Scrip Environment App let 

List List List 

lHModulelnfo IHLangEnv IHEmbeddedinfo 

Python Python MPEG 
File Environ *4File 

IHLangEnv 1,1MEmbeddedInfo 

MPEG Python 
Environ File 

IHLangEnv IHEmbeddedInfo 

Java Java 
Environ File 

IHEmbeddedInfo 

Python 
File 

Figure 7.1 Organization of the iHTML library's IHGlobalInfo structure 

When the browser first retrieves a new HTML document, it sends the docu

ment to IH_ParseInterface0 . This function examines the document, determining 

if there are any applets or a document script associated with it. If so, it creates a 

new IHGlobalInfo environment for the document. In addition, if it finds a document 

script, it requests that the browser begin retrieving the script from the network and 

adds a IHModulelnfo node to the document context. The function finally returns 

the created IHGlobalInfo. 

As the browser parses and renders the document, it calls this file's 

IH_ParseEmbedded() function for each <OBJECT> tag it encounters. The function 
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parses the tag, begins a network request through the browser for the object, and 

adds a IHEmbeddedlnfo node to the document context. It also associates the new 

script with a browser-side IHWidgetRep in which it will appear. 

The browser may call the IH_StartInterf ace 0 function at any time after 

it has first created the document context. The function begins execution of all 

scripts associated with the document. It first runs through the list of language 

environments and initializes their execution state, which has the effect of starting 

any document scripts in them. Next, it runs through each applet in the document 

and starts their execution. The procedure is more complicated if a document script 

has not yet been retrieved over the network, since a language environment cannot 

start executing until all its document scripts are available. To take this situation 

into account, the system creates an IHDelayedStartup structure for every applet 

whose language environment is not yet ready. Once that environment's document 

scripts are loaded, its execution will begin, with the added effect of starting any 

applets contained within it. 

7.2. Integration with X Mosaic 

The iHTML glue to the X Mosaic browser is responsible for transforming 

iHTML browser function calls into the operations needed for the browser. Its im

plementation is for the most part straightforward, as many of the functions map 

directly into functional counterparts within the browser. The browser glue is im

plemented in three main files. IHBrNCSA c includes the functions that operate.
 

directly with the browser, such as HTML markup manipulation and URL retrieval. 

IHBrXWin. c encapsulates the interface to the X Window System, for manipulating 

the IHWidget, IHPixmap, IHColor, and IHFont types. Finally, the IHBrUnix c file 
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implements low-level Unix access, including path retrieval, directory manipulation, 

and access to shared libraries. 

7.2.1. HTML Parse Trees 

The most complicated part of the interface to the browser itself isaccess to its 

HTML markup trees. This is primarily because NCSA Mosaic does not represent 

HTML documents as a true treeinstead, it stores a simple flat list of the tags 

and text that it found in the document. As such, the browser glue must either 

convert the iHTML tree manipulation functions into list operations, or transform 

the parse lists generated by the browser into true trees. In the interest of efficiency, 

a combination of the two approaches is used. 

Figure 7.2 illustrates how this transformation is performed. The iHTML 

glue adds two new fields to each HTML. One of these points to the previous node 

in the list, while the other points to the node's parent in the tree that is being 

created. However, in order to reduce the amount of memory used by each node, the 

structure does not include pointers for traversing the immediate children of a node 

(for example, to move from <HEAD> to <BODY> in Figure 7.2). Instead, the system 

must follow the next or previous links to find the correct node. 

The function to transform the list into a tree moves through the list, filling 

in the new fields. When it encounters a node with a non-empty content type, it 

recursively calls itself with the node it found as the new parent whose children it is 

filling in. In addition, the routine must deal with the complication of missing end 

tags (particularly common in the case of the <P> tag), inserting nodes for them into 

the tree where appropriate. The pseudocode for this function is shown in Figure 7.3. 
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</HTML>
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.2 Transforming a list of HTML nodes into an actual tree: (a) The original 
list of HTML nodes created by Mosaic; (b) The addition of "previous" and "parent"
pointers to create a tree 
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function make_html_tree(HTMLNode parent, HTMLNode list) 

(* Remember where this branch started. *)
 
variable HTMLNode root
 
root 4 list
 

(* Fill in the previous pointer for this node. *)
 
if( list 0 null ): Iist.previous 4 parent
 

(* Run through all nodes in this branch. *)
 
while( list 0 null ):
 

(* Fill in this node's "parent" and the next node's "previous." 49 

list.parent +- parent;
 
if( list.next 0 null ): list.next.previous +- list;
 

(* End this branch of the tree? *) 
if( parent null ):
 

and is_end_node(list)
 
and content_type(list.type) 0 CONTENT_EMPTY ):
 

(* Need to insert a missing end node *) 
if( parent.type 0 list.type ):
 

variable HTMLNode node
 
node 4 alloc_end_node(parent)
 
insert node at this position in list.
 
list + node
 

return list.next 

(* Move down in tree, or continue in this branch? *)
 
if( content_type(list.type) 0 CONTENT_EMPTY ):
 

list < make_html_tree(list,list.next)
 
else
 

list 4-- list.next
 

return root 

Figure 7.3 Algorithm to transform a list of HTML nodes into a true tree structure 
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7.2.2. Widget and Event Handling 

The other major part of the browser glue is the code for managing events and 

the interface to the X Window System. Much of this is handled in the IHBrXWin c 

file, which implements a fairly direct mapping from the iHTML's rendering functions 

to equivalent X11 calls (its IHPixmap functions are build on top of X's Pixmap and 

GC support, IHColor functions on X's Pixel feature, etc.). These types also need to 

include additional context information, particularly the X Display where they are 

located. The glue thus defines a stub structure for each iHTML type, which includes 

the X resource being managed and other needed state information. 

A more complicated part of the code is the IHWidgetRep implementation. 

This is built on top of a custom Xt widget called X ihGener ic, which is a simple 

subclass of the Xt Constraint class. The widget encapsulates all the code needed 

to interface with the rest of the iHTML system. It keeps track of the language 

environment and language-side object associated with the widget, and provides its 

own Pixmap that can be used for rendering. In addition, it supplies a translation 

table that funnels all X widget events into one function, which then transforms them 

into iHTML IHEvent structures and sends then to the language-side object to be 

handled. 

The implementation of the glue's IHEvent code is itself a troublesome issue, 

primarily due to the existence of the two event classes. Widget events should be 

implemented by the X glue, while document events need to be implemented by the 

browser glue. To solve this, the X glue implements a basic IHEvent that encapsulates 

the information contained in an X event, along with two functions for getting and 

setting its attributes, BRXWin_GetEventAttr0 and BRXWin_GetEventAttr .
 The 
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browser glue then implements the iHTML event functions, layering its document 

events on top of the X event interface. 

Finally, while widget events are automatically generated and sent by the X 

widget implementation, the browser glue must explicitly generate document events 

itself. This is accomplished by inserting code at specific points in the browser 

where these events should occur (when scrolling the window, printing, highlighting 

anchors, etc.). The code to do this is one of the primary intrusions into the actual 

browser implementation that is needed by the iHTML system. The changes are 

relatively simplegenerally a call to BR_AllocEvent 0 , entering data into the event, 

and then a call to BR_HandleEvent 0but are distributed throughout the browser 

implementation. 

7.3. Language Modules 

The final major part of the iHTML implementation is that of the language 

modules themselves. Two example language modules have been implemented, a 

python module and a text module. The former encapsulates a Python version 1.3 

language interpreter, demonstrating how to write a module for a complete scripting 

language. The latter, in contrast, simply displays textual files; it serves as an 

example of a language module that displays a data type (like a traditional plug-in). 

Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 provide details on the most complicated parts of the language 

module implementation: managing language environments and code modules, and 

the language-side widget implementation, respectively. 

A language module that implements a true scripting language will need to 

define the interface between scripts and the underlying iHTML system. There are 

two major issuesdefining how a script exposes its top-level (i.e., "main") interface 
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import _ih_url
 

class RawURL:
 

def __init__(self,doc= None,url= None, * *args):
 

# Retrieve and stash low-level objects
 

if( args.has_key('_URL_') ):
 

self._URL_ = args['_URL_']
 

else:
 

if string.lower(ur1[0:5]) == 'file:':
 

raise SecurityError, "access not allowed to file: URL"
 

# This automatically attaches _URL_ to our class instance.
 

_ih_url.NewURL(doc._Document_,(url,self))
 

self._URL_Name_ = self._URL_.URL
 

Figure 7.4 Initialization implementation of the Python URL class 

to the language module, and determining how the script will create and manipulate 

various iHTML resources such as the IHPixmap, retrieve URLs, etc. The Python 

module takes care of the first issue through its ihEmbed and ihMain symbols, and 

their associated Application and Document classes. For the second, in general, the 

language module directly exposes the underlying iHTML type as a basic Python 

type, and then wraps it in a Python class. 

This situation is illustrated in Figure 7.4, representing part of Python's URL 

class implementation. The "_ih_url" module is the C interface to the iHTML sys

tem's IHRetrieveRequestP type and related functions, encapsulating it as a Python 

type. It exports one function, "NewURLO," which creates an object of this type. 

When the RawURL class is instantiated, it checks for one of two conditions. 

If a "URL_" argument is present, it is an existing URL type with which the class is 
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to interface. If no low-level object is supplied (which corresponds to the common 

case of the script developer directly instantiating this class), a new low-level URL 

object is created (the "else" part of the conditional). Here the class first checks to 

make sure that a "file:" URL is not being created, which would be a security 

hole.' If the URL is okay, the code calls the low-level Newlin() function to start a 

new URL request. The first argument is the document to which the URL is being 

retrieved; here, the code extracts the low-level document object from the document 

instance that was given to it. The second parameter supplies the name of the URL 

to retrieve and a handle on the high-level URL instance object. When the low-level 

URL is created, it attaches itself to the high-level object as "_URL_"; this is then 

used (in the last line) to retrieve the full name of the URL being retrieved. 

7.3.1. Script Environment and Protection 

One of the central responsibilities of a scripting language module is the man

agement of execution environments and code segments. These are expressed in the 

iHTML system as the IHLangEnv and IHCodelnfo types, respectively. The former 

encapsulates the execution environment for an entire document; it is generally used 

to store information needed by the document script, and other "global" environment 

information. The latter contains information the module needs to keep about an 

individual code segment (i.e. the compiled form of an applet or document script). 

The language environment used by Python is shown in Figure 7.5. At the 

top is the "ih_lang_env_rec" structure, which is the iHTML public portion of the 

environment. After that are the fields that are initialized only when the environment 

'Future versions of the library may transform such URLs into a file request from the 
user. This would allow scripts to gain safe access to the user's files. 
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struct priv_lang_env_rec {
 

struct ih_lang_env_rec env;
 

/* Static variables that are made at AllocEnv() time. */
 

PyObject* environment; /* The instantiated SafeExec environment */
 
PyObject* exec; /* Function to execute a code block */
 
PyObject* eval; /* Function to evaluate a code block */
 
PyObject* install; /* Function to install module code block */
 

/* Dynamic variables that are made at each run. */
 
PyObject* doctype; /* Low-level PyDocument for environment */
 
PyObject* docobj; /* Either the above object,
 

or the user's document object */
 
PyObject* module; /* Module context:
 

__main__ copied from SafeExec */
 
PyObject* dictionary; /* Global dictionary:
 

__main__ dictionary */
 
PyObject* requests; /* List of PyURL objects */
 

1 ; 

Figure 7.5 Language environment used by the Python module 

is first created. These are used to establish a restricted execution environment that 

is shared by all code executing in the document, which will be discussed later. Last 

are the fields that are created each time the language environment begins execution. 

When this happens, a new "PyDocument" object is created, which provides script 

access to the browser document just like the URL type discussed above. If the 

environment has a document script, this is executed and its resulting instance used 

as the high-level handle on the document; otherwise, the PyDocument object itself 

is used as this handle. A module named "_main__" is created in the restricted 

execution environment for the document script to execute, and a handle on that 

module is stored in the language environment. Finally, the environment also tracks 

active URL transactions, so that it can delete them when terminating. 
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struct python_code {
 

/* Created only when first allocated */
 

PyCodeObject* program; /* The compiled code */
 
PyObject* module; /* The module it created */
 

/* Embedded objects: created each time code execution started. */ 
PyObject* arg_dict; /* Dict. of args for embedded obj */ 

PyInstanceObject* embedded; /* Current class attached to widget */
I; 

Figure 7.6 Code context used by the Python module 

Script security is ensured through the "saf eexec py" module. This is based.
 

on Python's own "rexec. py" module, providing a controlled execution environment. 

In addition, it implements the "__export__" and "__public__" symbols, using them 

to determine which parts of a module in this environment should be visible to other 

modules. One safe execution environment is created for each document, and all 

codes executing inside that documentboth applets and document scriptsshare 

this environment. This allows the various programs to have a moderate amount 

of interaction with each other, but protects them from code executing in separate 

documents. 

The final piece to script execution is Python's IHCodeInfo structure, shown 

in Figure 7.6. This is used to hold information about a single piece of code. It 

is allocated by the language module in its AllocModule() and AllocEmbedded() 

functions (for document scripts and applets, respectively). When created, a language 

environment already exists for the document; the system creates a new module for 

the code to execute in this environment, and compiles it there. In addition, it stores 

information about the program arguments (<PARAM> tags) and language-side widget 

object (for applets) for each program run. 

http:rexec.py
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7.3.2. Widget Interface 

In language modules that implement true scripting languages, the imple

mentation of their language-side widget objects is very similar to other interfaces 

to the iHTML system. That is, a bridge is created between the high-level scripting 

language and iHTML's widget architecture. The Python module does this just as 

described for other interfaces, implementing the widget as a low-level Python type 

and wrapping it in a high-level class. The only complication is that browser-side 

widgets themselves do not define any behavior, so the language must implement its 

own strategies for such things as widget layout. 

Language modules that implement data types usually work a different way. 

Figure 7.7 illustrates this, showing the definition of the IHCodelnfo and IH-

WidgetObj structures that are used by the text language module. Because such 

modules are not working as a bridge to a scripting language, they must implement 

all the actual behavior they are to exhibit. Generally, these two structures are very 

closely linked. The IHCodelnfo structure represents the global information for a sin

gle embedded object, and the IHWidgetObj structure is used to display that object. 

The language module may implement a slightly more sophisticated IHWidgetObj 

structure, if it is going to make use of a widget instance hierarchy; this structure 

definition is shared among all widgets in the hierarchy. 

The text language module uses its IHCodelnfo to store the information it 

retrieved from the applet arguments about the size its embedded object should be, 

along with the dynamic widget data that is created when it begins "execution." At 

that point, it is given a browser-side widget to render in, so it allocates one of its own 

IHWidgetObj to interact with the other widget. The IHWidgetObj is simply used 

to interface with a raw X widgetit allows that X widget to perform its own layout, 
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struct ih_int_lang_code_rec {
 

/* Created when code block is first allocated. */
 
int width, height;
 /* The requested applet size. */
 

/* Created each time execution is started. */
 
IHWidgetObj obj; /* Top-level widget interface. */
 
Widget viewport; /* The scrollable area. */
 
Widget text; /* The text being displayed. */
 

};
 

struct ih_int_widget_obj_rec {
 
IHWidgetRep rep;
 /* Browser widget associated with. */
 
IHWidgetRaw raw; /* Raw OS-level widget object. For the
 

Xt interface, this is a Widget obj. */
 
Dimension width, height; /* Preferred dimensions. */
 

Widget child;
 /* X-level child widget. */
 
1;
 

Figure 7.7 The code and widget structures used by the text language module 

and then transmits that information to the browser-side widget. Thus the language 

module can simply create a few X widgets in which the text will be displayed, and 

connect them to its IHWidgetObj. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

There are currently three classes of client-side services that are in widespread 

use in Web browsers. Plug-ins are compiled code modules stored on the same ma

chine as the browser, which work in cooperation with that browser to implement new 

capabilities. Applets are architecture-independent pieces of code that a browser 

retrieves from the network and executes on its local machine in order to imple

ment new features in a restricted area of the document. Document Scripts are 

architecture-independent pieces of code that work with the browser to control the 

display of, and user interaction with, an entire document. Currently, there are many 

competing implementations of the three service classes, which were never designed 

to work together. One result is a pronounced lack of interoperability and consistency 

among the various client-side services. 

Interactive HTML is a system that unifies client-side services. It defines an 

extended plug-in interface that allows plug-ins to be written not just for traditional 

data types but also for scripting languages that implement applets and document 

scripts. The iHTML system is structured in three main components. The iHTML 

Library is the only one actually implemented by the system, and serves as the 

central regulator to control the interaction between a Web browser and the back-

end language modules. A Language Module is the extended plug-in interface, 

implementing one or more MIME content types and instructing the rest of the 

system how to display or otherwise handle that data. The Browser is the traditional 

Web browser, to which the system defines a standard interface but otherwise is 

treated as a black box. 

The iHTML design also unifies the treatment of "data" and "programs," 

allowing the system to handle any type of file it encounters, without concern for 
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what it actually is. As a result, applets and document scripts are decoupled from 

the browser itself. There is no need for the code handling them to be compiled 

directly into the browser, so they require system resources only when actually in 

use. In addition, a browser can easily support arbitrary scripting languages; the 

scripting languages can be updated, or new ones added, without any changes to 

the browser executable. Language modules can also be shared among all browsers 

implementing the iHTML architecture. 

To date, iHTML has been incorporated into NCSA's X Mosaic version 2.7 

browser and two language modules have been written. The first is the python lan

guage module, which encapsulates a full Python 1.3 interpreter. It is an example of 

a language module providing complete scripting services (supporting both applets 

and document scripts), as it implements a full Python scripting interface to the rest 

of the iHTML system (including widgets and HTML parse trees). The second lan

guage module is text, which is an example of a simple module handling a traditional 

data file. It simply displays any ASCII text as a scrollable view, embedded in an 

HTML document. 

8.1. Existing Limitations 

The iHTML system currently is oriented toward browsers that don't use pro

gressive display (i.e., that retrieve all the data for a document before displaying it to 

the user). Most modern browsers, however, support progressive display, and using 

that feature increases user productivity. The primary limitation the iHTML system 

has with progressive display is that the system can't accurately display a document 

until the script has been executed and has had a chance to manipulate the docu

ment's HTML parse tree. Therefore, the browser must wait until the entire script 
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and document both have been retrieved and the script executed, before displaying 

anything to the user. 

In addition, while the HTML parse tree manipulations implemented by 

iHTML provide the same functionality as the existing practice of embedding 

<SCRIPT> tags inside a document (see Section 2.3.2), there are many situations 

where the <SCRIPT> syntax is much more convenient. The problem is that the 

binding from an HTML document to its document script has become too weak, ne

cessitating that some scripts become too dependent on the documents themselves. 

For example, a document script that inserts the result of a database query into its 

document must know enough about that document to be able to determine where 

in its HTML parse tree the new data should be inserted. 

One solution to the weak binding between HTML document and script may 

be the introduction of a <CALL> tag, shown in Figure 8.1. When the <CALL> tag 

is encountered in a document, it would result in a function being executed in the 

document script. The function could return an HTML parse tree, which would be 

inserted into the document at the place the <CALL> tag appeared. Figure 8.2 shows 

an example of how such a tag might be used to insert the result of a database query. 

The <CALL> tag could also assist iHTML in progressive document display. A 

system implementing this tag could retrieve a document script asynchronously while 

progressively displaying the document text. When it encountered a <CALL> tag, 

the system would wait for the document script to finish being retrieved, and start 

execution before performing the call. Such a design would allow script execution to 

be synchronized with document display. 

Another limitation of iHTML is in the area of forms and graphical user 

interfaces. The current iHTML system does not provide access to the browser's 

internal form widgets, such as pop-up menus and text entry fields, so applets can't 
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<!ELEMENT call (param I %bodytext)*> 
<!ATTLIST call 

function CDATA #REQUIRED name of function to call 
script %URL #IMPLIED name of target document script 

<!ELEMENT param 0 EMPTY named property value -->
 
<!ATTLIST param
 

name CDATA #REQUIRED property name
 
value CDATA #IMPLIED property value
 

Figure 8.1 DTD of the proposed <CALL> tag 

<P>Query Results:gp>
 

<BLOCKQUOTE>
 

<CALL FUNCTION="insert_query"
 

<PARAM NAME="query" VALUE="+11ama +pet ">
 
</CALL>
 

</BLOCKQUOTE>
 

Figure 8.2 Example use of the proposed <CALL> tag 

create custom user interfaces with controls matching those used by the browser. A 

solution to this problem may be to allow different "types" of widgets to be created, 

so that BlLAllocWidget () can create either a basic widget, or one of the higher-

level control widgets used by the browser. Similarly, there is no way to create 

windows and dialog boxes through a browser running under iHTML. The definition 

of an IHWindow type and functions for creating and manipulating windows would 

greatly expand the user interface capabilities of iHTML. 

In addition, the iHTML system's user interface functionality provides no way 

for scripts to access fonts (other than the default font). Typically, fonts are accessed 

using attributes such as name (e.g., "times"), style ("bold"), size ("12 point"), 
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etc. While this type of low-level interface will continue to be needed, iHTML's 

access to the HTML parse tree presents the opportunity for an interesting high-

level interface. Consider the case where a script should use the same font as the 

browser uses for its <H1> text. With the traditional mechanism for accessing fonts, 

this is difficult or impossible, as the font associated with a particular tag depends 

on the browser implementation, user preference settings, and possibly many other 

variables. Nevertheless, it might be possible to request a font as a set of HTML tags. 

For example, a call to BR_GetFont (" <H1> " ) could return the font used in the <H1> 

tag. Or consider a more complicated example: BR_GetFont ("<P><SMALL><EM>") 

could result in the font used to render small emphasized text in the body of the 

document. 

There also needs to be more communication between scripts written in differ

ent languages. The primary mechanism for communication is the IHEvent structure, 

which unfortunately only supports attribute values and event types that are explic

itly defined by iHTML. To address this limitation, the Python language module 

extends its own event class to allow custom attributes, as well as class and code val

ues. Such extensions, however, are lost when events move through the underlying 

iHTML system to other language modules. Adding Python's event extensions to the 

library itself would greatly increase the amount of communication that can occur 

between language modules. Another solution may be to incorporate a full inter-

language communication system, such as the Inter-Language Unification System 

(ILU) [21]. 

The current interface for retrieving URLs is very limited, allowing URLs to 

be retrieved and accessed only as raw binary data. For example, there is no way to 

request a URL for a GIF picture, which should be returned as an IHPixmap object 

that can be used by an applet to draw its display. The solution here may be to add 
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an additional parameter to BR_RetrieveURLO that specifies the type of data that is 

expected, and to generalize the IHBufferP interface to be able to hold higher-level 

types (such as pixmaps). In addition, while the current system completely blocks 

the file : URL due to security concerns, there are many occasions when an applet 

needs access to files on the client machine. Transforming file: URL requests to 

file requesters shown to the browser user could provide such access in a safe way. 

Finally, the iHTML system needs a more sophisticated view of script execu

tion state. Currently, a script is either running or stopped; when it is restarted after 

being stopped, its state is reset completely. Since scripts are stopped in a document 

that currently is not being viewed, moving back through previously viewed docu

ments results in their scripts being started again. Many times, however, a script 

needs to begin execution from the place it was when the document was hidden. For 

example, an applet for drawing a picture needs to be able to remember what the 

user had drawn previously. This need goes beyond execution state within a given 

session. It would also be useful to allow scripts to store state and preference informa

tion between browser sessions. Such storage could be accomplished by introducing 

a mechanism allowing scripts to write a certain amount of state information to disk, 

associated with the particular URL from which the script was retrieved; it could 

later be read back by that script. 

8.2. Lessons Learned 

As the Web continues to develop, it seems likely that a wider variety of 

scripting languages will come into use. Providing enough access to the browser 

so that scripting languagesparticularly those used for document scriptscan be 

implemented as plug-ins like traditional data types, yet remain well-integrated with 
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the browser, may help greatly in addressing the growing number of languages. The 

combination of data and program handling itself presents a number of advantages. 

A browser no longer needs to be concerned about the type of data embedded in 

an HTML document. Both "program" and traditional "data" types are handled 

in the same way by the browser. In addition, this unification of programs and 

data may present the opportunity for creating new kinds of plug-ins that exhibit 

characteristics of each. 

A standing issue is the syntax used to associate a document script with an 

HTML document. Currently, most browsers make use of either the <SCRIPT> tag or 

a <LINK> tag that appears in the <HEAD> of a document (in fact, the iHTML system 

originally used the <LINK> tag itself). However, with the unity between document 

scripts and applets, it seems to make more sense to use the same basic HTML 

syntax as well, hence iHTML's use of the <OBJECT> tag and CONTEXT attribute. 

This new syntax actually serves to simplify the underlying system, while at the 

same time making document scripts more powerful. Using this syntax allows for a 

more sophisticated specification of a document script's URL and content type, as 

well as allowing arguments to be passed to the script. 

Another iHTML concept that holds many possibilities is opening up access 

to a browser's internal HTML parse tree. The most obvious advantage here is the 

fact that document scripts can now examine as well as construct parts of an HTML 

document. Such capabilities help tremendously in allowing general-purpose scripts 

to be written. More interesting is the fact that scripts can now dynamically change 

a document. This opens many possibilities, such as implementing hyperlinks that 

retrieve another document and embed it into the current document in place of the 

link, being able to hide part of the text in a document, automatically generating 

an index of terms in a document, etc. Finally, as style sheets come into more 
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widespread use, a document's HTML parse tree could also provide access to the style 

information associated with each node, allowing such things as document scripts 

that dynamically change the formatting of a document or even implement their own 

custom style language. 

One important use of iHTML's document scripts is in the collection of Web 

usage information. Traditionally, only simple statistics, such the HTTP hit count 

on each document, have been available. Some proposed approaches may provide 

better information, particularly about the path individual users take through an 

entire HTTP server, but none of these approaches supply information at a finer 

grain than the document level. By associating a document with an iHTML script 

that watches the user interact with the document, it is possible to collect more 

detailed information, such as movement through the document, use of hyperlinks, 

manipulation of forms, etc. Such data is important because it reveals how much of 

a page users actually view and whether they read the page in the order that was 

intended. 

Finally, the iHTML system makes some attempt to help increase the source-

level portability of language modules across computer platforms. The most im

portant way it does this is by defining the IHWidgetRep type, which provides an 

abstract interface to the underlying operating system's user interface drawing and 

event handling services. Unfortunately, there is not enough implemented by iHTML 

for this abstraction to be really effective. At the least, a method of accessing the 

browser's form widgets and creating and managing windows (as described in Sec

tion 8.1) must also be provided. Even if a complete abstract GUI is defined by 

the system, it would still need to provide access to the underlying operating system 

objects (through the IHWidgetRaw type) for language modules that need to make 

use of special features of a particular platform. 
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IHTML integrates traditional plug-ins, applets, and document scripts into 

one uniform and consistent system. In doing so, iHTML both increases browser 

flexibility and makes it possible to reuse language and data handlers across multiple 

browsers. 
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Interactive HTML 

Python Language Module 

The python Language'module is the first, and currently the only, backend language interface for the
 
jnteractive HTML system. These pages describe the module's highlevel API provided to the Python
 
programmer; while no understanding of the iHTML library's internal implementation is required, knowledge
 
about it may be useful for the more advanced programmer. 

These pages also do not attempt to teach the Python language itself. For that, there are many good resources
 
available on the net; those not familiar with Python will want to check out the Python Software Activity Is
 
online documentation6
 

Programming Manual 

Introduction' 
Serving iHTML documents, HTML links, programming guidelines. 

Tutorial on Embedded Programs' 

Examples illustrating the basics of writing embedded programs. 
Tutorial on Document Programs9 

Examples illustrating the basics of writing document programs. 

Module Reference Manual 

jhDoc10 

The Document class, which is the superclass for all documentlevel programs. 
jhAppI 

The Application class, which is the superclass for all embedded programs. 
ihWidgetu 

The Container and Widget classes, which provide basic rendering, interaction, and organization 
operations for the creation of user interfaces. 

jhURL13 

The RawURL and LineURL classes, which provided operations for accessing standard URLs. 
ihMarkup14 
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4 / 
5 http://www.python.org/ 
6 http://www.python.org/doc/ 
7 intro.html 
8 embed_tut.html 
9 doc_tut.html 
10 ihDoc.html 
11 ihApp.html 
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13 ihURL.html 
14 ihMarkup.html 
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The HTMLTree and HTMLCursor classes, which provide standard operations on HTML documents. 

jhEvent" 
The Event class, which defines the lowlevel event and message system upon which all user interaction 
is based. 

jhBrowser" 
Provides standard information about the browser a program is running under. 

jhPythoni7 

Provides standard information about the Python interface module a program is running under. 

[Homer [Tog [Prey] [lirati9 

Last modified: Wed Aug 14 15:59:45 PDT 1996 

15 ihEvent.html 
16 ihBrowser.html 
17 ihPython.html
18 ../ 

19 intro.html 
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EHomel as2d [Next1 

iHTML Python Language 

Introduction 

This page explains how to configure your WWW server to handle iHTML Python programs and gives a general
 
introduction to the iHTML system and its use with the Python language module.
 

Overview 

The creation of an iHTML program involves at least two steps. First, the program must be written and made
 
available on a Web server. Second, an actual HTML page must be made, with a link from it to the program. The
 
link may take one of two distinct forms, as described below.
 

Embedded Programs 

The link type that is likely most familiar is that of theembedded object or applet within a standard HTML
 
document. In this case, the World Wide Web Consortium's <OBJECT >5tag is placed within the document body,
 
containing a link to the iHTML program. Where this tag occurs, a graphical object will appear on the page with
 
the referenced program inside it. This can be thought of much as a standard <IMG> tag, but one that is able to
 
do much more than just display static pictures.
 

For example, to embed a program stored in a file named "my_prog.ipy", which is located in the same directory
 
on the server as the HTML document it is being embedded into, the following markup could be used:
 

<OBJECT CLASSID="my_prog.ipy"
 
</OBJECT>
 

When an iHTML browser encounters this markup, it will retrieve the "my_prog.ipy" program from the server,
 
and begin executing it inside of the HTML document in which that markup appears.
 

With an additional tag, arbitrary arguments may be provided to the requested program. This is done with the
<PARAM> tag, which allows the attributes NAMEand VALUE. For example, we may wish to add a parameter 
to our program that supplies a set of data items as a Python tuple. This may look like: 

<OBJECT CLASSID="my_prog.ipy",
 
<PARAM NAME="data" VALUE="(10,20,30,40)">
 
</OBJECT>
 

Some <OBJECT> attributes are handled by the iHTML library as parameters. Most importantly, WIDTH and 
HEIGHT result in the object seeing parameters with names"Width" and "Height", respectively. 

Documentlevel Programs 

The second form an iHTML program can take is that of a program occurring in the head of a document. We 
again make use of the HTML 3.2 <OBJECT> tag: including the CONTEXTattribute in the tag declares this to 

2 ./
 
3 ./
 
4 embed_tut.html
 
5 http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/TR/WDobject.html
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be a link to an external program, and an iHTML-capable browser will retrieve it from the network and execute
 
it.
 

To execute a program stored in a file named "my_main.ipy", which is located in the same directory on the 
server as the HTML document it is to be executed in, the following markup could be used: 

<OBJECT CONTEXT=DOCUMENT CLASSID="my_main.ipr>
 
</OBJECT>
 

Adding a document object changes the browser's behavior in displaying the document. Before being displayed,
 
the document program is executed. This program may then examine and manipulate the document's HTML
 
parse tree, before explicitly telling the browser to display it to the user.
 

Getting Started 

Python programs written for the iHTML system are stored on the server machine in source-code form. When
 
an IMP request is made for the document, the server should return it with the header:
 

Content-type: application/ihtml;language=python
 

This causes an iHTML-capable browser to route the document to the iHTML library, and from there it is
 
passed on to the Python interpreter. You will typically need to configure your HTTP server to send this header.
 
While the exact procedure used to do this depends on the specific server, the following steps will work for
 
NCSA's hpptd:
 

1. In the root HTML directory (typically "- /public_html /"), create a file named " . htacc ess". 
2. Place the following line into the above file: 

AddType application/x-ihtml ; language=python . ipy
 
3. Make the file world-readable with "chmod a+r .htaccess" 
4. Now any files in your HTML directory that have the extension	 . ipy will be given the correct
 

Content-type: header, and can be used as iHTML programs.
 

Alternatively, HTML documents can explicitly set the "Content-type" when embedding an object, 
through the "TYPE" and "CODETYPE" attributes of the <OBJECT> tag. For example, the first applet example 
could also have been written as: 

<OBJECT CLASSID="my_prog.ipy" CODETYPE="application/ihtml;language=python"
 
</OBJECT>
 

Basic Programming Guidelines 

Program Entry Point 

The entry point for an iHTML Python program is a specially-defined symbol that is called by the Python 
interpreter once the program has been retrieved from the network. It is handed one argument (a dictionary of. 
parameters) and must return an instance of a class appropriate for the type ofprogram being executed. The 
details for the two program types are as follows: 

Embedded Programs 

Function Name 
ihEmbed (ergs)
 

Arguments 
args is a dictionary of program arguments. This includes all<PARAM> tags supplied in the 
markup (the NAME attribute is the key key and the VALUE attribute is its value),as well as certain 
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attributes of the <OBJECT> as described in the Application class. All keys and values in the 
dictionary are string types. 

Return Type 
Instance of an Application class. 

Documentlevel Programs 

Function Name
 
ihMain (args)
 

Arguments 

args is a dictionary of program arguments. This includes all <PARAM> tags supplied by the 
user (the NAME attribute is the key key and the VALUE attribute is its value). All keys and values 
in the dictionary are string types. 

Return Type
 
Instance of a Document8class.
 

In either case, the program entry point is usually a class that is a subclass of either a Document or an 
Application. When called by Python, the class is instantiated and its _init_ ( ) function is called with
 
the program arguments. All of the (possibly modified) arguments dictionary must be passed off to the
 
superclass's _ini t_ ( ) method to be processed
 

As an example, consider the simplest possible embedded program: 

import ihApp
 

class ihEmbed(ihApp.Application):
 

def init (self,**args):
 

# Send parameters to superclass: a tuple consisting of our
 
# self variable, and the dictionary of arguments.
 

apply(ihApp.Application.__init ,(self,),args)
 

__export__ = PihEmbed'I
 

Declaring an External Interface 

All iHTML Python programs must define one of two symbols, _export_ and public_, used to
declare which symbols defined by the file should be externally visible. This feature can be seen in the example

above, where the _export_ symbol appears on the last line.
 

The two symbols are mutually exclusive, and providedifferent ways to control which symbols are visible: 

export_
 

A list of strings naming which symbols in the module that should be externally visible. The 
interface for the module will be constructed from a dictionary-consisting of each of the symbol names in 
this list, along with the value that has been assigned to them in the module. 

public_
 
A dictionary specifying the exact the module dictionary that should be externally visible. Each entry 
in the dictionary includes a symbol name and its associated value. 

Naming Conventions 

6 ihApp.html#ApplicationL 
7 ihApp.py#Application 
8 ihDoc.py#Document 
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In order to prevent potential nameconflicts, it is recommended that Python programs adhere strictly to the
 
following conventions for naming class methods, members and other symbols:
 

System Classes
 

All standard iHTML classes use names in which the first character is capitalized, and the following
 
characters are mixedcase with no underscores. For example, "Draw Line ( ) ", "Width", etc.
 

Public Module Classes
 

Symbols in publically available modules (i.e., modules which will be used by more people than just their 
creator), should be prepended by a (short) common prefix in which at least the first letter is capitalized, 
followed by an underscore and lastly the remaining name using the same convention as a system class. 
For example, "GIS_ClearMap ( ) ", "Pk_SetCompres s ion ( ) ". 

Private Classes 

Private userwritten classes should use a naming form in which the first character is lowercase, and 
the remaining characters may be anything. For example, "is_f ini shed ( ) ", "lineWidth", etc. 

The private names in a class should follow the same rules as described above, except that they should be 
prepended by a single underscore. Thus "_Buffer" would be a system private variable, "_GIS_Color" a 
private symbol symbol for a class in a public module, and "_lastSi ze" a private symbol for a user class. 

ErSICSIPrevilInalf 

Last modified: Thu Oct 17 21:37:40 PDT 1996 

9 / 
10 

11 j 
12 embed_tuthtml 
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[Home] MCI [Prev] fkIexkl 

iHTML Python Language 

Embedded Program Tutorial 

An embedded program is essentially one that appears as an interactive applet, which the user sees as part of an
 
HTML document. The new HTML tag <OBJECT>5is used to insert these programs into an HTML document,
 
as described in the introduction.
 

All embedded Python programs must export at least one symbol, ihErnbed6 which is the program's main entry
 
point. This symbol should be a callable object, which is given a variable number of arguments and returns an
 
instance of an Abblication'class.
 

Example 1: The Simplest Embedded Program 

The simplest embedded program possible is: 

# Get standard application class definitions.
 
import ihApp
 

# Our own application is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 
# Application class.
 
class ihEmbed(ihApp.Application):
 

# Class initialization.
 
def init (self,**args):
 

# Just send control on up to the superclass.
 

aPPlY(ihApp.Application. init__,(self,),args)
 

# Make our program externally visible.
 
_export_ PihEmbed.]
 

This class does nothing it just passes any arguments it finds on up to the toplevel &poll catiorlsclass; it 
does no drawing or other operations, so all the user will see is an empty area where the program appears in the 
document. The HTML markup we use to embed this could be: 

<OBJECT CLASSID="embed_simple.ipy"
 
</OBJECT>
 

If you have an iHTMLcapable browser, you can take a look at the simple example? note, however, that this 
one is not extremely exciting. 

Example 2: Drawing Graphics 

This example actually does something useful it draws a static picture. This requires that it determine the size 

2 j
 

3 intro.html 
4 doc_tut.html 
5 intro.html#embed_html 
6 intro.httnIrtembed_prog 
7 ihApp.html#Application 
8 ihApp.html#Application 
9 embed_simple.html 
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of the area it will use, then draw the actual graphic. The former is accomplished by calling the Widcret class's
 
(of which the Apolicat ioralass is a subclass) methods Dimensions ( and TextExtent I3The
 
Widaet'Class also supplies many functions for rendering, including color allocation, setting pen colors, drawing
 
lines or rectangles, etc. 

An embedded applet should render itself when it receives a Redraw event; this can be accomplished by
 
defining an OnEvent ( 'Method, which draws the applet.
 

# Displaying graphics.
 

# Get the standard modules we need:
 
import ihApp # Interactive HTML application interface
 

# Our own application is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 
# Application class.
 
class ihEmbed(ihApp.Application):
 

# Class initialization.
 
def init (self,**args):
 

# Let superclass initialize itself.
 This takes care of
 
# interpreting the Width and Height parameters.
 

apply(ihApp.Application.__init__,(self,),args)
 

# Extract widget dimensions, as set by superclass.
 
x, y, width, height = self.Dimensions()
 

# Find font dimensions and use to help compute widget dimensions.
 
fw,fh,asc,desc = self.TextExtent('Wg')
 
self.frame_w = width
 
self.frame_h = height (fh*2)
 
self.tick_y = height - desc - 2
 
self.inner_w = self.frame_w - 2
 
self.inner_h = self.frame_h - 2
 

# Compute bar dimensions.
 
self.area_h = self.inner_h
 
self.bar_h = (self.area_h*2)/3
 
top = (self.area_h-self.bar_h)/2
 

# Set up the bar.
 
texty = top + (self.bar_h/2)
 (fh/2) + asc
 
self.bar_value = 30.0
 
self.bar_maxval = 50.0
 
self.bar_top = top
 
self.bar_texttop = top + (self.bar_h/2)
 (fh/2) + asc
 
self.bar_text = "%.2f" % self.bar_value
 

# Allocate colors.
 
self.red = self.MakeColor(.9,.2,.1)
 
self.white = self.MakeColor(1,1,1)
 
self.black = self.MakeColor(0,0,0)
 
self.background = self.BackPen()
 
self.foreground = self.ForePen()
 

# Draw the bar.
 
def draw_bars(self):
 

x, y, h = 1, self.bar_top, self.bar_h
 
w = (self.inner_w*self.bar_value)/self.bar_maxval
 

to ihWidget.html#Widget 
It ihApp.html#Application 
12 ihWidget.html#Widget/Dimensions 
13 ihWidget.html#Widget/TextExtent 
14 ihWidget.html#Widget 
15 ihWidget.html/OnEvent 
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self.ForePen(self.red)
 
self.FillRectangle(x,y,w,h)
 
if( w > 0 ):
 

self.ForePen(self.black)
 
self.DrawLine(x,y+h-1,x+w-1,y+h-1)
 
self.DrawLine(x+w-1,y,x+w-1,y+h-1)
 
self.ForePen(self.white)
 
self.DrawLine(x,y,x+w-1,y)
 
self.DrawLine(x,y,x,y+h-1)
 

self.ForePen(self.foreground)
 

self.DrawText(x+5,self.bar_texttop,self.bar_text,-1)
 

# Draw some tick marks.
 
def draw_scales(self):
 

x, y, width, height = self.Dimensions()
 
self.ForePen(self.background)
 
self.FillRectangle(0,0,width,height)
 

# Place the tick marks
 
self.tick_marks = []
 

for i in range(10):
 
text = '%.0f' % ((i*self.bar maxval)/(10-1))
 
tw,th,ta,td = self.TextExtent(text)
 
xpos = (i*self.frame w)/(10-1) 1
 

val = (i*self.bar_maxval)/(10-1)
 
tx = xpos - (tw/2)
 
if( tx < 0 ):
 

tx = 0
 
elif( (tx+tw) > self.frame_w ):
 

tx = self.frame_w - tw - 1
 
self.tick_marks.append( ( val, xpos, tx, text, ) )
 

self.ForePen(self.foreground)
 
for i in self.tick marks:
 

self.DrawLine(i[1],0,i[1],self.frame_h-1)
 
self.DrawText(i[2],self.tick_y,i[3],-1)
 

self.ForePen(self.black)
 

self.DrawLine(0,self.frame_h-1,self.frame_w-1,self.frame_h-1)
 
self.DrawLine(self.frame_w-1,0,self.frame_w-1,self.frame_h-1)
 
self.ForePen(self.white)
 
self.DrawLine(0,0,self.frame_w-1,0)
 
self.DrawLine(0,0,0,self.frame_h-2)
 

# Refresh object's on-screen representation.
 
def redraw(self):
 

self.draw_scales();
 
self.draw_bars();
 
self.Flush()
 

# Process "Redraw" event.
 
def OnRedraw(self,ev,x,y,w,h):
 

self.redraw()
 

# Make our program externally visible.
 
export = ['ihEmbed']
 

The width and height of an applet default to fill the full document window; supplying a WIDTH and/or HEIGHT 
attribute will override these defaults. For example, to create the above graphics applet with a height that is 3/4 of 
the document window's height, the following markup can be used: 

<OBJECT CLASSID="embed_gfx.ipy" HEIGHT="75%">
 
</OBJECT>
 

If you have an iHTMLcapable browser, you can take a look at the graphics example 

16 embed_gfx.html 
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Example 3: Parsing Parameters 

The next example shows how to parse an applet's parameters; it buildson the previous example to display a
 
vertical barchart. Parameters are handed to the applet as a normal Python dictionary; they can be examined and
 
manipulated with all the familiar dictionary operations.
 

# A simple barchart.
 

# Recognizes the following parameters:
 

# Bars: a tuple of values for each of the bars, e.g. (1.0, 2.3, 5.3).
 
# Ticks: number of tick-marks across the graph.
 

# Get the standard modules we need:
 
import ihApp # Interactive HTML application interface
 
import string # Python string operations
 

# Our own application is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 
# Application class.
 
class ihEmbed(ihApp.Application):
 

# Class initialization.
 
def init (self,**args):
 

# Let superclass initialize itself.
 This takes care of
 
# interpreting the Width and Height parameters.
 
applY(ihApp.Application. init ,(self,),args)
 

# Extract widget dimensions, as set by superclass.
 
x, y, width, height = self.Dimensions()
 

# Extract bar arguments
 
if( args.has_key('Bars') ):
 

self.bars = eval(argspBars'l)
 
if( type(self.bars) != type(()) ):
 

raise TypeError,'"Bars" parameter must be a tuple'
 
if( args.has_key('Ticks') ):
 

self.ticks = string.atof(args['Ticks'])
 
else:
 

self.ticks = 10
 

# Find font dimensions and use to help compute widget dimensions.
 
fw,fh,asc,desc = self.TextExtent('Wg')
 
self.frame_w = width
 
self.frame_h = height - (fh*2)
 
self.tick.y = height - desc - 2
 
self.inner_w = self.frame_w - 2
 
self.inner_h = self.frame_h 2
 

# Compute bar dimensions.
 
self.num = len(self.bars)
 
self.area_h = self.inner_h / self.num
 
self.bar_h = (self.area_h*2)/3
 
self.maxval = 0.0
 
top = (self.area_h-self.bar_h)/2
 

# Set up an array to hold the bar state.
 This is an array of
 
# arrays
 each array in it corresponds to one bar, and has
 
# the form: [ barval, topy, texty, label 1, where
 
# "barval" is the bar's value as given in the parameters,
 
# "topy" is the y pixel location of the top of the bar,
 
# "texty" is the y pixel location of the bar's text, and
 
# "label" is a string representing the bar's textual label.
 
self.current = 11 #
 

for i in self.bars:
 
texty = top + (self.bar_h/2) (fh/2) + asc
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self.current.append( U. top, texty, "%.2f- % i] )
 

if( self.maxval < i ):
 
self.maxval = i
 

top = top + self.area_h
 
if( self.maxval <= 0 ):
 

self.maxval = 1.0
 

# Allocate colors.
 
self.red = self.MakeColor(.9,.2,.1)
 
self.white = self.MakeColor(1,1,1)
 
self.black = self.MakeColor(0,0,0)
 
self.background = self.BackPen()
 
self.foreground = self.ForePen()
 

# Draw the bars at their current positions
 draw the information
 
# in the 'current' array.
 
def draw_bars(self):
 

for i in self.current:
 
x, y, h = 1, i[1], self.bar_h
 
w = (self.inner_w*i[0])/self.maxval
 

self.ForePen(self.red)
 
self.FillRectangle(x,y,w,h)
 
if( w > 0 ):
 

self.ForePen(self.black)
 
self.DrawLine(x,y+h-1,x+w-1,y+h-1)
 
self.DrawLine(x+w-1,y,x+w-1,y+h-1)
 
self.ForePen(self.white)
 
self.DrawLine(x,y,x+w-1,y)
 
self.DrawLine(x,y,x,y+h-1)
 

self.ForePen(self.foreground)
 
self.DrawText(x+5,i[2],i[3],-1)
 

# Draw the barchart's tick marks.
 
def draw scales(self):
 

x, y, width, height = self.Dimensions()
 
self.ForePen(self.background)
 
self.FillRectangle(0,0,width,height)
 

# Place the tick marks
 
self.tick_marks = []
 

for i in range(self.ticks):
 
text = '%.0f' % ((i*self.maxval)/(self.ticks-1))
 
tw,th,ta,td = self.TextExtent(text)
 
xpos = (i*self.frame_w)/(self.ticks-1)
 1
 
val = (i*self.maxval)/(self.ticks-1)
 
tx = xpos (tw/2)
 
if( tx < 0 ):
 

tx = 0
 
elif( (tx+tw) > self.frame_w ):
 

tx = self.frame_w tw - 1
 
self.tick_marks.append( ( val, xpos, tx, text, 

) )
 

self.ForePen(self.foreground)
 
for i in self.tick_marks:
 

self.DrawLine(i[11,0,i[1],self.frame_h-1)
 
self.DrawText(i[2],self.tick_y,i[3],-1)
 

self.ForePen(self.black)
 

self.DrawLine(0,self.frame_h-1,self.frame_w-1,self.frame_h-1)
 
self.DrawLine(self.frame_w-1,0,self.frame_w-1,self.frame_h-1)
 
self.ForePen(self.white)
 
self.DrawLine(0,0,self.frame_w-1,0)
 
self.DrawLine(0,0,0,self.frame_h-2)
 

# Refresh object's on-screen representation.
 
def redraw(self):
 

self.draw_scales();
 
self.draw_bars():
 
self.Flush()
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# Process "Redraw event.
 
def OnRedraw(self,ev,x,y,w,h):
 

self. .redraw()
 

# Make our program externally visible.
 
_export_ = ['ihEmbed']
 

Arguments are supplied to the applet with the <PARAM> tag; here, the applet recognizes two parameters: 

Bars
 

A Python tuple containing the values for each bar; the length of the tuple determines the total number of
 
bars that are displayed.
 

Ticks
 

The number of tick marks to display across the barchart. If not specified, the applet defaults to 10 ticks.
 

For example, to create a barchart that is the full width of the document window, 3/4 of the document window's
 
height, and has four bars with values 30, 70, 10, and 50, the following markup can be used:
 

<OBJECT CLASSID="embed_params.ipr HEIGHT=u75%°>
 
<PARAM NAME="Bars" VALUE="(30.0,70.0,10.0,50.0)"
 
</OBJECT>
 

If you have an iHTMLcapable browser, you can take a look at the parameter example!' 

Example 4: Animation 

Below is our final example, which adds animation to the previous applet. This introduces three important new
 
concepts:
 

Events 

An applet receives information about user interaction through the Eventitlass. Instances of this class 
are sent to the applet's On Event ( ) 'Method; by default, this methods distributes events to various 
higherlevel methods in the widget, such as On Mouse ( ) 20OnKevPre ss ( ) 210nRe size ( ) 22etc. 

Doublebuffering 

In order to do smooth animation, it is usually necessary to draw into an offscreen buffer, and then 
display each frame only after it is complete. The Widaetincludes a method called MakePixrnao ( ) 24 

that allows an offscreen buffer to be created; pixmap objects support all of the standard drawing 
methods. 

Future calls 

A "future call" is a method call that will happen at some future time. It is created with the
 
FutureCal l ( )2inethod; it is used here to control the time that elapses between each frame of the

animation.
 

# An animated bargraph.
 

17 embed_params.html 
18 ihEvent.html#Event 
19 jhWidget.htnil#Widget/OnEvent 
20 ihWidget.html#Widget/OnMouse 
21 ihWidget.html#Widget/OnKeyPress 
n ihWidget.html#Widget/OnResize 
23 ihEvent.html#Widget 
24 ihWidget.html #MakePixmap /MakePixmap 
23 ihWidget.html#MakePixmap/FutureCall 
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# Recognizes the following parameters:.
 

# Bars: a tuple of values for each of the bars, e.g. (1.0, 2.3, 5.3).
 
# Steps: the number of frames in the bar animation.
 
# Rate:
 second between each frame of the animation.
 
# Ticks: number of tick-marks across the graph.
 

# Get the standard modules we need:
 
import ihEvent # Interactive HTML events
 
import ihApp # Interactive HTML application interface
 
import string # Python string operations
 

# Our own application is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 
# Application class.
 
class ihEmbed(ihApp.Application):
 

# Class initialization.
 
def init (self,**args):
 

# Let superclass initialize itself.
 This takes care of
 
# interpreting the Width and Height parameters.
 
apply(ihApp.Application. init ,(self,),args)
 

# Allocate colors.
 
self.red = self.MakeColor(.9,.2,.1)
 
self.white = self.MakeColor(1,1,1)
 
self.black = self.MakeColor(0,0,0)
 
self.background = self.BackPen()
 
self.foreground = self.ForePen()
 

# Extract widget dimensions, as set by superclass, and allocate
 
# rendering buffer.
 
x, y, width, height = self.Dimensions()
 
self.buffer = self.MakePixmap(width,height)
 

self.buffer.ForePen(self.background)
 
self.buffer.FillRectangle(0,0,width,height)
 

# Extract bar arguments
 
if( args.has_key('Bars') ):
 

self.bars = eval(args['Bars'])
 
if( type(self.bars) != type(()) ):
 

raise TypeError,'"Bars' parameter must be a tuple'
 

# Extract update arguments
 
if( args.has_key('Steps') ):
 

self.steps = string.atoi(args('Steps'))
 
else:
 

self.steps = 50
 
if( args.has_key('Rate') ):
 

self.rate = string.atof(args['Rate'))
 
else:
 

self.rate = 0.05
 
if( args.has_key('Ticks') ):
 

self.ticks = string_atof(args['Ticks'))
 
else:
 

self.ticks = 10
 

# Find font dimensions and use to help compute widget dimensions.
 
fw,fh,asc,desc = self.TextExtent('Wg')
 
self.frame_w = width
 
self.frame_h = height (fh*2)
 
self.ticky = height desc 2
 

self.inner_w = self.frame_w 2
 

self.inner_h = self.frame_h 2
 

# Compute bar dimensions.
 
self.num = len(self.bars)
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self.area_h = self.inner_h / self.num
 
self.bar_h = (self.area_h*2)/3
 
delf.maxval = 0.0
 
top = (self.area_h-self.bar_h)/2
 

# Set up an array to hold the bar state. This is an array of
 
# arrays -- each array in it corresponds to one bar, and has
 
# the form:
 [ barval, curval, topy, width, texty, label ], where
 
# "barval" is the bar's value as given in the parameters,
 
# "curval" is the current value being displayed,
 
# "topy" is the y pixel location of the top of the bar,
 
# "width" is the current width of the bar in pixels,
 
# "texty" is the y pixel location of the bar's text, and
 
# "label" is a string representing the bar's textual label.
 
self.current = [] #
 

for i in self.bars:
 
texty = top + (self.bar_h/2) (fh/2) + asc
 
self.current.append( [i, 0.0, top, 0.0, texty, "%.2f" % i] )
 

if( self.maxval < i ):
 
self.maxval = i
 

top = top + self.area_h
 
if( self.maxval <= 0 ):
 

self.maxval = 1.0
 

# Set number of steps...
 
self.curstep = 0
 

# Start the animation.
 
self.update(1)
 

# This method is called to render the animation.
 If 'restart' is
 
# true, the animation is reset to its first frame; otherwise,
 the
 
# next frame in sequence is drawn.
 
def update(self,restart):
 

if( restart ):
 
self.curstep = 0
 
self.draw_scales()
 

# Set up for the next redraw: if in the middle of the animation,
 
# do the next frame; otherwise, wait a while and then start over.
 
if( self.curstep < self.steps ):
 

self.call = self.FutureCall(self.rate,self.update,(0,))
 
else:
 

self.call = self.FutureCall(10,self.update,(1,))
 

# Go to next step.
 
cur = self.curstep + 1
 
self.curstep = cur
 

# Update the bar positions.
 
for i in self.current:
 

i[1] = (i[0]*cur)/self.steps
 
i[3] = (self.inner_w*i[1])/self.maxval
 

# Draw the bars.
 
self.draw_bars()
 

# Show the new frame to the user.
 
self.redraw()
 

# Draw the bars at their current positions -- draw the information
 
# in the 'current' array into the off-screen buffer.
 
def draw bars(self):
 

for i in self.current:
 
x, y, w, h = 1, 1[2], 1[3], self.bar_h
 
self.buffer.ForePen(self.red)
 
self.buffer.FillRectangle(x,y,w,h)
 
if( w > 0 ):
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self.buffer.ForePen(self.black)
 
self.buffer.DrawLine(x,y+h-1,x+w-1,y+h-1)
 
self.buffer.DrawLine(x+w-1, y,x+w-1,y+h-1)
 
self.buffer.ForePen(self.white)
 
self.buffer.DrawLine(x,y,x+w-1,y)
 
self.buffer.DrawLine(x,y,x,y+h-1)
 

self.buffer.ForePen(self.foreground)
 
self.buffer.DrawText(x+5,i(41,1[5),-1)
 

# Draw the barchart's tick marks into the off-screen buffer.
 
def draw_scales(self):
 

x, y, width, height = self.Dimensions()
 

self.buffer.ForePen(self.background)
 
self.buffer.FillRectangle(0,0,width,height)
 

# Place the tick marks
 
self.tick_marks =
 
for i in range(self.ticks):
 

text = '%.0f' % ((i*self.maxval)/(self.ticks-1))
 
tw,th,ta,td = self.buffer.TextExtent(text)
 
xpos = (i*self.frame_w)/(self.ticks-1)
 1
 
val = (i*self.maxval)/(self.ticks-1)
 
tx = xpos (tw/2)
 
if( tx < 0 ):
 

tx = 0
 
elif( (tx+tw) > self.frame_w ):
 

tx = self.frame_w tw 1
 

self.tick_marks.append( ( val, xpos, tx, text, ) )
 

self.buffer.ForePen(self.foreground)
 
for i in self.tick_marks:
 

self.buffer.DrawLine(i[1],0,i(1),self.frame_h-1)
 
self.buffer.DrawText(i[2],self.tick_y,i[3],-1)
 

self.buffer.ForePen(self.black)
 

self.buffer.DrawLine(0,self.frame_h-1,self.frame_w-1,self.frame_h-1)
 
self.buffer.DrawLine(self.frame_w-1,0,self.frame w-1,self.frame_h-1)
 
self.buffer.ForePen(self.white)
 

self.buffer.DrawLine(0,0,self.frame_w-1,0)
 
self.buffer.DrawLine(0,0,0,self.frame_h-2)
 

# Refresh object's on-screen representation: copy the current
 
# off-screen buffer to the screen.
 
def redraw(self):
 

self.Paste(0,0,self.buffer)
 
self.Flush()
 

# Process "Redraw" event.
 
def OnRedraw(self,ev,x,y,w,h):
 

self.redraw()
 

# Process mouse events: restart animation if button is pressed.
 
def OnMouseiself,ev,x,y,state,hit):
 

if( ev.Code == ihEvent.CodeNamesI'MousePress') ):
 
if( self.call ):
 

self.call.Stop()
 
self.update(1)
 

# Make our program externally visible.
 
export = ['ihEmbed']
 

If you have an iHTMLcapable browser, you can take a look at the complete animation example. 

26 embedartim.html 
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[Ilomel [Prey] [Nati 

iHTML Python Language 

Document Program Tutorial 

A document program is one that executes in the context of the entire document. It is not normally seen by the
 
user, but works in the background to help construct and manipulate the document's HTML tree, control the
 
interactions between form elements and embedded programs, and trackuser events. The new HTML tag
 
<OBJECT>5with its CONTEXT attribute is used to insert these programs into an HTML document, as
 
described in the introduction.
 

All Python document programs must export at least one symbol, illtiain6, which is the program's main entry
 
point. This symbol should be a callable object that is given a variable number of arguments and returns an
 
instance of a Pocument!class.
 

Example 1: The Simplest Document Program 

The simplest document program possible is: 

# Get standard document class definitions.
 
import ihDoc
 

# Our own document is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 
# Document class.
 
class ihMain(ihDoc.Document):
 

# Class initialization.
 
def init (self,**args):
 

# Just send control on up to the superclass.
 
apply(ihDoc.Document. init ,(self,),args)
 

# Display the document.
 
self.Reformat()
 

# Make our program externally visible.
 
_export_ = PihMain']
 

This class does almost nothing it just passes any arguments it finds on up to the top-level Pocumeneclass, 
and then displays the current document. The HTML markup we can use to attach this program to document 
would be: 

<OBJECT CONTEXT=DOCUMENT CLASSID="doc_simple.ipy">
 
</OBJECT>
 

If you have an iHTML-capable browser, you can take a look at the simple example! 

2J 
3 embed_tut.html 
4 ihDoc.html 
5 intro.html#document_html 
6 intro.html#document_prog 
7 ihDoc.html#Document 
8 ihDoc.html#Document 
9 doc_simple.html 
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Example 2: Editing Markup 

This example does something a bit more interesting. Before displaying the HTML document, it uses the the
 
interactive HTML markup interface and ihMarkuplinodule to dynamically construct parts of the document.
 

A document program has access to its HTML document's parse tree. This allows it to easily examine and edit
 
the document. The system also includes a very simple function, FillinMarkuv () ;'that automatically
 
performs string insertions of markup text. In this example, the HTML document has points where IDs are
 
inserted in tags, indicating where some text should go. If a key matches the tag, the string associated with that
 
key is itself parsed into an HTML tree, and inserted into the document at the point of the ID. Finally, the program
 
displays the completed document.
 

# Dynamically insert text into an HTML document.
 

# Get standard document class definitions.
 
import ihDoc
 

# Get the markup interface module.
 
import ihMarkup
 

# Get other needed modules.
 
import sys,time,string
 
import ihBrowser, ihDoc, ihMarkup, ihURL
 

# Our own document is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 
# Document class.
 
class ihMain(ihDoc.Document):
 

# Convert a capability into a descriptive string.
 
def get_cap(self,name):
 

cap = getattr(self.Capabilities,name)
 
if( cap ):
 

return "Yes"
 
else:
 

return "No"
 

# Class initialization.
 
def init (self,**args):
 

# Just send control on up to the superclass.
 
apply(ihDoc.Document. init ,(self,),args)
 

# Get information about the user and host machine.
 
user_name = ihBrowser.UserName
 
host name = ihBrowser.HostName
 

# Get information about the display we are running
 on.
 
if self.Capabilities.disp_color > 0:
 

color_disp = 'Yes (' + 'self.Capabilities.disp_color' \
 
+ " distinct pens)"
 

else:
 

color_disp = "No"
 
if self.Capabilities.disp_true > 0:
 

true_disp = "Yes (" + 'self.Capabilities.disp_true' + \
 

" bits per pixel)"
 
else:
 

true_ditp = "No"
 

# Insert the data into the document.
 

ihMarkup.FillinMarkup(self.VisHTMLTree,
 
f
 "IH_VERSION": str(ihBrowser.IHVersion),
 
"IH_REVISION": str(ihBrowser.IHRevision),
 

m ihMarkup.html 
" ihMarkup.html#FillinMarkup 
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"IH_SUBBUILD": str(ihBrowser.IHSubBuild),
 
"BR_NAME": str(ihBrowser.BRFullName),
 
"BUILDDATE": str(ihBrowser.BuildDate),
 
"USER_NAME": ihBrowser.UserName,
 
"USER_MACHINE": ihURL.GetHostName() + " (' \
 

+ ihURL.GetHostByName(ihURL.GetHostName()) \
 
+ ")",
 

"TEXT_DISP": self.get_cap("disp_text"),
 
"GFX_DISP": self.get_cap("disp_graphics"),
 
"COLOR_DISP": color_disp,
 
"TRUE_D1SP": true_disp,
 
"VIEW WIDTH": str(self.ViewWidth),
 
"VIEW_HEIGHT": str(self.ViewHeight),
 

# Clear progress line.
 
self.ShowProgress()
 

# Display the document.
 
self. Reformat()
 

_export_ = ('ihMain')
 

If you have an iHTMLcapable browser, you can take a look at the markup editing example!2 

Example 3: User Interaction 

Below is our final example, which shows how a document program can monitor the user's interaction with an 
HTML page. This can be useful to determine how much your pages are being used and help hunt down 
problems people may have in understanding them. 

All events in iHTML trickle up through the user interface, eventually appearing at the toplevel document 
object. This allows document programs to examine and react to any level of events they wish to, everything 
from responding to button presses in applets, to tracking and modifying forms as the user edits them, or keeping 
informed of when the user views and prints the document. 

Since these events appear at one centralized place, there is no need to define explicit tags for each HTML 
element that produces them. This is very important because it allows generalpurpose programs to be written. 
For example, one intelligent program can be written to track page usage in general, so all that is required to 
track a particular page is to add the link to the program in the head of the document. 

This example also demonstrate the lowlevel network services provided by the ibURIAnodule, and how it can 
be used to dynamically exchange data with the program's remote server. 

# Report user interaction to a remote server.
 

# Get standard document class definitions.
 
import ihDoc
 

# Get some other needed modules.
 
import time, string
 
import ihURL
 

# This is the machine the server is located on. If the program
 
# was retrieved from some other machine, an error will occur when
 
# trying to create the URI, class.
 
DEFHOST = 'flapjack.cs.orst.edu'
 
DEFPORT = 55571
 

# This is the class that communicates with the
 server. It is
 

12 embed edithtml 
13 ihURL.html 
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# a subclasses of the LineURL class, and encapsulates a single
 
# tcp:// session.
 
class DocTracker(ihURL.LineURL):
 

def init (self,doc,host,port):
 

# Last document state that was sent to the server.
 
self.last_clock = time.time()
 
self.last_top = 0
 
self.last_bottom = 0
 
self.last_lines = 0
 
self.doc = doc
 

ihURL.LineURL. init (self,doc,'tcp://' + host + + 'port')
 
result = ( self.GetStatus(),self.GetURL())
 
self.sock_result = 'result'
 
self.sock_address = self.GetURL()
 

self.Write("* send\n")
 

def OnLine(self,lines):
 
self.doc.ShowProgress(self.GetURL() + - ' + lines[-1])
 

def OnError(self,error):
 
addr = self.GetURL()
 
if( not addr ): addr = '[top connection]'
 
self.doc.ShowProgress(addr + + error)
'
 

# Global document event handler.
 After instantiating this class,
 
# this method can be attached to the document's list of handlers.
 
def doc_handler(self,doc,event):
 

self.send_scrollpos(doc,event.Code)
 

# Send a new document state message to the server.
 
def send_scrollpos(self,doc,action):
 

if self.last_clock != 0:
 
new_clock = time.time()
 
elapsed = new_clock - self.last_clock
 
self.last_clock = new_clock
 
if(elapsed > 0.2):
 

action = string.lower(action+"")
 
txt = "* " + action + ": top=" \
 

+ 'self.last_top' \
 
+ "; bot=" + 'self.last_bottom' \
 
+ "; total =" + 'self.last_lines' \
 
+ "; time=" + ("%.2f" % elapsed) + " secs\n"
 

txt = "* " + action + " " + 'self.last_top' + " \
 
+ 'self.last_bottom' + " " + 'self.last_lines' + " \
 

+ ("%.2f" % elapsed) + "\n"
 
if( self.GetStatus() == ihURL.URL_INTERACTIVE ):
 

self.Write(txt)
 
else:
 

self.last_clock = time.time()
 
self.last_top = doc.ViewTop
 
self.last_bottom = doc.ViewBottom
 
self.last_lines = doc.DocHeight
 

# Our own document is a subclass of the iHTML-defined
 
# Document class.
 
class ihMain(ihDoc.Document):
 

# Class initialization.
 
def __init (self,**args):
 

# Just send control on up to the superclass.
 
apply(ihDoc.Document. init__,(self,),args)
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# Create the session with the server.
 
self.tracker = DocTracker(self,DEFHOST,DEFPORT)
 

# Clear progress line and display the document.
 
self.ShowProgress()
 
self.Reformat()
 

# Send initial data and install handler
 

self.tracker.send_scrollpos(self,"initpos")
 
self.Handlers.append(self.tracker.doc_handler)
 

# Make our program externally visible.
 
export__ = ['ihMain']
 

If you have an iHTML-capable browser, you can take a look at the complete user interaction example 

[Homer[ USEhardNexd8 

Last modified: Fri Oct 18 13:52:43 PDT 1996 

14 http://flapjack.cs.orstedu:8080/-hackbod/ihtml/mod_python/doc_inter.html
15 .J 
16 J 
17 embed_tut.html 
18 ihDoc.html 
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alOmei Cad [Pia] Mail 

iHTML Python Language 

Standard ihDoc Module 

The ihDoc module provides a standard interface for document programs, i.e. programs connected to an HTML
 
document through an <OBJECT> tag that occurs in the document's <HEAD>. These programs will typically be
 
written as a subclass of this class, named ihMain.
 

Exported Values 

There are no global values defined by this module. 

Exported Exceptions 

There are no global exceptions defined by this module. 

Exported Functions 

There are no global functions defined by this module. 

Exported Types 

There are no global types defined by this module. 

Exported Classes 

../
2 j 
3 doc_tut.html 
4 ihApp.html 
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Document
 

The Document is the main definition of the document program. It provides services for manipulating and
 
interacting with the global document environment, and baseline functionality needed by all document
 
programs. When a document program is executed, its main entry point named ihMain
 is expected to
 
return an instance of a class that is a subclass of Document and implements the desired program logic.
 

Hierarchy
 

Superclass
 
none.
 

Subclasses
 
none.
 

Methods 

init (self, ...)
 

Summary 

Initialize class instance and attach to the browserside document. 
Arguments 

Argument dictionary must be passed. 
Result 

A new instance of the class. 
Bugs 

The connection from the iHTML library to the user document is not made until after this function 
returns; this needs to be done during the initialization itself. 

Ref ormat 'should not need to be called to display the document; this seriously breaks 
progressive displays. Instead, we should introduce a <CALL> tag, to insert dynamically 
constructed markup into the document, and a document message that is send when the entire 
document has been fetched and parsed. 

See Also
 

Document tutorial!
 
Description
 

When a new Document
 instance is created, this initialization method does the lowlevel setup 
required by the iHTML library. While no arguments are specifically defined by this class, the 
argument dictionary handed to the ihMain entry must pass them up to this initialization function. 
This is typically accomplished with a program structure such as such as: 

class ihMain(ihDoc.Document):
 

def init (self,**args):
 

apply(ihDoc.Document. init ,(self,),args)
 

In all cases, this superclass initialization must be performed before any other actions are taken. 

Reformat (self)) 

5 #Document/Reformat 
6 doc_tutlaml 
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Summary
 

Make the browser document reexamine and display the current HTML parse tree.
 
Arguments
 

none.
 
Result
 

nothing.
 
Bugs
 

As of the 0.4 version of iHTML under Mosaic, calling this function a second time with a changed display will
 
result in a crash.
 
See Also
 

ihMarku,p'module.
 
Description
 

This method will always be called at least once it must be called during _ini t_ ( ) to display the
 
initial page to the user. Typically, the program will do whatever initial construction of that page that needs
 
to be done before it is "presentable", and then this function is called to display it.
 

ShowProgress (self text)
,
 

Summary
 

Display progress report to user.
 
Arguments
 

text 

A string containing the text to display. 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description
 

Calling this function displays the given to text to the user in the form ofa progress report. This 
should be used to, for example, tell the user that data is being sent over the network. The exact 
way this information is presented to the user is browserdependent. 

ShowLink(self, link)
 

Summary
 

Tell the user about a hyperlink.
 
Arguments
 

link A string of text which should be displayed about the link. 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

This displays to the user information about a link that is "in focus" e.g., the cursor is positioned 
over it. The exact way this information is presented to the user is browserdependent. 

AddHandler (self , func)
 

Summary
 

Add an event handler to the document.
 
Arguments
 

7 ihMarkup.html 
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func 

A function to call when processing document events. It is called with two parameters: this 
Documentgelass, and the Event that occurred. 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Bugs
 

The first argument handed to the function is actually the library's lowlevel document object and not the user's
 
class.
 
See Also
 

Module jhEventr
 
Description
 

This method adds a new function to the Document's handler list. This is a list of functions that are 
called whenever a documentlevel event occurs; each function in the list is successively called until one 
of them returns a value that is something besides None. 

All events sent to this handler are documentclass events; this includes such things as document 
resizing, scrolling, etc. There will hopefully soon be a more complete set ofevents, including keypresses, 
mouse movement, mouse buttons, hyperlinks, etc. 

Remilandl er ( self , func)
 

Summary
 

Remove the given function from the document's list of handlers.
 
Arguments
 

func
 

Function which was previously added through AddHandler ( ) "
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Bugs
 

This function is currently not implemented. 

Members
 

Capabilities
 

A set of information about the capability of the browser the program is running under. Retrieving an 
attribute returns in integer representing that capability; 0 means the browser doesn't have it and 1 means 
it does. Some capabilities define other values. The currently defined capability attributes are: 

forms
 

Does this browser support HTML forms? 
sockets
 

Are socket connections supported? 
comp_mosaic
 

Does the browser support the basic Mosaic featureset? 
disp_t ext
 

8 #Document 
9 ihEvent#Event 
10 ihEvent 
11 #Document/AddHandler 
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Does the browser support text display? 

di sp_graphi cs
 

Does the browser support graphical display? 
di sp mono
 

Does the browser support monochrome graphics? 
di sp_color
 

Does the browser support color graphics? The return value is the number of pens supported. 
di sp_true
 

Does the browser support a truecolor display? The return value is the bit depth per pixel.
 

VisHTMLTree
 

The current HTML parse tree representing the document.
 

ViewTop
 

The top of the user's view within the entire document, in pixels.
 

ViewBottom
 

The bottom of the user's view within the entire document, in pixels.
 

ViewLef t
 

The left side of the user's view within the entire document, in pixels. 

ViewRight
 

The right side of the user's view within the entire document, in pixels. 

ViewHeight
 

The amount of the document visible to the user at any one time, in pixels. 

ViewWidth
 

The amount of the document visible to the user at any one time, in pixels 

DocHeight
 

The total height of the current document, in pixels. 

DocWidth 

The total width of the current document, in pixels. 

Description
 

Current problems: 

All of the document member variables are not connected to the lowlevel document, and thus do not 
represent the current state of the document. In the next release, they will probably change to methods. 
Changing the view information (to, for example, scroll through the document) is not yet supported 
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aloind Ki [Prey] Mad 

iHTML Python Language 

Standard ihApp Module 

The ihApp module provides a standard interface for embedded applications, i.e. programs connected to a 
HTML document through an <OBJECT> tag occurring in the document's <BODY>. These programs will 
typically be written as a subclass of this class, named ihEmbed. 

Exported Values 

There are no global values defined by this module. 

Exported Exceptions 

There are no global exceptions defined by this module. 

Exported Functions 

There are no global functions defined by this module. 

Exported Types 

There are no global types defined by this module. 

Exported Classes 

../ 
2 ./ 
3 ihDoc.html 
4 ihWidget.html 
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Application
 

The Application is the main definition for an embedded program. Based on the lowerlevel Widaet5
 
class, it provides the program with its own environment within the larger document in which to interact with the
 
user, and a welldefined interface between the two.
 

Hierarchy
 

Superclass
 
ygidcret6
 

Subclasses
 
none.
 

Methods 

init (self, ...)
 

Summary
 
Initialize the application.
 

Arguments 
The class should be passed the argument dictionary as given to ihmain. This dictionary contains 
all of the values supplied through the <PARAM> tags, along with other private entries used by the 
internal implementation. In addition, the following attributes from the <OBJECT> tag are 
recognized: 

Width 

The WIDTH attribute, which is the initial width of the application in pixels. Ifnot supplied 
the document's ViewWidth'is used. 

Height 
The HEIGHT attribute, which is the initial height of the application in pixels. Ifnot supplied 
the document's ViewHeiahtsis used. 

Name 

The NAME attribute, which is the name of the object, if it is part of a form. 

Result
 
A new instance of the class.
 

Bugs
 

The arguments should probably be first passed as a list, so that multiple parameters with the same name and 
positional dependencies can be handled. 
See Also 

Widcret9class, Embedding tutorialr 
Description 

When a new Application instance is created, this initialization method does the lowlevel setup 
required by the iHTML library. When the user's ihEmbed is called with the startup argument 
dictionary, the dictionary must be passed up to this initialization function. This is typically accomplished 
with a program structure such as: 

5 ihWidget.html#Widget 
6 ihWidget.html#Widget 
7 ihDoc.html#DocumentNiewWidth 
8 ihDoc.html#DocumentNiewHeight 
9 ihWidget.html#Widget 
m embed_tut.html 
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class ihEmbed(ihApp.Application):
 

def init (self,**args):
 

apply(ihApp.Application. init__,(self,),args)
 

In all cases, this superclass initialization must be performed before any other widgetbased actions are 
executed. 

Members
 

This class defines no member variables. 

Description
 

Being a subclass of a Widoet;lalong with having its own application environment this class provides a 
toplevel view in which other widgets may be placed. Subclasses may thus use it in one of two ways: they may 
either draw directly into their application area using the superclass widget'sdrawing functions, or they may 
create and place additional widgets within their application area that then perform the user interaction work. 

1Homer rfoCY[Previ4 fNexu 5
1

Last modified: Thu Oct 17 21:23:35 PDT 1996 

11 ihWidget.html #Widget 
12../

14 ihDoc.html 
15 ihWidget.html 
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IT_Cd fPrevi 

iHTML Python Language 

Standard ihWidget Module 

The ihWidget module provides a lowlevel interface to the browser's graphical user interface. The classes that 
comprise this module may be grouped into two major functionalities, containment (i.e., the CQatainaeclass) 
and interaction (i.e., the Widoet6class). 

Containment classes are the structural glue, used to group together other classes. They define the application's 
instance hierarchy, and through this and their own layout algorithms determine how the display realestate will 
divided up amongst all of the GUI classes in the application. Thus the primary responsibility of a containment 
class is that of deciding the size and position of the classes that it holds. 

Interaction classes are the pieces that define the capabilities and expression of the application's user interface. 
Interaction classes are primarily interested in events and rendering: i.e., "what is the user and system doing, and
what should I display?" 

In addition, this module defined various lowlevel types for handling the actual drawing of graphics, colors, and
 
other services often needed in a graphical environment.
 

Exported Values 

There are no global values defined by this module. 

Exported Exceptions 

WidgetParentError
 

This exception is raised when a Container' or one of its subclasses, is instantiated without a parent. 

Exported Functions 

../ 
2 J 
3 ihApp.html 
4 ihURL.html 
5 *Container 
6 *Widget 
7 *Container 
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There are no global functions defined by this module. 

Exported Types 

Pixmap
 

The Pixmap is a on or offscreen buffer that can be drawn into. A new Pixmap can be created with 
Container ,MakePixmaD ( )
 

Methods
 

BackPen ( )
 

BackPen (color)
 

Summary
 
Set or get the current background pen color.
 

Arguments
 

color 
A Color to use as the new background pen; if not supplied, the background pen is not changed. 

Result 
The current
Color being used as the background pen.
 

Description 

This method is used to control the current background rendering pen. If the color argument is supplied, it 
sets the current background to that; if not supplied, the background is unchanged. In either case, it 
returns the Color now being used for drawing. 

ClearRectangle (x, y, w, h)
 

Summary
 
Erase a rectangular region.
 

Arguments
 

x An integer representing the left edge of the rectangle.
 
y An integer representing the top edge of the rectangle.
 
w An integer representing the width of the rectangle.
 
h An integer representing the height of the rectangle.
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description
 

Erases a rectangular region of the widget, whose topleft pixel is at (x,y) that is w pixels wide and 
h pixels high. If w or h are zero, no rectangle is drawn. The region is filled with either the current 
background fill color or pattern. 

Dimensions()
 

8 #Container/MakePixmap 
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Summary
 
Retrieve current dimensions.
 

Arguments
 
none.
 

Result
 
A tuple of the form x, y, W, h ) , where:
 

x Is an integer representing the current left edge, relative to its display area, of the 
Pixmap. (This is usually zero). 

y Is an integer representing the current top edge, relative to its display area, of the 
Pixmap. (This is usually zero).
 

w Is an integer representing the total pixel width of the Pixmap.
 
h Is an integer representing the total pixel height of the Pixmap.
 

Description
 

Retrieves the current dimensions (and position) of the Pixmap.
 

DrawArc (x, y, w, h, al, a2)
 

Summary
 

Draw an unfilled oval or arc.
 
Arguments
 

x An integer representing the left edge of the arc.
 
y An integer representing the top edge of the arc.
 
w An integer representing the width of the arc.
 
h An integer representing the height of the arc.
 
al A float representing the angle (in degrees) at which to start the arc. If not supplied, 0.0
 

is assumed. 
a2 A float representing the angle (in degrees) at which to end thearc. If not supplied, 360.0 

is assumed. 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

Draws an unfilled arc in the current foreground pen, whose farthest left pixel is at x, farthest top 
pixel is at y, and that is w pixels wide and h pixels high. The arc starts at the al degree position, and 
extends to the a2 degree position. If w or h are zero, no arc is drawn. 

DrawLine(xl, yl, x2, y2) 

Summary
 
Draw a raster line.
 

Arguments
 

x/ An integer representing the x coordinate of the first pixel in the line.
 
yl An integer representing the y coordinate of the first pixel in the line.
 
x2 An integer representing the x coordinate of the last pixel in the line.
 
y2 An integer representing the y coordinate of the last pixel in the line.
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description
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Draws a line from (xl,y1) to (x2,y2) in the current foreground color. 

DrawRectangle(x, y, w, h)
 

Summary
 
Draw an unfilled rectangle.
 

Arguments
 

x An integer representing the left edge of the rectangle.
 
y An integer representing the top edge of the rectangle.
 
w An integer representing the width of the rectangle.
 
h An integer representing the height of the rectangle.
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

Draws an unfilled rectangle in the current foreground pen, whose topleft pixel is at (x,y) that is w 
pixels wide and h pixels high. If w or h are zero, no rectangle is drawn. 

DrawText(x, base, text, just)
 

Summary
 
Draw a line of ASCII text.
 

Arguments
 

x An integer representing the pixel location at which to render; its relationship to the text 
position depends on the justification flag, as described below. 

base 
An integer representing the pixel location at which the text's baseline is rendered. 

text 

A string representing the actual text to render. 
just An integer representing the justification of the text. Possible values are: 

1 Left justified: x is the leftmost position of the text.
 
0 Centered: x is the center position of the text.
 
1 Right justified: x is the rightmost position of the text.
 

All other values are invalid, and should not be used. 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description
 

Renders a raw line of text to the screen, in the current foreground color and font.
 

FillArc(x, y, w, h, al, a2) 

Summary
 
Draw a filled oval or arc.
 

Arguments
 

x An integer representing the left edge of the arc.
 
y An integer representing the top edge of the arc.
 
w An integer representing the width of the arc.
 
h An integer representing the height of the arc.
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al A float representing the angle (in degrees) at which to start the arc. If not supplied, 0.0 

is assumed. 
a2 A float representing the angle (in degrees) at which to end the arc. If not supplied, 360.0 

is assumed. 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

Draws a filled arc in the current foreground pen, whose farthest left pixel is at x, farthest top pixel 
is at y, and that is w pixels wide and h pixels high. The arc starts at the al degree position, and 
extends to the a2 degree position. If w or h are zero, no arc is drawn. 

FillRectangle(x, y, w, h)
 

Summary
 
Draw a filled rectangle.
 

Arguments
 

x An integer representing the left edge of the rectangle.
 
y An integer representing the top edge of the rectangle.
 
w An integer representing the width of the rectangle.
 
h An integer representing the height of the rectangle.
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 
Draws a filled rectangle in the current foreground pen, whose topleft pixel is at (x,y) that is w 
pixels wide and h pixels high. If w or h are zero, no rectangle is drawn. 

ForePen ( )
 

Fore Pen ( col or )
 

Summary
 

Set or get the current foreground pen color.
 
Arguments
 

color 
A Color to use as the new foreground pen; if not supplied, the foreground pen is not 
changed. 

Result
 
The current Color being used as the foreground pen.
 

Description 

This method is used to control the current foreground rendering pen. If the color argument is 
supplied, it sets the current foreground to that; if not supplied, the foreground is unchanged. In 
either case, it returns the Color now being used for drawing. 

Paste(x, y, src, xsrc, ysrc, w, h)
 

Summary
 
Copy a Pixmap into the onscreen display.
 

Arguments
 

x An integer representing the left edge at which to place src. 
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y An integer representing the top edge at which to place src.
 
src The Pixmap that is to be copied.
 
xsrc
 

An integer representing the leftmost edge in src that is to be copied. If not supplied, it 
defaults to the 0, the extreme left. 

ysrc 
An integer representing the topmost edge in src that is to be copied. If not supplied, it 
defaults to 0, the extreme right. 

w An integer representing the number of horizontal pixels in src that are to be copied. If 
not supplied, it defaults to the the total width minus xsrc. 

h An integer representing the number of vertical pixels in src that are to be copied. If not 
supplied, it defaults to the the total height minus ysrc. 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

This performs a bitblit operation from src into the pixmap. If only the first three arguments are 
supplied, the entire image is copied into the specified location; the additional arguments can be 
used to limit how much of the image is copied. 

Text Extent (text )
 

Summary
 

Retrieve dimension information about a string of text.
 
Arguments
 

text 

A string representing the text to measure. 

Result
 
A tuple of the form ( w, h, asc, desc ) , where:
 

w Is an integer representing the total pixel width of the string.
 
h Is an integer representing the total pixel height of the string.
 
asc Is an integer representing the pixel distance from the text's baseline to top edge, for this
 

string.
 
desc
 

Is an integer representing the pixel distance from the text's baseline to bottom edge, for 
this string. 

Description 

This method measures the dimensions of a particular string of text, returning the dimensions that 
would be used if it were actually rendered to the screen in the current font. 

Members 

No member variables are defined by this type. 

Description 

A Pixmap is a graphics buffer into which a program can render. When created by the program with 
Container .MakePixrnao ( )9its dimensions must be specified, and can not change for the life of the 
object. It includes various methods needed for drawing and copying images within and between Pixmaps. 

9 #Container/MakePixmap 
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Future Call
 

The Future Call is an object that encapsulates a call to a function, which will happen at some later date. A
 
new Future Call can be created with Container . FutureCall ( ) m
 

Methods 

Stop ( )
 

Summary 
Terminate the future function call. 

Arguments 
none. 

Result 
nothing. 

Description 

This keeps the future call from occurring, if it hasn't already. Normally, the call is automatically 
stopped when the object is deallocated, but it is a good idea to call this method to be sure that no 
outstanding references on the object don't cause it to unexpectedly stay around. 

Members 

Widget 

Readonly. This is the Widcretlor Containers closest parent Widget) that created the object.
Function 

A callable object that is the function to be invoked when the FutureCall goes off. 
Arguments 

A tuple of arguments to pass to the above function. 
Keywords 

A dictionary of keyword arguments to pass to the above function. 

Description 

A FutureCall object is a handle on an event that is to happen at some time in the future. It encapsulates all 
of the information needed to perform any arbitrary Python function call, and sets up a timer to occur at the 
appointed time. When created by the program with Container . FutureCall ( ) it is initialized with the 
time to make the call, and the called function, standard parameters, and keyword parameters. The returned 
object can be used to examine or change all but the first value, or to force the call to abort prior to it executing. 

Color 

A palette color that can be used to draw with. A new Color can be created with 
Container .MakeColor ( ) 14 

Methods 

10 #Container/FutureCall 
11 #Widget 
12 #Container 
13 #Container/FutureCall 
14 #Container/MakeColor 
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No methods are defined by this type. 

Members 

No member variables are defined by this type. 

Description 

This is a handle on an allocated palette color, to be used in calls to Pixtnap . Fore Pen ( )
 
pixinaD BackPen ( ) rand Container . Backaround ( Ill can not be manipulated or examined, but
 
can be compared with other Color object to see if they are the same. When created by the program with
 
Container . MakeColor ( I "a new palette color is allocated from the operating system and associated
 
with the new object; this color is deallocated when the Color object has no more references on it and is
 
released.
 

Exported Classes 

Container
 

This is the baseclass of all other GUI classes. Its only responsibility is to hold and organize a list of child
 
Container classes (or subclasses).
 

Hierarchy
 

Superclass 
none. 

Subclasses 
Widcret19 

Methods
 

init (self, parent, ...)
 

Summary
 
Create and attach a new layout Container.
 

Arguments
 

parent 

This container's parent container. This must be a valid container; a toplevel container's 
parent is the Aoolicat ion2Class. 

Result
 
A new instance of the class.
 

Exceptions
 
WidaetParentError2'
 

15 #Pixmap/ForePen
16 #Pixmap/Backpen 
17 #Container/Background 
18 #Container/MakeColor 
19 #Widget 
2° ihApp.html#Application
21 #WidgetParentError 
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Description 

The instance hierarchy of an application's containers is defined when they are instantiated the 
new container's parent must be supplied at this time, and the parent is automatically asked to add 
the new container to its list of children. 

Background (self))
 

Background(self, color)
 

Summary
 

Set or get the Container's background color.
 
Arguments
 

color 
A Color to use as the new background color; if not supplied, the background color is not 
changed. 

Result 
The current Color being used as the background color. 

Description 

This method is used to control the current background color. This is the color that the Container 
fills itself with when it is erased; its initial value is the background color of the document. 

BackPen(self)
 
BackPen(self, color)
 

Summary 
See Pixmai, . BackPen ( ) 71f this object is not a Widae t23this method operates in the closest parent 
Widget's context. 

Destroy (self )
 

Summary
 

Get rid of the container.
 
Arguments
 

none.
 
Result
 

nothing.
 
Description 

Calling this method removes the container from its instance hierarchy it does not actually 
delete the container object, but removes it from its parent's list of children, destroys all of its own 
children, and frees any display resources associated with it. A container contains references to 
both its parents and children; this circularity means that Python won't automatically free 
containers when they are no longer used, so this method must be explicitly called to break those 
references. This will typically be automatically done by the applet's Application 2Class. 

Dimensions(self)
 

Summary
 

Retrieve current dimensions.
 
Arguments
 

none.
 

22 #Pixmap/BackPen 
23 #Widget 
24 ihApp.html 
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Result
 

A tuple of the form ( x, y, w, h ), where:
 

x Is an integer representing the current left edge, relative to its parent, of the 
Container. 

y Is an integer representing the current top edge, relative to its parent, of the 
Container. 

w Is an integer representing the current total pixel width of the Container. 
h Is an integer representing the current total pixel height of the Container. 

Description
 

Retrieves the current dimensions (and position) of the Container.
 

DoResize(self, x, y, w, h) 

Summary
 
Change the physical size of the container.
 

Arguments
 

x An integer representing the new left edge of the Container, or None to leave it the 
same. 

y An integer representing the new top edge of the Container, or None to leave it the 
same. 

w An integer representing the new width of the Container, or None to leave it the 
same. 

h An integer representing the new height of the Container, or None to leave it the 
same. 

Description 

Changes the current physical dimensions of the container. This updates the Containers current X, 
Y, Width, Height, XOffset, and YOffset values, and results in a Res i zelvent being sent to it. 

Note that calling this method will note automatically call the parent container's J.Javoutmmethod; 
you must manually do this if you would like the parent to update its layout. 

DrawArc (self , x, y, w, h, al, a2) 

Summary 

See Pixmao DrawArc ( ) 271f this object is not a Widaet28, this method operates in the closest
parent Widget's context. 

DrawLine(self, xl, yl, x2, y2) 

Summary 

See Pixmao .DrawLine ( ) 29If this object is not a Widoet"this method operates in the closest
parent Widget's context. 

DrawRectangle(self, x, y, w, h) 

25 ihEvent.html#Resize 
26 4/Container/Layout 
27 #Pixmap/DrawArc 
28 #Widget 
29 #Pixmap/DrawLine 
3° #Widget 
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Summary 

See .Pixmao DrawRec tanale ( )311f this object is not a Widaet3,2this method operates in 
the closest parent Widget's context. 

DrawText(self, x, base, text, just) 

Summary 

See Pixmao . DrawText ( ) "If this object is not a Widaet4, this method operates in the closest
parent Widget's context. 

FillArc(self, x, y, w, h, al, a2) 

Summary 
See Pixmao Fi 1 lArc ( ) "If this object is not a Widaeethis method operates in the closest
parent Widget's context. 

FillRectangle(self, x, y, w, h) 

Summary 
See Pixmao . Fi 1 1Rec tanale ( )371f this object is not a Widaet3,8this method operates in 
the closest parent Widget's context. 

Flush (self)) 

Summary 
Finish all rendering operations. 

Arguments 
none. 

Result 
nothing. 

Description 

Calling this method forces all previous drawing operations (DrawLine ( ) , Fi 1 lArc ( ) , etc.) 
to complete. It should be called when you would like to ensure that the display is in a stable state, 
or prior to accessing (e.g., using Paste ( ) ) a Pixmap that you have just drawn into. 

FutureCall(self, time, func, args, keys)
 

Summary
 

Execute a function call at a future time. 
Arguments 

time 

A float indicating the number of seconds in the future at which the call is to be made. 
func 

args 

The function to call at this time. It can be any Python object that is callable 
method, class, instance, etc. 

a function, 

31 #Pixmap/DrawRectangle 
32 #Widget 

#Pixmap/DrawText 
34 #Widget 
35 #Pixmap/FillArc
36 *midget 
37 #Pixmap/FillRectangle 
38 #Widget 
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A tuple of arguments to supply to the function, as in the second parameter of Python's 
apply ( ) operation. If not given, no arguments are supplied. 

keys 

A dictionary of keyword arguments to supply to the function, as in the third parameter 
of Python's apply ( ) operation. If not given, no keyword arguments are supplied. 

Result
 
A new object of type FutureCall.
 

Description 

This method creates a new FutureCall object, which encapsulates the context for a function 
call that will happen at some later date. 

ForePen(self)

ForePen(self, color)
 

Summary 

See Pixmau. ForePen ( ) 39If this object is not a Widcre t°, this method operates in the closest 
parent Widget's context. 

Key State (self ) 

Summary
 

Gets the current pressed/released state of the modifier keys.
 
Arguments
 

none.
 
Result
 

An integer whose bits represent the state of individual keys see
 
ihEvent . Event . KevStatelor details on the meaning of this value.
 

Description 

This method retrieves the most recent known modifier key status. You will typically want to use 
the key status supplied in events as you process them, but you can use this method if you don't 
want to process events or need the absolutely most recent value. 

Layout (self ) 

Summary
 
Layout the Container's children.
 

Arguments
 
none.
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

This method positions the children of the Container. The default method simply positions them at 
its (0,0) corner, with the same width and height as the Container; subclasses will typically override 
this code to implement their own layout algorithms. 

MakeColor (self , r, g, b) 

Summary
 
Allocate a new palette color.
 

Arguments
 

39 #Pixmap/ForePen 
40 #Widget 
41 tkihEvent.htmINEvent/KeyState 
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r A float representing the red component of the color, ranging from 0 (black) to I (most 
intense). 

g A float representing the green component of the color, ranging from 0 (black) to 1 (most 
intense). 

b A float representing the blue component of the color, ranging from 0 (black) to 1 (most 
intense). 

Result 
An object, of type Color that can be used to set rendering pens, etc. 

Description 

Allocates a new color from the system that matches, as closely as possible, the requested color. 

MakePixmap(self, w, h)
 

Summary
 

Create a new offscreen rendering area.
 
Arguments
 

w An integer representing the number of horizontal pixels in the buffer.
 
h An integer representing the number of vertical pixels in the buffer.
 

Result 
An object, of type Pixmap, that can be drawn into. 

Description 

Allocates the data and context for a new offscreen rendering buffer. This is typically used for 
doublebuffering applications, in which a program renders everything into the offscreen buffers, 
and then copies the picture into its onscreen display when complete. 

MaxDimensions(self, maxw, maxh)
 

Summary
 

Compute the maximum size of the Container.
 
Arguments
 

maxw 

An integer supplying the desired maximum width of the container, or None if there is 
no limit. 

maxh 

An integer supplying the desired maximum height of the container, or None if there is 
no limit. 

Result
 
A tuple of the form ( w, h ) , where:
 

w Is an integer representing the maximum pixel width that the Container can be. 
h Is an integer representing the maximum pixel height that the Container can be. 

See Also
 

MinDimensions (14,2PrefDimensions O4343
 

Description
 

This method returns the maximum dimensions of the Container
 this is the amount of space 

42 #Container/MinDimensions 
43 #Container/PrefDimensions 
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needed to display all of its data, at which point any extra space will go unused. Note that the object 
should always be prepared to grow larger than this size; it is just an advisory for the parent, so that 
it can make more intelligent use of its layout area, if it chooses to do so. 

The two optional parameters can be used to apply constraints on the return dimensions. For 
example, a window may apply a horizontal constraint when laying out out a menu bar. If these are 
set, the object should try to return maximum dimensions that still allow it to fit within the 
constraints; doing so may mean bringing the limited dimension down into its "minimum" size 
range. 

MinDimensions(self, maxw, maxh)
 

Summary
 

Compute the minimum size of the Container.
 
Arguments
 

maxw 

An integer supplying the desired maximum width of the container, or None if there is 
no limit. 

maxh 

An integer supplying the desired maximum height of the container, or None if there is 
no limit. 

Result
 
A tuple of the form ( w, h ) , where:
 

w Is an integer representing the minimum pixel width that the Container can be. 
h Is an integer representing the minimum pixel height that the Container can be. 

See Also
 
PrefDimens ions ( ) 44klaxDimens ions ()45
 

Description 

This method returns the absolute minimum dimensions that the Container can be made 
this is the size to which it can be reduced while still being usable, but with all unneeded space 
removed. While the parent should never make the Component smaller than these dimensions, 
be sure that it won't crash if it does happen to end up smaller! 

The two optional parameters can be used to apply constraints on the return dimensions. For 
example, a window may apply a horizontal constraint when laying out out a menu bar. If these are 
set, the object should try to return minimum dimensions that will allow it to fit within the 
constraints. 

MousePosition(self)
 

Summary
 

Get the current mouse position.
 
Arguments
 

none.
 
Result
 

A tuple of the form ( x, y ) , where:
 

x Is an integer representing the mouse pointer's current x pixel location in the container. 

44 #Container/PrefDimensions 
45 #Container1MaxDimensions 
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y Is an integer representing the mouse pointer's current y pixel location in the container. 

Description 

This method retrieves the most recent known mouse pointer location. You will typically want to 
use the pointer location supplied in events as you process them, but you can use this method if you 
don't want to process events or need the absolutely most recent position. 

Mouse State (self ) 

Summary 

Gets the current pressed/released state of the mouse buttons. 
Arguments 

none. 
Result 

An integer whose bits represent the state the individual mouse buttons -- see 
ihEvent . Event .MouseStatelor details on the meaning of this value. 

Description 

This method retrieves the most recent known mouse button status. You will typically want to use 
the button status supplied in events as you process them, but you can use this method if you don't 
want to process events or need the absolutely most recent value. 

onRedraw(self, , x, y, w, h) 

Summary
 

Specialized handler called for widget redraw events.
 
Arguments
 

x An integer representing the left edge of the area that needs to be redrawn. 
y An integer representing the top edge of the area that needs to be redrawn. 
W An integer representing the width of the area that needs to be redrawn. 
h An integer representing the height of the area that needs to be redrawn. 

Result 
An integer if true (nonzero), the event was handled; if false (zero), it continues through 
the higherlevel event handlers. 

See Also 

jhEveneinodule. 
Description 

This is the event handler corresponding to the specific Redraw event; it may be sent directly to 
the object if this is a Widget, or if this is a simple Container directly called by its parent 
object. 

Note that ev may be None, and if you override this class you must be sure to call the superclass's 
method. 

OnResize(self, x, y, w, h) 

Summary
 

Specialized handler called for widget resize events.
 
Arguments
 

x An integer representing the left edge of the new dimensions. 

46 ChEvent.htm11/#Event/MouseState 
47 ihEvent.html 
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y An integer representing the top edge of the new dimensions.
 
w An integer representing the width of the new dimensions.
 
h An integer representing the height of the new dimensions.
 

Result 
An integer if true (nonzero), the event was handled; if false (zero), it continues through 
the higherlevel event handlers. 

See Also 
jhEvent4inodule. 

Description 
This is the event handler corresponding to the specific Res ze event; it may be sent directly to 
the object if this is a Application, but more typically is called as a result of a DoResi ze ( ) 
request. 

Note that ev may be None. 

Paste(self, x, y, src, xsrc, ysrc, w, h)
 

Summary 
See Pixman . Paste ( )49If this object is not a Widoet50this method operates in the closest 
parent Widget's context. 

PrefDimensions(self, maxw, maxh) 

Summary
 
Compute the preferred size of the Container.
 

Arguments
 

maxw 

An integer supplying the desired maximum width of the container, orNone if there is 
no limit. 

maxh 

An integer supplying the desired maximum height of the container, or None if there is 
no limit. 

Result
 
A tuple of the form ( w, h ) , where:
 

w Is an integer representing the preferred pixel width that the Container can be. 
h Is an integer representing the preferred pixel height that the Container can be. 

See Also 
MinDimens i ons O "MaxDimens ons O 52 

Description 

This method returns the preferred dimensions of the Container this is the size that it would 
like to be for a comfortable display. Note that this is not, for example in the case of a text editing 
field, the size needed to display all of its data, but simply the size needed to make the graphics as 
readable as possible while displaying a reasonable amount of information; in the case of the text 
field, this may be something like 1/4 of the total amount of editable text. 

48 ihEvent.html 
49 #Pixmap/Paste 
50 #Widget 
51 #Container/MinDimensions 
52 #Container/MaxDimensions 
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The two optional parameters can be used to apply constraints on the return dimensions. For 
example, a window may apply a horizontal constraint when laying out out a menu bar. If these are 
set, the object should try to return preferred dimensions that will allow it to fit within the 
constraints; doing so may mean bringing the limited dimension down into its "minimum" size 
range. 

Text Extent (self , text) 

Summary 

See Fixmao , TextExtent (I 53If this object is not a Widcret54, this method operates in the 
closest parent Widget's context. 

Members 

Document_
 
Readonly. The instance of the Document"
 

class, representing the document this container is on. 
Children
 

Readonly. An array of the Containers that are direct children of this one in the instance
 
hierarchy. Subclasses of this class will typically use this array to position their children in their Lavout56
 
method.
 

Height
 
Readonly. The current height, in pixels, of the Container.
 

Width
 
Readonly. The current height, in pixels, of the Container.
 

Readonly. The current left edge of the Container within its parent.
X0f fset 

Readonly. The current left edge of the Container relative to its closestparent Widcret5.7lf the 
object is an actual Widget, X0f f set is always set to zero. Otherwise, this value must be added to all X 
locations when drawing. 

Y 

Readonly. The current top edge of the Container within its parent. 
vOf f set 

Readonly. The current top edge of the Container relative to its closestparent Widoet58lf the 
object is an actual Widget, YOf f set is always set to zero. Otherwise, this value must be added to all Y 
locations when drawing. 

Description 

The Container encapsulates the basic functionality needed to organize and layouta WidcretInstance 
hierarchy. Its primary responsibilities are to keep track of its immediate children in the instance hierarchy 
allowing them to be added, removed, and retrieved and to provide the layout mechanisms used to logically 
position and dimension the hierarchy. 

This class does note directly supply any drawing or event handling functions. For the former, it depends on the 

53 #Pixmap/TextExtent 
m #Widget 
ss ihDoc.html#Document 
56 #Container/Layout 
57 #Widget 
58 #Widget 
59 *Widget 
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closest Widget above it in the instance hierarchy. All drawing operations are done in that object's context.
 
The most important implication of this is that the drawing operations are performed in the other object's
 
coordinate system: all positions must have the values X0f f set6ind YOf f set'Addedto them, and the clipping
 
rectangle in use is also that of the other object. 

In addition, the Container does not normally receive any user interface events except for Res i ze and
 
Redraw, making it unsuitable for user interface components unless special attention is made to send events to
 
it; instead, this class is most often used for creating layout managers and other components that do not directly
 
interact with the user.
 

Widget 

A Container63that has its own display context and event handling. 

Hierarchy 

Superclass
 
Container's
 

Subclasses
 
I hADD . Aool i c a t i on°
 

Methods 

init (self, parent, ...) 
Summary
 

Create and attach a new GUI widget.
 
Arguments
 

parent 

This Widget's parent container. This must be a valid Containerra toplevel Widget's
parent is the A.00lication'Class. 

Result
 
A new instance of the class.
 

Exceptions
 
WidcretParentError68
 

Description 

Instantiating a Widget adds a new container to its parents instance hierarchy that has its own 
graphics context and event handling. See Container. init 'tor more details. 

OnEnter(self, ev) 

Summary
 

Specialized handler called for the event created by the mouse entering the Widget.
 

60 #Widget 
61 #Container/XOffset 
62 #Container/XOffset 
63 #Container 
64 #Container 
65 ihApp.html#Application 
66 #Container 
67 ihApp.html#Application 
68 #WidgetParentError
69 #Containedinit_ 
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Arguments 

ev The Event object corresponding to the userinterface event. 

Result 
An integer if true (nonzero), the event was handled; if false (zero), it continues through 
the higherlevel event handlers. 

See Also 

jhEventlnodule. 
Description 

This is the specialized event handler for Enter events. It is called when the Widget receives 
this event, indicating that the mouse pointer has just entered its displayarea. 

OnEvent (self , ev)
 

Summary
 
Handle a userinterface event.
 

Arguments
 

ev The Event object corresponding to the userinterface event. 

Result 
An integer if true (nonzero), the event was handled; if false (zero), it continues through 
the higherlevel event handlers. 

See Also 
jhEveneinodule. 

Description 

This is the generic event handler, called if one of the more specialized handlers for this event does 
not exist. 

OnKey(self, ev, key, state) 
OnKeyPress(self, ev, key, state) 
OnKeyRelease(self, ev, key, state) 

Summary
 

Specialized handlers called for keyboard events.
 
Arguments
 

ev The Event object corresponding to the userinterface event.
 
key An integer representing the ASCII value of the key.
 
state
 

An integer representing the current state of the key modifiers, as per the Event
class's YevS tatelnember. 

Result 
An integer if true (nonzero), the event was handled; if false (zero), it continues through
 
the higherlevel event handlers.
 

See Also
 

ihEveneinodule.
 
Description
 

ihEvent.html 
71 ihEvent.html 
72 ihEvent.html#Event/KeyState 
73 ihEvent.html 
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These are handlers for various types of keyboard events, OnKeyPress ( ) and 
OnKeyRelease ( ) correspond to the specific events KeyPress and KeyRelease, 
respectively; OnKeY ( ) is called when one of the specific handlers is not available for an event. 

OnLeave (self , ev) 

Summary 

Specialized handler called for the event created by the mouse leaving the Widget.
 
Arguments
 

ev The Event object corresponding to the userinterface event. 

Result 
An integer if true (nonzero), the event was handled; if false (zero), it continues through 
the higherlevel event handlers. 

See Also 

ihEveneinodule. 
Description 

This is the specialized event handler for Leave events. It is called when the Widget receives 
this event, indicating that the mouse pointer has just left its display area. 

OnMouse(self, ev, x, y, state, button)
 
OnMouseMove(self, ev, x, y, state, button)
 
OnMousePress(self, ev, x, y, state, button)
 
OnMouseRelease(self, ev, x, y, state, button)
 

Summary
 

Specialized handlers called for mouse events.
 
Arguments
 

ev The Event object corresponding to the userinterface event. 
x An integer representing the mouse pointer's current horizontal position with respect to 

the widget. 
y An integer representing the mouse pointer's current vertical position with respect to 

the widget. 
state 

An integer representing the current state of the mouse buttons, as per the Event 
class's MouseS tatelnember 

button 

(Only valid for MousePress and MouseRelease events.) An integer representing the 
button that changed, as per the Event class's Nous eBut tonlnember. 

Result 
An integer if true (nonzero), the event was handled; if false (zero), it continues through 
the higherlevel event handlers. 

See Also 
ihEveneinodule. 

Description 
These are handlers for various types of mouse events. OnMouseMove ) ,
 
OnMousePress 0 , and OnMouseRelease ( ) correspond to the specific events 

74 ihEvent.html 
75 ihEvent.html4tEventfMouseState 
76 ihEvent.html#Event/MouseState 
n ihEvent.html 
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Mouse Move, MousePress, and MouseRelease, respectively; OnMouse ( ) is called 
when one of the specific handlers is not available for an event. 

Members 

No new member variables are defined by the class. 

Description 

The Widget is a subclass of theContainePto the latter's instance hierarchy and layout functionality, it 
adds its own drawing environment and event handling mechanisms. 

This class's coordinate system is always arranged so that (0,0) is the topleft corner of the Widget, and 
drawing operations are clipped at its boundaries. This means that its X0f f set and YOf f set members are 
always zero, and thus do not be taken into account when computing screen locations. In addition, all drawing is 
clipped to the Widget's boundaries. 

wonarallrrev1'mgal2 

Last modified: Thu Oct 17 21:49:09 PDT 1996 
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iHTML Python Language 

Standard ihURL Module 

The ihURL module provides a standard interface to the host browser's URL transactions and other network 
operations. Its primary interface is through a set of classes that provide various types of services based on 
standard URL strings. In addition, some global symbols common to many of the classes are also available. 

Exported Values 

URL Status 

URL_FINISHED
 

The connection has closed and all data has been read.
 
URL_INCOMPLETE
 

The connection is open and has not finished transffering data.
 
URL_INTERACTIVE
 

This is an interactive connection that is open and ready.
 

These three symbols define the status codes which an existing URL class
may be in. And, yes, there is no error 
state yet... 

Exported Exceptions 

URLClosedError
 

This exception is raised when an I/0 operation is attempted on a URL that has been closed. (E.g., its 
Des troy ( ) method has been called.) 

ImplementationError
 

This exception is raised when a method in an abstract class (e.g., the LineURL class) is called, but the method 
must be implemented by a subclass and has not been. 

SecurityError
 

This exception is raised when some kind of insecure URL access is attempted, for example trying to open a " 

1 ../ 
2 

3 ihWidget.html 
4 ihMarkup.html 
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file :" URL. 

Exported Functions 

GetHostName 

Synopsis 
GetHostName()
 

Arguments
 
none.
 

Result
 
A string representing the network name of the machine the program is running under.
 

GetHostByName 

Synopsis 
GeHo s tByName ( name )
 

Arguments 

name
 

The network name of the machine to look up. 

Result 
A string representing the network IP address (in the nnn . nnn .nnn .nnn numeric dot form) of the 
given machine name. 

Exported Types 

There are no global types defined by this module. 

Exported Classes 

RawURL
 

This is the baseclass of all URL classes. It defines the basic operations which may be done on a URL, retrieval 
of URL data and status information, and the active methods that subclasses may override to interact with a 
URL. 

Hierarchy
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Superclass
 

none.
 
Subclasses
 

LineURLs
 

Methods 

init (self , doc, url , . . . ) 

Summary
 
Initiate a new URL transaction.
 

Arguments
 

doc The Pocument6under which the program desiring to retrieve this URL is running. 
url A string representing the URL to be retrieved. This may be a partial URL (e.g. " 

graphic . gi f"), which will be interpreted as being relative to the base URL of the given 
document. See below for details on how different URLs are handled. 

Result
 
A new instance of the class.
 

Description
 

To instantiate a RawURL class, the caller must supply a standard URL identifier and the 
pocument'in which it is running. The appropriate action will then be performed to retrieve the 
given URL. Control is returned back to the caller while the retrieval is in progress, with 
appropriate methods within this class called when data is ready. 

The primary determining factor for what happens when this class is instantiated is thegiven URL 
string; this may be most of the more popular URL identifiers, along with special types intended to 
be useful primarily for internal program use. See the class description below for more detailed 
information. 

OnRead(self, data) 

Summary
 

Handler called when some data from the requested URL is available.
 
Arguments
 

data
 
A string containing the available data.
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

This method is called whenever some data from the requested URL has arrived and is available. 
There is absolutely no structure associated with this data, beyond it being a byte stream, so it is up 
to the subclass to organize the data into higher logical units -- likely buffering partial data 
between calls to this method. 

Note that this baseclass's OnRead () method must be called by any subclass that overrides it, 
in order for this class to maintain correct state information. 

5 #LineURL 
6 ihDoc.html#Document 
7 ihDoc.html#Document 
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Warning: This method may be called at any time. In particular, any time an asynchronous URL 
request is not supported, it will likely be called with the complete URL data before the 

ini t method has returned. 

Write(self, data) 

Summary
 
Send data to the URL.
 

Arguments
 

data
 
A string containing the data to send.
 

Result 
nothing. 

Description 

For twoway transactions (i.e., interactive URLs), this method is called to send data to the remote 
end. It is not blocking; any error will be reported through the On Error ( ) method. 

On Error (self , error)
 

Summary
 
Handler called when an error occurs.
 

Arguments
 

error
 
The associated error code. None are currently defined.
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

This method is called when any error related to the retrieval of a URL occurs. Currently, error 
reporting is severely lacking and this method basically does nothing. 

GetStatus (self)
 

Summary 

Retrieve status information about the URL. 
Arguments 

none. 
Result 

Current status codes. 
Description 

Returns a status code9 defined above, describing the current state of this class's URL transaction. 
This can be used to check for errors, determine when all data has been retrieved, etc. 

GetURL (self )
 

Summary
 
Return a string representing the actual URL being requested. This is the URLas given to
 

init ( ) , expanded to a fullyqualified URL string.
 
Arguments
 

8 #status 

9 #status 
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none.
 

Result
 
A string representing the URL of the object.
 

GetHeader(self, name)
 

Summary
 
Retrieve the text for a particular piece of header information.
 

Arguments
 

name
 

Which header to retrieve the value of.
 

Result
 
A string containing the value of this header.
 

Description
 

This method retrieves the meta-information associated with a URL. Its exact semantics depend 
on the type of the URL: for HTTP and other MIME-based protocols, the name is a particular 
header, e.g. Content-type, and the returned value is a string representing the returned 
header line, or None if it was not supplied. 

Note: the current implementation of iHTML does not get this header information from HTTP
 
requests; it just always supplies one header line of Content-type :
 
appl c at i on / ihtml ; language=python.
 

Destroy (self )
 

Summary
 
Kill this URL transaction.
 

Arguments
 
none.
 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description 

Calling this method kills the class's low-level URL transaction, and releases all resources 
associated with it. This is called when a transaction is over, to clean up circular links; it also must 
be called to stop a transaction in progress. 

Members 

This class has no publically defined members. 

Description 

This is the core class used to retrieve URL data. Most of its specific handling of URLs is performed back inthe 
browser itself, and thus depends on the browser's capabilities. In the case of the Mosaic implementation, this 
provides access to most of the expected types of URLs ht tp : , f tp : etc. For these types of URLs, the,
 

expected behavior of returning the data associated with the given URL is provided. The behavior for other 
URLs such as news: and gopher : has not yet been defined. 

The TCP: URL 

In addition to the standard URLs mentioned above, the iHTML library itself defines a new URL named "tcP : ". 
This URL provides low-level interactive access to a network; it essentially encapsulates the basic socket 
implementation into the same interface as all other higher-level network operations. 
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The complete syntax of this URL is "tcp : //machine: port/". Much like other similarly constructed
 
URLs, most of these fields are optional. The meanings of them are as follows:
 

machine
 

The name of the remote machine. E.g., f lapjack cs orst .edu or 128 .193 .38 .74.
 
port The specific port address of the machine to connect to.
 

Currently, only the fully qualified form, including both the machine name and port, is understood. This construct 
results in an interactive session being created with a server at the specified remote machine; it is essentially the
 
equivalent of a socket connect ( ) call.
 

In the future, additional forms of this URL will be added. Some of these will include: 

tcp : / / port/
 

Open a local port that will listen for connections from othermachines. 
tcp :port/
 

Open a connection to the remote machine from which this document came, on the given port. 

LineUFtL
 

An abstract class which provides linestructured access to a URL. 

Hierarchy 

Superclass
 
RawURLI°
 

Subclasses
 
none.
 

Methods 

OnLine(self, lines)
 

Summary
 

Handler called when one or more lines of data have been retrieved from the URL. This method 
must be defined by a subclass. 

Arguments 

lines 

A list of the lines which have arrived. Every element of the list is a string, containing 
one line. The strings are not terminated by a newline or carriage return character. 

Result
 

nothing.
 
Description
 

This method is called whenever there are new lines of data available from the URL. The 
OnRead () 'Method is overridden by this class, and it is used to buffer data until one or more 
complete lines are available. At that point, this method is called to hand the lines off to the 
superclass. 

10 #RawURL 
#RawURU0nRead 
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Members
 

This class has no publically defined members.
 

fliOn-d[lad[Prevraead 
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iHTML Python Language 

Standard ihMarkup Module 

The ihMarkup module provides two lowlevel types for creating, examining, and editing HTML markup trees.
 
These markup trees represent the underlying structure and content of an HTML document, in a form that can
 
be easily manipulated by a program. The basic component of this representation is the node, which corresponds

to a single part of the document: a tag (such as <HEAD>, <IMG>, or <P>), piece of text, comment, etc. Each

node can have zero or more children, corresponding to the content of that node. 

For example, consider the following simple HTML document: 

<HTML>
 
<HEAD>
 

<TITLE>Example Document</TITLE>
 
</HEAD>
 
<BODY>
 

<H1>Example Title</H1>
 
<P>Example paragraph.</P>
 
<HR>
 

<ADDRESS>Example address</ADDRESS>
 
</BODY>
 

</HTML>
 

The tree representation of this that you would manipulate with these classes looks like this: 

<HTML>+-+-+<HEAD>+----+<TITLE>+----+I"Example Document"'
 

+-+<BODY>+-+----+<H1>+
 +1"Example Title"'
 
1
 

+----+<P>+
 +I"Example paragraph."'
 

+----+<HR>
 

+--+<ADDRESS>+--+I"Example address."'
 

Or, in a perhaps more familiar form: 

<HTML>
 

1
 

<HEAD>
 <BODY>
 
1
 

<TITLE> 1
 

1
 
1
 

"Example Document" <H1>
 <P>
 <HR> <ADDRESS>
 

"Example Title" "Example paragraph." 
1
 

"Example address."
 

I j
2 / 
3 ihWidget.html 
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This class does not give direct access to the tree at the node level, however; instead, it defines a type
 
1-1TMLTreesthat consists of a complete tree which may be only one node, but more often consists of some
 
larger subtree. A second type, HTMLCursor6represents a particular location/node in that tree, and is used
 
perform the actual manipulation of the tree.
 

In addition, this class defines various helper functions for performing common operations on these HTML trees. 

Exported Values 

Tag Names 

Tag
 

This is a HTMLTaalobject, which is used to get the identifiers for HTML tags. For example, "Tag . A" is 
the browser's identifier for the <A> tag, "Tag . TITLE" is the browser's identifier for the <TITLE> 
tag, etc. 

Exported Exceptions 

There are no global exceptions defined by this module. 

Exported Functions 

FillinMarkup 

Synopsis 
FillinMarkup ( tree , dict)
 

Arguments 

tree
 

The HTMLTree that is to be modified.
 
dict A dictionary containing (keyword,value) pairs, that map to the tag IDs to modify and the
 

markup (as an ASCII string) to insert at that point.
 

Result 
nothing. 

Example 
If tree is a HTMLTree representing: 

5 #HTMLTree 
6 #HTMLCursor 
7 #HTMLTag 
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<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE ID=TITLE> "Document
 

<BODY> <H1 ID=TITLE>
 
<P ID=CREATOR> "made this thing.
 
<HR>
 

ID=PICTURE> "This is me.
 

And arg is the dictionary: 

{
 

'TITLE': 'Spiffy iHTML Example',
 
"CREATOR": 'Dianne Hackborn',
 
"PICTURE": '<IMG SRC="dianne.gif" ALT="_.00_Q_Q_oo._">'
 

}
 

Then calling Fill inMarkup ( ) with these two arguments will result in tree being modified to look 
like: 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE ID=TITLE> "Spiffy iHTML Example
 
"Document
 

<BODY> <H1 ID=TITLE> "Spiffy iHTML Example
 
<P ID=CREATOR> "Dianne Hackborn
 

"made this thing.
 
<HR>
 
<P ID=PICTURE> <IMG SRC="dianne.gif" ALT="_.00_Q_Q_oo._">
 

"This is me.
 

This function can be used to perform complex insertion operations on a HTMLTree. The given dictionary 
defines a mapping from tag identifier names (i.e., a tag's ID attribute) to an ASCII string of HTML markup 
to insert into the tree immediate after (or, more formally, as the first child of) any tags that have that ID. The 
string is converted into a HTMLTree at each point it is inserted into tree by calling NewHTMLTree 0 8 

NewHTMLCursor 

Synopsis 
NewHTMLCursor ( ) NewHTMLCur sor ( tree) NewHTFILCursor ( cursor )
 

Arguments 

tree 

A HTMLTree that the cursor is to be on. 
cursor 

A HTMLCursor representing the place where this cursor should also be. 

A newly created NTMLCursor9object. 

This is the function used to create new NTMLCursorlObjects. It as one optional parameter that, if supplied, is 
the initial location of the cursor. It can be one of two types: if it is a HTMLTree, then the cursor begins at the 
first node of that tree; otherwise, if it is a HTMLCursor, then the cursor begins on the same tree and node as 
the given cursor. If no parameter is supplied, the cursor begins on no tree. 

8 #NewHTMLTree 
9 #HTMLCursor 
10 #HTMLCursor 
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NewHTMLTree 

Synopsis
 
NewHTMLTree ( )
 
NewHTMLTree (markup)
 

Arguments
 

markup
 
An ASCII string of HTML markup.
 

Result
 
A newly created HTMLTree'Object.
 

This is the function used to create new HTMLTreellibjects. It as one optional parameter that, ifsupplied, is an 
ASCII string of HTML markup; this is run through the browser's HTMLparser, and the resulting parse tree 
used as the initial HTMLTree object. If not supplied, the HTMLTree starts out empty. 

Exported Types 

HTMLTag 

Methods 

No methods are defined by this type. 

Members 

No member variables are (explicitly) defined by this type, but see below. 

Description 

The HTMLTag type provides access to the host browser's internal identifiers for its HTML tree nodes. These 
identifiers may be accessed as if they were member variables of the object. Their values are an opaque object 
whose type is browserdependent; the only thing that can be done with them is to compare them to other tag 
values. 

Unlike other Python identifiers, the tags defined by this class are caseinsensitive. This means, for example, that 
"Tag. TITLE" is the same as "Tag. title ", "Tag. Title ", or even "Tag. t I tLe". 

In addition to the expected HTML tag names (HTML, P, IMG, STRONG, etc.), there are two special identifiers 
defined: 

>text 
is the identifier for a node that contains document text, and 

>unknown 
is the identifier for a node that is not a tag name the browser recognizes. 

In order to retrieve these values, Python's getattr () function should be use. For example, 

#HTMLTree 
12 #HTMLTree 
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textTag = getattr(ihMarkup.Tag,'>text')
 

HTMLTree 

This type encapsulates zero or more nodes in an HTML parse tree. 

Methods 

Add Cursor (cursor ) 

Summary
 
Add a 1-ITMLCursorlio the tree.
 

Arguments
 

cursor 

The HTMLCursor to be added to the tree. 

Result
 
nothing.
 

Description
 
This function adds the given cursor to the HTML tree, positioning it at the first node on the tree. 

Remcursor (cursor ) 

Summary
 
Remove a HTMLCurs or-Worn the tree.
 

Arguments
 

cursor 

An HTMLCursor that is currently on the tree. 

Result 
nothing. 

Description 
This function removes the given cursor to the HTML tree, if the cursor is currently on it. If the 
cursor is not on the tree, no action is performed. 

Members 

No member variables are defined by this type. 

Description 

The HTMLTree represents some piece of an HTML parse tree, consisting of zero or more nodes. This class 
itself does not allow the tree to be manipulated or examined; instead it allows an liTMLCursor% be added to 
the tree, which allows the individual nodes that make up the tree to be examined, and throughwhich operations 
on the tree are performed. 

13 #HTMLCursor 
14 #HTMLCursor 
15 #HTMLCursor 
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HTMLCursor 

Locates particular nodes in an HTMLTreelnd serves as a proxy through which the tree is manipulated. 

Methods 

Move Child ( ) 
MoveChild(pos) 

Summary
 
Go to the first child node of the current location.
 

Arguments
 

pos Optional HTMLCursor or HTMLTree at which to position this cursor, before it is moved. 

Result
 

This HTMLCursor in its new position, or None if its current node has no children.
 
Description
 

This method moves the cursor to the first child of the current node it is pointing at.
 

Move Next ( ) 
Move Next (pos ) 

Summary
 

Go to the next node in this level of the HTML tree.
 
Arguments
 

pos Optional HTMLCursor or HTMLTree at which to position this cursor, before it is moved. 

Result 

This HTMLCursor in its new position, or None if there is no node after it. 
Description 

This method moves the cursor to the next node that is at the same level as the current node. In 
other words, it moves to the next child node of its parent. 

MoveNextDepth ( ) 
moveNextDepth (pos ) 

Summary
 

Go to the next node of the tree, in depthfirst order.
 
Arguments
 

pas Optional HTMLCursor or HTMLTree at which to position this cursor, before it is moved. 

Result 

This HTMLCursor in its new position, or None if there is no node after it. 
Description 

This method moves the cursor to the node that would occur after this one, if a depthfirst traversal 
of the tree were being performed. In other words, this traverses the nodes ofthe tree in the same 
order that they occurred in the original HTML document. 

MoveNextID(id) 

16 #HTMLTree 
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Summary
 

Go to the next node with a specific II) attribute.
 
Arguments
 

id A string representing the ID to search for. This is a casesensitive search. 

Result
 
This HTMLCursor in its new position, or
None if there is no node after it with the given ID.
 

Description
 

This method moves the cursor in a depthfirst traversal, as with PloveNextDer.th ( ) but only
 
stops the cursor at nodes that have the given ID attribute value.
 

moveNextTag ( tag)
 

Summary
 
Go to the next node with a specific Tag identifier.
 

Arguments
 

tag A string representing the Tag identifier to search for. 

Result
 
This HTMLCursor in its new position, or Tag.
None if there is no node after it with the given


Description
 

This method moves the cursor in a depthfirst traversal, as with kloveNextDepth ( ) ;hut only
 
stops the cursor at nodes that are the same type as the given Tag identifier.
 

MoveParent ( )
 

MoveParent (pos )
 

Summary
 
Go to the parent node of the current location.
 

Arguments
 

pos Optional HTMLCursor or HTMLTree at which to position this cursor, before it is moved. 

Result
 
This HTMLCursor in its new position, or
None if there is no parent to its current node.
 

Description
 

This method moves the cursor to the parent of the current node it is pointing at. 

MovePrev ( )
 

MovePrev (pos )
 

Summary
 

Go to the previous node in this level of the HTML tree.
 
Arguments
 

pos Optional HTMLCursor or HTMLTree at which to position this cursor, before it is moved. 

Result
 
This HTMLCursor in its new position, or
None if there is no node after it.
 

Description
 

17 #HTMLCursor/MoveNextDepth 
18 #HTMLCursor/MoveNextDepth 
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This method moves the cursor to the previous node that is at the same level as the current node. 
In other words, it moves to the previous child node of its parent. 

MovePrevDepth ( )
 

MovePrevDepth (pos)
 

Summary
 
Go to the previous node of the tree, in depthfirst order.
 

Arguments
 

pos Optional HTMLCursor or HTMLTree at which to position this cursor, before it is moved. 

Result
 
This HTMLCursor in its new position, or
None if there is no node before it.
 

Description
 

This method moves the cursor to the node that would occur before this
one, if a depthfirst 
traversal of the tree were being performed. In other words, this traverses the nodes of the tree in 
the reverse order that they occurred in the original HTML document. 

SetPos ( )
 

SetPos (tree)
 

SetPos (cursor)
 

Summary
 
Change the cursor's location.
 

Arguments
 

tree 

A HTMLTree on which to position the cursor. 
cursor 

A HTMLCursor at which this cursor should also be positioned. 

Result
 
The same HTMLCursor,
 

Description 

This method directly changes the cursor's current position. If no arguments are supplied, the 
cursor is not positioned on any tree. The single argument can be one of two types: if it is a 
HTMLTree, then the cursor is located at the first node of that tree; otherwise, if it is a 
HTMLCursor, then the cursor is located on the same tree and node as the given cursor. 

PasteAf ter (tree)
 

Summary
 
Insert a HTML tree after the cursor.
 

Arguments
 

tree 

The new HTMLTree to insert into the existing tree. 

Result
 
The same HTMLCursor.
 

Example
 

If the HTML tree that the cursor is located on is:
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<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document
 

<BODY> <H1> "PasteAfter Example
 
<P> 'This is cursor position.
 

And tree contains the HTML tree: 

<STRONG> "This is our new text.
 

Then calling this method, when the cursor is positioned at the <P> tag, will result in the complete 
HTML tree: 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document
 
<BODY> <H1> "PasteAfter Example
 

<P> "This is cursor position.
 
<STRONG> "This is our new text.
 

Description
 

This method inserts a given HTML tree into the tree that this cursor is on, after the node it is
 
located at.
 

Pas teBef ore ( tree )
 

Summary
 
Insert a HTML tree before the cursor.
 

Arguments
 

tree 

The new HTMLTree to insert into the existing tree. 

Result
 
The same HTMLCursor.
 

Example
 
If the HTML tree that the cursor is located on is:
 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document
 
<BODY> <H1> "PasteAfter Example
 

<P> "This is cursor position.
 

And tree contains the HTML tree: 

<STRONG> 'This is our new text.
 

Then calling this method, when the cursor is positioned at the <P> tag, will result in the complete 
HTML tree: 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document
 
<BODY> <H1> "PasteAfter Example
 

<STRONG> "This is our new text.
 
<P> "This is cursor position.
 

Description 

This method inserts a given HTML tree into the tree that this cursor is on, before the node it is 
located at. 
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Pas teHead ( tree )
 

Summary
 

Insert a HTML tree before the cursor's first child.
 
Arguments
 

tree 

The new HTMLTree to insert into the existing tree. 

Result
 
The same HTMLCursor.
 

Example
 

If the HTML tree that the cursor is located on is:
 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document
 
<BODY> <H1> "PasteAfter Example
 

<P>	 "This is cursor position.
 

And tree contains the HTML tree: 

<STRONG>	 "This is our new text.
 

Then calling this method, when the cursor is positioned at the <P> tag, will result in the complete 
HTML tree: 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document
 
<BODY> <H1> "PasteAfter Example
 

<P>	 <STRONG> "This is our new text.
 
"This is cursor position.
 

Description 

This method inserts a given HTML tree into the tree that this cursor is on, placing it as the first 
child of the node at the cursor's location. 

PasteTail(tree)
 

Summary
 
Insert a HTML tree after the cursor's last child.
 

Arguments
 

tree 

The new HTMLTree to insert into the existing tree. 

Result
 
The same HTMLCursor.
 

Example
 

If the HTML tree that the cursor is located on is:
 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document
 
<BODY> <Hi> "PasteAfter Example
 

<P>	 "This is cursor position.
 

And tree contains the HTML tree: 
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<STRONG>	 "This is our new text.
 

Then calling this method, when the cursor is positioned at the <P> tag, will result in the complete 
HTML tree: 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document
 
<BODY> <H1> "PasteAfter Example
 

<P>	 "This is cursor position.
 
<STRONG> "This is our new text.
 

Description 

This method inserts a given HTML tree into the tree that this cursor is on, placing it as the last 
child of the node at the cursor's location. 

Members
 

CurHTMLTree
 

Readonly. The actual HTMLTreelObject that this cursor's node is a part of.

First 

Readonly. True if the node at the cursor is the first at its level (i.e., rlovePrev ) Nvould move off 
the tree), or False if there are nodes before it.

Last
 
Readonly. True if the node at the cursor is the last at its level (i e., MoveNext ) 'Would move off the
 
tree), or False if there are after before it.
 

Leaf
 
Readonly. True if the node at the cursor is at the bottom of the tree (i.e., it does not have any
 
children), or False if there are nodes below it.
 

NodeAttr
 
Readonly. An object containing the attributes associated with this node. They can be retrieves as
 
identifiers in the object, e.g.:
 

link_url = cursor.NodeAttr.HREF
 

Unlike most Python identifiers, the identifier names in this object are caseinsensitive. 
NodeText 

Readonly. A string representing the text associated with this node, if it is oftype "> text".
Root 

Readonly. True if the node at the cursor is at the top of the tree (i.e., it does not have a parent node), 
or False if there are nodes above it. 

Tag 
Readonly. This node's Tattidentifier. See the fiTMLTact2type more information. 

Description
 

Objects of this type are used to represent specific nodes in an HTML tree, and provide an interface to the 
operations that can be performed on the tree. A cursor is a mutable type -- moving the cursor involves 
changing the object's state, rather than creating a new cursor object at the new position. 

19 #HTMLTree 
2° #HTMLCursor/MovePrev
21 #HTMLCursor/MoveNext 
22 #Tag 
23 #HTMLTag 
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The editing operations pas teAf ter ( 4 ,
:PasteBeforeO,pasteHeadO and Pas teTai1 ( ) iesult 
in one RrMLTree26eing placed inside of another. This means that moving a cursor will often involve moving 
between different HTMLTree objects. When this happen, the cursor automatically calls the trees' appropriate 
HTMLTree .AddCursor ( )29and Irrict.Trets. _Rerpr,ilrqor ( ) "methods 

Note: the methods for deleting nodes and more complex editing operations (e.g., inserting a single node around 
around one or more nodes in the tree) are not currently available from the HTMLCursor. 

Exported Classes 

There are no global classes defined by this module. 

1llosagiIaod2[Prev13[Nextr 

Last modified: Fri Sep 13 06:08:49 PDT 1996 

24 #HTMLCursor/PasteAfter
zs #HTMLCursor/PasteBefore 
26 #HTMLCursor/PasteHead 
21 #HTMLCursor/PasteTail 
2s #HTMLTree 
29 #HTMLTree/AddCursor 
30 #HTMLTree/RemCursor 
31 

32 j 
33 ihWidget.html 
34 ihEvent.html 
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[Home] [Prey] Wrad 

iHTML Python Language 

Standard ihEvent Module 

The ihEvent module exposes the basic mechanisms of Interactive HTML's eventhandling system, and adds
 
some higherlevel functionality to them.
 

Exported Values 

Name Spaces
 

Clas sName s
 

ANameSpacesof the currently defined event classes. It is initialized with the following names: 

Document
 

A documentlevel event.
 
Widget
 

A widgetlevel event.
 
Null
 

An empty event. 

CodeNames
 

A NameSuace6of the currently defined event codes. It is initialized with the following names: 

Any
 

A generic event. All attribute values are undefined.
 
Displayed
 

A view has been displayed. No event attributes are defined. 
Enter
 

The pointer has entered a user interface area. The event attributes defined for thiscode are:
 
KevState; MouseStateg, MouseX9 and HouseYi°
 

Hi tAnchor
 

The user has selected a hypertext link. The event attributes defined for thiscode are: 
AnchorNamell
 

KeyPress
 

I ../
2 j 
3 ihMarkup.html 
4 ihBrowser.html 
5 #NameSpace 
6 #NameSpace 
7 #Event/KeyState 
8 #Event/MouseState 
9 #Event/MouseX 
10 #Event/MouseY 

#Event/AnchorName 
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The user has pressed a key on the keyboard, or the key has been held down and is repeating. The 
event attributes defined for this code are: 

revASCII;2KevState:3MouseStateAlsalaal,5and MouseY16 
Key Release 

The user has released a key that had been pressed on the keyboard. The event attributes defined 
for this code are: 

j(evASCIII7KevStateklouseStatel9plouseX2°, and MouseY2'

Leave
 

The pointer has left a user interface area. The event attributes defined for this code are:
 
KevState22kfouseState23Mouseeand MouseY25
 

Loaded _
 

A data request has completed. No event attributes are defined.
 
Mous eMove
 

The pointer position has changed. The event attributes defined for this code are: 
KevState26MouseStatevriousee, and Mous eIrr 

MousePress 
The user has pressed one of the mouse buttons. The event attributes defined for this code are: 
NevState3°MouseButton3iNouseState3233and MouseY34. 

MouseRelease 
The user has released on of the mouse buttons. The event attributes defined for this code are: 
j(evState35MouseButton3,6NouseState37MouseX38and MouseY"

Of fAnchor 
The mouse pointer has moved off a hypertext link. The event attributes defined for this code are: 
AnchorName. 

OnAnchor 
The mouse pointer has moved over a hypertext link. The event attributes defined for this code are: 
AnchorName41 

Print 
The document has been printed. No event attributes are defined.
 

Re size
 

12 #Event/KeyASCII 
13 #Event/KeyState 
14 #Event/MouseState 
15 #Event/MouseX 
16 #Event/MouseY 
17 #Event/Key ASCII 
18 #Event/KeyState 
19 #Event/MouseState 
29 #Event/MouseX 
21 #Event/MouseY 
22 # Event/KeyState 
23 #Event/MouseState 
24 #Event/MouseX 
25 #Event/MouseY 
26 #Event/KeyState 
22 #Event/MouseState 
28 #Event/MouseX 
29 #Event/MouseY 
30 #Event/KeyState 
31 #Event/MouseButton 
32 #Event/MouseState 
33 #Event/MouseX 
34 #Event/MouseY 
35 #Event/KeyState 
36 #EventlMouseButton 
37 #Event/MouseState 
38 #Event/MouseX 
39 #Event/MouseY 
44) #Event/AnchorName 
41 #Event/AnchorName 
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A user interface area has changed size. The event attributes defined for this code are: 
gedrawHeiatit42jtedrawX43RedrawY14and RedrawWidth45 

Redraw
 
A user interface area has changed or been exposed, and needs to be redrawn. The event
 
attributes defined for this code are:
 
RedrawHeiaht4,6RedrawX4,-IftedrawY4,8and RedrawWidth"


Scroll 
A view into a larger area has scrolled or otherwise been changed. The event attributes defined for
 
this code are:
 
NevS t at ellouseS tat e5,1ViewBo t toeViewFullHe icalt5,3V ewFu 1 1W idt1-154
 
ViewHicrht5,5ViewLef t5,6ViewRiaht5,2ViewToo5,sand ViewWidth"
 

These two name spaces are used to manage event class and code types. They are accessed as dictionary, with
 
the key being the name desired; the returned value is an object that can be compared for equality with other
 
names.
 

For example a line in an event handler to check for MousePress events would be: 

if( event.Code == ihEvent.CodeNames('MousePress'l ):
 
# Do something fantastic.
 

New codes are created simply by accessing other keys in the dictionary. For example: 

class my_widget(ihWidget.Widget):
 

def send my_event(self):
 
event = NewEvent(self._Document_,
 

ihEvent.ClassNamesPWidget'],
 
ihEvent.CodeNamesI'my_event'l,
 
None)
 

HandleEvent (event)
 

def OnEvent(self, event):
 
if( event.Code == ihEvent.CodeNamesPmy_event') ):
 

# Do something even more fantastic.
 

Because comparisons of these identifier objects is very fast, a program will typically retrieve them from the 
NameSpace when it initializes, and cache them for later use: 

42 #Event/RedrawHeight 
43 #Event/RedrawX 
44 #Event/RedrawY 
45 #Event/RedrawWidth 
46 #Event/RedrawHeight 
47 #Event/RedrawX 
48 #Event/RedrawY 
49 #Event/RedrawWidth 
5° #Event/KeyState 
51 #Event/MouseState 
52 #EventNiewBottom 
53 #EventNiewFullHeight 
54 #EventNiewFullWidth 
55 #EventNiewHeight
sb #EventNiewLeft 
57 #EventNiewRight 
58 #Event/ViewTop 
59 #EventNiewWifth 
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class my_widget(ihWidget.Widget):
 

def init (self, ** *ergs):
 

apply(ihWidget.Widget. init__,(self,),args)
 

self.my_event = ihEvent.CodeNames['my_event']
 
self.myMousePress = ihEvent.CodeNames('MousePress')
 

def send my_event(self):
 
event = NewEvent(self._Document_, ihEvent.ClassNamesPWidget'l,
 

self.my_event, None)
 
HandleEvent(event)
 

def OnEvent(self, event):
 
if( event.Code == self.my_event ):
 

# Do something even more fantastic.
 
elif( event.Code == self.myMousePress ):
 

# Your brain implodes.
 

Exported Exceptions 

There are no global exceptions defined by this module. 

Exported Functions 

New Event 

Synopsis 
NewEvent (doc, class, code, object)
 

Arguments 

doc The Document60class instance of the document this program is executing inside.
 
class
 

The new event's class, from ClassNamee 
code 

The new event's code, from CodeNames62 
Object 

Any arbitrary object that this event is from, or None. 

Result 

60 ihDoc.html#Document 
61 #ClassNames 
62 #CodeNames 
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A brand new Bvent'Object. 

This function creates a new Eventmobject, that can be used to send information about events in thesystem. 
The returned event is initialized with the given parameters, which can not be changed for the life of the object. 

Exported Types 

Event 

This type encapsulates the information related to a single userinterface event. 

Methods 

No methods are defined by this type. 

Members 

Anchor Name 

A string representing the text of a hypertext anchor in a document. This is the text exactly as it 
appears in a HREF attribute. 

Class 
Readonly. A class ID from the ClassNames65name space that identifies this event's major class 
type. 

Code 
Readonly. A class ID from the CodeNameename space that identifies this event's minor code type.

Document 
Readonly. The Document% which this event occurred. 

KeyASCII 
An integer representing the ASCII keycode associated with the event. Currently, nonASCII keys 
(e.g., cursor keys, function keys, etc.) are not defined. 

Key State 
An integer representing the key modifiers that were down when this event occurred. Individual bits 
in the integer represent the keys -- if a bit is set, then the associated key is down. The currently 
defined bits are: 

0 (mask: $01)
 
"Shift" key.
 

1 (mask: $02)
 
"Control" key.
 

2 (mask: $04)
 
"Capslock" key.
 

3 (mask: $08)
 
"Alt" key.
 

Mouse Button 
An integer indicating the button that caused the event. The possible values are: 

63 #Event 
64 #Event 
bs #ClassNames 
66 #ClassNames 
67 ihDoc.html#Document 
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0 "Select" button.
 
1 "Popup" button.
 
2 "Option" button.
 

Mouse State
 
An integer representing the mouse buttons that were down when this event occurred. Individual bits
 
in the integer represent the buttons -- if a bit is set, then the associated button is down. The currently
 
defined bits are:
 

0 (mask: $01)
 
"Select" button.
 

1 (mask: $02)
 
"Popup" button.
 

2 (mask: $04)
 
"Option" button.
 

MouseX 

An integer representing the current X pixel location of the pointer, usually relative the the Obj ect 
that produced the event. 

MouseY
 

An integer representing the current Y pixel location of the pointer, usually relative the the Object
 
that produced the event.
 

Object 
Readonly. The object that produced this event. Typically a Widcretfinstance, but this can be any 
Python object or the None symbol. 

Redraw Height 
An integer representing the pixel height of either: (a) the display region that needs to be redrawn, if 
this is a Redraw event; or (b) the new size of the object, if this is a Res zelvent. 

Redrawwidth 
An integer representing the pixel width of either: (a) the display region thatneeds to be redrawn, if 
this is a Redraw 'event; or (b) the new size of the object, if this is a Resizelvent. 

RedrawX 

An integer representing the left edge of either: (a) the display region that needs to be redrawn, if this 
is a Redraw 'event; or (b) the new position of the object, if this is a Resizelvent. 

RedrawY 

An integer representing the top edge of either: (a) the display region that needs to be redrawn, if this 
is a Redraw 'event; or (b) the new position of the object, if this is a Resi zelvent. 

ViewBottom 
This member variable is only valid for Documentvents.
 
An integer representing the bottom edge of the visible portion of a view into a larger display area. I.e.,
 
this is the current bottom position of the view on the entire HTML document.


ViewFullHeight 
This member variable is only valid for Documenvents. 
An integer representing the total height of a display area, of which only a narrower section may be 

68 ihWidget.html#Widget 
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visible.
 

Vi ewFul 'Width
 
This member variable is only valid for Documentivents.
 
An integer representing the total width of a display area, of which only a narrower section may be
 
visible.
 

ViewHeight
 
This member variable is only valid for pocumentivents.
 
An integer representing the height of the visible portion of a view into a larger display area. I.e., this is
 
the height of the window's subview on the entire HTML document.
 

ViewLef t
 
This member variable is only valid for Docurnentvents.
 
An integer representing the left edge of the visible portion of a view into a larger display area. I.e., this
 
is the current left position of the view on the entire HTML document.
 

ViewRight
 
This member variable is only valid for Documene%/ents.
 
An integer representing the right edge of the visible portion ofa view into a larger display area. I.e.,
 
this is the current right position of the view on the entire HTML document.
 

ViewTop
 
This member variable is only valid for Documentvents.
 
An integers representing the top edge of the visible portion of a view into a larger display area. I.e., this
 
is the current top position of the view on the entire HTML document.
 

ViewWidth
 
This member variable is only valid for Documentvents.
 
An integer representing the width of the visible portion of a view into a larger display area. I.e., this is
 
the width of the window's subview on the entire HTML document.
 

Description 

This type represents a single userinterface event that has occurred in the system. This event may either be a 
lowlevel event, generated by the user (for example, a mouse button press, keyboard key, etc.) or a 
higherlevel event, such as a menu selection, generated indirectly by program components. In either case, 
every event is tagged with two identifier variables, that combine to describe the type of event this is 

The Class% the broad category of the event. Two of these are currently defined: the Document' 
class is for events that occur as part of the overall document, such as scrolling its view, pressing 
anchors, printing, etc.; the WidcretsClass is for events that occuras part of an application's user 
interface elements, such as button presses, keyboard events, mouse movement, etc. 
The Code% the actual type of action that occurred. This is used to indicate which of the specific
 
examples above happened: the view changing, printing, button press, etc.
 

In addition to these two, the event has two other immutable member variables. The Document% the overall 
document in which this event has occurred, and the Obi ectls the object that generated the event, such as a
Widget' 
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The rest of this type's member variables provide more detailed information about the event that happened. 
While the ones listed above are the standard ones used by the iHTML system, the programmer is free to add 
any custom values that are desires. This is done as any other attribute is set, for example: 

event = ihEvent.NewEvent(_Document_,
 

ihEvent.ClassNames('Widget'l,
 
ihEvent.CodeNamesPcustom_codel,
 
None)
 

event.custom_data = "This is my own data."
 
HandleEvent(event)
 

These additional values will then travel along with the event, just as the core values do. There is one important 
limitation to this, however, if the event moves between program contexts (e.g., from an applet to the document, 
or from one applet to another), any additional values attached to the event that are not described above will be 
lost. 

Exported Classes 

There are no global classes defined by this module. 

[lione 2 '1[..3[Prev]°[acict 
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iHTML Python Language
 

Standard ihBrowser Module
 

The ihBrowser module provides a standard set of symbols for determining information about the host browser
 
and operating system a program is running under, and version information about the underlying iHTML library.
 

Exported Values 

Host Information 

Hos tName
 

A string representing the full name of the local machine the browser is running on.
 
E.g., "ada.cs.orst.edu".
 

User Name
 

A string representing the name of the user the browser is running under on the local machine.
 
E.g., "Dianne Hackbom".
 

Browser Information 

HHFullNarne 

A string representing the full name of the underlying browser, uniquely identifying the browser from 
any others that it has operational differences with. 
E.g., "NCSA XMosaic 2.7b2". 

BRName 

A string representing the basic name of the underlying browser, identifying only the particular brand. 
E.g., "XMosaic". 

BRRevision
 

An integer representing the minor revision code of this browser.
 

BRVersion 

An integer representing the major version code of this browser. 

iHTML Information 

BuildDate 

A string representing the date at which this browser and iHTML library were created. 
E.g., "Sat Jan 27 18:17:49 PST 1996". 

IHRevision
 

I.J2j 
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An integer representing the minor revision code of the iHTML library.
 

. E.g., "4".
 
IHSubBuild
 

An integer representing the unique build code for the iHTML library.
 
E.g., "28".
 

IHVersion 
An integer representing the major version code of the iHTML library. 
E.g., "0". 

Exported Exceptions 

There are no global exceptions defined by this module. 

Exported Functions 

There are no global functions defined by this module. 

Exported Types 

There are no global types defined by this module. 

Exported Classes 

There are no global classes defined by this module. 

[Home] aQd [Prevj Next 
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iHTML Python Language 

Standard ihPython Module 

The ihPython module provides a standard set of symbols for determining information about the Python language
 
module the program is running under.
 

Exported Values 

Language Module Information 

BuildDate
 

A string representing the date at which this Python language module
was built. created. 
E.g., "Sat Jan 27 18:18:09 PST 1996". 

Revision 
An integer representing the minor revision code of the Python language module. 

SubBuild
 
An integer representing the unique build code of the Python language module.
 
E.g., "83".
 

Version
 
An integer representing the major version code of the Python language module.
 
E.g., "0".
 

Exported Exceptions 

There are no global exceptions defined by this module. 

Exported Functions 

There are no global functions defined by this module. 
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Exported Types 

There are no global types defined by this module. 

Exported Classes 

There are no global classes defined by this module. 

[Rpm A [Tod [Prev .1 [Next] 
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Interactive HTML 

Architecture 

The Jnteractive HTML4architecture is divided into three main components: the Browser, iHTML Library, and a
 
number of Language Modules. The system only implements the iHTML Library itself. For the other components,
 
it defines a strict interface but supplies no details on how they are to be implemented.
 

These pages supply an overview of the iHTML architecture. More detailed information is also provided for 
individuals wishing to incorporate the iHTML system into browsers or develop new language modules. They 
are not intended for people who are simply trying to write iHTML scripts or otherwise make use of an existing 
language module, although they may be useful to those looking fora deeper understanding of how the system 
works. 

Browser and Language Developer Manual 

Introduction'
 
A highlevel view of the iHTML architecture.
 

browser Developer6
 
Information on integrating iHTML into browsers.
 

Language Developer'
 
Information on how to create new language modules.
 

Component Reference Manual 

browser Services' 
Functions and data structures implemented by the browser component. 

iHTML Library Services9 

Functions and data structures implemented by the iHTML library itself. 
Language Servicesm 

Functions and data structures implemented by each language module. 

me[fl_pll[ToC] Eld[Prev] [Nextj3 
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iHTML Architecture 

Introduction 

This section provides an overview of the iHTML system, its goals, and basic design. It should be read by anyone
 
wishing to write a language module, incorporate the iHTML system into a browser, or have a basic
 
understanding of the underlying iHTML architecture. It also provides an introduction to many of the concepts in
 
the rest of the manuals.
 

The iHTML architecture is described by a set of C language header files. These header files define the 
lowlevel interface between various components in the system, whose implementations are otherwise hidden 
(they operate as black boxes). 

Architecture Overview 

The figure below is a highlevel view of the iHTML architecture: 

iHTML Library Language Modules 

Browser-iHTML Glue 

Browser 

As shown, there are three main components to the system: 

iHTML Library 
This is the central regulator of the system, which controls the interaction between a web browser and the 
available backend language modules. It is the only component that is actually implemented in the 
system itself. For other components, only the interface is defined; their implementations are left 

./
2 /
3 /
4 / 
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completely to the discretion of the component implementors. 

Language Modules
 
A language module is the implementation of one or more MIME Contenttypes, whichtell the rest of the
 
system how to display or otherwise handle data of that type. There can be many different language
 
modules available, each handling different types of data. The system dynamically loads these modules as
 
needed. A language module is very similar to a traditional Netscapestyle plugin, except that its
 
interface to the rest of the browser has been extended to support various types of clientside scripting.


Browser 
This component is the traditional Web browser. The iHTML architecture defines a standard interface 
between it and the rest of the system, but otherwise treats it as a black box; thus the "BrowseriHTML 
Glue" division represents the code used to map between this blackbox implementation and the 
interface defined by iHTML. This includes both the functions that must be supplied by the browser 
component and the calls it must make into the iHTML Library component in order for the system to 
operate correctly. 

The arrows in the figure represent the various possible ways that control flow can move through the system.
 
The browser component regulates all interaction with the user, while the iHTML library component provides
 
the public interface to the backend language modules.
 

Content Types and Language Modules 

The iHTML system must have some way to map between the MIME content type of files it receives and the
 
language module(s) that can understand that data. There are two steps in this mapping: converting a content
 
type into the name of the language that can handle it, and determining where that named language module can
 
be found in the computer's file system.
 

The system does not directly define where the modules are located. Instead, it specifies that each module must
 
be mapped to a unique name, leaving it up to the browser component to map these abstract names to the
 
underlying file system. This is accomplished through a set of browser component routines (IIR GetBasePath06 
and DR ParsePath()3 that are called with the name of a language, and return a set of directories that make up 
that language's search path. When constructing this path, the browser can also take into account other 
information, such as the machine architecture it is running under (to support multiple architectures in the same 
file space). The system then looks through these directories for a shared library that is the language module it 
needs. 

The library can also ask for a search path for the 'NULL' language. This is the toplevel path, in which all the 
languages are defined. When first initializing, the library requests this path, and looks for files that contain 
mappings between language names and content types. There is usually one of these files for each language in 
the system. Some examples of the files are: 

A language module that displays MPEG movies would have a content type mapping file similar to: 

Name: mpeg
 
Content-type: video/x-mpeg
 
Content-type: video/mpeg
 

This tells the browser to look in the path of a language named "mpeg" for a languagemodule that can 
display any files encountered with one of the given content types. 

Similarly, a language module that displays textual data can be defined as: 

Name: text
 

6 br_misc.html#BR_GetBasePath 
7 br_misc.html#BR_ParsePath 
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Content-type: text/*
 

Here, the system interprets the "*" as matching anything, the same syntax that is used by metamail. 

Last is an example of a language module fora full scripting language: 

Name: python
 

Content-type: application/x-ihtml; language= python
 

This definition tells the browser to map all files with a content type of "application/x-ihtml " 
that also include a parameter named "language" whose value is "python", to the python module. 

As a concrete example, the file system organization of iHTML language modules under Unix will usually look

something like this:
 

-rw 1 hackbod grads 64 Sep 30
 23:34 python.lang

drwx 4 hackbod
 grads 1024 Sep 30 23:34 python/
 
-rw 1 hackbod grads
 1094 Sep 30 23:34 python/COPYRIGHT.python

drwx 2 hackbod grads
 1024 Sep 30 23:34 python/hp-ux
 
-rwx 1 hackbod grads
 1207916 Sep 30 23:34 python/hp-ux/impl.sl*
 
drwx 2 hackbod grads
 1024 Sep 30 23:34 python/aix
 
-rwx 1 hackbod
 grads 1485342 Sep 30 23:34 python/aix/impl.so*
 
-rw 1 hackbod grads
 32 Sep 30 23:34 text.lang

drwx 4 hackbod grads 1024 Sep 30 23:34 text/
 
-rw 1 hackbod grads
 1094 Sep 30 23:34 text/COPYRIGHT.text

drwx 2 hackbod grads
 1024 Sep 30 23:34 text/hp-ux
 
-rwx 1 hackbod grads
 102680 Sep 30 23:34 text/hp-ux/impl.sl*
 
drwx 2 hackbod grads
 1024 Sep 30 23:34 text/aix
 
-rwx 1 hackbod
 grads 134320 Sep 30 23:34 text/aix/impl.so*
 

This file system has two language modules, python and text, both with implementations (impl . sl and
 
impl . so) available for HP/UX and AIX machines. The files python. lang and text . lang describe the
 
content types these languages can handle.
 

HTML Syntax 

Scripts and plug-ins are associated with a document through the World Wide Web Consortium's recently 
defined <OBJECT> tag. Its DTD, showing only the attributes implemented by the iHTML system, is as follows: 

<!ENTITY % Context "(documentlmodulelapplet)">
 

<!ELEMENT object - (param %bodytext)*>
1
 

<!ATTLIST object
 
%attrs id, class, style, lang, dir
 
classid %URL
 #IMPLIED identifies an implementation -
data %URL #IMPLIED reference to object's data -
type
 CDATA #IMPLIED -- Internet media type for data -
codetype CDATA #IMPLIED
 -- Internet media type for code
 
context %Context #IMPLIED context object executes in
 
height %Length
 #IMPLIED suggested height -
width %Length #IMPLIED -- suggested width
 
name %URL
 #IMPLIED -- submit as part of form
 
>
 

The data and class id attributes are used together to determine what object to display. The system first
looks at the data attribute. If given, the system retrieves the document it references, and uses its type to map it 
to a language module. If there is no language module to handle that type, or the data attribute is not supplied,. 
the system then moves on to retrieve the class id URL, and execute a language module for it. 

This allows an object to be embedded in a document as: 
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<OBJECT data="myanim.mpg" type="video/mpeg"
 
classid="plaympeg.py"
 
classtype="application/x-ihtml; language=python"
 

When encountering this, the system will first retrieve the "myanim.mpg", and try to find a language module to
 
play the MPEG animation. If such a language module does not exist, it will then fall back on retrieving the
 
"plaympeg.py" script, and hand the MPEG data off to that to be displayed.
 

Note that because of how iHTML unifies traditional "data" and "program" file types, there is very little 
difference between the use of the data and class id tags, except for the case described above. The data
 
attribute can refer to a file that is actually a script, and the cl as s id attribute can point to a file type that is
 
traditionally considered to be pure data (e.g., an MPEG animation). In either case, the system will still perform
 
the same actions of looking up and executing a back-end language module that handles the given file type.
 

Finally, iHTML introduces one extensions to the <OBJECT> tag, the context attribute. Its use will be
 
discussed in the next section.
 

Applets vs. Document Scripts 

The iHTML system distinguishes between two classes of client-side scripts: 

Applets are essentially the familiar Java-style applet, which appears as a graphical object embedded in 
a document. An example of writing an <OBJECT> to create such an applet was shown in the previous 
section. An applet in iHTML can actually take the form of an executed program, or a data type like the 
traditional plug-in, as iHTML does not distinguish between these two types of files. 

Document Scripts are similar in concept to Netscape JavaScript-style programs, in that they execute 
in the context of an entire document, rather than being embedded inside it. They vary quite a bit from 
JavaScript, however, in some details. 

These scripts appear as an <OBJECT> tag within the header of a document. In addition, the new
 
context attribute is used to identify the tag as referring to an object that should be executed as a
 
document script:
 

<OBJECT context=document classid="watch.py"
 
classtype="application/x-ihtml; language = python ">
 

This markup works identically to the applet-style object in how the system maps it to a language module. 
The only difference is that, when it is handed to the language module to be executed, the system marks it 
as belonging to the entire document, so the module executes it in that context. 

There is little difference between a script executed as a document script or as an applet; in both cases, they 
execute in the same basic language module, have the same general interface to the browser, and can perform 
many of the same operations. The only real difference is the high-level handle they use to interface with the 
browser. A document script directly interfaces with the browser document, while an applet is given its own 
graphical context inside the document through which it interacts. 

HTML Parse Trees 

In order to support many of the operations expected of document scripts particularly the ability to 
dynamically create document text the iHTML system provides an abstract interface to the underlying 
browser's HTML parse tree representation. 

Every HTML document corresponds to a well-defined tree structure. As an example, consider the following 
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document: 

<HTML>
 
<HEAD>
 

<TITLE>Example Document</TITLE>
 
</HEAD>
 
<BODY>
 
<H1>Example Title</H1>
 
<P>Example paragraph.</P>
 
<HR>
 

<ADDRESS>Example address</ADDRESS>
 
</BODY>
 

</HTML>
 

When parsed into its internal representation, this document becomes a tree of nodes, where <HTML> is theroot 
of the tree. A standard representation of such a document is: 

<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> "Example Document"
 

<BODY> <H1>
 "Example Title"
 

<P> paragraph."I
 

<HR>
 

---91<ADDRESS4--------14-"Example addrese."
 

Or, in the more familiar topdown tree form, it would appear as: 

This tree structure is visible to the iHTML system through a blackbox data type called the HTMLNodegand a 
set of functions for manipulating it. This provides a welldefined representation of the document, allowinga 
document script and other programs executing in the system not only to dynamically construct a document by 

8 br_markup.html#HTMLNode 
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creating new nodes, but also to go back and examine and modify existing HTML documents. 

Symbol Names 

There are three main classes of symbols that iHTML defines in the global C language name space: 

Browser Component 
The interface to the browser is defined through a set of functions and types that are prefixed with "BR_" 
and respectively. Examples are "BR_Ref ormat ( ) " and "IFIWidgetRep". (Note, however, 
that there are a few exceptions in the type names, so watch out.) 

Library Component 

The interface to the iHTML library is defined through a set of functions and types that are prefixed with " 
IH_" and "IH ", respectively. In addition, actual structure names use the prefix "ih_". Examples are " 
IH_AllocBuf fer ) ", "IHModulelnfo ", and "ih_module_info_rec". 

Language Component 
The types used by a language are prefixed with "IH". The functional interface to the language modules is 
through a structure, which has its own name space; these function names do not use any prefix. 

[1:150sj apf_r[VJAI[Prevr[Nextf 
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iHTML Architecture 

Browser Developer Tutorial 

This section provides an overview of what is required to integrate the iHTML system into an existing World 
Wide Web browser. Because of the scope of this type of effort, this section does not attempt to be a detailed 
stepbystep guide; rather, it presents a highlevel view of some of the things that must be done and the issues 
involved. 

There are two main steps to such an endeavor: implementing the browser glue, and programming the 
interaction with the iHTML system. The first involves writing all of the various browser interface functions and 
types, as described in the browser services that the iHTML system requires. This provides the system with the 
hooks it needs to call back and manipulate the browser. 

The second step, interaction with the iHTML system, involves inserting calls from inside the browser code into
 
the iHTML library. This is required because it is up to the browser to drive the overall system it submits
 
HTML documents to the iHTML library as needed to display them, informs it of embedded objects in the
 
document, and must explicitly send all interface events into the iHTML system to be processed.
 

Browser Glue 

The browser glue that provides access to a browser's internal implementation can actually be divided into two 
categories: operating system glue, and the browser glue itself. 

The operating system glue is the set of services that a browser does not normally need to concern itself with 
directly. This typically includes the functions for retrieving and examining dynamically loaded code modules, 
managing search paths and directories, graphical user interface objects, and some parts of the event system. 

The OS glue is typically implemented separately from the browser itself, as a set of OSspecific modules. This 
allows the browser developer to avoid reimplementing the routines, as long as the glue modules are available. 
For example, the X Mosaic implementation includes separate glue modules for both Unix and the X Window 
System. The Unix glue implements dynamic loading of code modules, path and directory management, and 
opening files. The X glue implements the complete package of user interface services, translating variousX 
types (pixmaps, widgets, colors, etc.) into their associated iHTML representation. It also provides standard 
code for manipulating iHTML events that are associated with standard X events. 

HTML Parse Trees 

The true browser glue implements the remaining services. Some of the most important of theseare the browser 
markup services', which allow the system to manipulate the browser's internal representation of its HTML 
parse trees. The system relies on these to parse the document scripts and applets that occur in a document. 
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Note that the browser must provide a true tree structure to the rest of the system. This can be a problem,
 
because many existing browsers (include X Mosaic) only manage the HTML documents they parse as a simple
 
flat list. In addition, the browser needs to be able to associate an arbitrary language module and object with each

node in the tree. 

The NCSA X Mosaic glue implements this functionality by adding four new fields to the browser's node
 
definition:
 

struct ih_language_rec* lang; /* Language of owner */
 
IHMarkup owner;
 /* If not NULL, the script object that made this */
 
struct mark_up *parent;
 /* parent of this node, for tree traversing */
 
struct mark_up *prey;
 /* previous node in linked list */
 

The first two are obviously used to store the language and object associated with a node. The others turn
 
Mosaic's singlylinked list structure into a tree: each node now stores its parent node in the tree, as well as the
 
previous sequential node. Because Mosaic places both theopen and close tag onto the list, enough information
 
is supplied for the browser glue to manipulate the list as a true tree. One of the additional jobs of the browser
 
glue is to go through a list of HTML nodes constructed by the browser, and correctly fill in the new fields. 

Retrieving URLs 

The glue to Mosaic's URL retrieval mechanisms is fairly simple, as the browser does not support asynchronous
 
network access. The glue simply calls upon the browser to retrieve the URL, then copies the returned data into
 
the iHTML JHBuffedthat it will be accessed through the URL request.
 

There are two small wrinkles in the implementation. The first is the need to ensure the security of the requests,
 
since they will be used by insecure scripts to retrieved information over the network. By simply blocking any
 
URL schemes that are considered insecure (such as f i le : ), URL access is made secure.
 

The second issue is that of the iHTML system's tcp : scheme. This is not directly implemented by the system,
 
but is a part of the browser component. Since the Mosaic browser does not directly support it, it has to be
 
implemented in the browser glue. Also, the implementation protects the security of the system by only allowing
 
network connections to the machine from which a document was retrieved.
 

Other Services 

Along with the major services described above, the browser glue must implement the rest of the interface 
defined by the iHTML system. This includes the manipulation ofa browser's documents, displaying messages, 
retrieving information about the browser, etc. These routines generally require little effort, simply mapping the 
calls into their equivalent browser functionality. 

Interaction with iHTML 

On the other end, the browser developer must make certain calls into the iHTML system to drive it. There are 
three main places this must be done: parsing new HTML documents, creating form controls in a document, and 
reacting to user interaction with the document. 

When a browser is first getting ready to displaya new document, it must send it into the iHTML system to be 
processed. This is done by calling the iHTML library's JH ParseInterface(19function, handing it the document's 
HTML parse tree. The iHTML system examines it for any document scripts or embedded objects, and starts a 
new interface context to it if there are. In addition, if there is a document script defined, the system will begin 
retrieving it and start its execution once it is available. 
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Next, the browser needs to call into the iHTML system as part of its process of constructing the document 
display. This should be done in the same way that it creates form elements, except it hands off any <OBJECT> 
tags it finds to iHTML with a handle on a user interface widget that defines the new object's display context. 
The system will take care of parsing these tags, retrieving the necessary data over the network, and starting the 
objects' execution when they are ready. 

Finally, documentrelated events need to be sent to the system so that they can be processed by a document 
script. This is accomplished by inserting code into any place where they will occur after printing or scrolling 
a document, highlighting a hyperlink, etc. This code creates a document class IHEvent with the correct code 
and data, and hands it off to iHTML with its II-1 HandleEventOlfunction. 

(One interaction not directly described here, events that occur in a widget, is typically handled by the operating 
system glue that implements the user interface services.) 

uzipmeilmdruarrprevrukd 
Last modified: Wed Oct 23 00:10:52 PDT 1996 
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rlignad ud [ups oral cssali 

iHTML Architecture 

Language Developer Tutorial 

This section describes how to implement an iHTML language module, by examining the source code to
 
implement a simple language module. The example implements a module that displays any text data type as a
 
scrollable text view. The content type description for this module is:
 

Name: text
 
Content-type: text/*
 

In order to keep the example as simple as possible, the module does not implement document script execution.
 
Such a situation is typical for modules that display traditional data types, as scripts executing in a document
 
context do not include a graphics context in which data can be displayed. In addition, the module makes use of
 
lowlevel Xt widgets for displaying the actual text. Because of this, it needs to be modified to work with
 
browsers running under different platforms, such as Macintosh or Windows.
 

Module Implementation 

Definitions 

The first thing the module must do is include the header files for the parts of the X system it uses. This includes
 
the basic X headers, along with the X Athena widgets needed to make a scrollable text area.
 

#include <X11/Intrinsic.h>
 
#include <X11/StringDefs.h>
 
*include <X11/Xmu/Converters.h>
 
#include <X11/Xaw/Viewport.h>
 
#include <X11/Xaw/AsciiText.h>
 

The iHTML header file declares a number of types used by the system. Many of these types are defined as a 
blackbox (void*) by the library, in order to hide their implementation. However, individual components need 
define the types they use in their internal implementation. Programs including the iHTML header file can 
conditionally override the blackbox definitions with their own, to have access to the parts of the system they 
implement. 

Here, the language module defines those types that are associated with the language component; the 
#de f ine statements tell the system which ones it has defined, so that other header files do not later try to 
redefine them. (The structures referred to here are defined later.) 

#define TYPE_IHLangCode 1
 
typedef struct ih_int_lang_code_rec* JaLangagsle6;
 
#define TYPE_IHLangEnv 1
 

2.1 
31
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typedef struct ih_int_lang_env_rec IHLanaEnvi
 
*define TYPE_IHWidgetObj 1
 
typedef struct ih_int_widget_obj_rec* IHWidaetObill
 

One of the types that the browser component defines represents the underlying operating system's user
 
interface objects it uses to construct an applet's display context on a document. Because the language module
 
assumes that it is running under X, it knows that this type is a Widget and can use it to get lowlevel access to
 
the display. 

#define TYPE_IHWidgetRaw 1
 
typedef Widget IHWidgetRaw;
 

The module now includes the iHTML header file, which defines the interface to the rest of the system. In
 
addition to the interface, the header file also defines a number of macros that will be used later in the module:
 

_NO_PROTO 

This macro is defined if the host C compiler does not support ANSI function definitions.
 
bug ( )
 

If debugging is turned on, this macro results in a printfstyle string being sent to stderr. 
D()
 

This macro executes its argument if debugging is turned on. 
IH_PROTO
 

This is used to construct function prototypes that are removed in compilers that do not support them, 
MARK
 

If debugging is turned on, this macro writes information about the current line number and source file to 
stderr. 

#include "IHScript.h"
 

Structures 

A language module defines various data structures that are part of the iHTML system. The first is the
 
JHLangCode9 which contains state information for a single code block executing in the module.
 

A code block is not necessarily an actual program it is simply the context for some data that has been
 
retrieved with an HTML <OBJECT> tag. For this text module, it is any ASCII text. The IHLangCode type
 
keeps track of the width and height specified in the initial <OBJECT> tag, and the widgets being used to display
 
the text.
 

struct ih_int_lang_code_rec
 

/* Fields initialized when code block is first allocated. */
 
int width, height;
 /* The requested applet size. */
 

/* Fields initialized each time execution is started. */
 
IHWidgetObj obj;
 /* Top-level widget interface. */
 
Widget viewport;
 /* The scrollable area. */
 
Widget text;
 /* The 'text being displayed. */
 

);
 

The IHLangEnvIfype contains environment information associated with a single browser document. This 
includes global information used by all code blocks executing in that document, and the information needed by 
the document scripting context. 

7 Ing_environ.html#IHLangEnv 
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The iHTML system itself defines a common public part of this structure, which must appear at the front of a
 
language module's internal definition of the IHLangEnv.
 

struct ih_int_lang_env_rec {
 
struct ih_lang_env_rec env; /* Subclass from iHTML's language env.
 

/* Static variables that are made at IH_PyAllocEnv() time. */
 
IHEvent* query_evt;
 /* Used to determine document dimension. */
 

/* Dynamic variables that are made at each run of document script. */
 
/* (none -- module does not implement a document context.) */
 

) ; 

The graphical user interface managed by the iHTML system is composed of two parts. The IHWidgetReplis a
 
browserside object that defines a display context and lowlevel drawing operations. The second part,
 
IHWidgetObj is implemented by the language module and encapsulates the intelligence associated with that
 
display context.
 

This language module goes directly to the operating system for rendering in its display. It only defines a simple
 
IHWidgetObj, which is composed of a single child X Widget; the IHWidgetObj ensures that its dimensions
 
match that Widget's dimensions.
 

struct ih_int_widget_obj_rec {
 
IHWidgetRep rep;
 /* Browser widget associated with. */
 
IHWidgetRaw raw;
 /* Raw OS-level widget object. For the
 

Xt interface, this is a Widget obj. */
 
Dimension width, height;
 /* Preferred dimensions. */
 

Widget child;
 /* X-level child widget. */
 
; 

Module Interface 

The public interface to a language module is defined by a set of structures that supply general information about 
the module and provide access to the module's functionality. 

First, a #def ine is cleared, indicating that the module does not implement a document context. Setting the 
macro will affect how later portions of the code operate. 

#undef DOCUMENT CONTEXT
 

Before defining the interface structures, the functions they reference must be declared. Note that these function 
names are not directly visible outside of the module, but are accessed through the structures defined later on. 

static void
 LM_Initialize IH_PROTO( (void) );

static void LM_Terminate
 IH_PROTO( (IHLanguage* lang) );

static IHLangEnv* LM_AllocLangEnv
 IH_PROTO( (IHLangEnv* le) );

static void
 LM_FreeLangEnv IH_PROTO( (IHLangEnv* env) );

static int LM_ExecLangEnv IH_PROTO( (IHLangEnv* le,
 

IHModulelnfo* main) );

static void
 LM_StopLangEnv IH_PROTO( (IHLangEnv* le,
 

IHModulelnfo* main) );

static IHModulelnfo* LM_AllocModule
 IH_PROTO( (IHModulelnfo* mi) );

static void LM_FreeModule IH_PROTO(
 ( IHModulelnfo* mi) );

static IHEmbeddedInfo* LM_AllocEmbedded
 IH_PROTO( (IHEmbeddedInfo* ei) );

static void
 LM_FreeEmbedded
 IH_PROTO( (IHEmbeddedInfo* ei) );

static int
 LM_ExecEmbedded
 IH_PROTO( (IHEmbeddedInfo* ei) );

static void LM_StopEmbedded
 IH_PROTO( (IHEmbeddedlnfo* ei) );

static int LM_HandleEvent
 IH_PROTO( (IHLangEnv* env,
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#if DOCUMENT CONTEXT 
IHEvent* event) ); 

static HTMLNode 
static HTMLNode 
static void 

LM_Markup_HeadNode 
LM Markup_TailNode 
LM Markup_SetHead 

IH_PROT0( 
IH_PROT0( 
IH_PROT0( 

(IHMarkup markup) 
(IHMarkup markup) 
(IHMarkup markup, 

); 

); 

HTMLNode node) ); 
static void 
static void 
#endif 

LM_Markup_Ref 
LM_Markup_Deref 

IH_PROT0( 
IH_PROT0( 

(IHMarkup markup) 
(IHMarkup markup) 

); 

); 

The JHLanguageFuncltructure defines the functional interface to the module. It is composed of pointers to the 
various functions that make up its public interface. 

If a module does not implement a document context, it does not need to define its HTML parse tree functions. 
Instead, it may set those to NULL, informering the rest of the system of this fact. Similarly, setting the terminate 
function to NULL will keep the system from unloading the module when it is no longer in use. 

static IHLanguageFunc lang_functions = {
 

LM_Terminate,
 

LM_AllocLangEnv, LM_FreeLangEnv, LM_ExecLangEnv, LM_StopLangEnv,
 
LM_AllocModule, LM_FreeModule,
 
LM_AllocEmbedded, LM_FreeEmbedded,
 
LM_ExecEmbedded, LM_StopEmbedded,
 
LM_HandleEvent,
 

#if DOCUMENT_CONTEXT
 

LM_Markup_HeadNode, LM_Markup_TailNode, LM_Markup_SetHead,
 
LM_Markup_Ref, LM_Markup_Deref
 

#else
 
NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL
 

#endif
 
};
 

The IFILanguageltructure is the toplevel interface to the module. It includes a pointer to its functional 
interface, and various other pieces of information. 

static IHLanguage im_language = (
 

&lang_functions,
 
MODULE_VERSION, MODULE_REVISION,
 
MODULE_SUBMAKE, /* Version info */
 
MODULE_BUILD_DATE, /* (chart) build date */
 
"text",
 /* Name of this module */
 
sizeof(IHLangEnv) /* Size of
 module's language env. */
 

};
 

Finally, this module declares a number of internal variables that it uses to store global state information. 

/* The name of the browser executable. */
 
static char* lm_cache_argv0 = NULL;
 

/* The directory name from which we were loaded. *1 
static char* lm_name = NULL; 

/* The path to find external files for this language module. */
 
static char** lm_path = NULL;
 

Initialization and Termination 

The initialization function is the only publically defined symbol in a module. It takes two parameters: browser is 
the name of the executable file the browser was loaded from, and language is the name of the language path the 

13 lib_language.html#IHLanguageFunc 
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module was loaded from. If the initialization is okay, it returns a pointer to the module's IFILanguage; otherwise,
 
it returns NULL.
 

The initialization function can be defined with a couple of symbol names. The iHTML system first looks for a
 
symbol named IHTML_/anguage, where language is the name of the language path from which the module
 
was loaded. If that symbol is not found, it then falls back on the symbol IHTMLinter f ace, as is used here.
 

IHLanguage*
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
IHTMLinterface(browser, language)
 

char* browser;
 
char* language;
 

#else
 

IHTMLinterface(char* browser, char* language)
 
#endif
 

char* rawpath;
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Initializing language: %s\n",language));
 

if( !(1m name=strdup(language)) (
)
 

PR ReportErrorTNULL,"Unable to get memory for name '%s'\n",language);
 
return NULL;
 

MARK;
 

lm_cache_argv0 = browser;
 

/* Set up the module path. */
 
MARK;
 

lm_path = IlliPAI52.211grawpath=}5BLaILAZOLiltglanguage,NULL),language);
 
MARK;
 
if( !rawpath ) (
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"Unable to construct iHTML search path for language '%s'\n",
 
language);
 

free(lm_name);
 
lm_name = NULL;
 
return NULL;
 

MARK;
 

if( !lm_path ) (
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,"Unable to parse iHTML search path:\n%s\n",rawpath);
 
free(rawpath);
 
free(lm_name);
 
lm_name = NULL;
 
return NULL;
 

free(rawpath);
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Returning lang=%x, fn=%x, func=%x\n",&1m_language,lm_language.Fn,
 
LM_AllocLangEnv));
 

return &lm_language;
 

A module's TermOitunction is called by the system prior to unloading the entire module from memory. 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
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LM Terminate(language)
 

IHLanguage* language;
 
#else
 
LM_Terminate(IHLanguage* language)
 
#endif
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Terminating language: %s\n",1m_name));
 

if(lm_path) DR FreeParsePatelm_path);
 
if(lm_name) free(lm_name);
 

HTML Parse Trees 

Modules that include a document context should define functions for handling HTML parse trees. To do this,
 
they define an JHMarkup2lype that stores information about the first and last nodes ina tree and a reference
 
count, and define the module's JHMarkun HeadNode02,-2JHMarkup TailNode02,301Markup SetHead02,
 

JHMarkup Ref(fand JHMarkup Deref026, functions to manipulate this type. 

DOCUMENT CONTEXT
 

static HTMLNode
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_Markup_HeadNode(obj)
 

IHMarkup obj;
 
#else
 

LM_Markup_HeadNode(IHMarkup obj)
 
#endif
 

return NULL;
 

static HTMLNode
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_Markup_TailNode(obj)
 

IHMarkup obj;
 
#else
 
LM_Markup_TailNode(IHMarkup obj)
 
#endif
 

return NULL;
 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM Markup_SetHead(obj,node)
 

'Markup obj;
 
HTMLNode node;
 

#else
 

LM_Markup_SetHead(IHMarkup obj,HTMLNode node)
 
#endif
 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_Markup_Ref(obj)
 

IHMarkup obj;
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#else
 

LM_Markup_Ref(IHMarkup obj)
 
#endif
 

)
 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_Markup_Deref(obj)
 

IHMarkup obj;
 
#else
 

LM_Markup_Deref(IHMarkup obj)
 
#endif
 

)
 

#endif
 

Event Handling 

Every module must define the jiandleEventolunction to handle systemPiEvent2Objects that are sent to it.
 
When called with an event, the function needs to distinguish whether it occurred in a document and applet
 
context, and route it to the correct part of the module.
 

The module does not implement a document context, so it simply returns zero for any events it receives in that
 
context, indicating it did nothing with them. Otherwise, it sends the event to its widget event handling code.
 

static int
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_HandleEvent(env,event)
 

IHLangEnv* env;
 
IHEvent* event;
 

#else
 

LM_HandleEvent(IHLangEnv* le, IHEvent* event)
 
#endif
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Handling event for '%s'\n",1m_name));
 

/* Sanity checks. */
 

if( !le
 )
 
BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"LM_HandleEvent() for '%s': IHLangEnv is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return 0;
 
)
 

if( !event ) (
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"LM_HandleEvent() for '%s': IHEvent is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return 0;
 
)
 

if( le->env.language != &lm_language (
)
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"LM_HandleEvent() for '%s': Not for correct language.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return 0;
 
)
 

MARK;
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if( event ->class == IECLASS_DOCUMENT_ID ) {
 

/* Process document events. */
 
return 0;
 

)	 else if( event->class == IECLASS_WIDGET_ID )
 
return widget_event(event,(IHWidgetObj)event->object);
 

) 

return 0;
 
)
 

Widget Objects 

The implementation of widget objects is a fundamental part of most language modules. Thesedetermine how
 
the user interacts with the module and what information it displays in the document.
 

This module defines a number of private functions for managing these objects. The firstdeallocates an
 
IHWidgetObi29and any X widgets attached to it.
 

void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
free_widget(obj)
 

IHWidgetObj obj;
 
#else
 

free_widget(IHWidgetObj obj)
 
#endif
 

if( obj {
)
 

IHMemberValueset[] (
 

{ IWM_WIDGETOBJ_ID, 0 ),
 
{ IWM_NULL_ID, 0 )
 

);
 

if( obj->rep ) BR_SetWidgetMembers (obj- >rep, &set[0J)
 
if( obj->child ) (
 

XtDestroyWidget(obj->child);
 
)
 

free(obj);
 
)
 

)
 

The next function allocates a new IHWidgetObAbject, attaching it to a browserside JHWidgetReptbject. In 
the process, it queries the browserside widget for its default dimensions. 

IHWidgetObj
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
alloc_widget(widget)
 

IHWidgetRep widget;
 
#else
 

alloc_widget(IHWidgetRep widget)
 
#endif
 

IHWidgetObj obj = malloc(sizeof(*obj));
 
int w=0, h=0;
 
IHMemberValue get() = {
 

{ IWM_WIDGETRAW_ID, 0 ),
 
{ IWM_WIDTH_ID, 0 ),
 
{ IWM_HEIGHT_ID, 0 ),
 

{ IWM_NULL_ID, 0 )
 

29 Ing_userint.htmICHWidgetObj 
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) ; 

if( !obj ) return NULL;
 

obj->rep = widget;
 
obj->raw = NULL;
 
obj->child = NULL;
 

get[0].value = &obj->raw;
 
get(1].value = &w;
 
get[2].value = &h;
 

BR_GetWidgetMembers(obj->rep,&get[0]);
 

obj->width = w;
 
obj->height = h;
 

return obj;
 

In order to use its display area, the module defines a function that attaches a lowlevel X widget to its
 
IHWidgetObeObject. Once it has done this, it copies the X widget dimensions into the parent IHWidgetRep34
 
object.
 

void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
set_widget_child(obj,child)
 

IHWidgetObj obj;
 
Widget child;
 

#else
 

set_widget_child(IHWidgetObj obj,Widget child)
 
#endif
 

IHMemberValue set[] = (
 

{ IWM_WIDGETOBJ_ID, 0
 
{ IWM_WIDTH_ID, 0 ),
 

{ IWM_HEIGHT_ID, 0 },
 
{ IWM_NULL_ID, 0 }
 

);
 

if( !obj ) return;
 

obj->child = child;
 

if( obj->child ) {
 

XtVaGetValues(obj->child,
 
XtNwidth,&obj->width,
 
XtNheight,&obj->height,
 
NULL);
 

set[0].value = obj;
 
set[1].value = (void*)obj->width;
 
set[2].value = (void*)obj->height;
 
BR_SetWidgetMembers(obj->rep,&set[0]);
 

Finally, a function is defined for handling events that are sent to the module's widget objects. Since most of the 
user interaction is down through the lowlevel X widgets, this module doesn't need to worry about many 
events. The only one it concerns itself with is a resize event; upon receiving one, it changes the child X widget to 
be the same size as the IHWidgetRep35 
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int
 

#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
widget_event(evt,obj)
 

IHEvent* evt;
 
IHWidgetObj obj;
 

#else
 
widget_event(IHEvent* evt,IHWidgetObj obj)
 
#endif
 

D(bug("Handling widget event $%x for '%s'\n",evt,lm_name));
 

/* Sanity checks. */
 

if( !evt ) (
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 
"widget_event() for '%s': IHEvent is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return 0;
 
)
 

if( !obj ) {
 

BR_ReportError(evt->document,
 
"widget_event() for '%s': IHWidgetObj is NULL.\n",
 
lm name);
 

return 0;
 
) 

switch( evt->code (
1
 

case IECODE_RESIZE_ID:
 

int w, h;
 

IHMemberValue get() =
 
( IWM_WIDTH_ID, 0 ),
 
( IWM_HEIGHT_ID, 0 1,
 
{ IWM_NULL_ID, 0
 

);
 

get[0).value = &w;
 
get[1].value = &h;
 
BR_GetWidgetMembers(obj->rep,&get[0]);
 
if( obj->child ) (
 

XtVaSetValues(obj->child,
 
XtNwidth,obj->width=w,
 
XtNheight,obj->height=h,
 
NULL);
 

return 1;
 

)
 

return 0;
 
)
 

IHLangCode Routines 

Every embedded applet or document script has a code block associated with it that is defined by the language 
module. Typically, this code block is the same for both types of contexts, so it is a good idea to factor out the 
logic for handling them with something like these two functions. 

The first function deallocates a IHLangCodelkject, along with any resources attached to it. 

static void free_code(ci,code)
 
IHCodeInfo* ci;
 
IHLangCode code;
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D(bug("Freeing code info $%lx for '%s \n",ci,lm name));
 
if(code) {
 

free(code);
 
)
 

}
 

The second function allocates a new IHLangCode3Object. In the process, it parses and saves the parameters
 
associated with that code block. (I.e., the <PARAM> tag and certain attributes of the <OBJECT> tag.) It also
 
uses a document context event allocated by the language environment to compute a default size for its display
 
area. 

static IHLangCode
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
alloc_code(ci)
 

IHCodelnfo* ci;
 
#else
 
alloc_code(IHCodeInfo* ci)
 
#endif
 

IHLangCode code = NULL;
 
IHEmbeddedParam* param = NULL;
 

D(bug("Allocating code info %lx for '%s'\n",ci,lm_name));
 

/* Sanity checks. */
 

if( !ci ) (
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 
"alloc_code() for '%s': IHCodelnfo is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return NULL;
 

if( !ci->source
 )
 
BR_ReportError(ci->interface->document,
 

"alloc_code() for '%s': No source data.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return NULL;
 
) 

if( !ci->langenv )
 

BR_ReportError(ci->interface->document,
 
"alloc_code() for '%s': IHCodeInfo.langenv is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return NULL;
 
) 

if(code = malloc(sizeof(*code))) {
 

IHAttrType type;
 
IHAttrVal val=0;
 

memset(code,0,sizeof(*code));
 

if( (type=BR_GetEventAttr(ci->langenv->query_evt,IEATTR_VIEW_WIDTH_ID,
 
&val)) == ATTRTYPE_INTEGER_ID )
 

code->width = (int)val;
 
)
 

BR_FreeEventAttr(ci->langenv->query_evt,IEATTR_VIEW_WIDTH_ID,type,val);
 

if( (type=BR_GetEventAttr(ci->langenv->query_evt,IEATTR_VIEW_HEIGHT_ID,
 
&val)) == ATTRTYPE_INTEGER_ID )
 

code->height = (int)val;
 
)
 

BR_FreeEventAttr(ci->langenv->query_evt,IEATTR_VIEW_HEIGHT_ID,type,val);
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D(bug("Code '%s' default dimens: %d x %d\n",1m_name,
 
code->width,code->height));
 

/* Parse the parameters. */
 
while( param = IH_NextNode(&ci->params,&param->node)
 ) {
 

D(bug("Param: %s = %s\n",param->param,param->value)):
 
if( stromp(param->param," WIDTH ") == 0 {
)
 

code->width = atoi(param- >value);
 
} else if( stromp(param->param," HEIGHT ") == 0 ) {
 

code->height = atoi(param->value):
 

}
 

D(bug("Code '%s' final dimens: %d x %d\n",1m_name,
 
code->width,code->height));
 

/* Link in the language code block, and return.
 
ci->code = code;
 
return code;
 

Document Scripts 

A language module must provide two functions for allocating and deallocating document context scripts. Since 
this module doesn't implement a document, these functions don't need to do anything. However, here they 
allocate a code block for the document context, just because its easy to do. 

The first function implements the module's FreeModule(13functionality, deallocating all language resources 
attached to a ll-IModuleInfolructure. 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_FreeModule(mi)
 

IHModulelnfo* mi;
 
#else
 
LM_FreeModule(IHModuleInfo* mi)
 
#endif
 

MARE;
 
D(bug("Deallocating module %lx for '%s'\n",mi,lm_name));
 

if(mi && mi->code.code) {
 

MARK;
 

free_code(&mi->code,mi->code.code);
 

D(bug("done.\n")):
 

Second is the implementation of the module's AllocModuleOlunctionality, which allocates the code block for 
the module. 

static IHModulelnfo*
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_AllocModule(mi)
 

IHModulelnfo* mi;
 
#else
 
LM AllocModule(IHModuleInfo* mi)
 
#endif
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IHLangCode code;
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Allocating module %lx for '%s'\n",mi,lm_name));
 

*/
/* Sanity checks.
 

if( !mi ) {
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"LM_AllocModule() for '%s': IHModuleInfo is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return NULL;
 
) 

if(code = alloc_code(&mi->code)) {
 

return mi;
 
)
 

return NULL;
 
) 

Embedded Applets 

Similar to the document scripts above, functions must be provided for managing any embedded applets in a
 
document. The first function implements the FreeEmbeddedulunctionality, deallocating the code block
 
associated with an embedded applet.
 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_FreeEmbedded(ei)
 

IHEmbeddedInfo* ei;
 
#else
 
LM_FreeEmbedded(IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)
 
#endif
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Deallocating embedded object %lx for '%s'\n",ei,lm_name));
 

if(ei && ei->code.code) {
 

free_code(&ei->code,ei->code.code):
 
)
 

D(bug("done.\n"));
 
) 

Also very similar to document scripts, the module implements its embedded applets' AllocEmbedded(142 
functionality by allocating a new code block for the applet. 

static IHEmbeddedInfo*
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_AllocEmbedded(ei)
 

IHEmbeddedInfo* ei;
 
#else
 

LM_AllocEmbedded(IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)
 
#endif
 

IHLangCode code;
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Allocating embedded object for '%s'.\n",lm name));
 

/* Sanity checks. */
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if( !ei ) {
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"LM AllocEmbedded() for '%s': IHEmbeddedInfo is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return NULL;
 

if(code = alloc_code(&ei->code))
 
return ei;
 

return NULL;
 
} 

An applet's execution is separate from the execution of its encompassing language environment.The module's
 
ExecEmbeddedOlunction starts the execution ofa single applet. In this language module, the function is
 
implemented by allocating a widget object for the applet and creating the X widgets that are used to display its
 
text.
 

static int
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_ExecEmbedded(ei)
 

IHEmbeddedInfo* ei;
 
#else
 

LM_ExecEmbedded(IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)
 
#endif
 

IHLangCode code;
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Executing embedded object for '%s'.\n",1m_name));
 

/* Sanity checks. */
 

if( lei
 )
 
BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"LM_ExecEmbedded() for '%s': IHEmbeddedInfo is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return 0;
 

if( !(code=ei->code.code) {
)
 

BR_ReportError(ei->code.interface->document,
 
"LM_ExecEmbedded() for '%s': IHLangCode is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return 0;
 

if( !(ei->code.langenv) )
 {
 

BR_ReportError(mi->code.interface->document,
 
"LM_ExecEmbedded() for '%s': IHLangEnv is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return 0;
 

D(bug("ei=%x, code=%x, langenv=%x\n",ei,code,ei->code.langenv));
 

if( ei && (code=ei->code.code) && ei->code.langenv 
) {
 

if( !(code->obj=alloc_widget(ei->widget)) ) return 0;
 

code->viewport = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("viewport", viewportWidgetClass,
 

code->obj->raw,
 
XtNwidth, code->width,
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XtNheight, code->height,
 
NULL);
 

code->text = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("text", asciiTextWidgetClass,
 
code->viewport,
 
XtNstring,
 
( ei->code.source
 
&& ei->code.source->buffer )
 

? ei->code.source->buffer "<empty>",
:
 

XtNdisplayCaret, False,
 
NULL);
 

widget_set_child(code->obj,code->viewport);
 

return 1; /* Success */
 

return 0; /* Failure */
 

Finally, the module's 5topEmbeddedOunction stops the execution of a single applet. When called, this module
 
deallocates the widgets associated with the applet.
 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_StopEmbedded(ei)
 

IHEmbeddedlnfo* ei;
 
#else
 

LM_StopEmbedded(IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)
 
#endif
 

IHLangCode code;
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Stopping embedded object $%x for '%s'.\n",ei,lm_name));
 

if( !ei II !(code= ei- >code.code) ) return;
 

free_widget(code->obj);
 

code->obj = NULL;
 
code->viewport = NULL;
 
code->text = NULL;
 

Language Environment Control 

The final part of a language module's interface are those associated with its entire language environment. One 
JHLangEnvtbject is associated with each document the module has one or more objects on. 

First, the module's Fre,eLangEnvalunction is called after all objects have been removed from a document. It 
deallocates all of the module resources associated with that document. 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_FreeLangEnv(le)
 

IHLangEnv* le;
 
#else
 
Lm_FreeLangEnv(IHLangEnv* le)
 
#endif
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MARK;
 

D(bug("Freeing environment $ %lx for '%s'\n",le,lm name));
 

if( le != NULL )
 
if( le ->query_evt ) BR_FreeEvent(le->query_evt);
 
le ->query_evt = NULL;
 

/* The iHTML library takes care of deallocating the actual
 
IHLangEnv structure. */
 

When the AllocLangEnvOlunction is called to create a new language environment, this module allocates an
 
ifiEvenesobject is allocated in the browser's document context. During execution in the environment, queries
 
can be performed on the object for information about the dimensions of the document associated with it.
 

static IHLangEnv*
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_AllocLangEnv(le)
 

IHLangEnv* le;
 
#else
 
LM_AllocLangEnv(IHLangEnv* le)
 
#endif
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Allocating environment $%lx for '%s'\n",le,lm name));
 

/* Sanity checks. *1
 

if( !le ) (
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"LM_AllocLangEnv() for '%s': IHLangEnv is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return NULL;
 

/* Fill in custom data for language environment here. */
 
if( !(le->query_evt=BR_AllocEvent(le->env.interface,
 

le->env.interface->document,
 
le, IECLASS_DOCUMENT_ID,
 
IECODE_SCROLL_ID,NULL)) {
 

return NULL; 
)
 

return le;
 

A module's ExecLangEnvO7unction is called when a document is being displayed and needs to start executing 
the scripts associated with it. 

static int
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_ExecLangEnv(le,main)
 

IHLangEnv* le;
 
IHModuleInfo* main;
 

#else
 

LN_ExecLangEnv(IHLangEnv* le,IHModuleInfo* main)
 
#endif
 

IHLangCode code;
 

MARK;
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D(bug("Executing language environment $%x for '%s'.\n",le,lm_name));
 

/* Sanity checks. */
 

if( !le ) {
 

BR_ReportError(NULL,
 

"LM_ExecLangEnv() for '%s': IHLangEnv is NULL.\n",
 
lm_name);
 

return 0;
 

/* Check if this environment has a main (document) program; if so,
 
start it up. */
 

if( main && (code=main->code.code) 
)
 

D(bug("Starting document program...\n"));
 

return 1;
 
1
 

Finally, the module's 5topLangEnvOlunction terminates document context execution within a language
 
module.
 

static void
 
#ifdef _NO_PROTO
 
LM_StopLangEnv(le,main)
 

IHLangEnv* le;
 
IHModuleInfo* main;
 

#else
 

LM_StopLangEnv(IHLangEnv* le,IHModuleInfo* main)
 
#endif
 

IHLangCode code;
 

MARK;
 

D(bug("Stopping language environment $%x for '%s'.\n",le,lm name));
 

if( !le ) return;
 

if( main && (code= main >code.code) {
)
 

D(bug("Stopping document program...\n"));
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iHTML Architecture 

Browser Services 

The iHTML architecture defines a number of functions and data types that must be implemented as part of a
 
browser's glue. While all functions must be defined by the browser, some can be left as stubs in browsers that
 
do not support those services. For example, textbased browsers will not implement the graphicspecific user
 
interface functions.
 

While all of these are classified as "browser services" by the iHTML architecture, an implementation typically
 
locates specific functions in its browser or operating system glue. This division is noted by the browser and
 
system, respectively, marks below.
 

The browser's services are divided into seven categories: 

HTML Parse Trees6(browser) 

Access to, and manipulation of, the browser's internal HTML parse tree representation. 
Pocuments7(browser) 

Global control of the current HTML document being displayed and the browser itself. 
URLs8(browser) 

Parsing and retrieving URLs. 
Events9(browsertsystem) 

User interface and system events that the browser uses to inform the rest of the system of activity. 
User Interfaceltsystem) 

Creating and interacting with graphical user interfaces. 
Shared LibrariesTsystem) 

Loading, examining, and unloading OSlevel shared libraries. 
Miscellaneousltbrowser/system) 

Various other routines that do not fall into one of the above groups. 
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iHTML Browser Services 

HTML Parse Trees 

iHTML defines a type and set of functions for accessing a browser's internal parse tree representation. This
 
allows language modules to not only dynamically construct HTML documents, but to also examine and modify
 
existing documents.
 

A browser must implement these functions. At the very least, they are used by the iHTML Library component
 
to parse <OBJECT> markup: the browser hands the library the node for each of these tags that it encounters,
 
and the library then uses the browser's parse tree services to examine that data and determine how to handle it.
 

Types 

HTMLNode 

Synopsis
 

A single node in the browser's internal representation of an HTML document's parse tree.
 
Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)
 
See Also
 

JHMarkup6
 

The HTMLNode is the object through which other components in the iHTML system interact with a 
browser's internal HTML parse tree. It represents a single node in that tree. E.g., a tag, block of text, 
comment, etc. All interaction with the parse tree is done by calling functions with the opaque pointers to 
these nodes. 

Functions 

BR_AllocMarkup 

Synopsis
 
HTMLNode BR_AllocMarkup(IHLanguage* lang, IHMarkup owner,
 
const void* type, const char* attrs)
 

Arguments 

(IHLanguage*) tang
 

The language that owns this markup node. 

../ 
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(IHMarkup) owner
 

The language object that owns this markup node.
 
(const void*) type
 

A tag ID representing the type of node to create. 
( const char* ) attrs
 

A string of attributes that will be parsed and associated with the node. 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) A newly created browserside markup node.
 

See Also
 

HTMLNode'
 

Allocates a new node with the given type and attributes. If the type is "<text" or "<comment", the 
attrs argument is interpreted as the new node's text. 

BR_ChildMarkup 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode BR_ChildMarkup (HTMLNode current )
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode) current
 
A node in an HTML parse tree.
 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The node that is the first child to current in its tree.
 

See Also
 

HTMLNode"
 

Returns the node that is the child to the given node in the tree, or NULL if current isa leaf in the tree. This 
essentially traverses deeper into the parse tree. 

BR_CutMarkup 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode BR_CutMarkup (HTMLNode pos, HTMLNode end)
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode) pos
 

The first node to cut.
 
(HTMLNode) end
 

The last node to cut.
 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The node that has replaced the first cut node.
 

See Also
 
HTMLNode9
 

Deletes markup nodes from pos to end, and all of their child nodes. If end is NULL, deletes all nodes from 
par to the last node in this branch. Returns the markup node that has replaced these in the tree, i.e. the 
one that is the next after pos. 

7 #HTMLNode 
8 #HTMLNode 
9 #HTMLNode 
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BR_FirstMarkup 

Synopsis
 

HTMLNode BR_FirstMarkup(HTMLNode current)
 
Arguments
 

(HTMLNode) current 
A node in an HTML parse tree. 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The very top/first node in current's tree.
 

See Also
 
J-ITMLNodem
 

Returns the absolute first HTMLNodein the given tree, i.e. the root of the tree, which should always be 
<HTML>
 

BR_FreeMarkup 

Synopsis 

void BR_FreeMarkup (HTMLNode root )
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode) root
 

Root of a tree of HTMLNodes to deallocate. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

HTMLNode
 

Deallocates a tree of HTMLNode objects, being sure to remove all references within it and generally 
keep everything synchronized with any languageside objects associated with the nodes. The only 
nodes actually deallocated are the ones owned by the same IHMarkup object as the given root node. 
However, all references to other owners from these are also removed, so they may be deallocated as a
sideeffect. 

BR_FreeMarkupAttr 

Synopsis 
void BR_FreeMarkupAttr (char* value)
 

Arguments 

( char* ) value 

Attribute value retuned by BR_MarkupAttr(). 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

HTMLNodeDR MarkupAtte
 

10 #HTMLNode 
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Deal locates the memory associated with an attribute value previously returned by BR_MarkupAttr(). 
Any value returned by that function can be used here, including NULL. 

BR_GetTagID 

Synopsis
 
void* BR_GetTagID(const char* tag)
 

Arguments
 

(const char*) tag
 

The name of the tag whose ID is to be looked up. 

Return
 
(void* ) An abstract browser ID for this tag type.
 

See Also
 
HTMLNode"
 

Returns the ID number the browser uses for this particular tag. The exact ID code returned is 
browserdependent; it may be an enumeration, the address of a string, etc. In addition to the normal tag 
names, such as "HEAD", "EM", "TABLE", etc., the following names are defined: 

"> text"
 

Returns the code for a textcontaining node. 
">c omment"
 

Returns the code for a commentcontaining node, if this browser saves comments. 
">text"
 

Returns the code for a textcontaining node. 
">unknown"
 

Returns the code for a node of unknown type. 

If the browser does not recognize the give tag type, it always returns the ID for the ">unknown" type. 

The value returned is almost completely opaque the only thing a program can do with a tag ID is to 
compare it for equality to another tag ID. 

BR_InitMarkup 

Synopsis
 

HTMLNode BR_InitMarkup(HTMLNode root, IHLanguage* lang,
 
IHMarkup owner)
 

Arguments
 

(HTMLNode) root
 

Root of a tree of HTMLNodes to initialize. 
( IHLanguage* ) tang
 

The language that owns this tree. 
( THMarkup) owner
 

The language object that owns this tree. 

Return
 

( HTMLNode) The last node in the resulting tree. 

14 #HTMLNode 
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See Also
 

HTMLNode15
 

Initializes a raw HTMLNode tree returned by the browser's parser. E.g., the NCSA Mosaic 
implementation fills in each node's "prey" and "parent" parent pointers, and sets the owner of all the 
nodes to owner and lang. This function must be called on any raw HTMLNode tree which the scripting 
routines get from the browser. It returns the last node in the resulting tree. 

BR_InsertMarkup 

Synopsis
 
HTMLNode BR_InsertMarkup (HTMLNode pos, HTMLNode last, HTMLNode
 
markup)
 

Arguments 

(HTMLNode) par
 

The position in the tree to insert the new node.
 
(HTMLNode) last
 

The node that is now after the new one.
 
(HTMLNode) markup
 

Markup to place around pos and next, e.g. <B>.
 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The node that has replaced the first cut node.
 

See Also
 
HTMLNodem
 

Inserts the given markup node into the tree, making its children the range from pos to the node before 
next. If pos is the same as next (or the node content type is EMPTY, or it is a text node), the node will 
have no children. If next is NULL, all of the nodes from pos to the end of this branch will be set as the 
new node's children. 

BR_InsHeadMarkup 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode BR_InsHeadMarkup (HTMLNode parent, HTMLNode tree)
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode) parent
 
The position in the tree to place the new subtree.
 

(HTMLNode) tree
 
The new node or tree to place as the first child of parent.
 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The newly placed node, identical to tree
 

See Also
 

HTMLNode"
 

Places the given markup node (or a complete HTML tree) as the first child of the given parent node. If it 
already has a child node, it is inserted before them. 

15 #HTMLNode 
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BR_InsTailMarkup 

Synopsis 
HTMLNode BR_InsTai 1Markup (HTmLNode parent, HTMLNode tree)
 

Arguments 

(HTMLNode) parent
 
The position in the tree to place the new subtree.
 

(HTMLNode) tree
 
The new node or tree to place as the last child of parent.
 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The newly placed node, identical to tree
 

See Also
 
HTMLNoden
 

Appends the given markup node (or a complete HTML tree) as the last child of the given parent node. 

BR_LastMarkup 

Synopsis
 

HTMLNode BR_LastMarkup(HTMLNode current)
 
Arguments
 

(HTMLNode) current
 
A node in an HTML parse tree.
 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The very bottom/last node in current's tree.
 

See Also
 
IITMLNodel9
 

Returns the absolute last HTMLNode in the given tree, i.e. the very last leaf node of the tree. 

BR_MarkupAttr 

Synopsis 

char* BR_MarkupAttr(HTMLNode node, const char* attr)
 
Arguments
 

(HTMLNode) node
 
A browserside markup node.
 

(const char * ) attr
 
Name of the tag attribute to retrieve.
 

Return 
( char * ) A C string representing the desired attribute's value. 

See Also 

HTMLNode2,1lR FreeMarkupAttr(12' 

Returns a pointer to a standard C string that is the value (if any) that the requested attribute has for this. 

18 #HTMLNode 
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node. A NULL indicates this attribute was not supplied, the string "\O" is returned for attributes supplied 
with no value, and any other string is the attribute's value. 

Note that the value returned by this functions must be deallocated when you are done with it by calling 
BR_FreeMarkupAttr(). 

BR_MarkupLanguage 

Synopsis 

IHLanguage* BR_MarkupLanguage (HTMLNode node )
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode ) node
 
A browserside markup node.
 

Return
 
(IHLanguage*) The language of this node's owner.
 

See Also
 

HTMLNode2,211-1Markup2,11R MarkupOwnerfl 

Returns a handle on the interface to the language that owns this node. Since the IHMarkup is an 
opaque type, the system can not use it to determine which language module it exists in. Thus every node 
must be able to store that language, so that it's languageside owner can be manipulated along with it. 

BR_MarkupOwner 

Synopsis 

IHMarkup BR_MarkupOwner (HTMLNode node )
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode ) node
 
A browserside markup node.
 

Return 

( IHMarkup) The languageside object that owns this node.
 
See Also
 

if TMLNodez511-1Markup)3R MarkupLanguage()27
 

Every browser node can have a languageside object associated with it, that "owns" that node in the 
tree. These objects must work together, to keep each other in sync, so they call into each other's 
components as operations on the tree are performed. This function returns the object that owns this 
node. 

BR_MarkupText 

Synopsis 
char* BR_MarkupText (HTMLNode node )
 

Arguments 

22 #HTMLNode 
23 Ing_markup.html.html#IHMarkup 
24 #BR_MarkupOwner 
25 #HTMLNode 
26 Ing_markup.html.html#IHMarkup 
27 #BR_MarkupLanguage 
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(HTMLNode) node
 

A browserside markup node.
 

Return
 
(char * ) The raw ASCII text associated with this node.
 

See Also
 

fajallode28LIR GetTagID(129DR MarkupTypei ?°
 

Returns a pointer to a standard C string, that is the ASCII text associated with it. This function is valid 
only for nodes of type ">text" and ">commenr. Nodes that are actually tags do not have any text 
associated with them, and return NULL. This text is a part of the node object -- it is valid as long as the 
node itself exists. 

BR_MarkupType 

Synopsis 
void* BR_MarkupType (HTMLNode node )
 

Arguments 

(HTMLNode) node
 
A browserside markup node.
 

Return
 
(void* ) What type of node this is.
 

See Also
 

fiTMLNode3,ILIR GetTagID()32
 

Returns an opaque value that indicates the type of node this is. The only thing that can be done with this 
to value is to compare it with other type values that have been returned by the browser -- if they are the 
same, they are the same types. 

BR_NextMarkup 

Synopsis 
HTMLNode BR_NextMarkup (HTMLNode current )
 

Arguments 

(HTMLNode) current
 

A node in an HTML parse tree. 

Return
 
(HTMLNode ) The node logically after current in the tree.
 

See Also
 
J-ITMLNode"
 

Returns a pointer to the markup node that occurs logically after the given node in its parse tree. If the 
given node contains any other nodes (i.e., it is a <B> with text inside), the returned node is the one after 
its associated closing tag. If this is the last node in the branch, a NULL is returned. 

28 #HTMLNode 
" #BR_GetTagID 
3° #BR_MarkupType 
31 #HTMLNode 
32 #BR_GetTagID 
33 #HTMLNode 
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Essentially, this function moves forward through the children of their parent node. 

BR_NextMarkupDepth 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode BR_NextMarkupDepth (HTMLNode current )
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode) current
 
A node in an HTML parse tree.
 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The node that occurs after current in its parse tree, in depthfirst order.
 

See Also
 
J-ITMLNodem
 

Returns the node that would occur next in the tree, if a depthfirst traversal were being performed. This 
is essentially the order that the nodes occurred in the original HTML document. 

BR_NextMarkupType 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode BR_NextMarkupType(HTMLNode current, const void* type)
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode) current
 
A node in an HTML parse tree.
 

(const void*) type
 

The desired type of node, e.g. <A>, a text node, etc.
 

Return 
(HTMLNode) The node that occurs after current in its parse tree, in depthfirst order, and is of 
the given type. 

See Also 

J-ITMLNode's 

Performs a depthfirst search starting at the given place in the HTML tree, looking for the next node 
with the given type. Returns NULL if there are none. 

BR_ParentMarkup 

Synopsis 
HTMLNode BR_ParentMarkup (HTMLNode current)
 

Arguments 

(HTMLNode) current
 
A node in an HTML parse tree.
 

Return 
(HTMLNode) The node that is the parent to current in its tree.
 

See Also
 

34 #HTMLNode 
35 #HTMLNode 
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HTMLNode 

Returns the node that is the parent to the given node in the tree, or NULL if current is the root of the tree. 
This essentially traverses up out of the parse tree. 

BR_ParseHTML 

Synopsis 
HTMLNode BR_ParseHTML (const char* text, IHLanguage* lang,
 
IHMarkup owner)
 

Arguments 

(const char* ) text 

A fragment of HTML markup to parse and create a tree of HTMLNodes for. 
(THLanguage*) Lang 

The language that owns this new tree. 
(IHMarkup) owner 

The language object that owns this new tree. 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The first node in the newly created HTML parse tree.
 

See Also
 
HTMLNode
 

Allocates a complete HTML subtree based on the given fragment of ASCII HTML markup. The text is 
parsed identically to text in an HTML body or header, except that HTML fragments are allowed (e.g., a 
string that begins with <TABLE>), so that subtrees can be created that are later inserted into a 
complete HTML parse tree. 

BR_PasteMarkup 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode 13H_PasteMarkup (HTMLNode pos, HTMLNode tree, int
 
after)
 

Arguments 

(HTMLNode) pos
 

The position in the tree to place the new subtree.
 
(HTMLNode) tree
 

The new node or tree to insert before or after pos.
 
(int) after
 

If TRUE, the new subtree is placed after pos
 

Return 
(HTMLNode) The node that is now at the same position as pos. This is pas if after is FALSE, 
otherwise it is tree 

See Also 

J-ITMLNodem
 

Places the given markup node (or a complete HTML tree) into the tree given by pos. Normally place the 
new markup into the position pos is at, but if after is TRUE, it will be placed immediately after. 

36 #HTMLNode 
37 #HTMLNode 
38 #HTMLNode 
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BR_PrevMarkup 

Synopsis 
HTMLNode BR_PrevMarkup (HTMLNode current )
 

Arguments 

(HTMLNode) current 
A node in an HTML parse tree. 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) The node logically before current in the tree.
 

See Also
 
HTMLNode"
 

Returns a pointer to the markup node that occurs logically before the given node in its parse tree. If the 
given node contains any other nodes (i.e., it is a <B> with text inside), the returned node is the one before 
its associated closing tag. If this is the last node in the branch, a NULL is returned. 

Essentially, this function moves backwards through the children of their parent node. 

BR_PrevMarkupDepth 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode BR_PrevMarkupDepth (HTMLNode current )
 
Arguments 

(HTMLNode) current 
A node in an HTML parse tree. 

Return 
(HTMLNode) The node that occurs before current in its parse tree, in depthfirst order.
 

See Also
 
J- ITMLNode4°
 

Returns the node that would occur previously in the tree, ifa reverse depthfirst traversal were being 
performed. This is essentially the reverse order that the nodes occurred in the original HTML document. 

BR_RemoveMarkup 

Synopsis 
HTMLNode BR_RemoveMarkup (HTMLNode node)
 

Arguments 

(HTMLNode) node 

A node in an HTML parse tree. 

Return 
(HTMLNode) The node that replaced the given node.
 

See Also
 

HTMLNode41
 

39 #HTMLNode 
4° #HTMLNode 
41 #HTMLNode 
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Deletes the given markup node, but not any of the nodes that it contains. It returns the markup node that 
it has been replaced with, which is its first child node. 

aloradaidfuprEPrevILUczcir 

Last modified: Sat Oct 26 20:04:58 PDT 1996 

42 

43 

44 br_services.html 
45 br_services.html 
46 br_document.html 
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iHTML Browser Services 

Documents 

The browser's document services include functions for examining and modifying the global state of a document
 
through its HTML parse tree, reporting information about the document, and managing the browser's
 
interaction with the rest of the iHTML system. These services are implemented are part of the browser's own
 
glue.
 

Types 

IHBrowser 

Synopsis 
A handle on a single browser window, in which an HTML or other document may be viewed. 

Definition 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.) 
See Also 

IHDocument 6, jliGlobalInfo7 

The IHBroweer is a handle on the display context for a document. This is typical a user interface 
window that the browser is managing, in which it is displaying an IHDocumene 

IHDocument 

Synopsis 

An particular HTML document the browser is currently displaying or has available in its RAM 
cache. 

Definition 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.) 
See Also 

itiBrowser, 9, IHGlobalInfo10 

The IHDocument is a handle on a particular HTML document in the system, representing a particular 
document scripting context. It is the interface to examining and displaying HTML trees, and other 
documentlevel operations. 

Because integral part of the iHTML architecture is the manipulation of actual HTML parse trees, this 

2 .1 

3 br_services.html 
4 br maricup.html 
5 br_url.html 
6 #IHDocument 
7 lib_script.html#IHGlobalInfo 
8 #IHDocument 
9 #IHBrowser 
10 lib_script.html#IHGlobalInfo 
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document should not be thought of as representing any particular HTML markup. Instead, it is actual the 
URL from which the markup (and scripts, graphics, etc. associated with it) was retrieved. 

Functions 

BR_AllocResources 

Synopsis
 

Allocate browser resources needed for a document's scripting interface. IHBrowser
 
BR_AllocResources ( IHGlobalInf o* )
 

Arguments 

( IHGlobal Inf o* ) gi
 

The iHTML Library scripting interface that the browser will be running. 

Return 
( IHBrowser ) Resources the browser needs for the interface.
 

See Also
 

IHDocument!IJHBrowser!7JHGlobalInfo" 

This routine is called when first starting a new document interface. It is used by the browser to allocate 
any resources it needs specifically for that interface, and for any other setup that needs to be done. This 
routine should return a nonzero value to indicate success, which will be placed into thegive 
IHGlobalInfo's 'browser' field. 

This routine is called AFTER the document has been parsed, e.g. the IHGlobalInfo's modules and
 
objects lists have been filled in.
 

When called, gi>document is guaranteed to contain the browser document the interface is on. 

BR_FreeResources 

Synopsis
 

Free browser resources previously allocated with BR_AllocResources ( ) . void
 
BR_FreeResources ( IHGlobal Inf o* gi IHBrowser br )
,
 

Arguments 

( IHGlobal Info* ) gi
 

The iHTML Library scripting interface that the browser will be running. 
( IHBrowser ) br 

The browserside resources to deallocate. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also 

IHDocument!IHBrowser!5JHGlobalInfol6 

it #IHDocument 
12 #IHBrowser 
13 lib_script.htmICHGloballnfo 
14 4tIHDocument 
15 #IHBrowser 
16 lib_script.html #IHGloballnfo 
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Frees and cleans up any browserside resources that were allocated by a previous call to 
BR_AllocResource ( ) This function is called by the iHTML Library prior to deallocating the.
 

scripting interface. 

BR_GetDocHTMLTree 

Synopsis
 
Get the HTML parse tree that is currently being displayed by a document. HTMLNode
 
BR_GetDocHTMLTree (IHDocument doc)
 

Arguments 

(IHDocument) doc
 
The browserside document.
 

Return
 
(HTMLTree) The root of the HTML tree that doc is currently displaying.
 

See Also
 

IHDocument!)-ITMLNode"
 

Returns a handle on the root of the HTML parse tree that is currently being displayed in the given
 
document.
 

BR_Reformat 

Synopsis
 

Reevaluate and draw a document's HTML parse tree. void
 
BR_Reformat (IHDocument doc)
 

Arguments 

(IHDocument) doc
 
The browserside document.
 

Return
 
nothing
 

See Also
 

IHDocumenalTMLNode)
 

Examines and reformats the document's current HTML parse tree. This must be called if any changes 
are made to it, so that they are correctly reflected in the display. If a document has a documentlevel 
scripting interface, this function must be called initially to display it. 

BR_ReportError 

Synopsis 

void BR_ReportError (IHDocument doc, const char* str,
 . . . )
 

Arguments 

(IHDocument) doc
 

The document context the error occurred in, or NULL. 
(const char*) str
 

17 #IHDocument 
br markup.html#HTMLNode 

19 CHDocument 
20 br_markup.html#HTMLNode 
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A description of the error, which may contain printfstyle formatters for interpreting the 
arguments that follow. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
JHDocument21
 

Reports an en-or condition to the user. str can contain standard printf()style formatters, and any 
additional arguments are interpreted as per printfO. The doc argument is used to determine the context 
the error occurred in; it may be NULL, in which case it is assumed to be a global error, not associated 
with any particular document. 

BR_SetDocHTMLTree 

Synopsis 

Set the HTML parse tree that is to be displayed in a document. being displayed by a document. 
void BR_SetDocHTMLTree (IHDocument doc, HTMLNode tree)
 

Arguments 

(IHDocument) doc
 

The browserside document.
 
(HTMLMarkup) tree
 

The markup to display.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHDocument2.2J-ITMLNode 

Sets the given HTML parse tree as the text currently being displayed by the document. The document is 
automatically reformatted and the new text displayed. 

Calling this function passes ownership of the parse tree over to the document the browser will 
automatically deallocate it whenver it deallocates the document itself. You can still manipulate internal 
parts of this tree, however, while it is owned by the document. 

Note that this function does not deallocate any tree that is already associated with the document. Thus, if 
a program wished to create a completely new tree to replace a document's current tree, it must do 
something like this: 

HTMLNode old_tree;
 
old_tree = BR_GetDocHTMLTree (doc) ;
 
BR_SetDocHTMLTree (new_tree) ;
 
BR_FreeMarkup (old_tree) ;
 

BR_ShowLink 

Synopsis 

Display information about a hypertext link to the user. void BR_ShowLink (IHDocument 
doc, const char* text) 

Arguments 

21 #IHDocument 
22 CHDocument 
23 br_markup.html#HTMLNode 
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(IHDocument) doc
 
The browserside document context.
 

( const char* ) text
 

Text of link to display. 

Return
 
nothing
 

See Also
 
J1-1Documene4
 

Displays information about a hypertext link within the browser, to the user. A NULL 'text' clears any 
previous link report. This provides access to the browser's mechanism for displaying informationto the 
user about links that, for example, the pointer is over, and is only intended for this type of use. It could be 
called, for example, in a language that implements clientside imagemaps. 

BR_ShowProgress 

Synopsis
 
Display a progress report to the user. void BR_ShowProgress ( IHDocument doc,
 
const char* text)
 

Arguments 

( IHDocument) doc 
The browserside document context. 

(const char*) text
 

Message to display. 

Return
 
nothing
 

See Also
 
IHDocument25
 

Displays the given text as a running progress report within the browser. This text is shown in an 
outoftheway place; it is not intended to draw the user's attention to important information, but rather 
as a small status report on the browser's activity. A NULL 'text' clears any previous progress report. 

Lliongraoc_fald[Previ9INextr 

Last modified: Tue Oct 8 07:56:28 PDT 1996 

24 #IHDocument 
25 #IHDocument 
26 

27 j 
28 br_services.html 
29 br_markup.html 
3° br_url.html 
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iHTML Browser Services 

URLs 

This module defines the types and functions needed to access a browser's internal networking andURL
 
handling mechanism. This allows the system to take advantage of this functionality that is already built into the
 
browser, and for the browser to regulate the system's network access. These servicesare typically
 
implemented as part of the browser's glue, and must be implemented for the iHTML system to work.
 

Types 

IHRetrieveCallback 

Synopsis
 

Function called as data becomes available from a URL transaction.
 
Definition
 

typedef IHRetrieveRequestP (*IHRetrieveCallback)
 
IH_PROTO((IHGlobalInfo* interface,
 

IHRetrieveRequestP request,
 
void* userdata));
 

Parameters 

( niGlobal Info *) interface 
The document scripting interface that initiated this request. 

( IHRetrieveRequestP) request 
The actual transaction request 

(void*) userdata 
Arbitrary user data that was attached to the transaction when it was created. 

Return 
( IHRetrieveRequestP) The request that was handed to the callback, or NULL if this
 

callback is finished.
 
See Also
 

IHRetrieveRequestP6J3R RetrieveURL(f,
 

This is the definition of the function callback that is used to inform the owner of a transaction of data as it 
becomes available. 

IHRetrieveRequestP 

../ 
2 j 
3 br services.html 
4 br_document.html 
5 br_event.html 
6 #IHRetrieveRequestP 
7 #BR_RetrieveURL 
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Synopsis
 
Handle on a URL transaction.
 

Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)
 
See Also
 

IHReqStatus: JHRetrieveCallback9
 

An abstract handle on a URL transaction that is currently active in the browser. 

IHReqStatus 

Synopsis
 

An enumeration of the possible states a URL transaction can be in.
 
Definition
 

typedef enum
 
IHReqFinished = Ox0001, /* All data is available */
 
IHReqIncomplete = 0x0002, /* Not all data has been retrieved. */
 
IHReqInteractive = 0x0003 /* This is an interactive connection */
 
IHReqStatus;
 

See Also
 

IHRetrieveRequeste
 

This type is used to represent the current status of a URL transaction. The currently defined values are 
shown above. 

Functions 

BR_DerefRetrieveRequest 

Synopsis 
void BR_DerefRetrieveRequest(IHRetrieveRequestP req) 

Arguments 

(IHRetrieveRequestP)req
 

Transaction request to remove reference from. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHRetrieveCallbacknIHRetrieveRequestPli3R RetrieveURIA"
 

Removes a reference from the IHRetrieveRequestP. If this is the last reference on it, it is deallocated. 
Normally, a request made by BR_RetrieveURL() starts with two references one for the callback 
hook, and one returned immediately to the caller. Both of these functions must dereference it for it to be 
deallocated. 

#IHReqStatus 
9 #IHRetrieveCallback 
I° #IHRetrieveRequestP 

#IHRetrieveCallback 
12 #IHRetrieveRequestP 
13 #BR_RetrieveURL 
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BR_GetRequestBuffer / BR_SetRequestBuffer 

Synopsis 
IHBufferP BR_GetRequestBuffer(IHRetrieveRequestP req, int

read)
 

IHBufferP BR_SetRequestBuffer(IHRetrieveRequestP req,
 
IHBufferP buffer)
 

Arguments 

(IHRetrieveRequestP) req
 
Transaction request.
 

(int) read
 
Flag: if non-zero, read all available data into the buffer.
 

(IHBufferP) buffer
 
New buffer to place in transaction request.
 

Return 
(IHBufferP) The current buffer of URL data.
 

See Also
 

IHRetrieveRequestP,IFIBufferP13R RetrieveURL016
 

These functions are a higherlevel interface for reading data from a URL. BR_GetRequestBuffer() 
returns the current data buffer; if read is TRUE, all available data will be read into the bufferbefore it is 
returned. This function detaches the buffer from the request -- it is now the responsibility of the caller to 
deallocate it when done. 

BR_SetRequestBuffer() sets the current buffer for a request. This puts it under the respondibility of the 
request to deallocate or otherwise manipulate it; a subsequent call to BR_GetRequestBuffer() will return 
the given buffer. 

Note that when the callback returns, any data that hasn't yet been read from the URL will automatically 
be appended to the current buffer. (Or a new buffer created, if one doesn't exist.) 

These functions will typically be used together to read a URL. When the request callback starts, it can 
use BR_GetRequestBuffer() to retrieve the available data and examine it; if it wants to save that data for 
later and start fresh with the next batch, this is all that needs to be done. 

For successively collecting data, the previously retrieved buffer (after any desired modifications) may be 
given back to the request with BR_SetRequestBuffer(). Further data can then be appended to the buffer 
after subsequent runs through the callback. 

BR_GetRequestHeader 

Synopsis 
const char* = BR_GetRequestHeader(IHRetrieveRequestP
 req,
 
const char* name)
 

Arguments 

(IHRetrieveRequestP) req
 
Active transaction request.
 

14 #IHRetrieveRequestP 
15 lib_buffer.html #IHBufferP 
16 #BR_RetrieveURL 
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( const char* ) name 

Name of transaction header to retrieve. 

Return 
( const char* ) The text associated with the requested header.
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHRetrieveRequestr
 

Returns a string of the value that this transaction request has for the given header. Note that since these 
headers must be retrieved from the network, they are not immediately available; the program should wait 
until after its contact to access the transaction's header information. 

The available header names are schemedependent. For the http: scheme, they are the standard 
MIME headers, such as Contenttype. Note that the trailing ':' is not included in header names. 

BR_GetRequestStatus 

Synopsis 

IHReqStatus = BR_GetRequestStatus (IHRetrieveRequestP req)
 
Arguments 

(IHRetrieveRequestP) req
 

Active transaction request. 

Return 
(IHReqStatus) The current status of this transaction.
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHRetrieveRequestealRegStatus19
 

Returns the current status of the given URL transaction request. 

BR_GetRequestURL 

Synopsis 
const char* = BR_GetRequestURL(IHRetrieveRequestP req)
 

Arguments 

(IHRetrieveRequestP) req
 
Active transaction request.
 

Return 
( const char* ) The ASCII URL this transaction request is for.
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHRetrieveRequestP2°
 

Returns a string representing the URL that this transaction request was created to retrieve. 

BR_RetrieveURL 

17 #IHRetrieveRequestP 
is #IHRetrieveRequestP 
19 #IHReqStatus 
20 #IHRetrieveRequestP 
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Synopsis 
IHRetrieveRequestP BR_RetrieveURL ( IHGlobal Inf o* gi , const
 
char* url , IHRetrieveCallback callback, void* userdata)
 

Arguments
 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 

Scripting interface that is making the request.
 
(const char*) url
 

Name of URL to retrieve. This may be a relative URL, in which case its base is taken from 
the scripting interface. 

( IHRetr ieveCal lbac k ) callback 
Function to call as data becomes available. 

(void*) userdata 
Arbitrary user data that can be associated with the request. 

Return
 
( IHRetrieveRequestP) The new URL transaction request.
 

See Also
 

IHRetrieveCallbacle,ljHRetrieveRequeste
 

Retrieves the given URL from the network. This function may or may not finish before returning; you 
must not expect any data to be available until the callback is called, which may not be able to happen until 
control is eventually returned back the browser's event loop. 

The resulting IHRetrieveRequestP is owned both by the caller and the given callback function; both must 
indicate that they are done with it for it to be deallocated. This is accomplished from the caller by calling 
BR_DerefRetrieveRequest() on the request returned by this function, and from the callback by returning 
a NULL result. 

The function returns a IHRetrieveRequestP structure, which contains information about this request. If 
NULL is returned, the request failed. 

A special URL scheme of the form "tcp : / /machine: port" is defined by the iHTML system, and 
must be implemented by the browser. This opens an interactive TCP/IP socket with the given machine 
and at the given port number. In this case, the returned IHRetrieveRequest is guaranteed to be 
interactive; the application may write data through calls to BR_WriteRequestBuffer(), and the
 
IHRetrieveCallback function is called whenever one or more bytes of data come over the network.
 

BR_WriteRequestBuffer 

Synopsis 
void BR_WriteRequestBuffer(IHRetrieveRequestP req, IHBufferP
 
buffer)
 

Arguments 

(IHRetrieveRequestP) req
 
Transaction request to write data to.
 

(IHBufferP) buffer
 
Data to write.
 

Return 

21 #IHRetrieveCallback 
22 #IHRetrieveRequestP 
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nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHRetrieveRequestP2,311-1BufferP2,413R RetrieveURL025 

This function is used for interactive sessions which currently only applies to the "tcp:" URL. The 
data in the given buffer is sent over the network connection defined by the given IHRetrieveRequestP. 
As soon as this function returns, the buffer is available to the caller for reuse. Note that this function 
does not block the data will probably not be transmitted until after it returns. 

auntraidwurnafftai° 
Last modified: Tue Oct 8 04:01:26 PDT 1996 

23 #IHRetrieveRequestP 
24 lib_buffer.html#IHBufferP 
25 #BR_RetrieveURL 
26 .J 
27 

28 br_services.html 
29 br_document.html 

br_event.html 
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iHTML Browser Services 

Events 

The browser's event services provide an abstract interface to user interface events that occur within the
 
browser. This includes typical graphical user interface events such as keyboard and mouse movement, as well
 
as higherlevel browser events such as printing, changes in the view of a document, and selection of hyperlinks.
 

These services are typically implemented in two pieces, with the user interface events being implemented by
 
the operating system glue and the document events a part of the browser glue.
 

Types 

IHAttrType 

Synopsis
 
The type of an attribute value.
 

Definition
 

typedef enum (
 
ATTRTYPE_NONE_ID, /* No attribute value returned */
 
ATTRTYPE_INTEGER_ID, /* Returned attribute is an integer */
 
ATTRTYPE_STRING_ID, /* Attribute points to 0-term string */
 
_ATTRTYPE_NUM
 

) IHAttrType;
 

See Also
 
MAttrVal6
 

This enumeration is used to indicated the actual type of an attribute that is returned by the browser or 
being sent to it. 

IHAttrVal 

Synopsis
 
An abstract handle on an event attribute's value.
 

Definition
 

typedef void* IHAttrVal; /* Type to use for attributes */
 

See Also
 

JHAttrType7
 

I ../ 
2 

3 br services.html 
4 br_url.html 
5 br_userint.html 
6 #IHAttrVal 
7 #IHAttrType 
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This type is used to hold an arbitrary attribute value. When getting and setting attributes, it is used in 
conjunction with IHAttrType to manipulute attributes of arbitrary type. 

IHEvent 

Synopsis
 

A type representing a single user action that has occured in the system.
 
Definition 

struct ih_event_rec
 
IHGlobalInfo* interface;
 
IHLangEnv* langenv;
 
IHDocument document;
 
IHEventClass class;
 
IHEventCode code;
 
void* object;
 

1* Interface event is for *1
 
/* Language to send to / owns object */
 
/" The document event is associated with */
 
/* Major event class */
 
/* Minor event type */
 
/* Object associated with event. The type
 

this points to depends on the event class. */
 
/* The browser may append private information after this structure */
 

l;
 

See Also
 
IFIGlobalInfos IHLangEnv IHDocumentwIHEventClassHIHEventCodeI2
 

This event type represents a single action that can occur in the iHTML system. This includes standard 
user interface events such as button and keyboard presses, as well as higherlevel events such as a 
document being printed or a hyperlink being displayed. 

Each event is associated with a particular document, which tells where in the browser component it is 
located, and a language environment that associates it with a particular scripting language running in that 
document. In addition, its major class identifier describes the highlevel type of the event, with the minor 
code identifying the exact action that occured. 

IHEventAttr 

Synopsis
 

The attributes that can be associated with an event.
 
Definition 

typedef enum (
 
IEATTR_CUSTOM_ID = -1,
 

IEATTR_VIEW_TOP_ID = 0,
 
IEATTR_VIEW_BOTTOM_ID,
 
IEATTR VIEW_LEFT_ID,
 
IEATTR_VIEW_RIGHT_ID,
 
IEATTR_VIEW WIDTH_ID,
 
IEATTR_VIEW_HEIGHT_ID,
 
IEATTR_VIEW_FULLWIDTH_ID,
 
IEATTR_VIEW_FULLHEIGHT_ID,
 

IEATTR_ANCHOR_NAME_ID,
 

IEATTR MOUSE_X_ID,
 
IEATTR_MOUSE_Y_ID,
 

8 lib_document.httnICHGlobalInfo 
9 lng environ.httnICHLangEnv 

br_document.html#IHDocument 
11 #IHEventClass 
12 #IHEventCode 

/* Attribute custom to program */
 

/" Top pixel of container view */
 
/* Bottom pixel of container view */
 
/* Left pixel of container view */
 
/* Right pixel of container view */
 
/* Pixel width of container view */
 
/* Pixel height of container view */
 
/* Pixel width of container object */
 
/* Pixel height of container object */
 

/* The href of anchor that caused event */
 

/* Current mouse x position */
 
/* Current mouse y position */
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IEATTR_MOUSE_BUTTON_ID, /* Mouse button which was pressed/released */ 
IEATTR_MOUSE_STATE_ID, /* Current mouse button flags, see below */ 
IEATTR_KEY_ASCII_ID, /* ASCII value of keypress */ 
IEATTR_KEY_STATE_ID,
 /* Current key qualifier flags, see below */
 

IEATTR_REDRAW X_ID, /* Region that needs to be redrawn */
 
IEATTR_REDRAW Y_ID,
 
IEATTR_REDRAW_WIDTH_ID,
 
IEATTR_REDRAW_HEIGHT_ID,
 

_IEATTR_NUM
 
IHEventAttr;
 

See Also
 
INEvene3
 

This type identifies the basic attributes that can be assigned and retrieved from an event. Their
 
availability and interpretation depends on the event class and code, as follows:
 

IECLASS_DOCUMENT_ID 

The lEATTR_VIEW_* events indicate the current position and size of the browser's view on the 
document when the event occurred. Writing to them changes this view, either scrolling the 
document or possible resizing the document's window. 

IECLASS_WIDGET_ID 

The lEATTR_MOUSE *, lEATTR_KEY_*, and lEATTR_REDRAW_*, containinformation 
about the event that occurred. Exactly which ones are defined depends on what is relevant for the 
event code. 

The following bits are defined for the lEATTR_MOUSE_STATE_ID and lEATTR_BUITON_ID
 
attributes:
 

#define IEMOUSE_SELECT_ID (1«0) /* Select button */
 
*define IEMOUSE_POPUP_ID (1«1) /* Popup menu button */
 
#define IEMOUSE_OPTION_ID (1«2) /* Optional action (ie, draw w/background)
 

The following bits are defined for the lEATTR_KEY_STATE_ID attribute: 

#define IEKEY_SHIFT_ID (1«0) /* Shift key is down */
 
#define IEKEY_CONTROL_ID (1«1) /* Control key is down */
 
#define IEKEY_CAPS_ID (1«2)
 /* Caps-lock key is down */
 
*define IEKEY_ALT_ID
 (1<<3) /* Alt inducer key is down */
 

IHEventClass 

Synopsis
 

The major class identifier of an event.
 
Definition
 

typedef enum (
 
IECLASS_CUSTOM_ID = -1, /* A event class custom to program */

IECLASS_NULL_ID 0, /* A nothing event */
 

IECLASS_DOCUMENT_ID, /* An event for the entire document */ 
IECLASS_WIDGET_ID, */* A widget-specific event
 

_IECLASS_NUM
 /* Number of possible events classes */
 
) IHEventClass;
 

13 #IHEvent 
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See Also
 

IHEvent"
 

This type enumerates the possible classes of events, which determine the general structure and
 
attributes of the event. It also determines that type the IHEvent's object field is, as follows:
 

IECLASS_DOCUMENT_ID
 
(no object)
 

IECLASS_WIDGET_ID
 
IHWidgetObi"
 

IHEventCode 

Synopsis
 

The minor code identifier of an event.
 
Definition 

typedef enum {
 
IECODE_CUSTOM_ID = -1,
 
IECODE_ANY_ID = 0,
 

IECODE_DISPLAYED_ID,
 
IECODE_LOADED_ID,
 
IECODE_SCROLL_ID,
 
IECODE_ONANCHOR_ID,
 
IECODE_OFFANCHOR_ID,
 
IECODE_HITANCHOR_ID,
 
IECODE_PRINT_ID,
 
IECODE_RESIZE_ID,
 
IECODE_REDRAW_ID,
 
IECODE_MOUSEMOVE_ID,
 
IECODE_MOUSEPRESS_ID,
 
IECODE_MOUSERELEASE_ID,
 
IECODE_KEYPRESS_ID,
 
IECODE_KEYRELEASE_ID,
 
IECODE_ENTER_ID,
 
IECODE_LEAVE_ID,
 

_IECODE_NUM
 
) IHEventCode;
 

See Also 
IHEvent" 

/* A event code custom to program */
 
/* Any event type */
 

/* A view has been displayed. */
 
/* A data requested has finished loading. */
 
/* Scroll within container */
 
/* Mouse pointer has moved on hypertext link. */
 
/* Mouse pointer has moved off hypertext link. */
 
/* User has selected a hypertext link. */
 
/* Being printed.
 Not implemented for widgets. */
 
/* Resize object */
 
/* Object needs to redraw itself *1
 

/* Mouse has moved */
 
/* Mouse button pressed */
 
/* Mouse button released */
 
/* Keyboard button pressed */
 
/* Keyboard button released */
 
1* Mouse entered object */
 
/* Mouse left object */
 

/* Number of possible events types */
 

This type enumerates all of the possible action codes that an event can be. The exact interpretation and 
validity of these codes depends on the class of the event they are used in. 

Functions 

BR_AllocEvent 

Synopsis
 
IHEvent* BR_AllocEvent(IHGlobalInfo* gi, IHDocument doc,
 
IHLangEnv* langenv, IHEventClass class, IHEventCode code,
 

14 #IHEvent 
15 Ing_userinter.htmICHWidgetObj 
16 #IHEvent 
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void* object)
 

Arguments 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 
iHTML library interface context.
 

(IHDocument) doc
 

Document event is associated with.
 
( IHLangEnv*) langenv
 

Language environment that will handle event. 
(IHEventClass ) class
 

Major class ID of event.
 
(IHEventCode ) code
 

Minor code ID of event.
 
(void*) object
 

An object associated with the event, e.g. a languageside widget object. The actual type 
depends on the event class. 

Return
 
( IHEvent* ) A newly created event.
 

See Also
 

IHGlobalInfo"IHLangEnv:8J[HDocument,I9IHEvene°IHEventClass2,1IHEventCode22 

Creates a new event with the given attributes. The program may then perform set/get operations on any 
appropriate attributes. Not that all of these arguments are constants for an event, and should not be 
changed after the event is created. 

BR_DupEvent 

Synopsis 

IHEvent* BR_DupEvent (IHEvent* orig)
 
Arguments 

(IHEvent*) orig
 
The original event to copy.
 

Return
 
(IHEvent*) A newly created event, that is identical to orig
 

See Also
 
J3R AllocEvene
 

Creates a new event that is a duplicate of the given existing event. 

BR_FreeEvent 

Synopsis 
void BR_FreeEvent (IHEvent* event)
 

Arguments 

17 lib_document.html#IHGlobalInfo 
18 Ing_environ.htrnICHLangEnv 
19 br_document.html#IHDocument 

#IHEvent 
21 #IHEventClass 
22 #IHEventCode 
23 #BR_AllocEvent 
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(IHEvent * ) event
 

A previously allocated event.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

DR AllocEventAR DupEvent()25
 

Frees an event previously allocated with BR_AllocEvent() or BR_DupEvent(). 

BR_FreeEventAttr 

Synopsis 

void BR_FreeEventAttr(IHEvent* event, IHEventAttr attr,
 
IHAttrType type, IHAttrVal value)
 

Arguments
 

(IHEvent* ) event
 
A previously allocated event.
 

( IHEventAttr) attr
 
The attribute being deallocated
 

(IHAttrType) type
 

The type that value is.
 
( IHAt t rVa 1 ) value
 

The attribute value that was previously returned by BR_GetEventAttr(). 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

JHEventAttr,11-1AttrVainHAttrTypetR GetEventAttr29 

Deallocates any memory associated with the given attribute, which had previously been obtained with
BR_GetEventAttr(). 

BR_GetEventAttr 

Synopsis
 

IHAttrType BR_GetEventAttr(IHEvent* event, IHEventAttr attr,
 
IHAttrVal* value)
 

Arguments
 

(IHEvent* ) event 
A previously allocated event.
 

(IHEventAttr) attr
 
The attribute value to retrieve
 

(IHAttrVal* ) value
 

Where to place the attribute's current value.
 

Return 

24 #BR_AllocEvent 
25 #BR DupEvent 
26 #IFIE-ventAttr 
27 #IHAttrVal 
28 #IHAttrType 
29 #BR_GetEventAttr 
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(IHAttrType) The type of the returned attribute value, or ATTRTYPE_NONE for failure. 

See Also 

IHEventAttr3,1HAttrVa13,1HAttrType3,2DR FreeEventAttr33 

Returns the value of an attribute associated with the given browser event. The type of the attribute is the 
return code; a type of ATTRTYPE_NONE indicates that the attribute doesn't exist. 

A program must call BR_FreeEventAttr0 on all attributes it retrieves, when it is done with them. 

BR_SetEventAttr 

Synopsis 
void BR_SetEventAttr (IHEvent* event, IHEventAttr attr,
 
IHAttrType type, IHAttrVal value)
 

Arguments 

(IHEvent*) event
 

A previously allocated event.
 
( IHEventAttr) attr
 

The attribute to set.
 
(IHAttrType) type
 

The type that value is.
 
(IHAttrVal) value
 

The new value to set the attribute to.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHEventAttrnHAttrVa1 nHAttrType36
 

Sets an event's attribute to the given value. 

almeaccisadrPrevfaatl' 

Last modified: Tue Oct 8 04:00:43 PDT 1996 

39 #IHEventAttr 
31 #IHAttrVal 
32 #IHAttrType 
33 #BR_FreeEventAttr 
34 #IHEventAttr 
35 #IHAttrVal 
36 #IHAttrType
37 ..1 
38 
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iHTML Browser Services 

User Interface 

The browser's user interface services provide types and routines for creating and manipulatinggraphical user
 
interfaces. They are typically implemented as part of the operating system glue, abstracting its native GUI
 
system.
 

Types 

IHColor 

Synopsis
 
A handle on a single pen color.
 

Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)
 
See Also
 

IHWidgetRep6
 

This type represents a single color that can be used to draw in. 

IHFont 

Synopsis
 
A handle on a text rendering font.
 

Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)
 
See Also
 

IHWidgetRep7
 

This type represents a font that can be used to render text. 

IHFutureCall 

Synopsis
 

A handle on a function call that is to occur at some later time.
 
Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)

See Also
 

BR AddFutureCa1108
 

../
2 j 
3 br_services.html 
4 br_event.html 
5 br_sharedlib.html
6 CHWidgetRep 
7 #IHWidgetRep 
8 #BR_AddFutureCallo 
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This type represents a single color that can be used to draw in. 

IHFutureCallback 

Synopsis
 
The function that is to be called when an IHFutureCall executes.
 

Definition
 

typedef int (*IHFutureCallback)
 

IH_PROTO((IHGlobalInfo* gi,IHDocument doc,void* userdata));
 

Parameters 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 

The document scripting context that the call is occurring in.
 
(IHDocument ) doc
 

The browser documentthat the call is occurring in.
 
(void*) userdata
 

Arbitrary user data that was attached to the future call when it was created. 

Bugs 

The second parameter (doc) should really be the IHFutureCall instead. 
The system should not automatically deallocate the IHFutureCall when this 
callback finishes. 

See Also
 
IHFutureCall9
 

This is the prototype of the function that is called when an IHFutureCall occurs. The function can do 
whatever it needs to service the future call, then returns; once it returns, the IHFutureCall object is 
automatically deallocated. This callback should always return zero. 

IHMemberValue 

Synopsis 

Encapsulates an IHWidgetMember identifier and its associated value.
 
Definition
 

typedef struct ih_member_value_rec
 
IHWidgetMember member;
 
void* value;
 

) IHMemberValue;
 

See Also
 

IHWidgetRep1HWidgetMember"
 

This is used to associated widget members with their associated values, for retrieving and setting them. 

IHPixmap 

Synopsis
 

The type through wish all drawing operations are performed.
 
Definition
 

9 #IHFutureCall 
10 #IHWidgetRep 
11 #IHWidgetMember 
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void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)

See Also 
JHWidgetRepu
 

This type represents the context needed to perform drawing operations. It can actually be one of two 
forms, both of which look identical: either an offscreen display buffer that can be drawn into, or a handle 
on a IHWidgetRep object's onscreen display context. 

In either case, it encapsulates all of the display context needed for drawing, including the current font,
pen, and clipping region. 

IHWidgetMember 

Synopsis
 
The identifier of an attribute associated with an IHWidgetRep or IHPixmap.
 

Definition
 

typedef enum {
 
IWM_NULL_ID = 0,
 Nothing */
 
IWM_IGNORE_ID,
 A do-nothing value */
 
IWM INTERFACE_ID,
 (IHGloballnfo *) iHTML context */
 
IWMDOCUMENT_ID,
 (IHDocument) Browser doc widget is on */

IWMLANGENV ID,
 (IHLanglnfo *) language associate with */

IWM_CODEINFO_ID,
 (IHCodeInfo*) code owning, or NULL */

IWM_PARENT_ID,
 (IHWidgetRep) The widget's parent */

IWM_NAME_ID,
 (const char*) The name of the widget */
 
IWM_WIDGETREP_ID,
 (IHWidgetRep) The browser-side widget *1

IWM_WIDGETOBJ_ID,
 (IHWidgetObj) The language-side object */
 
IWM_WIDGETRAW_ID,
 (IHWidgetRaw) browser/OS impl object */

IWM_VISIBLE_ID,
 (int) Visible? TRUE/FALSE */

IWM_X_ID,
 (int) Absolute X position *1
 
IWM_Y_ID,
 (int) Absolute Y position */
 
IWM_WIDTH_ID,
 (int) Absolute width */
 
IWM_HEIGHT_ID,
 (int) Absolute height */
 
IWM_BACKGROUNDFILL_ID,
 (IHColor) Current background color */
 
IWM_BACKGROUNDPIXMAP_ID,
 (IHColor) Current background pixmap */

IWM_FOREPEN_ID,
 (IHColor) Current foreground pen */

IWM_BACKPEN_ID,
 (IHColor) Current foreground pen */

IWM_FONT_ID,
 (IHFont) Current text font */
 
IWM_PIXMAP_ID,
 (IHPixmap) Where to draw on widget */

IWM_MOUSEX_ID,
 (int) Current Mouse X position */

IWM MOUSEY_ID,
 (int) Current Mouse Y position */

IWM MOUSESTATE_ID,
 (int) Current Mouse state flags */

IWM_KEYSTATE_ID,
 (int) Current keyboard state flags */
 

_IWM_NUM
 
) IHWidgetMember;
 

See Also 

IHWidgetRep`,31HMemberValuem
 

This type is an enumeration of the attributes that are associated with IHWidgetRep and IHPixmap
 
objects.
 

IHWidgetRaw 

Synopsis 

12 #IHWidgetRep 
13 # IHWidgetRep 
14 #IHMemberValue 
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The lowlevel operating system object associated with a browser widget. 

Definition 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.) 
See Also 

JHWidgetRep15 

This type is a handle on the OS object that the browser is actually using to implement its widget. Under X, 
this is either a Widget or Window object. It is used by language modules that wish to directly access the 
operating system for managing their user interface. 

IHWidgetRep 

Synopsis
 

The browserside representation of a user interface widget.
 
Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)
 
See Also
 

JHWidgetObe6
 

This type represents a browserside user interface object. This object defines a window on the screen 
with its own display context, provides functions for drawing in it, and sends events about user interaction 
with it. It does not generally, however, provide any highlevel intellegence about how to respond to these 
events instead, that is implemented by the languageside IHWidgetObj. 

As an example, under X this type would be implemented as either a lowlevel X window or a simple Xt 
widget that blindly collects events and sends them to its associated languageside object. 

Functions 

BR_AddFutureCall 

Synopsis
 

IHFutureCall BR_AddFutureCall(IHGlobalInfo* gi, IHDocument

doc, int sec, int micro, IHFutureCallback func, void*
 
userdata)
 

Arguments 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 

The iHTML scripting context in which this call is to occur.
 
(IHDocument) doc
 

The browser's document context in which this call is to occur.
 
(int) sec
 

The number of seconds in the future at which the call is to occur. 
(int) micro
 

The number of microseconds in the future at which the call is to occur. 
(IHFutureCallback) func
 

The function that is to be called. 
( vo id* ) userdata
 

Any arbitrary callerdefined data that is to be passed to the future call. 

15 #IHWidgetRep 
16 Ing_userint.html#IHWidgetObj 
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Return
 
( IHFuturecall) A premonition of things to come.
 

See Also
 

IHGlobalInforIHDocumen0HFutureCal11HFutureCallback2° 

Constructs the context on a function call that is to be performed at some future time. The system will try 
to make the call as accurately as possible, but it makes no guarantees in particular it will not be made 
until control returns to the browser. 

BR_AllocIHColor 

Synopsis 
IHColor BR_AllocIHColor (IHWidgetRep widget, unsigned short
 
red, unsigned short green, unsigned short blue)
 

Arguments
 

(IHWidget ) widget 
The widget context in which the new IHPixmap will exist. 

(unsigned short) red 
The desired brightness of the new color's red component, 0 <= red <= MAX_COLOR. 

(unsigned short) green 

The desired brightness of the new color's green component, 0 <= green <= MAX_COLOR. 
(unsigned short) blue
 

The desired brightness of the new color's blue component, 0 <=. blue <= MAX_COLOR. 

Return
 
(IHColor) A new drawing pen color.
 

Bugs
 

This should be called on an IHPixmap handle rather than an IHWidgetRep.
 
See Also
 

IHWidgetRep2,IIHColorn
 

Allocates a new pen drawing color, that can then be used in calls such as BR_PixSetForePen() and
 
setting an IHWidgetRep's IWM_BACKGROUNDPEN_ID member.
 

The returned color is as close to the desired color indicated by the arguments -- this accuracy is 
constrained by such things as the host system's color bit depth, type of display (e.g., monochrome or 
color), and the availability of colors in the display's palette. 

The indicated color brightness levels range from zero (black) to MAX_COLOR (brightest), where
 
MAX_COLOR is OxF1-11-.
 

BR_AllocIHPbunap 

Synopsis 

IHPixmap BR_AllocIHPixmap(IHWidgetRep widget, int width, int
 
height)
 

Arguments 

lib_document.html#11iGloballnfo 
IS br_document.html #IHDocument 
19 #1HFutureCall 
20 #1HFutureCallback 
21 #IHWidgetRep 
22 #1HColor 
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(IHWidget ) widget 

The widget context in which the new IHPixmap will exist.
 
(int) width
 

Width in pixels of the new pixmap.
 
( int ) height
 

Height in pixels of the new pixmap.
 

Return
 
(IHPixmap) A newly created offscreen pixmap.
 

Example
 
Bugs
 

This should be called on an IHDocument handle rather than an IHWidgetRep.
 
See Also
 

IHWidgetRepBBR AllocWidget()24
 

Allocates a new offscreen display buffer, in the given widget context. Standard drawing operations may 
then be performed in this context. Each IHPixmap tracks its own drawing pens, text font, and clipping 
region; offscreen pixmaps allocated with this function also have their own block of memory in which 
they are drawn. 

As with widget members, the IHPixmap always owns the member values that it starts out with, and 
deallocates those when it is deallocated. Any values a program allocates and sets for the pixmap are only 
being lent to it -- the pixmap will never free them, and the program must be sure to deallocated them 
after the pixmap is destroyed or no longer has that value set in any of its attributes. 

BR_AllocWidget 

Synopsis 

IHWidgetRep BR_AllocWidget(IHGlobalInfo* gi, IHDocument doc,
 
IHWidgetRep par, IHWidgetObj obj, const IHMemberValue* init)
 

Arguments
 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 
iHTML library context making widget.
 

(IHDocument) doc
 

Browserside document that widget is associated with.
 
( IHWidgetRep) par
 

Widget this is a child of, or NULL if it is a toplevel applet widget. 
( IHWidgetObj) obj
 

Language-side user interface object that is associated with this widget. 
(const IHMemberValue*) init 

The initial values of the new widget's members. This is an array of IHMemberValue 
structures, which is terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. 

Return 
( IHWidgetRep) ) The newly created browserside widget.
 

See Also
 

23 #IHWidgetRep 
24 #BR_AllocWidget 
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IHGlobalInfos tr dgraa JHWidgetObj2IHMemberValue 

Creates a new browser widget with the given member values. The argument par is the widget's 
structural parent; if NULL, the widget is a parent of the entire document. The widget'smembers are 
initialized to the IWM_NULL_ID terminated array of member values. Its default values are: 

IWM_TYPE_ID
 
IWM TYPE_BASE
 

IWM_VISIBLE_ID
 
FALSE
 

IWM_X_ID
 
0
 

IWM_Y_ID
 
0
 

IWM_WIDTH_ID
 
0
 

IWM_HEIGHT_ID
 
0
 

The argument obj may be NULL, in which case the backend language object can be attached to the 
widget later. This usually occurs when the toplevel widget ofan object is created the browser 
widget is first created, and returned to the browser. Once the language code has been retrieved from the 
network, the language object is then attached to the previously created browser widget by setting its 
IWM_WIDGETOBLID attribute. 

Note on widget members: the ownership of member values is very strictly defined. Any values (e.g., 
IHFont or IHColor objects) an IHWidgetRep allocates itself are automatically deallocated by the widget 
when it is destroyed, whether or not they are currently set in the widget. Any values a program allocates 
and sets for the widget are only being lent to it the widget will never free them, and the program must 
be sure to deallocated them after the widget is destroyed or no longer has that value set in any of its 
attributes. 

This applies even for member values that are supplied by the program when it first creates a widget: the 
program still owns these values, and must appropriate deallocate them when done with them. 

BR_FlushDisplay 

Synopsis
 

void BR_FlushDisplay(IHWidgetRep widget)
 
Arguments
 

(IHWidgetRep) widget
 

The widget whose display context will be flushed.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

Bugs
 

This should be called on an IHDocument handle rather than an IHWidgetRep.
 
See Also
 

25 lib_document.html#IHGlobalInfo 
26 br_document.html #IHDocument 
27 #IHWidgetRep 
28 Ing_userint.html#IHWidgetObj 
29 #IHMemberValue 
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DR AllocWidget() 

Flushes all drawing operations in the display that contains widget, so that it is uptodate with what the 
program has done. 

BR_FreelHColor 

Synopsis 

void BR_FreeIHColor (IHColor color)
 
Arguments 

(IHColor) color
 

The pen color to be deallocated. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

DR AllocIHColor(131
 

Deallocate an IHColor that was previously allocated with BR_AllocIHColor(). A color should not be 
deallocated until it no longer appears in the IHPixmap images it was used in. 

BR_FreelHPixmap 

Synopsis
 

void BR_FreeIHPixmap(IHPixmap pixmap)
 
Arguments
 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The pixmap to be deallocated. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

AllocIHPixmap()32
 

Deallocate an IHPixmap that was previously allocated with BR_AllocIHPixmap(). Any attributes 
created by the pixmap (e.g., its default IHFont and foreground pen) are also deallocated, whether or not 
they are currently set in the pixmap. 

BR_FreeWidget 

Synopsis 
void BR_FreeWidget (IHWidgetRep widget)
 

Arguments 

(IHWidgetRep) widget
 
The widget to be destroyed.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

3° #BR_AllocWidget 
31 #BR_AlloclHColor 
32 #BR_AlloclHPixmap 
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See Also
 

. BR AllocWidget(133
 

Deal locate and destroyed a previously allocated browserside widget, along with all of its children. Any 
attributes created along with the widget (e.g., its default IHFont and foreground pen) are also 
deallocated, whether or not they are currently set in the widget. 

BR_GetPhmapMembers 

Synopsis 
void BR_GetPixmapMembers(IHPixmap pixmap, IHMemberValue*
 
values)
 

Arguments 

(I HPi 3anap ) pixmap
 

The pixmap whose member values are being retrieved. 
( cons t IHMemberValue *) value
 

The pixmap members to retrieve and where to place them. This is an array of 
IHMemberValue structures, which is terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

Example
 

/* Get a pixmap's dimensions and drawing state.
 

IHMemberValue val(51 = (
 

( IWM_WIDTH_ID, 0 ),
 

{ IWM_HEIGHT_ID, 0 },
 
{ IWM_FOREPEN_ID, 0 ),
 
( IWM_FONT_ID, 0 ),
 
( IWM_NULL_ID, 0 )
 

);
 

int w=0, h=0;
 
IHColor pen;
 
IHFont font;
 
val[0].value = &w;
 
val[1).value = &h;
 
val(2).value = &pen;
 
val{31.value = &font;
 
BR_GetPixmapMembers(widget,&val[0]);
 

See Also 

IHPixmap4IHMemberValue3,5BR AllocPixmap03,6J3R SetPixmapMembers037 

Retrieves the values of pixmap member attributes. The argument values is an array of IHMemberValue 
structures, terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. Each value field points to a variable that will 
be filled in with the associated member's current value. 

BR_GetWidgetMembers 

Synopsis
 

void BR_GetWidgetMembers(IHWidgetRep widget, IHMemberValue*
 

#BR_AllocWidget 
34 #IHPixmap 
35 #IHMemberValue 
36 #BR_AllocPixmap 
37 #BR_SetPixmapMembers 
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values )
 

Arguments 

( IHWi dge tRep ) widget 
The widget whose member values are being retrieved.
 

( cons t IHNernberValue* ) value
 
The widget members to retrieve and where to place them. This is an array of 
IHMemberValue structures, which is terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

Example
 

/* Get a widget's position and dimensions. *1 

IHMemberValue val[5] = {
 

{ IWM_X_ID, 0 1,
 

( IWM_Y_ID, 0 1,
 
( IWM_WIDTH_ID, 0 1,
 

{ IWM_HEIGHT_ID, 0 1,
 
( IWM_NULL_ID, 0 )
 

);
 

int x=0, y=0, w=0, h=0;
 
val[0].value = &x;
 
val[1].value = &y;
 
val[2].value = &w;
 
val[3].value = &h;
 
BR_GetWidgetMembers(widget,&val(01):
 

See Also 

IHWidgetRep3,1HMemberValueNJ3R AllocWidget04,1312 SetWidgetMembers(14' 

Retrieves the values of widget member attributes. The argument values is an array of IHMemberValue 
structures, terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. Each value field points to a variable that will 
be filled in with the associated member's current value. 

BR_PixBItPixmap 

Synopsis 
void BR_PixBltPixmap (IHPixmap dest, int x, int y, IHPixmap
 
src, int xsrc, int ysrc, int w, int h)
 

Arguments 

(IHPixmap) dest
 
The display context to render into.
 

(int) x
 

The location to place src's left edge. 
(int) y
 

The location to place src's top edge.
 
(IHPixmap) src
 

The source pixmap to place in dest.
 
(int) xsrc
 

The leftmost edge in src that is to be copied. 

#IHWidgetRep 
39 #IHMemberValue 
4° #BR_AllocWidget 
41 #BR_SetWidgetMembers 
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(int) ysrc
 

The topmost edge in src that is to be copied.
 
(int) w
 

The number of horizontal pixels in src that are to be copied.
 
(int) h
 

The number of vertical pixels in src that are to be copied. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
jliPixmap42
 

Performs a bitblit operation from src into the dest pixmap. Either the entire dest pixmap is copied, or any 
subrectangle can be copied, whose topleft corner is (xsrc,ysrc) and dimensions are (w x h). 

BR_PixClearRectangle 

Synopsis 

void BR_PixClearRectangle(IHPixmap pixmap, int x, int y, int
 
w, int h)
 

Arguments 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The display context to render into. 
(int) x
 

The left side of the rectangle. 
(int) y
 

The top side of the rectangle. 
(int) w
 

The number of pixels across the rectangle is.
 
(int) h
 

The number of pixels tall the rectangle is. 

Return
 

nothing.
 
See Also
 

JHPixmap43
 

Clears the rectangle region in the pixmap, whose topleft pixel is at (x,y) and that is w pixels wide and h 
pixels high. If w or h are zero, no rectangle is cleared. The rectangle is cleared to the IHPixmap's current 
IWM_BACKGROUNDPEN_ID or TWM_BACKGROUNDPIXMAP_ID. 

BR_PixDrawArc 

Synopsis 
void BR_PixDrawArc(IHPixmap pixmap, int x, int y, int w, int
 
h, float al, float a2)
 

Arguments 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The display context to render into. 
(int) x
 

42 #IHPixmap 
43 #IHPixmap 
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The left side of the arc. 

(int) y
 

The top side of the arc. 
(int) w
 

The number of pixels across the arc is.
 
(int) h
 

The number of pixels tall the arc is.
 
(float) a/
 

The angle (in degrees) at which to start the arc.
 
(float) a2
 

The angle (in degrees) at which to end the arc.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
JHPixmap"
 

Draws an unfilled arc in pixmap, whose farthest left pixel is at x, farthest top pixel is at y, and that is w 
pixels wide and h pixels high, using the current IWM_FOREPEN_ID color. The arc starts at the al 
degree position, and extends to the a2 degree position. If w or h are zero, no arc is drawn. A complete 
oval is drawn by setting al to 0.0 and a2 to 360.0. 

BR_PixDrawLine 

Synopsis
 
void BR_PixDrawLine(IHPixmap pixmap, int xl, int yl, int x2,
 
int y2)
 

Arguments 

( IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The display context to render into. 
(int) xl
 

The x start position of the line. 
( int) yl
 

The y start position of the line.
 
(int) x2
 

The x end position of the line.
 
( int) y2
 

The y end position of the line. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
IHPixmap45
 

Draws a line in the pixmap, going from (xl ,yl) to (x2,y2). The line is drawn in the IHPixmap's current 
IWM_FOREPEN_ID color. 

BR_PixDrawRectangle 

Synopsis 
void BR_PixDrawRectangle(IHPixmap pixmap, int x, int y, int w,
 

44 #1HPixmap 
45 #1HPixmap 
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int 11)
 

Arguments 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The display context to render into. 
(int) x
 

The left side of the rectangle. 
(int) y
 

The top side of the rectangle. 
(int) w
 

The number of pixels across the rectangle is.
 
(int) h
 

The number of pixels tall the rectangle is. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
111Pixmap46
 

Draws an unfilled rectangle in the pixmap, whose topleft pixel is at (x,y) and that is w pixels wide and h 
pixels high. If w or h are zero, no rectangle is drawn. The rectangle is drawn in the IHPixmap's current 
IWM_FOREPEN_ID color. 

BR_PixDrawText 

Synopsis
 

void BR_PixDrawText(IHPixmap pixmap, IHFont font, int length,
 
const char* text, int x, int baseline, int justify)
 

Arguments
 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The display context to draw in.
 
( IHFont) font
 

The font to render the text in.
 
( int ) length
 

The number of characters in text.
 
(const char*) text
 

The text to render.
 
(int) x
 

The x location at which to render the text.
 
(int) baseline
 

The location of the baseline of the rendered text.
 
(int) justify
 

The horizontal justification mode of the rendered text. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
IHPixmap4,7a1Font48
 

Draws the given text string into the IHPixmap, rendering it with the given font, in the IHPixmap's current 

46 #IHPixmap 
47 #IIIPixmap 
48 #IHFont 
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foreground pen. Its base line is vertically located at the argument baseline, and x and justify are used to 
determine the horizontal location as follows: 

justify = 1 

Left justified: x is the leftmost position of the rendered text.
 
justify = 0
 

Centered: x is the leftmost position of the rendered text.
 
justify = 1
 
Right justified: x is the rightmost position of the rendered text.
 

All other values for justify are invalid, and should not be used. 

BR_PixFillArc 

Synopsis 

void BR_PixFillArc (niPixmap pixmap, int x, int y, int w, int
 
h, float al, float a2)
 

Arguments 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 
The display context to render into.
 

( int) x
 
The left side of the arc.
 

(int) y 
The top side of the arc. 

(int) w
 

The number of pixels across the arc is.
 
(int) h
 

The number of pixels tall the arc is. 
(float) al
 

The angle (in degrees) at which to start the arc. 
(float) a2
 

The angle (in degrees) at which to end the arc. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
JHPixmap49
 

Draws an filled arc in pixmap, whose farthest left pixel is at x, farthest top pixel is at y, and that is w pixels 
wide and h pixels high, using the current IWM_FOREPEN_ID color. The arc starts at the al degree 
position, and extends to the a2 degree position. If w or h are zero, no arc is drawn. A complete oval is 
drawn by setting al to 0.0 and a2 to 360.0. 

BR_PixFillRectangle 

Synopsis 

void BR_PixFillRectangle(IHPixmap pixmap, int x, int y, int w,
 
int h)
 

Arguments 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 

49 #IHPixmap 
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The display context to render into. 

(int) x
 

The left side of the rectangle. 
(int) y
 

The top side of the rectangle. 
(int) w
 

The number of pixels across the rectangle is.
 
(int) h
 

The number of pixels tall the rectangle is. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
11-1Pixmapm
 

Draws an filled rectangle in the pixmap, whose topleft pixel is at (x,y) and that is w pixels wide and h 
pixels high. If w or h are zero, no rectangle is drawn. The rectangle is drawn in the IHPixmap's current 
IWM_FOREPEN_ID color. 

BR_PixSetBackPen 

Synopsis
 

void BR_PixSetBackPen(IHPixmap pixmap, IHColor color)
 
Arguments 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The display context to set. 
( IHColor) color
 

The new background color. 

Return
 

nothing.
 
See Also
 

IHPixmaps,IHColorsi3R SetPixmapMembers(153
 

Sets the current active background rendering pen for the given IHPixmap display context. This is a
 
shorthand for calling BR_SetPixmapMembers() to set its IWM_BACKPEN_ID member.
 

BR_PiycSetFont 

Synopsis
 

void BR_PixSetFont(IHPixmap pixmap, IHFont font)
 
Arguments
 

(IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The display context to set. 
( IHFont ) font
 

The new text font. 

Return 

5° #IHPixmap 
51 #IHPixmap 
52 #IHColor 
53 #BR_SetPixmapMembers 
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nothing.
 

See Also
 
IHPixmap 5, 4 IFIFont5iIR SetPixmapMembers() 56
 

Sets the current active text rendering font for the given IHPixmap display context. This is a shorthand 
for calling BR_SetPixmapMembers( to set its IWM_FONT_ID member. 

BR_PixSetForePen 

Synopsis
 

void BR_PixSetForePen(IHPixmap pixmap, IHColor color)
 
Arguments
 

( IHPixmap) pixmap
 

The display context to set. 
(IHColor) color
 

The new foreground color. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

JUIPixmap IHColort R SetPixmapMembers(I
 

Sets the current active foreground rendering pen for the given IHPixmap display context. This is a
 
shorthand for calling BR_SetPixmapMembers() to set its IWM_FOREPEN_ID member.
 

BR_PixTextExtent 

Synopsis
 

void BR_PixTextExtent(IHPixmap pixmap, IHFont font, int
 
length, const char* text, int* ascent, int* descent, int*
 
width)
 

Arguments 

( I HP ixmap ) pixmap 
The display context to use.
 

(IHFont) font
 
The font whose metrics are being checked.
 

( int ) length
 

The number of characters in text.
 
( cons t char* ) text
 

The text to compute metrics for.
 
( int * ) ascent
 

Variable in which to place the number of pixels the text goes above the baseline. 
(int*) descent 

Variable in which to place the number of pixels the text goes below the baseline. 
(int*) width 

Variable in which to place the total pixel width of the text. 

#IHPixmap 
ss #IHFont 
56 #BR_SetPixmapMembers 
57 #IHPixmap 
58 #IHColor 
sv #BR_SetPixmapMembers 
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Return
 

nothing.
 
See Also
 

IHPixmapf,41HFone1
 

Computes the metrics if the given string of text had been rendered in the given font. 

BR_RemFutureCall 

Synopsis 
void HR_RemFutureCal 1 ( IHFutureCall call)
 

Arguments 

( IHFu tur eCa 1 1 ) call
 

The destiny that is to be averted. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
BR AddFutureCallO62
 

Aborts a future call that was initiated with BR_AddFutureCall(). This function must be called before the 
call occurs afterwards, the IHFutureCall object is invalid. It also can not be called inside of the future 
call's IHFutureCallback function. 

BR_SetPixmapMembers 

Synopsis 
void BR_SetPixmapMembers(IHPixmap pixmap, IHMemberValue*
 
values)
 

Arguments
 

( IHPi xmap ) pixmap 
The pixmap whose member values are being set. 

(const IHMemberValue* ) value 
The new values of the pixmap's members. This is an array of IHMemberValue structures, 
which is terminated with a member of IWM_NULL 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IFIPixmap63IHMemberValuemBR AllocIHPixmap06)3R GetPixmapMembers066 

Sets the values of a pixmap's member attributes. The argument values is an array of IHMemberValue 
structures, terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. 

BR_SetWidgetMembers 

#IHPixmap 
61 #IHFont 
62 #BR_AddFutureCall 
63 #IHPixmap 
64 #IHMemberValue 

#BR_AlloclHPixmap 
66 #BR_GetPixmapMembers 
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Synopsis 

void BR_SetWidgetMembers(IHWidgetRep widget, IHMemberValue*
 
values)
 

Arguments
 

(IHWidgetRep ) widget
 

The widget whose member values are being set.
 
( cons t IHMemberValue* ) value
 

The new values of the widget's members. This is an array of IHMemberValue structures, 
which is terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. 

Return
 

nothing.
 
See Also
 

JHWidgetRep67IHMemberValuen3R AllocWidgetONR GetWidgetMembere
 

Sets the values of a widget's member attributes. The argument values is an array of IHMemberValue 
structures, terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. 

aget1/12i3[Prevratar 
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67 CHWidgetRep 
68 #IHMemberValue 
69 #BR_AllocWidget
70 #BR_GetWidgetMembers 
71 ../ 
72 
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iHTML Browser Services 

Shared Libraries 

The browser's shared library services include an opaque type and three functions that are used to dynamically
 
load and interrogate external code segments. These services are typically implemented in the operating system

glue of the browser.
 

Types 

IHSharedModule 

Synopsis
 
A handle on a dynamicallyloaded code module.
 

Definition
 
void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)


See Also
 

BR LoadSharedModulefl6
 

This type represents a handle on an external piece of code that has been dynamically loaded by the
 
browser. Once loaded, the module can be queried for symbols and unloaded.
 

Functions 

BR_GetSharedSymbol 

Synopsis 
int BR _GetSharedSymbol (IHSharedModule module, const char*
 
symbol, void* storage)
 

Arguments
 

(IHSharedModule) module
 

Handle on the shared code module that is to be queried.
 
(const char*) symbol
 

The module's symbol, as seen by its programmer, to retrieve.
 
(void*) storage
 

Place to save the symbol's value.
 

Return 

2 j 
3 br_services.html 
4 br_userint.html 
5 br_misc.html 
6 #BR_LoadSharedModule 
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( int) TRUE if the symbol was successfully retrieved, else FALSE.
 

See Also
 
JHSharedModule7, DR LoadSharedModule(18
 

Retrieves the given symbol name from the previously loaded shared module, and stores its value in the 
address pointed to by storage. 

BR_LoadSharedModule 

Synopsis
 

IHSharedModule BR_LoadSharedModule (const char* dir, const
 
char* name)
 

Arguments 

(const char*) dir
 

The directory to look for the module in.
 
(const char* ) name
 

The name of the module's file, without any operating system specific extension or prefix. 

Return 
(IHSharedModule) A handle on the loaded module, or NULL if it could not be found.
 

See Also
 
IHSharedModule9
 

Looks for the given external shared module; if it exists, it is loaded into the browser and an abstract 
handle for it is returned. If it doesn't exist or can't be loaded, a NULL handle is returned. 

BR_UnloadSharedModule 

Synopsis 

void BR_UnloadSharedModule (IHSharedModule module)
 
Arguments 

(IHSharedModule) module
 
A previously loaded code module.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

HiSharedModule1°J3R LoadSharedModuleO11
 

Unloads an external shared module that was previously loaded with BR_LoadSharedModule(). 

LUDIRda.QCS[UPr[PrevriNd 

7 CHSharedModule 
8 #BR_LoadSharedModule 
9 #IHSharedModule 
I° # IHSharedModule 
II #BR LoadSharedModule
12 j 
13 j 
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18 br_userint.hunl 
18 br_misc.html 
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iHTML Browser Services 

Miscellaneous 

A few miscellaneous browser services don't fit into any particular category. These include functionsfor
 
handling search paths, files, string comparison, and version information.
 

Many of these function's implementations the most important being those for path and file handling are
 
usually implemented as part of the common operating system glue for a platform, rather than for a specific host
 
browser.
 

Types 

IHDirScan 

Synopsis
 

A handle on a file system directory that is being examined.
 
Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the browser's internal implementation.)

See Also
 

BR BeginDirScan(16
 

This type represents a handle on an opened file system direction, which is being scanned for files and 
directories. 

Functions 

BR_BeginDirScan 

Synopsis 

IHDirScan BR_BeginDirScan (const char* dir)
 
Arguments 

(const char*) dir
 
Name of directory to examine.
 

Return
 
(IHDirScan) A handle on a new directory scan operation.
 

2 1 
3 br_services.html 
4 br_sharedlib.html 
5 lib_services.html 
6 #BR_BeginDirScan 
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See Also
 

JHDirScan7, BR ParsePathOs
 

Open the given filesystem directory, to begin scanning it for the files and directories it contains. The 
syntax of the given directory name is browserdefines, and must be a string returned by 
BR_ParsePathO. 

BR_EndDirScan 

Synopsis 
void BR_EndDirScan (IHDirScan ds )
 

Arguments 

(IHDirScan) ds
 

Terminate an active directory scan. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
IHDirScan 9, BR BeginDirScan()m
 

Ends an active directory scan, and deallocates all resources associated with it. 

BR_FreeParsePath 

Synopsis
 
void BR_FreeParsePath(const char** path)
 

Arguments
 

( const char** ) path
 
A path previously returned by BR_ParsePathO.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
BR ParsePath(In
 

Deallocates the memory returned by BR_ParsePathO. 

BR_GetBasePath 

Synopsis 
const char* BR_GetBasePath(const char* language, const char*
 
defpath)
 

Arguments 

( const char* ) language 
The language the requested path is for, or NULL for the toplevel iHTML path. 

( const char* ) defpath 
The default path if one is not defined, or NULL. 

7 #IHDirScan 
8 #BR_ParsePath 
9 #IHDirScan 
10 #BR_BeginDirScan 
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Return 
(const char* ) A string representing the search path.
 

See Also
 
ParsePath()12
 

Returns a string defining the base search path to use. This may then be parsed by passing it to
 
BR_ParsePath(). The string returned by this function must be deallocated with free().
 

BR_GetCapability 

Synopsis 
int BR_GetCapabi 1 ty ( IHDocument doc, const char* name)
 

Arguments 

( IHDocument ) doc
 

The document context in which to check the capability.
 
(const char * ) name
 

The name of the capability to check. 

Return 
( int ) Resulting capability level of browser.
 

See Also
 
IHDocumentn
 

Checks the capability level available in the current browser/document. This defines the set of actions a 
script may perform and the environment it is running in. The returned integer level tells whether the 
capability is available; it should be 0 if not available or unknown, and 1 if it is allowed. Some capabilities
define other return values. 

The currently defined capability names are: 

Basic capabilities: 

"forms"
 

Browser supports fillin forms
 
"tables".
 

Browser can render HTML tables.
 
"sockets".
 

Browser allows lowlevel socket connections.
 

Composite capabilties: 

"comp_mosaic" 

Implements capabilities as well or better than Mosaic implementation. Returned value is 
the Mosaic level compatible with. (This is not the browser version code. 

Display capabilities: 

"disp_text"
 

Able to display text in the browser.
 
"disp_graphics"
 

12 #BR_ParsePath 
13 br_document.html#IHDocument 
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Able to display graphics in the browser.
 

"disp_mono"
 
Able to display monochrome text/graphics.
 

"disp_color"
 

Able to display color; returned value is the total number of colors that can be onscreen.
 
"disp_true"
 

Able to display truecolor; value is the number of bits per color gun.
 

BR_GetVersion 

Synopsis
 

void BR_GetVersion(char** fullname,char** name,int* ver,int*
 
rev)
 

Arguments
 

(char** ) fullname 

Location to place a string with the full name of this specific browser. 
(char** ) name 

Location to place a string with the browser's standard "brand" name.
 
(int* ) ver
 

Location to place an integer representing the browser's major version code 
tint *) rev 

Location to place an integer representing the browser's minor revision code. 

Return
 
nothong.
 

This function returns type and version information about the browser under which the system is running. 
Some example return values for the X Mosaic implementation are: 

fullname
 
"NCSA XMosaic 2.7b2"
 

name
 
"XMosaic"
 

ver
 
7
 

rev
 
2
 

BR_NextDirScan 

Synopsis
 

const char* BR_NextDirScan(IHDirScan ds)
 
Arguments
 

(IHDirScan) ds
 

Handle on an active directory scan. 

Return 
(cons t char* ) The name of the next file in the directory.
 

See Also
 

IHDirScart,A3R BeginDirScan()15
 

14 #IHDirScan 
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Returns the name of the next file in the scanned directory, as a NULLterminated string. A NULL 
pointer is returned when the end of the directory is reached. 

BR_OpenDirFile 

Synopsis 
FILE* BR_OpenDirFile(const char* dir, const char* fname, const
 
char* type)
 

Arguments 

(const char*) dir
 
Directory in which file exists.
 

( const char*)fname
 
Name of file to open
 

(const char*) type
 

Mode to open file in. 

Return
 
(FILE*) An opened file handle, that can be manipulated with ANSI C file functions.
 

See Also
 

DR ParsePath01613R NextDirScan(I"
 

Opens a file in the given directory with the given name. The arguments dir must be a directory name as 
returned by BR_ParsePath() and fname must be the name of a file as returned by BR_NextDirScanO. 
The type argument is as per the ANSI fopen() funcion. 

BR_OpenTempFile 

Synopsis 

FILE* BR_OpenTempFile(IHDocument doc)
 
Arguments
 

(IHDocument) doc
 

The document context to associate file with. 

Return
 
( FILE*) A newly opened file handle.
 

See Also
 
JHDocumen(u
 

Opens a temporary file that can the be used to read/write data with standard ANSI C file functions. 

BR_ParsePath 

Synopsis 
const char** BR_ParsePath(const char* path_descr, const char*
 
langstr)
 

Arguments 

(const char*) path_descr 

16 #BR_ParsePath 
17 #BR_NextDirScan 
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A string defining the search path. 

( cons t char* ) langstr
 

The name of the language module this path is to be for, or NULL to look at toplevel 
iHTML directories. 

Return 
( const char** ) A NULLterminated array of strings, representing the individual
 
directories in the path.
 

See Also
 

BR GetBasePath019
 

Parses a search path string returned by BR_GetBasePath() into its individual components. The syntax of 
the input string is not specified, but for Unix it will be, for example, of the form "Jusr/local/lib". 

The returned array must be deallocated with BR_FreeParsePath(). 

BR_StrCmp 

Synopsis
 
int BR_StrCmp(const char* stri, const char* str2)
 

Arguments
 

(const char* ) sir]
 

First string to compare. 
( const char* ) str2
 

Second string to compare. 

Return
 
( int) 1 if sir] and str2 are equal, else zero.
 

Performs a caseinsensitive comparison of two strings. This should be used when manipulatingstrings 
that are used with the browser's functionality, such as attributes and tag names. 

miameaszciluf[Prevraair 

Last modified: Tue Oct 8 03:32:13 PDT 1996 
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iHTML Architecture 

iHTML Library Services 

The iHTML Library component includes functionality is directly implemented by the iHTML system, as a 
library that is linked to a browser that is implementing the system. 

The library's services are divided into five categories: 

Document Interface6 

Functions the browser component calls to submit documents to the system and manage the scripts 
associated with them. 

Language Modules' 
Management of the language modules available to the system, providing a highlevel interface to them, 
and keeping their state synchronized with the browser. 

Buffers9 

Creation and manipulation of data buffers. 
Doublylinked Lists9 

A standard set of functions for creating and managing doublelinked lists s tructures. 
Miscellaneousm 

Various other routines that do not fall into one of the above groups. 

[HorndiatId(UprfPrevrataf 

Last modified: Tue Oct 8 04:34:30 PDT 1996 
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iHTML Library Services 

Document Interface 

The iHTML library document services define various types that are used to store highlevel scripting 
information related to a document (e.g., information about the <OBJECT> tags embedded in a document), and 
functions for managing the interaction between these data structures and the browser itself. 

Types 

IHCodelnfo 

Synopsis 
Context of a languageside piece of code. 

Definition 

typedef struct ih_code_info_rec
 IHCodeInfo;
 
struct ih_code_info_rec
 

IHNode node;
 
IHGlobalInfo* interface;
 
IHLanguage* language; /* Language of module */
 
IHLangEnv* langenv;
 /* Language environment for this code segment */
 
IHBufferP source; /* Raw source retrieved from URL/document */
 
IHLangCode code;
 /* Compiled code to be executed by interpreter */
 
IHList params;
 /* (IHEmbeddedParam*) List of args */
 
char *class;
 /* URL where this module may be retrieved from */
 
char *classtype;
 /* Directly supplied content type of module */
 
char *data;
 /* Name of standard module */
 
char *datatype;
 /* Directly supplied content type of module */
 
char *symbol; /* Symbol to expose object as */
 
int version; /* Minimum version allowed */
 
int running; /* If TRUE, this code is currently running */
 

} ;
 

See Also
 

IHGlobalInfo6jHLanguage; ifiLangEnvg,11413ufferP9 IHLangCode,"
 
IHModuleInfejHEmbeddedInfo:
 

This type represents the interface between a browser document and backend language module's script 
that is common to all types of code. It is created as a result of parsing a <OBJECT> tag, initializing the 

2 ./ 
3 lib_services.html 
4 lib_services.html 
5 lib_language.html 
6 #IHGlobalInfo 
7 lib_language.html#IHLanguage 
8 Ing_environ.html#IHLangEnv 
9 lib_buffer.html#IHBufferP 
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needed language module, and retrieving any associated scripts or data files. 

The params is a list of all the <PARAM> param tags that were included with the object, and these 
attributes: 

DATA (as DATA ) 

CLASSID (as _CLASSID_) 
CODEBASE (as CODEBASE____) 

STANDBY (as _STANDBY_) 
TITLE (as _TITLE_) 
WIDTH (as __WIDTH_) 
HEIGHT (as _HEIGHT_) 
NAME (as _NAME_) 

IHDelayedStartup 

Synopsis 
The context on a script that is ready to run, whenever the global document script has started. 

Definition 

typedef struct ih_delayed_startup_rec {
 

IHNode node;
 
IHModuleInfo* module;
 
IHEmbeddedInfo* object;
 

} IHDelayedStartup;
 

See Also 
IHModuleInfolIHEmbeddedInfo" 

This type is used to keep track of individual languageside that are ready to run, but waiting for the 
document script to begin execution. Only one of the two fields should be nonNULL, and it points to the 
script that is waiting. 

IHEmbeddedInfo 

Synopsis 
Additional context information needed for code used in embedded objects. 

Definition 

struct ih_embedded_info_rec {
 

IHCodelnfo code; 
IHWidgetRep widget; /* Browser-side widget associated with this */ 
IHWidgetObj object; /* Language-side object associated with this */ 

} ; 

See Also 

IHCodeInfor 

This type adds data to an IHCodelnfo that is needed by code segments being used as embedded objects. 

IHEmbeddedParam 

Synopsis 

14 IfIHModuleInfo 
15 #IHEmbeddedInfo 
16 #IHCodeInfo 
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A single parsed <PARAM> tag.
 

Definition
 

typedef struct ih_embedded_param_rec {
 
IHNode node;
 
IHParamType type;
 
char *param;
 
char *value;
 
IHEmbeddedParam;
 

See Also
 
IHParamType1,7
 

This type encaspulates the information associating a parameter name with its value, used to represent 
the <PARAm> tags found when parsing a <OBJECT>,or any other name/value mapping. 

IHGlobalInfo 

Synopsis
 

Represents the context associated with one browser document's entire scripting session.
 
Definition
 

typedef struct ih_inter_info_rec
 IHGlobalInfo;
 
struct ih_inter_info_rec (
 

IHDocument document;
 /* Document this interface is on */
 
IHBrowser browser;
 /* Browser-specific information */
 
IHLanguage* language; /* Language of main program, as per
 

See Also 

IHDocument,i1HBrowsee,9IHLanguage7,4IHLangEnv2,'IHModuleInfo2,2IHEmbeddedInfo2,3
 

HiDelayedStartup24 

This type contains all global information about the iHTML state associated with a document. It keeps 
track of all the scripts currently connected with it, the status of the system, and provides a handle for 
performing global operations on the system. 

IHModulelnfo 

Synopsis
 

Additional context information needed for code used in modules.
 
Definition
 

struct ih_module_info_rec {
 
IHCodelnfo code;
 
int program;
 /* Flag -- TRUE if document script */
 

);
 

See Also
 
IHCodelnfo25
 

17 #1HParamType 
br document.html#IHDocument 
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This type adds data to an IHCodelnfo that is needed by code segments being used as modules. This 
includes regular modules and documentlevel scripts. 

IHParamType 

Synopsis 
Value identifying the type of an IHEmbeddedParam. 

Definition 

typedef enum {
 

IHParamType_Static, /* Occurred as attribute
 "param" is a static string */

IHParamType_Attr,
 /* Occurred as a <PARAM> "param" is a markup attr. */
 
IHParamType_String
 /* Generic -- "param" and "value" should be free(1d. */
 
IHParamType;
 

See Also 

1HEmbeddedPararrk26, 

This type enumerates the possible types of IHEmbeddedParam objects there are. 

IHRun 

Synopsis 

The current script execution state of a document context. 
Definition 

typedef enum { 
IRun_None, /* No script is currently executing */ 
IRun_Exec /* A script is executing right now */ 

} IHRun; 

See Also 
IHGlobalInfo27 

This type enumerates the possible execution state of a document context's scripts. 

IHState 

Synopsis 
The current state of a document context. 

Definition 

typedef enum {
 
IState_Nothing,
 /* No interface in this document */
 
IState_Loaded,
 /* Interface has been loaded/compiled */
 
ISTate_Active
 /* Document's interface is active */
 

} IHState;
 

See Also 
IHGlobalInfon 

The type is an enumeration of the possible states a document interface can be in. 

26 #IHEmbelidecIParam 
27 #IHGlobalInfo 
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Functions 

IH_Freelnterface 

Synopsis 
void IH_FreeInterface (IHGlobalInf o* gi)
 

Arguments 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 
The document interface context to deallocate.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
IHGlobalInfe
 

Deallocates and frees all resources attached to an IHGlobalInfo that was previously created by
 
BR_ParseInterface().
 

IH_FreeParam 

Synopsis
 

void IH_FreeParam(IHEmbeddedParam* ep)
 
Arguments
 

( IHEmbeddedParam*) ep
 
The parameter to deallocate.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

ll-lEmbeddedParani"
 

Deallocates the given IHEmbeddedParam node and all data associated with it. 

IH_ParseEmbedded 

Synopsis 
IHEmbeddedInf o* IH_ParseEmbedded ( IHGlobalInfo* gi,
 IHDocument
 
doc, I HWidge tRep widget, HTMLNode objdef)
 

Arguments 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 
The interface context this embedded object occurs in.
 

(IHDocument ) doc
 

The browser document this embedded object occurs in.
 
(IHWidgetRep ) widget
 

Browserside widget that represents the object.
 
(HTMLNode) objdef
 

HTML markup that defines the object.
 

Return 

29 #IHGlobalInfo 
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( DiErnbeddedinf o*) Handle on a new embedded object.
 

See Also
 

JFIGlobalInfolHDocument3,21HWidgetRep3,3fITMLNodenHEmbeddedInfo's
 

Parse an HTML <OBJECT> definition and create a new languageside object for it. This includes 
creating an IHEmbeddedlnfo structure and connecting it to the interface, starting a request for the URL 
that contains the program, and connecting these to the IHWidgetRep object. When the URL request has 
completed, the IHWidgetRep will be notified and the code will be started. 

IH_Parselnterface 

Synopsis 

IHGlobalInfo* IH_ParseInterface (IHDocument doc )
 
Arguments 

(IHDocument ) doc
 

A document that is being created by the browser. 

Return
 
( IHGlobal Info *) A new iHTML interface context for the document.
 

Bugs
 

This semantics of this function will have to change to support progressive display 
of documents. 

See Also 

JHDocumene,IHGlobalInfo" 

Parses, allocates, and initializes a new iHTML scripting interface section for the given document. If 
NULL is returned, the document does not contain any scripts or objects. Otherwise, the function will 
start retrieving the scripts, loading language modules, and executing things as they become available. Not 
that if there is a document script associated with this document, it is responsible for initially formatting the 
browser display itself. 

IH_StartInterface 

Synopsis 

void IH_StartInterface (IHGlobalInfo* gi)
 
Arguments 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 

A document interface context. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
IFIGlobalInfom
 

Restarts all scripts in the given interface context. 

31 #IHGlobalInfo 
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IH_Stopinterface 

Synopsis 
void IH_Stopinterface(IHGlobalInfo* gi)
 

Arguments 

( IHGlobal Inf o* ) gi
 

A document interface context. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
alGlobalInfo"
 

Stops all scripts created by the given interface. This should be called before the browser deallocates 
resources attached to a document. 

Lumnamerupf[Pronaut 

Last modified: Sun Oct 2713:15:26 PST 1996 
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iHTML Library Services 

Language Modules 

The iHTML library language services provide data structures and functions for managing and interacting with
 
the system's backend language modules.
 

Types 

IHLanguage 

Synopsis
 
The highlevel interface to a language module.
 

Definition
 

typedef struct ih_language_rec IHLanguage;
 
struct ih_language_rec {
 

/* The interface functions for this language.
 Must always be set. */
 
IHLanguageFunc* Fn;
 

/* Version information */
 
int Version;
 
int Revision;
 
int Submake;
 
char* BuildDate;
 

/* ASCII name of this language */
 
char* Name;
 

/* The total size in bytes of this language's IHLangEnv structure. */
 
int LangEnvSize;
 

);
 

See Also
 

JHLanguageFunc6 LanguageInit; Language Services!
 

This structure defines the entire public interface to an externally loaded language module. It is returned 
by the language's initialization function, and includes fields indicating the name and version of the module, 
as well as a pointer to the module's function table. 

IHLanguageFunc 

Synopsis 

../ 
2 ./ 
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The functional interface to a language module. 

Definition 

typedef struct ih_language_func_rec {
 
void
 
IHLangEnv* 
void 
int 

(*Term) IH_PROTO(UH
(*AllocLangEnv) 
(*FreeLangEnv) 
(*ExecLangEnv) 

Language* 
IH_PROT0( 
IH_PROT0( 
IH_PROT0( 

language)); 
(IHLangEnv* le)); 
(IHLangEnv* le)); 
(IHLangEnv* le, 

void (*StopLangEnv) 
IHModulelnfo* main)); 

IH_PROTO((IHLangEnv* le, 

IHModuleInfo* 
void 
IHEmbeddedInfo* 
void 
int 
void 
int 

(*AllocModule) 
(*FreeModule) 
(*AllocEmbedded) 
(*FreeEmbedded) 

(*ExecEmbedded) 
(*StopEmbedded) 
(*HandleEvent) 

IHModuleInfo* main)); 
IH_PROTO((IHModuleInfo* mi)); 
IH_PROTO((IHModuleInfo* mi)); 
IH_PROTO((IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)); 
IH_PROTO((IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)); 
IH_PROTO((IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)); 
IH_PROTO((IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)); 
IH_PROTOMHLangEnv* env, 

HTMLNode 
HTMLNode 
void 

(*IHMarkup_HeadNode) 
(*IHMarkup_TailNode) 
(*IHMarkup_SetHead) 

IHEvent* 
IH_PROTOUIHMarkup 
IH_PROTOMHMarkup 
IH_PROTOMHMarkup 

event)); 
markup)); 
markup)); 
markup, 

void 
void 

) IHLanguageFunc; 

(*IHMarkup_Ref) 
(*IHMarkup_Deref) 

HTMLNode 
IH_PROTONIHMarkup 
IH_PROTOC(IHMarkup 

node)); 
markup)); 
markup)); 

See Also 

IFILanguage9 Language Services!° 

This structure contains a language module's functional interface. It is composed of pointers to the various 
functions the module implements, used by the iHTML Library to make calls into the module. 

Languagelnit 

Synopsis 

Language initialization function. 
Definition 

typedef IHLanguage* (Languagelnit) IH_PROTO((static char* browser,
 
static char* language));
 

Parameters 

(static char* ) browser 
The name of the browser executable, as it was invoked. 

(static char*) language 
The name of the language that is being loaded. 

See Also 

IFILanguageLanguage Services12 

This is the type of a language module's initialization function, which is called to initialize the language 
upon loading it, and get the language's public interface. This entry point is the only public symbol defined 
by a dynamically loaded module, and most be globally visible as IHTINL_/anguage, where language is 
the (casesensitive!) name of the module. If that symbol is not found, the generic symbol 

9 #IHLanguage 
Ing_services.html 

It #IHLanguage 
12 Ing_services.html 
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IHTMLinterface will be tried instead. 

Functions 

IH_AllocWidget 

Synopsis 

IHWidgetObj IH_AllocWidget(IHGlobalInfo* gi, IHDocument doc,
 
IHLangEnv* langenv, IHWidgetObj par, IHWidgetRep rep,
 
IHMemberValue* init)
 

Arguments
 

(IHGlobalInfo*) gi
 

iHTML library context making widget. 
( IHDocument) doc
 

Browserside document that widget is associated with. 
(IHLangEnv*) doc
 

Language context in which to allocate widget.
 
(IHWidgetObj) par
 

Widget this is a child of, or NULL if it is a toplevel widget.
 
(IHWidgetRep) rep
 

Browser-side widget representation, or NULL.
 
(const IHMemberValue*) init
 

The initial values of the new widget's members. This is an array of IHMemberValue 
structures, which is terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. 

Return 
( IHWidgetObj) The newly created languageside widget.
 

See Also
 

IHGlobalInfeiHDocument)HLangEnv,IIHWidgetObi,61HWidgetRepilHMemberValuel,8 
AllocWidgetQ'9 

Creates a new language widget object. Similar to BR_AllocWidgetO, except that a specific 
IHWidgetRep can be supplied for this object to use; otherwise, it will allocate its own from the browser. 

IH_CleanHTMLNode 

Synopsis
 

void IH_CleanHTMLNode(HTMLNode node)
 
Arguments
 

(HTMLNode ) node
 
The browserside node to clean.
 

Return
 

nothing.
 

13 lib_document.html#IHGlobalInfo 
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See Also
 

IITMLNode2°
 

Cleans any interface information that has been associated with the given HTMLNode before 
deallocating it. This routine must be called when freeing any HTMLNodes owned by the interface, e.g. 
when freeing nodes in BR_FreeMarkup(). 

IH_DerefMarkup 

Synopsis
 

void IH_DerefMarkup(IHLanguage* lang, IHMarkup markup)
 
Arguments
 

(IHLanguage* ) lang
 

The language that made this markup object.
 
( IHMarkup) markup
 

The languageside object to dereference. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

HTMLNode2VIMarkup
 
2HLanguaze3, 

Decrements the number of pointer references on the given IHMarkup. The IHMarkup or any
 
HTMLNode nodes owned by it can not be relied upon to exist after this call.
 

IH_FreeWidget 

Synopsis
 

void IH_FreeWidget(IHLangEnv* langenv,IHWidgetObj widget)
 
Arguments
 

(IHLangEnv*) doc 

Language context in which widget exists. 
( IHWidgetObj ) widget 

Widget to deallocate 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

1HLangEnv2,AIHWidgetObj25 

Deallocates a previously allocated languageside widget, freeing all resources that were originally
 
allocated along with it.
 

IH_GetWidgetMembers 

Synopsis
 

void IH_GetWidgetMembersaHLangEnv* langenv, IHWidgetObj
 

20 br markup.html#HTMLNode 
21 br_markup.html#HTMLNode 
22 Ing_markup.html#IHMarkup 
23 AHLanguage 
24 Ing_environ.htmICHLangEnv 
25 Ing_userint.html#IHWidgetObj 
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widget, IHMemberValue* values )
 

Arguments . 

(IHLangEnv*) doc
 

Language context in which widget exists.
 
(IHWidgetObj ) widget
 

Widget to examine.
 
( cons t IHMemberValue* ) value
 

The widget member values to get. This is an array of IHMemberValue structures, which is 
terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID; each value in the array is a pointer 

to the place in member in which the widget's value should be stored. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

RILangEnv2IHWidgetObi2,IHMemberValue213R SetWidgetMembers(f9 

Retrieves the values of the given widget's member attributes. The argument values is an array of
 
IHMemberValue structures, terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID.
 

IH_HandleEvent 

Synopsis 
void IH_HandleEvent (IHEvent* event)
 

Arguments 

(IHEvent* ) event
 
An event to process.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
IHEventm
 

Send the given event off to the language module that can handle it. 

IH_HeadMarkupNode 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode IH_HeadMarkupNode (IHLanguage* Lang, IHMarkup markup)

Arguments
 

(IHLanguage*) lang
 
The language that made this markup node.
 

( IHMarkup) markup
 

The languageside node to look at. 

Return 
( HTMLNode) The first node in the tree owned by markup 

26 Ing_environ.htmICHLangEnv 
27 Ing_userint.html#IHWidgetObj 
28 br userint.html#IHMemberValue 
29 br_userint.html#BR_SetWidgetMembers 
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See Also 

HTMLNocle3,1HMarkup3,2JFILanguage3,3 

This routine returns the first HTMLNode that is owned and being managed by the languagesidetree 
markup. 

IH_ImportLanguage 

Synopsis 

IHLanguage* IH_Impor tLanguage (IHContentType* type)
 
Arguments 

(IHContentType*) type
 

The content type that the important language needs to handle. 

Return
 
( IHLanguage *) A handle on the requested language.
 

See Also
 

IHLanguage3,41HContentType"
 

Loads an external language module, links it into the browser, and returns its public interface. The 
language is found by looking through an internally generated list of available languages, searching for one 
that implements the given content type. Once one is found, an external module named "impl" is hunted for 
in the path for that name'd language. The module is then loaded and initialized, and the interface to it 
returned. 

If a language implementing the given content type has already been loaded, its interface is immediately
returned, instead. 

IH_RefMarkup 

Synopsis 

void IH_RefMarkup(IHLanguage* lang, IHMarkup markup)
 
Arguments
 

(IHLanguage* ) lang
 
The language that made this markup object.
 

( IHMarkup) markup
 
The languageside object to reference. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
fiTMLNode3,61..thiasid,'IHLanguag e3,8
 

Adds a pointer reference to the given IHMarkup. This is used when linking HTMLNode trees together, 
to indicate links between trees with different owners. 

31 br_markup.html#HTMLNode 
32 Ing_markup.html#IHMarkup 
33 #IHLanguage 
34 #IHLanguage 
35 lib_misc.html#IHContentType 
36 br_markup.html#HTMLNode 
32 Ing_markup.html#IHMarkup 
38 #IHLanguage 
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IH_ReleaseLanguage 

Synopsis
 

void IH_ReleaseLanguage(IHLanguage* lang)
 
Arguments
 

(IHLanguage* ) lang 

A previously important language interface. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

JHLanguage3,11-1 Import Language
 

Releases a handle in the given language interface, as returned previously by IH_ImportLanguage(). 
Every IH_ImportLanguage() call that returns a nonNULL value must be matched with exactly one 
IH_ReleaseLanguage() call, when the language is no longer needed. 

IH_SetMarkupHead 

Synopsis
 

void IH_SetMarkupHead(IHLanguage* lang, IHMarkup markup,
 
HTMLNode node)
 

Arguments
 

(IHLanguage* ) lang 

The language that made this markup object. 
( IHMarkup) markup 

The languageside object to set. 
(HTMLNode) node 

The new head of the languageside tree. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

J-ITMLNode41111Markw4,21HLanguage4,3 

Informs that IHMarkup that it has a new head node. This is called when deleting a tree of nodes, to make 
sure that the head node saved by the IHMarkup is kept up to date. If NULL, this IHMarkup does not own 
any more nodes. 

IH_SetWidgetMembers 

Synopsis 
void IH_SetWidgetMembers ( IHLangEnv* langenv,
,
 IHWidgetObj
 
widget, IHMemberValue* values)
 

Arguments
 

(IHLangEnv* ) doc
 

Language context in which widget exists. 

39 #IHLanguage 
4° #IH_ImportLanguage 

br_markup.html#HTMLNode 
42 Ing_markup.html#IHMarkup 
43 #IHLanguage 
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(IHWidgetObj ) widget
 

Widget to modify.
 
( c ons t IHMemberValue* ) value
 

The widget member values to set. This is an array of IHMemberValue structures, which is 
terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

HiLangEnv4,4IHWidgetObi,51HMemberValue;613R SetWidgetMembers()47 

Sets the values of the given widget's member attributes. The argument values is an array of
 
IHMemberValue structures, terminated with a member of IWM_NULL_ID.
 

IH_TailMarkupNode 

Synopsis 
HTMLNode
 1MarkupNode ( IHLanguage* Lang, I HMar kup markup )
 

Arguments 

( IHLanguage* ) king
 
The language that made this markup node.
 

( IHMarkup) markup
 

The languageside node to look at. 

Return 
( HTMLNode ) The last node in the tree owned by markup
 

See Also
 

HTMLNode4,41HMarkup4,9JHLanguager 

This routine returns the last HTMLNode that is owned and being managed by the languageside tree
markup. 

IllsChupr[Prevnacif 

Last modified: Tue Oct 8 04:31:26 PDT 1996 

44 Ing_environ.htmICHLangEnv 
45 Ing_userint.html#IHWidgetObj 
46 br_userint.html#IHMemberValue 
47 br_userint.html#BR_SetWidgetMembers 
48 br markup.html#HTMLNode 
49 Ing_markup.html#IHMarkup 
513 CHLanguage 
51 ../ 
52 / 
53 lib_services.html 
54 lib_document.html 
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iHTML Library Services 

Buffers 

The iHTML library buffer services provide operationson a data type called a "IHBuffer," allowing for the
 
collection and manipulation of blocks of arbitrary byte data.
 

Types 

IHBufferP 

Synopsis
 

A data buffer, for storing and passing binary data streams.
 
Definition
 

typedef struct ih_buffer {
 
int length;
 
char* buffer;
 

) *IHBufferP;
 

See Also
 
1H AllocBuffer06
 

This type is used to hold and manipulate arbitrary binary data. Its two public fields are readonly, defining 
the current number of bytes in the buffer and pointing to a block of memory that can be examined for their
values. 

Functions 

IH_AllocBuffer 

Synopsis
 

IHBufferP buffer = IH_AllocBuffer(int size, const char* data)
 
Arguments
 

(int) size
 

Initial size of the buffer.
 
(const char*) data
 

Initial data in the buffer.
 

1.J
 

3 lib_services.html 
4 lib_language.html 
5 lib_dlist.html 
6 #1H_AllocBuffer 
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Return 

( IHBuf f erP) A newly allocated data buffer.
 
See Also
 

JHBufferP'
 

This routine allocates a new IHBufferP, which is a structure used to hold arbitrary binary data. The 
argument size indicates the initial size of the buffer, and data is the initial data for it. Possible values for 
these parameters are: 

size -0, data=NULL
 

Allocate an empty buffer.
 
size=-1, data=string
 

Allocate a buffer containing the given string.
 
size -x, data=pointer
 

Allocate buffer of size x, initially filled with data.
 

IH_AppendBuffer 

Synopsis 
IHBufferP buffer = IH_AppendBuffer(IHBufferP old, int size,
 
const char* data)
 

Arguments 

(IHBufferP) old
 
The original buffer.
 

(int) size
 

Amount of data to append to buffer.
 
(const char*) data
 

Values of data to append to buffer.
 

Return 
( IHBufferP) The new data buffer.
 

See Also
 

JHBufferPg JH AllocBuffer()9
 

Append new data to an existing IHBufferP. The parameters operate the same as those for 
IH_AllocBuffer(); this function can be thought of as allocating a new buffer using the second and third 
parameters, and appending it to the buffer specified by the first. 

The return value is the new buffer -- note that this may be different than the originally supplied buffer; 
always update to the returned buffer pointer. 

IH_FreeBuffer 

Synopsis 

void IH_Freenuffer(IHBufferP buffer)
 
Arguments 

( IHBuf f erP) buffer 
The data buffer to deallocate. 

7 #IHBufferP 
8 #IHBufferP 
9 CHAllocBuffer 
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Return
 

nothing.
 
See Also
 

JHBufferejli AllocBuffee
 

Deal locate a data buffer that was previously allocated with BR_AllocBufferO. 

[Homeforsdwur[prevrftgr 

Last modified: Tue Oct 8 04:04:04 PDT 1996 

16 #IHBufferP 
11 #IH_AllocBuffer 
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iHTML Library Services 

Doublylinked Lists 

The iHTML library's doublylinked list services are a standard set oftypes and functions for managing 
arbtrirary doublylinked list structures. They are used by putting the IHNode structure at the type of another 
structure that is to be used in a list; the list management routines may then be used directly on that new 
structure's IHNode field. 

Types 

IHList 

Synopsis 
A handle on a doublylinked list. 

Definition 

typedef struct ih_list_rec
 
IHNode *lh_Head; /* The first node in the list */ 
IHNode 

IHList; 
*lh_Tail; /* The last node in the list */ 

See Also 

RINode6 JH AllocList07 JH InitListff 

This is a handle on a full doublylinked list of nodes. It can be created two ways: dynamically by calling 
IH_AllocList(), and statically by reserving memory for the list structure and then calling IH_InitList() on 
it. 

IHNode 

Synopsis 

A single node in a linked list. 
Definition 

typedef struct ih_node_rec (
 

IHNode
 *ln_Succ; /* Pointer to next (successor) */
 
IHNode
 *ln_Pred; /* Pointer to previous (predecessor) */
 

) IHNode;
 

See Also 

../ 
2J
 
3 lib_services.html 
4 lib_buffec.html 
5 lib_misc.html 
6 #IHNode 
7 CH_AllocList 
8 #IH_InitList 
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11-1List, IH Alloc Node() 

This type represents a single node in a longer doublylinked list of nodes. It can be appended to the top of 
any structure that needs to be put into a list. Any objects that incorporate this node should be allocated by 
calling IH_AllocNode0. 

Functions 

IH_AddHead 

Synopsis
 
void* IH_AddHead(IHList* ls,IHNode* nd)
 

Arguments
 

(IHList*) Is
 

A handle on a list. 
(IHNode*) nd 

A node to add to the list. 

Return
 
( void* ) The new head of the list, i.e. nd.
 

See Also
 
IHList11JHNode12
 

Inserts the given node into the front of the list. 

IH_AddTail 

Synopsis 
void* IH_AddTail (IHList* ls,IHNode* nd)
 

Arguments 

(IHList*) Is
 

A handle on a list. 
(IliNode*) nd 

A node to add to the list. 

Return 
(void* ) The new tail of the list, i.e. nd. 

See Also 

IHLisOHNodel4 

Appends the given node to the back of the list. 

IH_AllocNode 

Synopsis 
void* IH AllocNode(int size) 

9 #IHList 
10 #IH_AllocNode 

#IHList 
12 #IHNode 
13 #IHList 
14 #IHNode 
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Arguments 

( int ) size
 

Size, in bytes, of node structure to allocate. 

Return
 
( vo id*) A new instance of the node.
 

See Also
 

Whigdg"
 

This function is used to allocate a new structure that is being used as a node. The size is the total size of 
the structure, include the IHNode at the top. Memory for the new structure is allocated, cleared to zeros, 
and returned. 

IH_AllocList 

Synopsis 
IHList* IH_AllocList(void)
 

Arguments
 
none.
 

Return
 
(IHList*) A new list.
 

See Also
 
IHList 6
 

Allocates and initializes a new list. 

IH_FreeList 

Synopsis
 
void IH_FreeList(IHList* 1s)
 

Arguments
 

(IHList*) is
 

A list of nodes. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
IHList;'
 

This function deallocates an IHList, and all nodes attached to it. This can be called on a nonempty list if 
its nodes can be deallocated by calling free() on them; otherwise, all nodes should be removed from the 
list and then it may be deallocated. 

IH_GetHead 

Synopsis 
void* IH_GetHead(IHList* 1s)
 

Arguments 

15 #IHNode 
16 #IHList 
17 4tiFiLiSt 
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(IHList*) Is 

A handle on a list. 

Return 
(void* ) The first node in the list. 

See Also 

111Listi,8111Node" 

Returns the first node in a list. Returns NULL if the list is empty. 

IH_GetTail 

Synopsis
 

void* IH_GetTail(IHList* 1s)
 
Arguments
 

(IHList*) is
 

A handle on a list. 

Return
 
(void *) The first node in the list.
 

See Also
 
IHList2,611-1Node
 

Returns the last node in a list. Returns NULL if the list is empty. 

IH_InitList 

Synopsis
 

void IH_InitList(IHList* 1s)
 
Arguments
 

(IHList*) Is
 

A list of nodes. 

Return 
nothing. 

See Also 

IHList22, 

Initializes the fields on of IHList. This function should be called on any IHList that has not been created 
with IH_AllocList(), prior to using it. 

IH_InsNode 

Synopsis 

void* IH_InsNode(IHList* ls,IHNode* place, IHNode* nd)
 
Arguments 

(IHList*) /s
 

18 #IHList 
19 #IHNode 
2° #IHList 
21 #IHNode 
22 #IHList 
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A handle on a list.
 

(IHNode* ) place
 
Position in the list.
 

( IHNode* ) nd
 
A node to add to the list.
 

Return 
(void* ) The new node located after the position, i.e. nd.
 

See Also
 
IHList2,3IHNode24
 

Inserts the given node into the list, after the location indicated by place. If place is NULL, the node is 
inserted at the head of the list. 

IH_NextNode 

Synopsis
 
void* IH_NextNode(IHList* is, IHNode* nd)
 

Arguments
 

(IHList*) Is
 

A handle on a list.
 
(IHNode*) nd
 

A node in the list
 

Return 
(void* ) The node that appears after the given node in the list. 

/* Traverse forward through a list. */
 

IHNode* nd = NULL;
 
while( (nd=IH_NextNode(ls,nd)) 

)
 

/* Do something with nd. */
 
}
 

See Also
 
IHList7,-5IHNode
 

Returns the node that occurs after the given node in a list. If the given node is NULL, the first node in the 
list is returned. 

IH_PrevNode 

Synopsis
 

void* IH_PrevNode(IHList* is, IHNode* nd)
 
Arguments
 

(IHList*) Is
 

A handle on a list.
 
( IHNode*) nd
 

A node in the list
 

23 #1HLiSt 
24 #IHNode 
25 #IHList 
26 #IHNode 
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Return
 

(void* ) The node that appears prior the given node in the list..
 

/* Traverse backward through a list. */
 

IHNode* nd = NULL;
 
while( (nd=IH_PrevNode(ls,nd)) 

) 
{
 

/* Do something with nd. */
 

See Also
 

BiList21HNode28
 

Returns the node that occurs before the given node in a list. If the given node is NULL, the last node in 
the list is returned. 

IH_Remllead 

Synopsis
 
void* IH_RemHead(IHList* 1s)
 

Arguments
 

(IHList*) /s
 

A handle on a list. 

Return 
(void* ) The old head node of the list.
 

See Also
 

JHList2,91HNode"
 

Removes the head node from the list, and returns it. Returns NULL ifthe list is empty. 

IH_RemNode 

Synopsis 

void* IH_RemNode(IHList* ls, IHNode* nd)
 
Arguments 

(IHList*) Is
 

A handle on a list.
 
( IHNode* ) nd
 

A node in the list 

Return 
(void* ) The node removed from the list, i.e. nd.
 

See Also
 

IHLise,IIHNode32
 

Removes the given node from the list, and returns it. The node must be in the list when this function is 
called. 

27 CHLASt 
28 #IHNode 
29 CHUSI 
3° #IHNode 
31 CHLiSt 
32 #IHNode 
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IH_RemTail 

Synopsis
 
void* IH_RemTail ( THList* ls )
 

Arguments
 

( THList*) is
 
A handle on a list.
 

Return
 

(void *) The old tail node of the list.
 
Example
 

/* Remove and deallocate all nodes from a list. */
 

IHNode* nd;
 
while( (nd= IH_RemTail(ls)) ) {
 

free(nd);
 

See Also
 

IHList3,3JHNode34
 

Removes the tail node from the list, and returns it. Returns NULL if the list is empty. 

[Homer ag-Cr[UP17[ErraT[Ead9 
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iHTML Library Services 

Miscellaneous 

A few miscellaneous iHTML library services don't fit into any particular category. These include functions for
 
manipulating MIME content type information, mapping from strings to integer identifiers, retrieving version
 
information, and initializing and terminating the entire iHTML system.
 

Types 

IHContentType 

Synopsis
 

The parsed representation of a MIME Contenttype header.
 
Definition
 

typedef struct ih_content_type_rec (
 

IHNode node;
 
IHList params;
 /* (IHEmbeddedParam*) List of MIME arguments. */
 
char* type;
 /* The MIME content type -- e.g., "image" */
 
char* subtype;
 /* The MIME content subtype -- e.g., "gif" */
 

) IHContentType;
 

See Also 

JHEmbeddedPararn°, IHNode', RILists 

This type represents the information in a MIME Contenttype header. This includes the basic type and 
subtype, along with a list of any additional parameters. 

IHNameEntry 

Synopsis
 

An association between an ID number and its textual name.
 
Definition
 

typedef struct name_entry_rec
 
char* name;
 
int attr;
 
IHNameEntry;
 

See Also 

I.J2J 
3 lib_services.html 
4 lib_dlist.html 
5 Ing_services.html 
6 lib_document.html#IHEmbeddedParam 
7 lib_dlist.htnsl #IHNode 
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IH FindNameEntry(1 

This type maps between an arbirary identifier integer and a name string associated with it. The library 
includes a number of static arrays of these types, that are used to compute the ID code for a string. These 
are IH ClassNames, IH CodeNames, IH_AttrNames, and IH_WidgetMemberNames. 

Functions 

IH_FindNameEntry 

Synopsis 

IHNameEntry* IH_FindNameEntry(IHNameEntry* entries, int size,
 
const char* name)
 

Arguments 

( IHNameEntry* ) entries
 
Array mapping names to IDs.
 

(int) size
 

Number of entries in the above array.
 
( const char* ) name
 

The name to find an ID for. 

Return 
(IHNameEntry*) The entry that matches the given name.
 

See Also
 

IHNameEntry 1°
 

This function performs a binary search on the given array of NameEntries, looking for the requested 
name. If found, it returns a pointer to that entry. Otherwise, returns NULL. There are also four functions 
that provide a simpler interface for retrieving standard names: 

IHNameEntry* IH_FindClassEntry(char* name)
 

Return a IHNameEntry corresponding to the IECLASS with the given name. 
IHNameEntry* IH_FindCodeEntry(char* name)
 

Return a IHNameEntry corresponding to the IECODE with the given name. 
IHNameEntry* IH_FindAttrEntry(char* name)
 

Return a IHNameEntry corresponding to the IEATTR with the given name. 
IHNameEntry* IH_FindWidgetMemberEntry(char* name)
 

Return a IHNameEntry corresponding to the IEATTR with the given name. 

IH_FreeContentType 

Synopsis 

void IH_FreeContentType ( IHContentType* ct)
 
Arguments 

(IHContentType *)ct
 

Contenttype node to deallocate 

Return 

9 #IH_FindNameEntry 
#IHNameEntry 
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nothing.
 

See Also
 
MContentTypenj11 ParseContentType012
 

Deal locates the given MIME "Contenttype" structure representation, which must have been
 
previously allocated with IH_ParseContentType().
 

IH_GetVersion 

Synopsis
 

void IH_GetVersion(char** build, int* ver, int* rev, int* sub)
 
Arguments
 

( char ** ) build
 

Variable in which to place build date string.
 
(int* ) ver
 

Variable in which to place version number.
 
(int*) rev
 

Variable in which to place revision number.
 
( int* ) sub
 

Variable in which to place submake number. 

Return
 

nothing.
 

Fills in the given addresses with the library version information. 

IH_Initialize 

Synopsis
 

void IH_Initialize(int argc, char** argv)
 
Arguments
 

(int) argc
 
Number of arguments.
 

( char ** ) argv
 
Argument array. 

Return
 

nothing.
 
Bugs
 

Should return an error code.
 
See Also
 

JH Terminate()"
 

Initializes the iHTML library and scans the system for language modules. This function must be called 
when the browser first starts up, with the command line that was supplied by the user. 

IH_MatchContentType 

Synopsis 

IHContentType 
12 IH_ParseContentType 
13 CH _Terminate 
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int IH_MatchContentType(IHContentType* tpl, IHContentType* ct)
 

Arguments
 

(THContentType* ) tpl
 

Contenttype template to compare against. 
( IHContentType* ) ct
 

Contenttype to check. 

Return
 
( int) Result of comparison: 1 if ct matches tpl, else 0.
 

See Also
 

IHContentType;411-1 PatseContentType(115
 

Compares two IHContentType structures. tpl is the template to match against, and ct is the content type 
that is being checked. Thus tpl may have values of "*" in its typeor subtype to match any value in ct, and 
ct must have any additional parameters that are contained in tpl 

IH ParseContentType 

Synopsis
 

IHContentType* IH_ParseContentType(const char* ctype)
 
Arguments
 

(const char*) ctype
 

The Contenttype string to parse. 

Return
 
( IHContentType*) A newly allocated Contenttype structure.
 

Example
 

/* Create a Content-type for the iHTML Python module. */
 
IHContentType* python
 
= IH_ParseContentType("application/ihtml; language=python")
 

See Also
 
JHContentType16
 

This routine parses a MIME Contenttype header's data, returning a newly allocated IHContentType 
structure that is equivalent to the given string. If the given string is invalid e.g., there is no type or 
subtype supplied a NULL value is returned. 

IH Terminate 

Synopsis
 
Arguments
 

none.
 
Return
 

nothing.
 
See Also
 

IH
 

14 IHContentType 
15 IH_ParseContentType 
16 IHContentType 
17 IH Initialize 
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Deal locates and cleans up iHTML library and language modules, prior to program exit. 
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iHTML Architecture 

Language Services 

The iHTML architecture defines a set of services that every backend language module must implement. This 
components public interface is typically only directly accessed by the jHTML library component! Other modules 
should interact with a language module through the library component's language services'. 

The language services are divided into four categories: 

HTML Parse Trees' 
Creating and managing the languageside representation of HTML parse trees. 

Environment9 

Managing information about the language module's context for each browser document. 
Scriptsm 

Creating and managing scripts.that are executing on a particular document. 
User Interface" 

Creating and managing the languageside representation of user interface objects and performing event 
handling. 

atiandascilvpr[Prevrauff 
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iHTML Language Services 

HTML Parse Trees 

The language markup services provide access to and manipulation of a language module's internal
 
representation of HTML parse trees.
 

Types 

IHMarkup 

Synopsis 

The languageside representation of an HTML parse tree. 
Definition 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the language's internal implementation.) 
See Also 

HTMLNode6 

This type represents the languageside context on an HTML parse tree. One IHMarkup object may be 
associated with a singe HTMLNode or a whole tree of nodes; the system keeps track of references on 
these objects, as trees owned by different IHMarkup objects are put together. 

Functions 

IHMarkup_Deref 

Synopsis 
void IHMarkup_Deref (IHMarkup markup) 

Arguments 

( IHMarkup) markup
 

A languageside markup object. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHMarkup'
 

2J 
3 Ing_services.httn1 
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Remove a reference to the given languageside markup object. If this is the last reference, the object 
should be deallocated. 

IHMarkup_HeadNode 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode IHMarkup_HeadNode (IHMarkup markup)
 
Arguments 

(IHMarkup) markup
 
A language-side markup object.
 

Return
 
(HTMLNode) A browserside markup node.
 

See Also
 
IHMarkupg J-ITMLNode9
 

This function returns the first node of the browserside HTML parse tree that is owned by the
 
languageside IHMarkup object.
 

IHNIarkup_Ref 

Synopsis 
void IHNIarkup_Ref (IHMarkup markup)
 

Arguments 

(IHMarkup) markup
 
A languageside markup object.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 
JHMarkup'°
 

Add a reference to the given languageside markup object. 

IHMarkup_SetHead 

Synopsis 

void IliMarkup_SetHead(IHMarkup markup, HTMLNode node)
 
Arguments 

(IHMarkup) markup
 
A language-side markup object.
 

(HTMLNode) node
 

A browserside parse tree node.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

8 IHMarkup 
9 br_markup.httnI#HTMLNocle 
10 IHMarkup 
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IHMarkup, HTMLNode 

This function sets the first node of the languageside IHMarkup object to be the given node. 

IHMarkup_TailNode 

Synopsis 

HTMLNode IHMarkup_TailNode ( IHMarkup markup )
 
Arguments 

( IHMarkup ) markup
 
A languageside markup object.
 

Return
 
( HTMLNode ) A browserside markup node.
 

See Also
 
IHMarkup8IITMLNode"
 

This function returns the last node of the browserside HTML parse tree that is owned by the
 
languageside IHMarkup object.
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iHTML Language Services 

Environment 

The language environment services provide functions for manipulating the document environments and global
 
state of a language module.
 

Types 

IHLangEnv 

Synopsis
 
A language execution environment.
 

Definition
 

typedef struct ih_lang_env_rec IHLangEnv;
 
struct ih_lang_env_rec
 

IHNode node;
 
IHGlobalInfo* interface;
 
IHLanguage* language;
 
/* Any language-private information may go here.
 *1
 

;
 

See Also
 

JHGlobalInfo6, JHLanguage7
 

This type is a handle on a single execution environment in a language module. Every document has one 
language environment associated it, for each language that is executing on it. This environment provides 
a context for the highlevel document script, and interaction between embedded scripts. 

Functions 

AllocLangEnv 

Synopsis
 

IHLangEnv* AllocLangEnv(IHLangEnv* le)
 
Arguments
 

( IHLangEnv*) le
 

The new language environment the library is creating. 

I .J 
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Return 
(IHLangEnv*) The initialized language environemt (i.e., le), or NULL if there was a fatal 
error. 

See Also 
IHLangEnvs 

Allocate a new language environment. There is one environment per document; it contains all of the 
language state information needed for that document. This function is called the first time the library is 
about to create a new module, embedded object, or program for that document; the library will have 
already allocated and linked the IHLangEnv structure. The function should return that structure back if 
all is okay, or NULL if there was an error. 

ExecLangEnv 

Synopsis 

int ExecLangEnv ( IHLangEnv* le, IHIvIoduleInf o* main)
 

Arguments 

( IHLangEnv* ) le 

An active language environment. 
( IHmoduleInf o*) main
 

The main document script in this environment. 

Return
 
( int) TRUE if all is okay, FALSE if it could not be started.
 

See Also
 

II-ILangEnv9 IHModuleInfo:°AllocLangEnv" 

Start execution in the document's environment. If main is nonNULL, it is a pointer to the document's 
main program, which should be executed right now. This function is called prior to starting any of the 
embedded objects. Returns TRUE if all is okay. 

FreeLangEnv 

Synopsis 
void FreeLangEnv ( IHLangEnv* le)
 

Arguments 

( IHLangEnv* ) le 

A previously allocated language environment. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHLangEnv,12AllocLangEnv"
 

Deallocated all resources the language had previously allocated in AllocLangEnv(). 

8 CHLangEnv 
9 #1HLangEnv 
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12 #IHLangEnv 
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StopLangEnv 

Synopsis 
int S topLangEnv ( IHLangEnv* le)
 

Arguments 

( IHLangEnv*) le 

An active language environment. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHLangEnv,"IHModuleInfo,5AllocLangEnv16 

Stop the execution in the document's environment. If main is nonNULL, it is a pointer to the 
document's main program, which should be stopped right now. This function is called after all of the 
embedded objects have been stopped; the library should be prepared to handle it being called even if the 
environment isn't currently executing. 

Term 

Synopsis 
void Term ( IHLanguage* lang)
 

Arguments 

( IHLanguage* ) lang 

The language module's public interface. 

Return
 

nothing.
 
See Also
 

11-1Langu gel'
 

Free all resources used by the language, prior to unloading. If the pointer to this function is NULL, the 
language can not be terminated and thus will never be unloaded. 
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iHTML Language Services 

Scripts 

The language scripting services provide control ofa language modules applet and document scripting (or data
 
type handling) implementation.
 

Types 

IHLangCode 

Synopsis
 

Information about a single piece of code executing in a language environment.
 
Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the language's internal implementation.)

See Also
 

IHLangEnv6 IHCodeInfo7
 

This type encapsulates the language module's information about a single piece of code that is in one of its 
environments. This may include such things as the symbol table it is executing in, current status, and the 
compiled code itself. 

Functions 

AllocEmbedded 

Synopsis 

IHEmbeddedInf o* Al locEmbedded ( IHErnbeddedInf o*
 ei )
 
Arguments 

( IHEmbeddedInf o* ) ei
 

The embedded object the library is allocating. 

Return 
( IHEmbeddedInf o* ) The same embedded object that was handed in, or NULL if there was 
an error. 

See Also 

../
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IHEmbeddedInfo, IHCodelnfo, 

Add the given embedded object to its environment. This may involve, for example, compiling the code 
and creating a new symbol table for it; this program state information can be kept by allocating an 
IHCodelnfo structure at this point, and assigning it to the code . code field of the IHEmbeddedInfo. 

AllocModule 

Synopsis 
IHModuleInf o* Al 1 ocModul e ( IHModuleInf o* mi )
 

Arguments 

( IHModuleInf o* ) mi
 

The module the library is allocating. 

Return 
( IHModuleinf o*) The same module that was handed in, or NULL if there was an error. 

See Also 

IHModuleInforJHCodeInfoll 

Add the given module to its environment. This may involve, for example, compiling the code and creating 
a new symbol table for it; this program state information can be kept by allocating an IHCodelnfo 
structure at this point, and assigning it to the code . code field of the IHModuleInfo. Be sure to check 
the program field, as this function is called for both "real" modules, and the module representing the
main document program. 

Free Embedded 

Synopsis 

void FreeEmbedded ( IHEmbeddedInf o* ei )
 
Arguments 

( IHEmbeddedInf o* ) ei
 

The embedded object the library is deallocating. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

JHEmbeddedInfol2MCodeInfeAllocEmbeddee
 

Remove the given embedded object from its environment, and deallocate any IHCodelnfo resources
associated with it. 

Free Module 

Synopsis 

void FreeModul e ( IHModuleInf o* mi )
 

Arguments 

8 lib_document.html#IHEmbeddedInfo 
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(IHModulelnfo *) mi
 

The module the library is deallocating. 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

11-1Module InfolHCodelnfol6AllocModulel7
 

Remove the given module from its environment, and deallocate any IHCodelnfo resources associated 
with it. 

Start Embedded 

Synopsis
 
void StartEmbedded(IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)
 

Arguments
 

(IHEmbeddedInfo* ) ei
 
The embedded object to start.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

IHEmbeddedInfo"AllocEmbeddecr
 

Start execution of the given embedded object. This is called after the language environment it is in has 
been started. 

Stop Embedded 

Synopsis
 

void StopEmbedded(IHEmbeddedInfo* ei)
 
Arguments
 

(IHEmbeddedInfo* ) ei
 
The embedded object to stop.
 

Return
 
nothing.
 

See Also
 

11-1EmbeddedInfo2°, AllocEmbedded2,' 

Stop execution of the given embedded object. The language should be prepared to have this function 
called even if the object isn't currently executing. 
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iHTML Language Services 

User Interface 

The language user interface services provide access to a language's widget representation and a mechanism
 
for sending system events to the module.
 

Types 

IHWidgetObj 

Synopsis
 

The languageside widget object.
 
Definition
 

void* (This is an opaque type that is defined by the language's internal implementation.)
 
See Also
 

IHWidgetRep5
 

The languageside user interface object. This object manages positioning and layout of the browser 
widget, responding to interface events, keeping state information, and doing the appropriate drawing 
operations 

Functions 

Handle Event 

Synopsis 

int Handl eEvent (IHLangEnv* env, IHEvent * event )
 
Arguments 

( IHLangEnv*) env 

The language environment this event was sent to.
 
(IHEvent*) event
 

The event itself.
 

Return 
( int ) TRUE if the language has used the event, else FALSE.
 

See Also
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II-ILangEnv, IHEvent 

This function dispatches an event to the given language environment. The language should send itto the 
appropriate object in its environment for handling. If it was able to do something with the event, it should 
return TRUE. Otherwise, it should return FALSE so that the system can continue sending the event to 
other interested handlers. 
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